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1. INTRODUCTION        
 

 

Executive Summary 

 

During the twelve-month period, from 1 October 2021 to 30 September 2022, there were 478 

antisemitic incidents logged by volunteer Community Security Groups (CSGs), official 

Jewish state roof bodies, and the ECAJ. In the previous 12-month period, ending 30 September 

2021, these same bodies logged 447 incidents. Accordingly, there was an increase of 6.9% in 

the overall number of reported antisemitic incidents compared to the previous year (2021), 

which had a 35% increase over the number of recorded incidents in 2020.   
 

Overall, from 2021 to 2022, there were substantial increases in the number of reported incidents 

in two categories: posters/stickers (up 70% from 72 to 123) and graffiti (up 18% from 106 to 

125). There were significant decreases in two categories: physical assault (down from 8 to 5), 

and messages (down from 103 to 76). There was a minor decrease in verbal abuse (down from 

147 to 138). Vandalism remained the same at 11. 

 

The average number of reported antisemitic incidents each year from 2013 to 2021 was 298. 

As such, the total number of reported incidents in 2022 is above that average by 180 incidents.  

  

The huge 70% increase in incidents in the poster category (which includes banners, clothing, 

flags, leaflets, posters, placards and stickers) had two contributing factors. Firstly, the COVID 

regulations which produced mass street protests, particularly in Victoria, and the antisemitic 

conspiracy theories associated with the anti-vaxxer, anti-lockdown camp, resulted in 

antisemitic placards at protests and antisemitic stickers on streets. Secondly, the increase in 

neo-Nazi activity, putting up antisemitic propaganda material in the form of posters, stickers 

and the like, particularly in the eastern states and SA. 

 

There were monthly spikes in incidents in November 2021 and February 2022. Contributing 

factors to these spikes were most likely due to multiple street protests against vaccinations and 

lockdowns in November 2021 and the release of the Amnesty International report on Israel, 

eliciting a few individuals to make multiple abusive phone calls and emails to Jewish 

community organisations, especially synagogues, in February 2022. 

 
Of increasing concern for the Jewish community is the rise in neo-Nazi activity and the 

proliferation of neo-Nazi groups. Most of these groups are connected to each other and share 

propaganda material especially posters and stickers. Many neo-Nazis are becoming brazen in 

their activities, from performing Nazi salutes outside a Holocaust Museum in Adelaide to 

holding up their neo-Nazi flag in a public park in Sydney, as well as targeting synagogues with 

antisemitic posters and stickers. Some white supremacist and right-wing extremists are moving 

across into neo-Nazism.  

 

Banning the Nazi swastika in Victoria and Nazi symbols in NSW will provide a legal remedy 

for acts of vilification and promotion of genocidal symbols. It will not stop the rise of neo-

Nazism, but it will curtail their use of particular symbols. Most importantly, it sends a very 

clear message to everyone that neo-Nazism is not only unacceptable but abhorrent. 
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The use of Nazi analogies in mainstream society is increasingly becoming more common. 

Parliamentary political figures or events, such as COVID restrictions, are compared to Nazism 

or the Holocaust in order to embellish and sensationalise or to portray something as being on 

the same level as, or worse than, the planned murder of six million people. Although the 

intention may not be antisemitic per se, it has the effect of minimising and distorting the 

Holocaust and tends to desensitise people to the evils of Nazism and antisemitism.   

 

There was a concerted campaign by anti-Israel activists and groups to oppose the International 

Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) Working Definition of Antisemitism from being 

adopted by parliaments, universities, and any other organisation. MPs were lobbied. There was 

even a street protest by anti-Israel activists in Adelaide to oppose IHRA being adopted by state 

parliament. These anti-IHRA groups deliberately misconstrue the IHRA definition claiming 

that it prohibits any criticism of Israel, despite the definition explicitly stating that Israel can 

be criticised.  

 

The IHRA definition has been widely accepted by governments and other bodies, and Jewish 

communities throughout the world, as a non-legally binding standard and educational tool to 

combat antisemitism.  

 

Although it is not antisemitic per se to oppose or criticise the IHRA Working Definition of 

Antisemitism, such opposition is often expressed in a way that downplays the extent and 

severity of antisemitism, or suggests that the concerns of the Jewish community about 

antisemitism should be dismissed or minimised, or implies that Jewish community 

organisations which support the IHRA Working Definition are acting in a duplicitous manner 

and with malicious intent.  

 

Incidents of abusive behaviour towards Jewish school students at public and private schools 

continued to emerge throughout the year, with very little response by school administrations to 

halt such behaviours. University student unions passed anti-Israel resolutions, often based on 

fabrications about Israel, and these created an increasingly toxic environment for Jewish 

students.   

 

As antisemitism continues to rise in Australia, and around the world, it is important for political 

leaders, the media, law enforcement, academics, faith leaders, and others in positions of power 

or influence, to act to counter antisemitism in all its forms. One way is for governments to enact 

laws criminalising the advocacy of violence against ethnic and other groups of people, rather 

than only incitement to violence; another is to establish a national database on hate crime. 
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Current situation for Jews in Australia - Security 

 

The Jewish community is the only community within Australia whose places of worship, 

schools, communal organisations and community centres need, for security reasons, to operate 

under the protection of high fences, armed guards, metal detectors, CCTV cameras and the 

like. This necessity is recognised by Australia’s law enforcement agencies. It arises from the 

entrenched and protean nature of antisemitism in Western and Middle Eastern cultures, 

resulting in a high incidence of physical attacks against Jews and Jewish communal buildings 

over the last three decades, and continuing threats. 

 

 

Selection Criteria for Inclusion in the Report 

 

All incidents and material in this report occurred in Australia between 1 October 2021 and 30 

September 2022. All content reproduced in this report was published in Australia or is freely 

accessible online from Australia.   

 

Antisemitic content (Chapters 3 - 7) includes only discourse which is clearly and overtly 

antisemitic, according to the ‘IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism’ (see section headed 

“Working Definition of Antisemitism” below). If there is reasonable room for doubt about 

whether anti-Jewish attitudes were a factor in the publication, the publication has not been 

included in this Report. Antisemitic content also includes anti-Israel content that uses clear 

antisemitic themes, including the denial of Jewish peoplehood and basic rights, within the 

meaning of the ‘Working Definition’. The criteria used for inclusion of content in Chapter 2 

‘Incidents’ are more restrictive and are detailed in that chapter. 

 

 

Antisemitism: Incidents and Discourse in the Report  

 

Each year, since 1990, the Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ), the peak elected 

national representative body of the Australian Jewish community, has published the Report on 

Antisemitism in Australia. 

 

The ECAJ records antisemitism in two broad categories: incidents and discourse. In general, 

incidents are what ‘is done to’ Jews, while discourse is what ‘is said about’ Jews. Nevertheless, 

it is recognised that the latter can have a considerable influence on the former. 

 

Incidents comprise six categories: physical assault; vandalism; verbal abuse, harassment and 

intimidation; hate messages via email, postal mail, and telephone; graffiti; and propaganda 

material such as banners, flags, leaflets, posters and stickers. Discourse refers to public 

discourse in the mainstream and other media, in print and online publications, discussions at 

public forums, and any other public discourse where the content is antisemitic. In the annual 

antisemitism reports published by the ECAJ both categories of antisemitism are covered.  

 

Two other forms of antisemitism are discrimination and casual racism. Discrimination, for 

example, in employment, workplace, educational institutions, clubs, and elsewhere, is not 

covered in this report unless there is abuse or similar overt behaviour associated with the 

discrimination. In most cases, discrimination is covert, making it difficult to obtain evidence 

of its motivation. Casual racism is included in this report, citing some examples, in Chapter 3. 
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The Term ‘Antisemitism’ 

Antisemitism (often misspelled as ‘anti-Semitism’), despite its name, is not directed at Semitic 

languages or Semitic peoples as a whole. It is directed solely at Jews. The word 

‘antisemitismus’ (‘antisemitism’) was coined in 1879 by the German journalist, Wilhelm Marr, 

to replace the traditional word Judenhass (“hatred of Jews”) which denoted traditional hatred 

of Jews for religious reasons.  

 

Marr subscribed to the pseudo-scientific theory that humanity consists of a hierarchy of 

biological races, and believed that Jews are immutably inferior to other people for biological 

reasons. Thus, ‘antisemitism’ expressed hatred of Jews on the basis of so-called “race science”, 

which has long since been discredited, rather than on the basis of religion or theology. The 

reliance on racial pseudo-science rather than religion was deemed necessary by Jew-haters 

because Europe was seen to be becoming less religious and more secular, and the anti-Judaism 

of Christianity was becoming less relevant to western societies.  

 

The original spelling of ‘antisemitism’ was the German ‘antisemitismus’. It is translated as 

‘antisémitisme’ in French, ‘antisemitismo’ in Spanish, 'antishemiyut' in Hebrew, and so on, 

with no hyphen and no capital letters. Only English - more particularly American English - for 

some reason changed the spelling to include hyphenation and a capital ‘s’ to form the word 

'anti-Semitism’. 

 

Emil Fackenheim in his Post-Holocaust Anti-Jewishness, Jewish Identity and the Centrality of 

Israel, in ‘World Jewry and the State of Israel’ ed. Moshe David, p11, n2, stated: “…the 

spelling ought to be antisemitism without the hyphen, dispelling the notion that there is an 

entity 'Semitism' which 'anti-Semitism' opposes.”  

 

See also https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/spelling-antisemitism; and 

https://www.haaretz.com/us-news/.premium-anti-antisemitism-a-battle-rages-over-the-

jewish-hyphen-1.8856789. 

 

Alternative terms to antisemitism, although not in popular usage, are Judeophobia and Miso-

Judaism. As well, the older term ‘Jew-hatred’ is making a reappearance, in part due to the word 

‘antisemitism’ not being understood what it refers to, or not being recognized as referring only 

to Jews, or being deliberately misused to promote it in its literal sense to include all Semitic 

peoples, notably Arabs. 

 

  

What is Antisemitism? 

Antisemitism is racism and bigotry against Jews. It is a prejudice and hatred spanning 

approximately 3000 years.  

 

Racism and religious bigotry generally are the products not only of a fear of difference and 

aversion to “the other” but also of a reductionist mindset that craves simplification and cannot 

cope adequately with complexity. Rationality is cast aside for prejudice in the form of a series 

of generalisations about the presumed moral and other qualities of people based solely on their 

membership of an ethnic or religious group. The target of this prejudice is therefore not seen 

in all of his or her individual humanity, with a unique character and personal qualities, but 

rather as an anonymous “type”. Yet experience tells us that there are good and bad people 

within every ethnic and religious community, and that individuals are also a mixture of good 

and bad qualities.  

https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/spelling-antisemitism
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In fact, racism and bigotry are rarely the product of any kind of purely cognitive process. People 

who propound racist or bigoted beliefs are almost always motivated by emotional or 

psychological factors born of their own insecurities and failures, or by a supervening interest, 

and will therefore persist in such beliefs even when there is overwhelming evidence to the 

contrary. The so-called “reasons” proffered for racist and bigoted attitudes towards entire 

ethnic or religious groups are necessarily no more than rationalisations.  

 

Antisemitism has both ethnic and religious dimensions and differs from other forms of racism 

and bigotry. Over time it has mutated in order to adapt to changing circumstances. In pre-

Christian and pre-Islamic pagan societies, Jews were berated for nurturing, rather than killing, 

those of their children who fell ill, and for mandating a day of rest each week. With the advent 

of rival forms of monotheism, Christianity and Islam, this cultural prejudice gave way to 

religiously based hatred. The Jews’ refusal to accept the theological claims of Jesus or 

Mohammed elicited indignation and demonization from their respective followers. Christian 

doctrine for many centuries held Jews collectively to be eternally guilty of Deicide, a belief not 

officially abandoned until the second half of the twentieth century.  

 

From the late 1800’s onwards, religious antisemitism was eclipsed by the anti-Jewish racial 

theories eventually embraced by the Nazis. These theories were put forward in the name of 

genetic “science”, but without the slightest evidentiary foundation. With the discrediting of 

Nazi racial doctrine, antisemitism went underground for several decades. It has now returned 

with a vengeance. 

 

Contemporary antisemitism can also take the form of a denial of Jewish peoplehood and basic 

rights. To try to redefine the Jewish people as a non-people so as to suit the interests or 

convenience of others is not only dishonest but also an assault on the human dignity of every 

Jew. This is quintessential antisemitism. Given their relatively small numbers, the Jewish 

people have always been vulnerable, and for a long interval of 1800 years, were stateless, and 

could usually be victimised with impunity. Much of the rage directed against the modern State 

of Israel and the Jewish people arises from the fact that this is no longer possible. Some 

antisemites see Jewish powerlessness and vulnerability as the natural order of things which 

they seek to restore. Thus, it is precisely when Jews defend themselves successfully that the 

rage against them is at its most intense. 

 

It is therefore a mistake to equate antisemitism only with yellow badges, concentration camps 

and gas chambers, and to dismiss other forms of antisemitism as “lesser” manifestations or not 

as “genuine” antisemitism.   

 

In summary, contemporary antisemitism is manifested through: 

 

1. Religious anti-Jewish themes deriving from Christian and Islamic theological 

supersessionism and supremacism  

 

2. Racial antisemitism deriving from racial supremacist ideologies, including Nazi and 

white supremacist ideologies 

 

3. Political antisemitism disguised as anti-Zionism and the denial of Jewish peoplehood, 

history, rights and dignity, emanating from both the far Left and the far Right. 
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IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism 

 

The most widely accepted definition of antisemitism by western governments, among others, 

is the ‘Working Definition of Antisemitism’ adopted by the International Holocaust 

Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) on 26 May 2016. Australia was admitted to full membership 

of the IHRA in June 2019. 

 

The IHRA is an intergovernmental body composed of (as of September 2022):  

 

• 35 member countries: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, 

Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, 

Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, North 

Macedonia, Norway, Poland, Portugal; Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, 

Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States;  

 

• 10 observer countries: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Cyprus, El Salvador, 

Moldova, Monaco, New Zealand, Turkiye, Uruguay; and  

 

• 8 Permanent International Partners: United Nations, UNESCO, OSCE/ODIHR, 

Arolsen Archives, European Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), European Union, 

Council of Europe, and the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany.  

 

 https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/countries-and-membership 

 

The IHRA Working Definition has its roots in the ‘Working Definition of Antisemitism’ 

formulated by the European Union Monitoring Commission (EUMC), now called the European 

Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), which was adopted in 2005 and distributed to all its 

national monitors. The EUMC and IHRA definitions are almost identical.  

 

For the purposes of this Report, the ECAJ uses the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism. 

 

 

The IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism is as follows: 

 
 
 

 

https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/countries-and-membership
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WORKING DEFINITION OF ANTISEMITISM 

 

Working definition: “Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be 

expressed as hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of 

antisemitism are directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their 

property, toward Jewish community institutions and religious facilities.” 

 

Manifestations might include the targeting of the state of Israel, conceived as a Jewish 

collectivity. However, criticism of Israel similar to that leveled against any other country 

cannot be regarded as antisemitic. 

 

Antisemitism frequently charges Jews with conspiring to harm humanity, and it is often used 

to blame Jews for “why things go wrong.” It is expressed in speech, writing, visual forms 

and action, and employs sinister stereotypes and negative character traits. 

 

Contemporary examples of antisemitism in public life, the media, schools, the workplace, 

and in the religious sphere could, taking into account the overall context, include, but are not 

limited to: 

 

• Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical 

ideology or an extremist view of religion. 

 

• Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about 

Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not 

exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the 

media, economy, government or other societal institutions. 

 

• Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing 

committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-

Jews. 

 

• Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the 

genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its 

supporters and accomplices during World War II (the Holocaust). 

 

• Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the 

Holocaust. 

 

• Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of 

Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations. 

 

• Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the 

existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor. 

 

• Applying double standards by requiring of it a behavior not expected or demanded of 

any other democratic nation. 

 

• Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of 

Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis. 
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• Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis. 

 

• Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel. 

 

Antisemitic acts are criminal when they are so defined by law (for example, denial of the 

Holocaust or distribution of antisemitic materials in some countries). 

 

Criminal acts are antisemitic when the targets of attacks, whether they are people or 

property – such as buildings, schools, places of worship and cemeteries – are selected 

because they are, or are perceived to be, Jewish or linked to Jews. 

 

Antisemitic discrimination is the denial to Jews of opportunities or services available to 

others and is illegal in many countries. 

 

Source: IHRA at 

https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/sites/default/files/press_release_document_antise

mitism.pdf 

 

 

 

Adoption of the IHRA working definition of antisemitism 

 

• National/International Adoption of the IHRA working definition of antisemitism 

 

 

The following UN member states have adopted or endorsed the IHRA working definition 

of antisemitism [as of September 2022]. Beyond the 38 countries listed below, a wide range 

of other political entities, including a large number of regional/state and local governments, 

have done so as well. 

 

Albania, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Canada, Colombia, 

Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Hungary, 

Israel, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Moldova, Netherlands, North Macedonia, Philippines, 

Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, United 

Kingdom, United States, Uruguay. 

 

Organizations: The following international organizations have expressed support for the 

working definition of antisemitism: 

 

United Nations: Secretary General Antonio Guterres, Special Rapporteur for freedom of 

religion or belief Ahmed Shaheed; European Union: Council, Parliament, Commission; 

Organization of American States: Secretary General; Council of Europe: European 

Commission against Racism and Intolerance. 

 

 

Source: https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/resources/working-definitions-

charters/working-definition-antisemitism/adoption-endorsement  

 

 

 

https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/sites/default/files/press_release_document_antisemitism.pdf
https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/sites/default/files/press_release_document_antisemitism.pdf
https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/resources/working-definitions-charters/working-definition-antisemitism/adoption-endorsement
https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/resources/working-definitions-charters/working-definition-antisemitism/adoption-endorsement
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• 865 entities have adopted IHRA working definition of antisemitism 

https://www.jpost.com/diaspora/antisemitism/article-701485 

“A newly released study [in March 2022] by the Combat Antisemitism Movement (CAM) and 

the Kantor Center for the Study of Contemporary European Jewry at Tel Aviv University 

shows that 865 entities around the world have adopted the International Holocaust 

Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) working definition of antisemitism since 2016. An array of 

international organizations, national governments, municipalities, NGOs, universities, athletic 

clubs, corporations and other groups have adopted that definition as the guiding framework for 

their policies against antisemitism. The definition’s impact and influence are rooted in the 

mainstream consensus that has formed around it.”  

 

• Australian governments adopting the IHRA working definition of antisemitism 

The International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) Working Definition of 

Antisemitism has been adopted in Australia by the following federal, state, and local 

government bodies: 

 

Australian government (Oct. 2021) with bipartisan support; NSW state government (Dec. 

2021); NSW state parliament’s Legislative Council (March 2022); Victorian state government 

and parliament (May 2022); South Australian state parliament’s Legislative Council (July 

2022); Waverley Council, in Sydney (Nov. 2021); Glen Eira City Council, in Melbourne (April 

2022). 

 

 

Sociological definition of Antisemitism 

Helen Fein, a historical sociologist and professor, published “The Persisting Question: 

Sociological Perspectives and Social Contexts of Modern Antisemitism” in 1987. On page 67 

she wrote:  

“I propose to define antisemitism as a persisting latent structure of hostile beliefs 

towards Jews as a collectivity manifested in individuals as attitudes, and in culture as 

myth, ideology, folklore, and imagery, and in actions – social or legal discrimination, 

political mobilization against the Jews, and collective or state violence – which results 

in and/or is designed to distance, displace, or destroy Jews as Jews.”  

https://www.degruyter.com/view/book/9783110858914/10.1515/9783110858914.67.x

ml 

 

 

Community Security Trust (CST) in the UK - definition of an antisemitic incident: 

“CST classifies as an antisemitic incident any malicious act aimed at Jewish people, 

organisations or property, where there is evidence that the incident has antisemitic motivation 

or content, or that the victim was targeted because they are (or are believed to be) Jewish.” 

https://cst.org.uk/data/file/6/e/Definitions-of-Antisemitic-Incidents.1425054324.pdf  

 

 

Contemporary Forms of Antisemitic Discourse  

Some expressions are easily identified as antisemitic, for example, “God damned you Jews to 

hell”, “Jews run the world”, the "evil greedy money-loving nature of Jews", or “Hitler should 

have finished them off.” 

 

Other comments are not as readily recognised as antisemitic. This can be because they are seen 

as ambiguous, or borderline, or coded, or disguised as ordinary political criticism of Israel, or 

https://www.jpost.com/diaspora/antisemitism/article-701485
https://www.degruyter.com/view/book/9783110858914/10.1515/9783110858914.67.xml
https://www.degruyter.com/view/book/9783110858914/10.1515/9783110858914.67.xml
https://cst.org.uk/data/file/6/e/Definitions-of-Antisemitic-Incidents.1425054324.pdf
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because the connection to classical forms of antisemitism is not recognised. Not all people who 

harbour hostility towards Jews are open about their views. Often, antisemitic rhetoric is more 

subtle and less overt than that expressed by those who openly admit to being Jew-haters. Many 

will ‘dog-whistle’ or convey their messages ‘between the lines.’   

 

The word ‘Zionist’ in the hands of antisemites is also typically a substitute for the pejorative 

use of the word ‘Jew’. A variation of that technique is the use of classical anti-Jewish motifs 

and themes in the expression of what, on the surface, may appear to be merely political opinions 

about Israel. For example, where once it was said that the Jews seek to control the world, now 

it is said that Israel seeks to control the world; where once it was said that Jews lusted after 

Christian/gentile blood, now it is said that Israel lusts after Palestinian/gentile blood; where 

once it was said that Jews/Judaism were Satanic, now it is said that Israelis/Zionists are Satanic. 

 

 

Themes in anti-Jewish rhetoric 

 

Themes commonly found and expressed in anti-Jewish rhetoric in the period of review include: 

 

• Jews as Christ-killers; Jews and Judaism as anti-Christian and Satanic; Christianity as 

a Jewish plot to destroy the European races; Jews plotting to destroy Islam; killers of 

prophets; cursed by G-d; a cursed and damned people; the Chosen People concept 

mischaracterised, mocked and denied; the Talmud portrayed as evil; Jews as 

bloodthirsty for gentile blood; Jews as the enemy of humanity. 

 

• Jews as powerful, influential, and wealthy; Jews as having and exercising undue and 

disproportionate power and influence, usually against the interests of non-Jews, 

especially through the “Jewish Lobby” (aka Zionist or Israel lobby).  

 

• Jews portrayed as conspiring to rule the world through control of international finance, 

media, and politics; manipulating events; fomenting wars; unleashing pandemics; 

aimed at subjugating the non-Jewish population of the world; an existential threat to 

non-Jews; and possessing enormous power and drive aimed at world domination. 

 

• Jews as ‘the other’, not ‘real Australians’, foreigners, with dual loyalty. 

 

• Jews and Jewish organisations being accused of concocting false accusations of 

antisemitism to gain an advantage, especially in order to stifle criticism of Israel. 

 

• Holocaust denial, minimisation, distortion and denigration; Jews deserve to be killed; 

Hitler was right to kill Jews; the Jews must be killed. 

 

• Israel as an inherently racist and apartheid state; Jewish/Nazi analogy; Israel as a Nazi 

state; Jewish Star of David = Nazi swastika; Israeli Jews as terrorists; committing 

genocide against Palestinians, Arabs, Muslims, and other non-Jews.  

 

• Jews characterised as barbaric, bloodthirsty, callous, cruel, dirty, evil, foreign, greedy, 

hateful, malevolent, money-hungry, murderous, nefarious, racist, selfish, and stingy.  

 

• Jews described as apes, bacillus, demonic, devils, disease, dogs, filth, germs, leeches, 

monkeys, parasites, pigs, rats, scum, vermin, a virus.  
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Studies on Antisemitism 

 

• Gandel Foundation Australia Survey 2021: Key Findings on Antisemitism 

“The Gandel Holocaust Knowledge and Awareness in Australia Survey 2021 is a nationally 

representative survey of 3,522 Australian adults conducted in September 2021. This project is 

commissioned and funded by the Gandel Foundation and conducted by Deakin University.” 

 

Key Findings... The Gandel Holocaust Survey asked distinct questions that probed the issue 

of Antisemitism and Antisemitic tropes and stereotypes, and these were the results: 

 

• Over two-third of Australians (68%) ‘agree’ or ‘strongly’ agree that Jewish people 

are as loyal to Australia as other Australians; there were 5% that disagreed, and there 

were 27% respondents who neither agreed nor disagreed; 

 

• 42% of Australians ‘disagree’ or ‘strongly disagree’ with the statement that “Jews 

have too much power in the media”; 10% of respondents think Jews have too much 

power in the media, while 48% neither agree nor disagree; 

 

• 42% of respondents ‘disagree’ or ‘strongly disagree’ with the statemen that “Jews 

chase money more than other people”. There were 15% of respondents who agreed 

with that statement and 44% who neither agreed nor disagreed; 

 

• 59% of respondents ‘disagree’ or strongly disagree’ with the statement that “Jewish 

people talk about the Holocaust just to further their political agenda”. 6% agreed with 

that statement, while 36% neither agreed nor disagreed.     

 

Researchers concluded that, “whilst the number of people who explicitly support Antisemitic 

tropes is very low, of more concern is the large proportion of those that chose not to 

answer (that is, answered ‘neither agree nor disagree’), suggesting a persistent latent 

Antisemitism within the Australian society.” Furthermore, researchers also concluded 

that “Improving Holocaust knowledge and awareness can only have a positive impact on 

societal attitudes towards Jewish people.” 

 

Source: https://gandelfoundation.org.au/gandel-holocaust-survey/ 

 
 
 

• Gandel Foundation Australia Survey 2021: Antisemitic Tropes  

 

Antisemitism ... We asked participants to rate their agreement with the following statements 

on a scale from 1 (=strongly agree) to 5 (= strongly disagree). Some of these statements are 

negative, and some are positive ... 

 

Antisemitic trope 1 – Jews are disloyal  

The centuries-old myth that Jews are disloyal to non-Jews is shared by 5% of Australians, 

who disagree or strongly disagree that ‘Jewish people are just as loyal to Australia as other 

Australian people’. Importantly, 27% of respondents neither agree nor disagree with the 

statement. Over two thirds of Australians (68%) agree or strongly agree that Jewish people 

are just as loyal to Australia as other Australians.  

 

https://gandelfoundation.org.au/gandel-holocaust-survey/
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Antisemitic trope 2 – Jews have too much power  

The idea that Jews dominate the world through controlling the media (as well as banks, 

industry and government) is a prominent myth among people who harbour antisemitic 

attitudes. About 1 in 10 Australians (10%) agrees or strongly agrees that ‘compared to other 

groups, Jewish people have too much power in the media’. Almost half of Australians (47%) 

neither agree nor disagree. Only 42% disagree or strongly disagree with the statement.  

 

Antisemitic trope 3 – Jews are greedy  

One of the most persistent stereotypes about Jews is that they are greedy and would do 

anything to make themselves rich. A significant minority of Australians (15%) agrees or 

strongly agrees that ‘Jewish people chase money more than other people do’. Forty-four per 

cent of Australians neither agree nor disagree. Only 42% disagree or strongly disagree with 

the statement.  

 

Antisemitic trope 4 – Jews in business  

Another centuries-old antisemitic trope is that Jews can’t be trusted in business, because they 

are thieving and duplicitous. Only 5% of Australians disagree or strongly disagree that 

‘Jewish people can be trusted just as much as other Australian people in business’, and 23% 

neither agree nor disagree. Over 7 in 10 Australians (72%) agree or strongly agree with the 

statement.  

 

Antisemitic trope 5 – Holocaust guilt  

The idea that Jews use sympathy following the Holocaust to gain advantage for themselves 

is shared by 6% of Australians, who agree or strongly agree that ‘Jewish people talk about 

the Holocaust just to further their political agenda’. Thirty-six per cent neither agree nor 

disagree, and 59% disagree or strongly disagree with the statement.  

 

Exclusion of Jews  

Only 2% of Australians disagree or strongly disagree that they are ‘just as open to having 

Jewish friends as I am to having friends from other sections of Australian society’. Twelve 

per cent neither agree nor disagree, and most of the Australian population (86%) agree or 

strongly agree with the statement.  

 

Whilst the numbers who explicitly support antisemitic tropes is very low, of more concern 

is the larger proportion of those that neither agree nor disagree on some of the items 

suggesting a persistent latent antisemitism - associated with certain negative stereotypes - 

within society.  

 

Source: https://gandelfoundation.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Gandel-Holocaust-

Report-FINAL-FOR-RELEASE-26_1_22.pdf [page 41] 

 

 

 

• University Study on educational levels of antisemites 

https://muse.jhu.edu/article/852569/pdf 

A study “Are More Highly Educated Individuals More Antisemitic? Findings Based on a New 

Approach to Measuring Antisemitism Using Double Standards” was undertaken by Albert 

Cheng, Jay P. Greene, Ian Kingsbury, which was published in the journal ‘Antisemitism 

Studies’, Indiana University Press, Volume 6, Number 1, Spring 2022. 

https://gandelfoundation.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Gandel-Holocaust-Report-FINAL-FOR-RELEASE-26_1_22.pdf
https://gandelfoundation.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Gandel-Holocaust-Report-FINAL-FOR-RELEASE-26_1_22.pdf
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/852569/pdf
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The three researchers also wrote an article on the study:  

https://www.tabletmag.com/sections/news/articles/are-educated-people-more-anti-semitic-

jay-greene-albert-cheng-ian-kingsbury 

 

Jay P. Greene summarised the findings of the study via Twitter, on 25 April 2022: 

 

Jay P. Greene@jaypgreene  

The peer-reviewed journal, Antisemitism Studies, just published research by 

@AlbertxCheng, @iskingsb, and me finding that antisemitism is much more common 

among people with higher educational attainment. https://muse.jhu.edu/article/852569/pdf 

 

Our result that antisemitism is worse among people with more advanced degrees is contrary 

to the conventional wisdom (and some past research) that the problem is concentrated among 

people with low education levels.  

 

Past research directly asked people how they felt about Jews or whether they agreed with 

antisemitic statements. "Better" educated people are more likely to understand what they are 

being asked and sophisticated enough to give socially desirable but false answers.  

 

We developed a new way to measure antisemitism based on the application of double 

standards that avoids this social desirability bias. For example, half of the sample was asked 

about the military banning Jews from wearing kippot, other half about Sikhs wearing turbans.  

 

The principle of the military banning religious headgear is the same, so people should give 

the same answer regardless of whether they were presented with Jewish or Sikh version of 

the question.  

 

Highly educated people were much more likely to favor restricting religious headgear when 

shown the Jewish example than when shown Sikh example. Same pattern observed across 

several different sets of double-standard questions.  

 

The implication of our finding is that antisemitism is not, as is commonly believed, primarily 

the result of ignorance and can best be addressed with education. Instead, antisemitism has 

to be understood for how it provides political and social benefits to its adherents.  

 

Highly educated people are more likely to get something politically or socially out of sticking 

it to Jews. The benefit may be how it facilitates certain political coalitions, as Ruth Wisse 

suggested in this @NationalAffairs piece. The Functions of Anti-Semitism 

 

Understanding how the threat of antisemitism is coming more from highly-educated coastal 

elites than from lower-educated flyover country and is not largely a function of ignorance 

means that we must change how and where we combat antisemitism.  

 

An earlier version of our research can be found in @tabletmag without a paywall.  

 

https://twitter.com/jaypgreene/status/1518580204964360192 

 

 
 

https://www.tabletmag.com/sections/news/articles/are-educated-people-more-anti-semitic-jay-greene-albert-cheng-ian-kingsbury
https://www.tabletmag.com/sections/news/articles/are-educated-people-more-anti-semitic-jay-greene-albert-cheng-ian-kingsbury
https://twitter.com/jaypgreene
https://twitter.com/jaypgreene
https://twitter.com/AlbertxCheng
https://twitter.com/iskingsb
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/852569/pdf
https://twitter.com/NationalAffairs
https://t.co/cH6rzqhHZt
https://t.co/cH6rzqhHZt
https://twitter.com/tabletmag
https://twitter.com/jaypgreene/status/1518580204964360192
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• HOPE Not Hate: ‘Fear and Hope 2022’ survey in UK 

The second dot point below - “a single group of people who secretly control events and rule 

the world together” - is the basis of antisemitic conspiracy theories. 

 

HOPE Not Hate: in its survey ‘Fear and Hope 2022’, the report (pages 33, 38) found that: 

 

• 34% of people aged 18-24 and 28% of people aged 25-34 agree that “Jewish people 

have an unhealthy control over the world’s banking system.” Overall, 20% agree and 

42% disagree with this statement.  

 

• 50% of people aged 25-34 and 47% of people aged 18-24 agree that “Regardless of 

who is officially in charge of governments and other organisations, there is a single 

group of people who secretly control events and rule the world together.” Overall, 

36% agree and 34% disagree with this statement. 

 

Sources: https://www.jewishnews.co.uk/third-of-18-24-year-olds-believe-jews-have-

unhealthy-control-of-worlds-banks/ 

 

https://hopenothate.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Fear-HOPE-2022-FINAL-1.pdf  

 

 

 

Insights into Antisemitism 

 

Ahmed Shaheed, UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion or Belief, 3 Nov. 2021: 

“I found a serious lack of attention to human rights violations faced by Jewish communities, in 

the work of my UN mandate. It is very strange, given the fact that one of the key factors in the 

rise of religious hatred globally was violence against Jews. The number of attacks targeting 

Jews is not only heartbreaking, but is disproportionately high, and this required a response. 

Antisemitism is often propagated by influential political leaders. It is the oldest form of 

religious hatred. It is global. It occurs across the entire political spectrum, and it is growing. 

Although it takes many forms, at its core is a conspiracy theory, a scapegoating, a 

dehumanisation that is egregious, and highly destructive of democracy.” 

 

American Jewish Committee (AJC), Call to Action against Antisemitism, 7 Sep. 2022: 

“When societies cannot protect their Jewish populations—by ignoring, minimizing, or 

redefining antisemitism—they often fail to protect their democracy as well.”  

 

Australasian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS), 24 May 2022: 

“AUJS rejects the idea that antisemitism only exists on the political “right”, and condemns the 

hypocrisy of those people who have no difficulty condemning racial forms of antisemitism and 

Holocaust denial from neo-Nazis and other white supremacists, but seem to be emotionally and 

ideologically incapable of recognising more contemporary forms of antisemitism from the 

“progressive” side of politics. This includes the rejection of Jewish peoplehood and the Jewish 

people’s collective right to national self-determination.” 

 

Aviva Klompas, author, speechwriter, 2 Sep. 2022: 

“Anti-Zionism is the essence of 21st-century Jew hatred. It is the political cover to intimidate, 

harass, and attack Jews.” 

 

https://www.jewishnews.co.uk/third-of-18-24-year-olds-believe-jews-have-unhealthy-control-of-worlds-banks/
https://www.jewishnews.co.uk/third-of-18-24-year-olds-believe-jews-have-unhealthy-control-of-worlds-banks/
https://hopenothate.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Fear-HOPE-2022-FINAL-1.pdf
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Ben Cohen, journalist, 14 Aug. 2022:  

“As always the case with anti-Zionism, the hostility isn’t restricted to Israel as a state entity but 

spills over into open anti-Semitism targeting Jews more generally.” 

 

Charles Blattberg, Professor, University of Montreal, Canada, 12 July 2021:  

“Sooner or later, antisemitism always takes the form of a conspiracy theory. These range from 

medieval libels about infant sacrifice and eighteenth century warnings about international 

puppet masters to contemporary allegations of Jewish-engineered immigration policy designed 

to “replace” Western whites with non-white foreigners. But despite endless variations, all such 

theories purport to reveal secret plots by powerful, malevolent Jews. Of course, the allegations 

are false.” 

 

Charlotte Littlewood, former Prevent Officer, 29 July 2022: 

“It is the ideological diversity of modern antisemitism that makes identifying and countering it 

exceedingly difficult. Its home in the far left has added to its mainstreaming, making tackling 

some manifestations politically unfashionable. ... Many teachers know what far-right, Nazi-

style antisemitism looks like, but when Israel is blamed for nefarious power, corruption and 

murdering Palestinians, identifying antisemitism and why it is a problem is often lost. Rather 

than being historic, antisemitism is on a steep and terrifying incline.” 

 

Craig Dershowitz, Executive Director of Artists 4 Israel, 21 Nov. 2021: 

“Let us talk, then, about the fictional Jew. He is the hook-nosed banker, the crooked politician, 

the crippling oppressor, and the master of the fate of all who feel victimized. The fictional Jews 

are the makers of media, and the powerful, influential, privileged, dominant majority. The 

fictional Jew is the Hollywood elite. They control what you see, hear, watch, and believe. ... 

The factual Jew is a minority. A minority beset by enemies. A minority with millennia of 

attempted genocide by those with rabid blood lust. A minority wrestling with intergenerational 

trauma so pronounced that it makes it difficult for us to walk this earth without seeing monsters 

under the bed and within the shadows. The factual Jew lives in a world where parents must 

have “the talk” with their children, and where every major Jewish institution believes they must 

now have armed guards and metal detectors. ... We are a minority simply struggling to survive.” 

 

David Baddiel, author, screenwriter, 12 Jan. 2022: 

“This vehemence is about a number of confusions – many see Jews as whites, when it would 

be truer to say that, as far as racism goes, Jews are Schrödinger’s whites: white or non-white 

depending on the politics of the observer. Many instinctively see Jewishness as a religion, 

rather than an ethnicity, and therefore antisemitism as religious intolerance rather than racism 

... But primarily, it’s about Jews being assumed, antisemitically, to be successful and privileged 

and powerful, and therefore not in need of the protections that identity politics affords other 

minorities.”  

 

David Brooks, political and cultural commentator, The New York Times, 24 March 2015: 

"Most bigotry is an assertion of inferiority and speaks the language of oppression. Antisemitism 

is an assertion of impurity and speaks the language of extermination." 

 

Deborah Lipstadt, US envoy to monitor and combat antisemitism, 12 May 2022: 

“Too many people, organizations and institutions do not take antisemitism seriously ... they 

fail to include it in their litany of legitimate prejudices. They wonder, ‘what is it that Jews are 

complaining about? After all, they’re powerful. They have no reason to complain.’ ... 

Conversely, too often, when there is an act of antisemitism, those who condemn it cannot bring 

https://www.algemeiner.com/2021/06/17/a-message-to-our-jewish-children/
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themselves to focus specifically on this particular prejudice; they condemn antisemitism 

together with all other acts of prejudice. ... it’s as if antisemitism is not a true outrage and cannot 

stand alone as something of real concern...”  

 

Debbie Wasserman Schultz, US Congresswoman, 22 Sep. 2022:  

“Antisemitism is a viral toxic infection that drives real world violence.” 

 

Einat Wilf, Dr., former Labor MP in Israel, author, 22 Sep. 2022: 

“Wherever Anti-Zionism becomes a defining feature, the environment turns hostile to Jews, 

Jews leave and Anti-Zionists have nothing to show for it (Arabs, Soviets, Corbyn's Labour). 

That some US progressives want to pursue this destructive arc is evidence of an irrational 

impulse.” 

 

Emmanuel Macron, French President, 17 July 2022: 

"This antisemitism is even more burning, rampant ... in so many places in the world. ... But the 

odious antisemitism is there, it prowls around, always alive, persistent, stubborn, coming back. 

... [it] can take on other faces, drape itself in other words, other caricatures."  

 

Günther Jikeli, associate Professor in Jewish Studies at Indiana University, 19 July 2022: 

“Once Israel has been demonised, every Jew becomes suspicious and a potential target.” 

 

Haras Rafiq, ISGAP (Institute for Study of Global Antisemitism and Policy), 21 Oct. 2021:  

“... the ‘Triple Threat’. This is the increasing growth of the regressive left, the far right and 

Islamist theocracy. The one type of hatred that binds all three of these is hatred of the Jew, the 

oldest bigotry that we still have in modern existence. Antisemitism is used as a recruiting 

sergeant for all three of these and has become the fuel that drives these ideologies. This 

prejudice is therefore not just a threat to Jews but to the very fabric of our society.” 

 

Irwin Cotler, Professor, former Minister of Justice in Canada, 6 Oct. 2021: 

“And where a growth of what I can only call demonological antisemitism, as I’ve described it, 

has been underpinned by five dynamics that we need to appreciate: 1 The mainstreaming, the 

normalisation, the legitimation, of antisemitism in the political culture, in other words, the 

absence of outrage, underpinned by indifference and inaction ...; 2 The globalisation of 

antisemitism, in other words, what happens in London and Paris finds expression also in 

Montreal and Toronto or in Melbourne and Sydney. ...; 3 the marginalisation of antisemitism 

in the overall struggle against racism itself; 4 the laundering of antisemitism under the very 

cover of anti-racism, ...; and finally, the revival of classic tropes against the Jews as poisoners 

of the wells, where the COVID-19 is a case study where Jews, the Jewish people and Israel are 

blamed for it, manufacturing the COVID-19 virus, for causing its spread, and indeed profiting 

from it, in the classic antisemitic trope.” 

 

Jasmine Beinart, student at University of Adelaide, 1 Sep. 2022: 

“On one side of the city of Adelaide we have students screaming ‘death to Israel’ and on the 

other we have neo-Nazi thugs. And people wonder why Jews don’t feel safe.” 

 

Jason Stanley, professor of philosophy at Yale University, 26 Feb. 2022: 

“Central to European fascism is the idea that it is the Jews who are the agents of moral decay. 

According to European fascism, it is the Jews who bring a country under the domination of 

(Jewish) global elite, by using the tools of liberal democracy, secular humanism, feminism and 

gay rights, which are used to introduce decadence, weakness and impurity. Fascist antisemitism 
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is racial rather than religious in origin, targeting Jews as a corrupt stateless race who seek global 

domination.” 

 

JIMENA (Jews Indigenous to the Middle East and North Africa), 3 May 2022: 

“It was antisemitism dressed as antizionism that led to the ethnic cleansing and displacement 

of close to one million Jews refugees from SWANA [Southwest Asian North African region].” 

 

Joan Ryan, former Labour Member of the U.K. Parliament, for 17 years, 9 Feb. 2022: 

“This ideology—antisemitic anti-Zionism—is on the march. It is an ideology rooted in ancient 

hatreds which targets for hate and opprobrium the modern-day State of Israel. ... Jew-hate will 

never be snuffed out in an environment in which anti-Zionism is tolerated and condoned.” 

 

Jonathan Greenblatt, CEO Anti-Defamation League (ADL), 18 Aug. 2022: 

“To draw an analogy, the antisemitism of the extreme right is like a tsunami. You know it’s 

coming … the wave is going to come and destroy everyone in its path. The antisemitism of the 

radical left is more like climate change. It starts slowly and some people don’t see it. Some 

people deny it. Some people dismiss it. And it grows and it grows and suddenly the temperature 

is up here. ... antisemitism from the left that’s often steeped in this kind of political milieu, 

when in reality, it’s as racist and as toxic as the antisemitism from the extreme right. ...” 

 

Jonathan Sacks, Chief Rabbi of British Commonwealth 1991 to 2013, in “Radical Then, 

Radical Now: on Being Jewish”, pub. 2000, page 187: 

“Antisemitism was protean, constantly mutating into new forms and providing an object for 

new fears. It could not be defeated by rational argument because it had no rational basis. But it 

was murderous in its intent and its effect, and we still bear its scars.” 

  

Jonathan S. Tobin, editor-in-chief of JNS (Jewish News Syndicate), 27 Jan. 2022: 

“The roots of Jew-hatred run deep, and they are nurtured by a diverse set of attitudes, including 

traditional Western anti-Semitism, Islamist contempt for dhimmis, (second-class-status non-

Muslim peoples), and leftist intersectional ideology that promulgates the toxic myth that Jews 

and the Jewish state are white privileged oppressors who must be delegitimized. ... However, 

the only real measure of opposition to anti-Semitism is how willing you are to stand in 

solidarity with the rights of live Jews, not whether you think the Nazis were bad.” 

 

Juliet Moses, spokesperson for the New Zealand Jewish Council, 12 Feb. 2022: 

“For white supremacists like the Nazis, Jews will never be white, even if they have pale skin, 

and will always be imposters trying to ingratiate themselves with white society. For the far left 

and those who subscribe to critical race theory, Jews are, despite their Levantine origins, white 

(at least insofar as they are not ‘people of colour’), and often ‘peak white’, the most powerful 

and privileged people, because of course, they are all wealthy and wield outsized control over 

everything that those critical race theorists despise. And because critical race theory does not 

conceive of any form of racism apart from ‘white on colour’, Jews cannot possibly be victims 

of racism.” 

 

Justin Amler, writer and commentator, 1 Sep. 2022: 

“All these continuous false accusations, which can easily be dispelled with a bit of research, 

are motivated by a single factor: hatred. Unfortunately, it is a very powerful motivating factor, 

for it causes rational human beings to lose that rationality and swallow the kind of slanderous 

and false accusations that are being peddled against Israel and the Jews. And perhaps many 
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want to believe these lies, despite how ludicrous they are, because if Jews are portrayed as bad, 

then is any action against them really that unjust?” 

 

Justin Welby, Archbishop of Canterbury, 5 Aug. 2022: 

“God’s church fanned the flames of anti-Semitism, and provided a seabed and theology for the 

persecution of the Jews and ultimately for the Holocaust.” 

 

Katja Theodorakis, of Australian Strategic Policy Institute, 8 April 2022: 

"This kind of antipathy against the government - the idea that the government is itself so corrupt 

and has been taken over by power elites or a Jewish cabal - is becoming very prominent."  

 

Kenan Malik, UK Observer columnist, 8 Feb. 2022: 

“Racism today is viewed primarily through the lens of “whiteness” and of “white privilege”. It 

is something that white people dish out. And something from which non-whites suffer ... Jews 

today are seen as white and privileged and so incapable of being victims of racism. It’s a 

perspective that has led some on the left to become blind to antisemitism.” 

 

Melanie Phillips, British journalist, 10 Dec. 2021: 

“That’s why antisemitism is, by contrast, the purest form of bigotry—because it is created 

entirely by falsehoods, distortion and an eclipse of reason that demonizes the Jewish people as 

well as the collective Jew in the State of Israel.” 

 

Mitchell Siegler and Richard Hirschhaut, American Jewish Committee, 12 July 2022: 

“Antisemitism is sneaky. It can be subtle as often as it is blatant. It is a hatred that can be 

manifested in conspiracy theories, often portraying Jews as puppet masters pulling the strings 

of the world. For some on the right, it may be the belief that Jews are orchestrating the “Great 

Replacement” of White Americans with non-White immigrants. Sometimes, the term Jew is 

replaced with a word like “globalist” or the name of a person or organization — like George 

Soros or the American Israel Public Affairs Committee as the “Jewish lobby.” For the 

progressive left, the hatred is just as insidious, as it can deny Jews their 4,000-year-old 

peoplehood and demonize Israel, the eternal home of the Jewish people. ... But what makes 

antisemitism so sinister is that it conflates legitimate concerns about government policies with 

ancient conspiracy theories that vilify an entire people. The former is legitimate protest while 

the latter is Jew-hatred, pure and simple.” 

 

Neta Meltzer, national vice president Zioness Movement, 23 Aug. 2022: 

“Why are we so afraid to delve into the problem of antisemitism on the political left? Of the 

exclusion of Jewish students on campus when they identify as proud Zionists, the rejection of 

Jewish participation in a marches meant to celebrate diversity and acceptance, the 

unwillingness to address the progressive movement’s most pressing issues side by side with 

Jewish organizations, the complete erasure of the Jewish connection to their indigenous 

homeland in Israel, and the idea that denying the legitimacy of the Jewish state is anything 

short of clear and blatant antisemitism? ... Left-wing antisemitism may look very different from 

what we face from the other end of the political spectrum, but it is no less urgent that we name 

it and work together to stop it.” 

 

New Zealand Jewish Council, Survey of Antisemitism in New Zealand 2021, March 2022: 

“The recent global emergence of left-wing associated antisemitism creates a particular paradox. 

While most forms of discrimination are unacceptable in “progressive” thinking, antisemitism 

does not seem to count as racism because Jews can be accused of “white privilege”, despite 
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Jews being indigenous to the Levant and often of colour, and latent hatred can be hidden under 

a cloak of Zionophobia.” 

 

Noa Tishby, Israel’s Envoy for Combatting Antisemitism & Delegitimization, 21 Sep. 2022: 

“One of the special aspects of antisemitism is that it is shapeshifting: it morphs, mutates and 

adapts. ... The two-thousand-year back catalogue of antisemitic tropes, stereotypes and 

accusations has been transferred from “the Jew” onto the Jewish State. ... “The Jew” was 

simply a cipher onto which the antisemite could project whatever it was that they considered 

to be the ultimate evil. ... The old antisemitism had very little to do with how Jews really are. 

The new antisemitism has very little to do with what Israel really is. ... Israel is consistently 

attacked as the ultimate evil. ... Never mind if it includes age-old antisemitic tropes. Never 

mind if the outcome of your position would be disempowered and dead Jews. ... In an online 

space in which Israel is the ultimate evil, then we must suspect all Jews as they might be evil 

too ... Calls to destroy Israel are not merely free speech – they are an incitement to violence 

against Jews worldwide.” 

 

Royee Zvi Atadgy, writer, June 2022: 

“In progressive circles, critical race theory and postmodernism categorize Jews as white 

because of the same power dynamic that makes white supremacists suspicious of Jews. 

Borrowing from allegorical and religious thought, progressive antisemites label Jews not as 

victims or inheritors of generational trauma, but as wealthy assimilated capitalists in America 

and genocidal nationalists in Israel. ... By classifying Jews as white, progressives see no need 

for Jews to be protected or defended, as they are part of a sinister white hegemony.” 

 

Ruth R. Wisse, professor emerita at Harvard, 21 Sep. 2022: 

“The war against the Jews remains, as it has always been, a war of ideas against the Torah’s 

civilizing laws.”  

 

Shany Mor, Adjunct Fellow at Foundation for the Defense of Democracies, 16 Jan. 2022: 

“The tenets of contemporary "anti-racist" discourse on Jews: 1. Antisemitism that doesn't come 

from white supremacists is fundamentally an expression of a GRIEVANCE and not a 

PATHOLOGY. 2. Concern about such antisemitism is itself a FORM OF RACISM. 3. Muslim 

antisemitism is best understood as an EFFECT not a CAUSE in both historical and current 

events. 4. Jews who reject tenets 1-3 are UP TO SOMETHING, whether it's protecting their 

wealth or silencing those brave souls who want to expose their lust for child killing.” 

 

Yair Rosenberg, journalist, 19 Jan. 2022: 

“Anti-Semites are ... animated by one of the most durable and deadly conspiracy theories in 

human history. ... Jews play a sinister symbolic role in the imagination of so many that bears 

no resemblance to their lived existence. ... Unlike many other bigotries, anti-Semitism is not 

merely a social prejudice; it is a conspiracy theory about how the world operates. ... The fevered 

fantasy of Jewish domination is incredibly malleable, which makes it incredibly attractive. If 

Jews are responsible for every perceived problem, then people with entirely opposite ideals can 

adopt it. And thanks to centuries of material blaming the world’s ills on the world’s Jews, 

conspiracy theorists seeking a scapegoat for their sorrows inevitably discover that the invisible 

hand of their oppressor belongs to an invisible Jew. At the same time, because this expression 

of anti-Jewish prejudice is so different from other forms of bigotry, many people don’t 

recognize it. ... law-enforcement officials overlook it. Social-media companies ignore it. Anti-

racism activists - who understand racism as prejudice wielded by the powerful - cannot grasp 

it, because anti-Semitism constructs its Jewish targets as the privileged and powerful.”  
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Ten Points on Contemporary Antisemitism 

 

1. There is an exponential rise in antisemitism throughout the world, especially incidents 

of antisemitic violence and public discourse inciting or enabling that violence, 

occurring over the last two decades. 

 

2. Antisemitism is a universal problem and not only a Jewish problem; while it is an 

existential threat to Jews, it is also a threat to democratic values and liberal societies. 

 

3. The biggest threats to the security and well-being of Jewish individuals and Jewish 

communities stem from the propensity to violence by Islamist extremists and right-

wing extremists; in addition, left-wing extremists have become enablers of 

antisemitism and create a toxic environment for Jews. 

 

4. Antisemitism has moved from the fringes of society into the mainstream, and is found 

across all sectors of society – regardless of socio-economic status, educational level, 

ethnicity, race, religion, gender, or whether religious or secular. 

 

5. Antisemitism is predominantly grounded in misinformation and fabrications; and is 

predominantly based in conspiracy theories, accusing “the Jews” of being responsible 

for a range of events and situations.  

 

6. Denial and distortion of the Holocaust, which is increasingly being promoted and 

spread, is not just an atrocious perversion of history; it is also now being utilised by 

neo-Nazis aiming to rehabilitate the genocidal ideology of Nazism, and for inciting 

violence against Jews; and remains a serious threat. 

 

7. The internet (especially social media sites, both mainstream and extremist sites, and 

websites) is one of the major propaganda tools for antisemitism, a recruiting ground for 

antisemites, and is responsible for the proliferation of anti-Jewish hatred and incitement 

to violence reaching millions of people across the world instantaneously.  

 

8. Anti-Zionism (opposition to a Jewish state in any part of the Jewish national homeland 

of Eretz Yisrael) is the latest manifestation of antisemitism: it is a denial to the Jewish 

people of their right to national self-determination; it is often expressed using anti-

Jewish tropes cloaked in anti-Israel language. 

 

9. The International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) Working Definition of 

Antisemitism makes identifying antisemitism easier and is a standardized form, and 

should be adopted and used by bodies throughout the world. 

 

10. Individuals and organisations, Jewish and non-Jewish - international bodies, 

governments, civil society, law enforcement agencies, educators, and journalists, and 

others - can take effective actions to counter antisemitism in all its forms. 
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2.  ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS 
 

 

Executive Summary   

 

Antisemitic incidents are manifested through many different kinds of acts. As in the ECAJ’s 

previous Antisemitism Reports, incidents have been categorized as set out in Table 1 below. 

Incidents are divided into six categories, based on the categories noted by the 1991 National 

Inquiry into Racist Violence in Australia (see details below under “Criteria for Inclusion in the 

Incidents Tally”).  

 

Two categories relate to violence, namely physical attacks against persons or property 

(‘physical assault’ and ‘vandalism’). Two categories relate to non-physical abuse, namely 

verbal abuse, harassment and intimidation of people, either in person, or through a medium of 

email, telephone, letterbox (‘verbal abuse’, and ‘messages’). Two categories relate to 

propaganda material (‘graffiti’, and ‘posters’, banners, flags, flyers, leaflets, placards, stickers). 

 

The manner of collection of the data, and the criteria for inclusion in or exclusion from the 

tally, are set out in this chapter following the tables and charts. 

 

During the twelve-month period, from 1 October 2021 to 30 September 2022, there were 478 

antisemitic incidents logged by volunteer Community Security Groups (CSGs), official 

Jewish state roof bodies, and the ECAJ. In the previous 12-month period, ending 30 September 

2021, these same bodies logged 447 incidents. Accordingly, there was an increase of 6.9% in 

the overall number of reported antisemitic incidents compared to the previous year (2021), 

which, it is worth recalling had represented a 35% increase over the number of recorded 

incidents in 2020.   
 

Overall, from 2021 to 2022, there were substantial increases in the number of reported incidents 

in two categories: posters/stickers (up 70% from 72 to 123) and graffiti (up 18% from 106 to 

125). There were significant decreases in two categories: physical assault (down from 8 to 5), 

and messages (down from 103 to 76). There was a minor decrease in abuse/harassment (down 

from 147 to 138). Vandalism remained the same at 11. 

 

The average number of reported antisemitic incidents each year from 2013 to 2021 was 298. 

As such, the total number of reported incidents in 2022 is above that average by 180 incidents. 

 

 
“Kill the Jews” on masking tape, placed near a Jewish school, Melbourne (9 Sep. 2022). 
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Table 1: Antisemitic Incidents Tally: by category and year 

2013-2022, and % change from 2021 to 2022 

 

Incident 

/ year 

physical 

assault 

vandal- 

ism 

verbal 

abuse 

message graffiti posters, 

stickers 

 Totals 

% 

change 

- 37 0 - 6 - 26 + 18 + 70  + 6.9 

2022 

 

5 11 138 76 125 123  478 

2021 

 

8 11 147 103 106 72  447 

2020 

 

8 10 128 115 42 28  331 

2019 

 

4 12 114 116 95 27  368 

2018 

 

3 19 88 73 46 137  366 

2017 

 

3 11 76 26 55 59  230 

2016 

 

12 22 84 49 31 12  210 

2015 

 

8 7 119 33 21 2  190 

2014 

 

15 10 75 160 43 9  312 

2013 

 

5 6 115 68 29 8  231 

 

 

Table 2: Antisemitic Incidents Tally: by category and state 

1 Oct. 2021 - 30 Sep. 2022 

incident 

/ state 

physical 

assault 

vandal-

ism 

verbal 

abuse 

message 

 

graffiti posters, 

stickers 

 totals 

ACT 

 

- - 1 1 1 1  4 

Tas 

 

- - - 9 1 1  11 

Qld 

 

1 0 1 2 5 16  25 

SA 

 

- - 3 1 - 18  22 

WA 

 

0 0 10 8 7 2  27 

NSW 

 

2 2 93 37 48 37  219 

Vic 

 

2 9 31 17 63 48  170 

totals 

 

5 11 138 76 125 123  478 
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Chart 1: Antisemitic Incidents 2022 – by category 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Chart 2: Antisemitic Incidents 2022 – by month 
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Chart 3: Antisemitic Incidents 2013 – 2022 

 

 
 

 

 

Chart 4: Antisemitic Incidents 2013 – 2022 
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Incident Categories: changes 

In order to simplify and to ensure greater clarity, two minor changes have been made to the 

Incident categories in the ECAJ Report on Antisemitism. There has been no change to the 

nature of the incidents included or the criteria for inclusion or exclusion. 

 

In previous years, there have been eight categories of incidents (assault, abuse, vandalism, 

graffiti, email, postal, telephone, posters). This year, three of these categories (email, postal, 

phone) have been combined into one new category ‘Messages’. These three types of hate 

‘Messages’ are related, as each are conveyed not face-to-face but through a medium such as 

email, telephone, letterbox. Thus, there are now six categories of incidents: assault, vandalism, 

abuse, messages, graffiti, posters. 

 

In addition, in previous years, these eight categories were sub-divided into ‘Attacks’ and 

‘Threats’. This led to a confusing situation, and an unjustified discrepancy, in suggesting that 

some incidents were of a different level. Eg that swastika graffiti on a synagogue was an 

'attack', but a swastika sticker put on a synagogue was only a 'threat'. Hence, these sub-divisions 

are no longer used.   

 

 

Collection of Data  

Data collected is restricted exclusively to incidents which were reported to, and authenticated 

and logged by, any one or more of the following: 

 

• Jewish community roof bodies in each State and the ACT; 

• their respective Community Security Groups;  

• the ECAJ itself.   

 

 

Criteria for Inclusion in the Incidents Tally 

Incidents are included as antisemitic attacks or threats using the definition of racist violence 

and the categories developed by the 1991 national inquiry into racially motivated violence 

conducted by the then Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (HREOC): Irene 

Moss and Ron Castan QC, Racist Violence: Report of the National Inquiry into Racist Violence 

in Australia (Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1991) at pp. 14-15. Criteria 

for inclusion: 

 

• there must be evidence that antisemitism was a factor in the act of violence, harassment 

or intimidation or that the attack or threatening action targeted a person or property 

because the person or property was identified as Jewish.  

 

• certain anti-Israel incidents eg graffiti which targets a synagogue or Jewish school etc, 

are included as they indicate hostility or prejudice towards Jews generally. 

  

• abusive, harassing or intimidatory antisemitic messages directed specifically to an 

individual person or organisation via social media eg the Facebook Message function, 

are included, as they operate similarly to email.  
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Criteria for Exclusion from the Incidents Tally 

Only incidents involving violence or the threat of violence are included. Accordingly, other 

incidents are excluded for the following reasons, even though they may be motivated by 

antisemitism:  

 

• An attack or threat against a person who happens to be Jewish is excluded unless there 

is evidence that the attack was motivated by antisemitism – for example, the attacker 

makes a hostile reference to Jews in the course of the attack.  

 

• Incidents of suspicious behaviour around Jewish institutions, which do not directly 

relate to a physical manifestation of violence, harassment, vandalism or threats. 

 

• Incidents in which both Jews and people who are not Jewish are targeted, and there is 

no evidence that the attack was motivated by antisemitism. 

 

• Discrimination on the basis of the actual or perceived Jewishness of the victim, whether 

in the workplace, educational institutions, or elsewhere, is excluded unless the incident 

includes violence, threats, abuse, harassment or intimidation against the victim. 

Incidents solely involving discrimination without any of these other elements are 

recorded separately from attacks or threats.  

 

• Negative or derogatory comments made about Jews, either to Jews or to others, in the 

workplace, educational settings, socially, or elsewhere, but which do not constitute 

violence, threats, abuse, harassment or intimidation are excluded, and are recorded 

separately.  

 

• Publications with antisemitic content in the mainstream, online or social media are 

excluded if they do not rise to the level of physical attacks, intimidation, harassment or 

threats against Jews or Jewish institutions.  Such content is recorded separately in the 

section of this report covering Antisemitic Discourse.  

 

• Social media comments which are antisemitic, including those posted on the pages of 

Jewish organisations and individuals, are excluded unless the comments include, 

threats, abuse, harassment or intimidation directed against a specific individual or 

individuals. 

   

• Telephone calls, letters, email or graffiti which consist of criticisms of Israel or of 

political stances of the Jewish community which do not include specifically antisemitic 

comments are excluded (even though there is a realistic prospect that a proportion of 

these are motivated by antisemitism). 

 

• Activities associated with the movement to boycott Israel, Israelis or supporters of 

Israel which have taken place and are arguably in and of themselves antisemitic are 

excluded unless they include, threats, abuse, harassment or intimidation directed 

against a specific individual, or individuals or an institution.  

 

• Antisemitic emails which are sent to Jewish individuals and/or organisations which are 

a ‘form’ type of email (often an antisemitic rant of several pages in length which is 
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forwarded to multiple Jewish recipients) rather than an email directly addressing the 

recipient are excluded and recorded separately. 

 

Overall, the bias is in favour of exclusion rather than inclusion, which limits the scope for 

distortions to appear in the Incidents statistics over time and also protects the integrity 

of the data base. 

 

 

Exclusion of Online Antisemitism from Incidents 

In contrast to other organisations which produce reports for other targeted communities in 

Australia, the ECAJ does NOT include as incidents expressions of hate against Jews that are 

online, for the following reasons.  

 

Firstly, online postings are discourse, ie what people are saying about Jews rather than what is 

being done to Jews. However, it is recognised that vilification often precedes violence, and for 

this reason trends in antisemitic discourse during the year are analysed separately. 

 

Secondly, the astronomical amount of online antisemitism makes counting impractical. The 

volume of such discourse is almost limitless – such is the nature of the internet.  

 

Thirdly, if online hate content was to be counted and included in the tally of incidents, it would 

have an immense distorting effect on the number of incidents, and would therefore not give a 

true or accurate picture of what is actually happening to the targeted community.  In our view, 

it would adversely affect the credibility of the data, and hence would be counter-productive to 

countering antisemitism.  

 

 

Under-Reporting of Antisemitic Incidents 

It is known that many incidents of antisemitism in Australia occur but are not formally reported 

either to appropriate Jewish authorities or to the police. Thus, the statistics in this Report 

represent only a proportion of incidents actually occurring in Australia.  According to the 

‘GEN17 Australian Jewish Community Survey’ (more fully reported on below), almost one in 

ten adult Jews (9%) indicated that they had witnessed or experienced verbal insults and 

harassment or worse over the previous 12 months. This would suggest that the actual number 

of antisemitic incidents in any one year could be up to 30 times the number reported.  

 

 

Trends in Incidents 

As has been the pattern in previous years, verbal abuse, intimidation and harassment of Jews 

occurs regularly around synagogues on the Jewish Sabbath on Friday evenings and on Saturday 

mornings, and on other Jewish holy days and festivals, when Jews are walking to and from 

synagogue, and attending religious services. It is common for people who are driving past 

Jewish venues, especially synagogues and Jewish schools, to shout verbal abuse and/or to make 

gun shooting gestures towards people out the front of Jewish venues. Some drivers will drive 

past several synagogues on the one day in order to harass, abuse, and threaten. 

 

When issues involving Jews or Israel receive prominent coverage in the mainstream and social 

media, this has often led to a rise in antisemitic commentary and incidents. In addition, in the 

past, there has often been a correlation between spikes in violence in any of the various conflicts 
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in the Middle East (and a concomitant increase in media coverage), whether or not the conflict 

involves Israel, and an increase in the number of antisemitic incidents.  

 

 

Incidents Omitted: 2021 Report  

Some incidents were reported to the ECAJ after the 2021 annual Report had been published. 

The following incidents were not counted in the 2021 report, nor are they counted in the 2022 

report, but are placed here to maintain a record of them. 

 

• Verbal abuse by a male who shouted “I will fucking murder you” outside a Jewish 

preschool, Melbourne (16 April 2021). 

 

• A placard with images equating the Jewish Star of David with the Nazi swastika, at a 

street protest, Sydney (15 May 2021). 

 

 
 

 

GEN17 Australian Jewish Community Survey 

https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/1531791/gen17-initial-findings-report-

online-version-final-22_3.pdf 

 

The ‘GEN17 Australian Jewish Community Survey’ conducted by David Graham and Andrew 

Markus, was a nationwide study, carried out between February and May 2017, with a total 

sample size of 8,621 respondents. Its ‘Preliminary Findings’, published in 2018, found that: 

 

• “almost one in ten Jews (9%) indicated that they had witnessed or experienced verbal 

insults and harassment over the previous 12 months.” 

 

• “a small proportion indicated they had witnessed (2%) or experienced (0.5%) physical 

attack over the last twelve months.”  

 

• “the large measure of consistency in the reports by young adults across the different 

streams of Judaism indicate that targets of attacks are not simply those who are 

identified as Jewish by visible markers such as distinctive religious clothing or 

ornaments.” 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/1531791/gen17-initial-findings-report-online-version-final-22_3.pdf
https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/1531791/gen17-initial-findings-report-online-version-final-22_3.pdf
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The Hakenkreuz (Nazi Swastika) - symbol of antisemitism 

A common form of expression of antisemitism is the Nazi swastika, or Hakenkreuz, often 

found on flags or in graffiti. The following explain why the Nazi swastika is a specifically anti-

Jewish symbol. 

 

• Norman Cohn, author of “Warrant for Genocide” (1967, 1996):  

“Well before the [1914-1918] war the Austrian writer Guido von List had taught, in a 

whole series of popular books on the ‘Germano-Aryans’, that the swastika symbolized the 

purity of Germanic blood and the struggle of the ‘Aryans’ against the Jews.” (page 127)  

 

• James Waterman Wise, author of “Swastika: The Nazi Terror” (1933): 

“the Swastika – symbolizing hatred of the Jew.” (page 9)  

 

• Britannica - Swastika  

“In 1910 a poet and nationalist ideologist Guido von List had suggested the swastika as a 

symbol for all anti-Semitic organizations; and when the National Socialist Party was 

formed in 1919–20, it adopted it.” https://www.britannica.com/topic/swastika#ref285600 

 

 

Rebecca Davis, Senior News & Features Writer, April 6, 2022: 

“The swastika is more than a criss-cross of jagged lines, or a symbol of history from time long 

ago. As a Jewish person, part of me wishes it was just that. But it is forever a part of our present 

- etched into our identity. "Never forget." And yet sadly, it is brandished by those who choose 

to weaponise it against us. Because the swastika doesn’t just represent the regime of the Third 

Reich. It represents all that the Nazis and their collaborators destroyed under it. Six. Million. 

Individual. Jewish. Lives. Grandparents and great-grandparents. Mothers, fathers, siblings and 

children. It is the burning of our sacred books, and the pilfering of homes where families once 

ate together, and the broken glass of our shopfronts. It is starvation in the ghettos. And 

nakedness in forest ravines. And the camps, the camps where all that remained are piles of 

well-worn shoes. The swastika is also the loss of millions more - Roma, Sinti, LGBTQI + 

people and political prisoners. Their lives, stories and histories gone forever too. So yes, it's a 

visceral symbol.”  

https://www.mamamia.com.au/frydenberg-antisemitism/ 

 

 

Incident Categories: Acts Covered 

 

Assault: covers all acts under Australian law that constitute assault, and includes throwing 

items at people (whether it hit or missed), spitting at/on people, causing injury from physical 

assault right through to grievous bodily harm, and murder. 

 

Vandalism: covers damage to property and destruction of property, including to motor 

vehicles, buildings, infrastructure, and other property.  

 

Abuse: covers predominantly verbal abuse, harassment, intimidation, and bodily gestures such 

as the Nazi salute, raising the middle finger, shooting gestures, directly targeting Jews or Jewish 

communal institutions. These incidents tend to occur in public places, such as on the street, 

outside Jewish community venues (eg synagogues, Jewish schools), at work or in educational 

settings.  

 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/swastika#ref285600
https://www.mamamia.com.au/holocaust-antisemitism-australia/
https://www.mamamia.com.au/frydenberg-antisemitism/
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Messages: covers messages directly and privately sent to specific targets eg emails, material 

placed in selected letterboxes or posted material, telephone calls and texts to synagogues and 

other Jewish community venues, Jewish communal organisations, and Jewish individuals. 

 

Graffiti: covers marking by drawing with texta, paint etc, or etchings/engraving, of hate words 

and/or symbols on property, whether public or private. Some graffiti involves serious damage 

to property and may be categorised as vandalism eg when scratched on a vehicle. 

 

Posters: covers all literature/propaganda type material publicly displayed, including banners, 

flags, flyers, leaflets, placards, posters, and stickers, plus images or text on clothing being worn, 

eg on t-shirts, bandannas. This may include stickers and posters on the street, banners and 

placards in street protests, mass letter-boxing leaflets in entire streets or suburbs.  

 

 

LIST of ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS  

 

Many of the incidents which occurred during the period in review are listed below, in 

chronological order for each category. The expression “identifiably Jewish” refers to a person 

wearing traditional Jewish garb, such as a kippah (skull-cap) in the case of a male, a Jewish 

Star of David necklace or ornament, and the like.  

 

Assault 

 

• A student at a high school was the victim of ongoing antisemitic abuse, both verbally in-

person and online, and was physically assaulted, regional NSW (4 Nov. 2021). 

 

• A group of Orthodox Jewish males were verbally abused and physically assaulted - they 

had their religious skullcaps forcibly removed from their heads, and were taunted by the 

assailants who refused requests to return the skullcaps. The Jewish males were pushed and 

physically harassed and called "Zionist dogs". They were subjected to shouted insults of 

"Fuck you, you Jew dogs, fuck your mums, you fucking rats, fuck you, get out of here". 

The assailants were a group of males of Middle Eastern background, Panda Nightclub, 

Prahran, Melbourne (Feb. 2022).  

 

• A Jewish man was physically assaulted (multiple punches, multiple kicks, bitten on the 

hand causing the removal of flesh, dislocated finger) by a woman after she saw his Star of 

David necklace. As the physical assault continued, she ripped the necklace off him and said 

"Now you are not Jewish. You don't have the Star of David on you”. She also ripped his 

shirt during the assault, and made negative comments about him being Jewish. The 

man was taken to hospital for the injuries he sustained. CBD Brisbane (6 May 2022). 

 

• A man approached an identifiably Jewish male, refused to allow him to pass and attempted 

to remove his skullcap, outside a store; another Jewish man then attempted to intervene and 

help, leading to the man physically assaulting the second Jewish man, who sustained bodily 

injuries, of bruising and lacerations, Coles, Elsternwick, Melbourne (15 May 2022). 

 

• A male and female approached an identifiably Jewish man, the female shouted at the Jewish 

man "You Jews don't belong in the area!" and "You're destroying the heritage!", then the 

female removed the man’s hat from his head and threw it on the ground, Bondi, Sydney (3 

June 2022). 
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Vandalism  

 

• A cross was etched into the door of a home with a Jewish resident, the door had a mezuzah 

on it, identifying the resident as Jewish, South Yarra, Melbourne (24 Nov. 2021). 

 

• A series of ongoing attacks on a Jewish community soup kitchen, over many months, 

including: slashing of the tyres of the charity’s van three times; the van’s side mirrors 

snapped off; the trailer stolen and dumped in two separate incidents, Melbourne (25 Nov. 

2021). 

 

• A male approached the entrance to a Jewish community organisation facility, then 

defecated and urinated on the front door, Sydney (24 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Nazi swastika carved into a timber sign at the Harry Seidler Reserve (named after the 

prominent architect, who was Jewish), the swastika was placed between the words “Harry” 

and “Seidler”, Killara, Sydney (28 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Vandalism of soccer field with two giant Nazi swastikas chemically burned into the grass, 

killing the grass, at Lilydale Eagles Soccer Club, Mount Evelyn, outside Melbourne, 

regional Victoria (2 March 2022). 

 

 

Abuse  

 

• Two males verbally abused security guards outside a Jewish school, Perth (7 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Verbal abuse by a male towards several identifiably Jewish persons inside a shopping 

centre, calling them “Jewish sluts” and “Jewish dogs”, Bondi Junction, Sydney (12 Oct. 

2021). 

 

• The driver of a state transit bus raised the middle finger towards security guards at a Jewish 

school, Sydney (14 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Verbal abuse by an individual from a neighboring building who shouted “Bloody Jew! Heil 

Hitler! I know where you live” towards an identifiably Jewish male who was standing 

outside his residence, Rose Bay, Sydney (24 Oct. 2021).  

 

• Verbal abuse by two males in a vehicle parked across from a synagogue who shouted “What 

are you doing you fucking Jew!” towards people at the synagogue, Sydney (Fri. 29 Oct. 

2021). 

 

• Verbal abuse by the male driver of a passing vehicle who shouted indecipherable verbal 

abuse and made an aggressive gesture towards people standing outside a Synagogue, 

Sydney (Sat. 30 Oct. 2021). 

 

• A female approached security personnel outside a Synagogue and repeatedly mentioning 

“Jews”, “Judah”, “Malcolm Turnbull” and “how to identify a Jew”, while trying to conceal 

her face and adjusting cloth on her head, Sydney (Sat. 30 Oct. 2021). 
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• Male driver of a passing vehicle shouted “Free Palestine!” towards people standing outside 

a Synagogue, Sydney (Sat. 30 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Occupant of a passing vehicle shouted “Allahu Akbar” towards an identifiably Jewish male 

(minor), outside a synagogue, Sydney (Sat. 30 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Driver of a passing vehicle slowed down driving past a Synagogue, then turned around and 

drove past again, and raised the middle finger towards people outside, Sydney (Sat. 30 Oct. 

2021). 

 

• A male shouted indecipherable abuse at staff, Jewish school, Perth (1 Nov. 2021). 

 

• Occupant of a passing vehicle shouted “Allah” and other indecipherable abuse towards the 

guards outside a Jewish school, Sydney (3 Nov. 2021). 

 

• Harassment of a Jewish family by a neighbour, who then began leaving bread purchased 

from a kosher shop, three times (on their doorstep, shared stairwell, and garage space), 

eastern Sydney (11 Nov. 2021).  

 

• Male driver of a passing vehicle raised the middle finger to people outside a synagogue, 

Sydney (Fri. 12 Nov. 2021). 

 

• Driver and passenger of a passing vehicle verbally abused a small group of identifiably 

Jewish youths at a synagogue, Perth (Sat. 13 Nov. 2021) 

 

• Verbal abuse by an Uber driver who said that “Jews are dirty people”, “Israelis are 

terrorists”, “Zionists will die in hell” and other remarks towards two Jewish passengers, 

eastern suburbs, Sydney (14 Nov. 2021). 

 

• A female standing directly opposite a Jewish communal facility, raised her arm to perform 

a Nazi salute gesture whilst walking for approximately six seconds, Sydney (16 Nov. 2021). 

 

• A male approached two Jewish individuals, and said “Jews are killers and Nazis” and 

“You’re as bad as the people who killed your grandparents”, Bondi, Sydney (20 Nov. 

2021). 

 

• A vehicle stopped on a corner with the windows down and music playing very loudly; an 

identifiably Jewish man sitting near the corner approached the vehicle and asked “could 

you play it any louder”; the driver of the vehicle then started yelling at the Jew telling him 

to "Fuck off!" and "Go fuck yourself Jew cunt!" Elsternwick, Melbourne (24 Nov. 2021). 

 

• A male in a vehicle driving near a Jewish religious institution stopped in the street and 

yelled "Death to Israel!" out the window, Noble Park North, Melbourne (28 Nov. 2021). 

 

• A male, potentially homeless, sleeping near the centre where a public function was being 

set-up, was woken up by the noise and yelled "Oh you fucking Jews!", St Kilda, Melbourne, 

(28 Nov. 2021). 
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• An identifiably Jewish rabbi was harassed and verbally abused, including with the words 

“You’re one of those that Hitler didn’t finish”, at Crown Casino, Southbank, Melbourne 

(30 Nov. 2021). 

 

• Passenger of a passing vehicle shouted derogatory abuse and the word “Jews” towards 

people outside a Jewish school, Sydney (30 Nov. 2021). 

 

• Driver of a passing vehicle shouted “Fuck all the Jews!” multiple times towards security 

personnel, outside a Jewish school, Sydney (1 Dec. 2021). 

 

• A male exited from a tram near a Jewish school and approached a female teacher waiting 

outside the school, asking her if she believed paedophiles were criminals, the teacher said 

yes, the man then asked her how she could believe that as “90% of Jews are paedophiles”, 

when the teacher walked away, he began yelling “the Rabbis in the school just wanted to 

fuck you up the ass”, St Kilda, Melbourne (1 Dec. 2021). 

 

• Verbal abuse of boys in an identifiably Jewish Venturer Scouts group by boys in another 

Venturer Scouts group (aged 15-17) through a series of antisemitic comments, including 

"Go gas yourselves" and "Hitler is my dad", at a Boys Scout Camp in Mount Martha, near 

Melbourne (3 Dec. 2021). 

 

• A male began harassing an individual sitting on the stairs at the entrance of a Synagogue, 

then left but returned and shouted “Akbar!” towards the Synagogue, Sydney (Fri. 3 Dec. 

2021). 

 

• A female shouted towards people outside a Synagogue, “What are you Jews have to be 

here” and “Jews with big noses try to attack me” Sydney (Sat. 4 Dec. 2021). 

 

• Rider of a passing bicycle shouted “Heil Hitler” and made a Nazi salute towards individuals 

gathered outside a Jewish community organisation’s venue, Sydney (16 Dec. 2021). 

 

• Passenger of a passing vehicle shouted “Fuck you bitch!” towards two identifiably Jewish 

female congregants outside the Synagogue, Sydney (Sat. 18 Dec. 2021). 

 

• Passenger of a passing vehicle raised his middle finger to people outside the Synagogue, 

Sydney (Sat. 25 Dec. 2021). 

 

• Four male teenagers approached an identifiably Jewish family (wearing Star of David 

necklaces) and said “Happy Chanukah”, then after one of the Jews replied with “Merry 

Christmas”, the males shouted, “Heil Hitler”, made Nazi salutes and placed their fingers 

under their noses to indicate Hitler moustaches, Tamarama, Sydney (26 Dec. 2021). 

 

• The driver of a passing vehicle tooted the horn then made gun gestures with his hand, as if 

shooting, at an identifiably Jewish male who was jogging on the footpath, Umina Beach, 

NSW (28 Dec. 2021).  

 

• Discrimination against Jewish students - at a meeting to discuss food stalls for the campus 

Harmony Day (in March), the Jewish students were told they could not have Israeli or 

Middle Eastern foods, such as hummus and felafel, as that would overlap with the 
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Arab/Middle Eastern food stalls and it would also make Palestinians/Arabs, Muslims feel 

uncomfortable on campus if a Jewish stall had such foods; the Jewish students offered to 

have a joint food stall with the other Arab/Middle Eastern food stalls, but this was rejected; 

the Jewish students were then told that these other student societies would never work with 

them (ie AUJS - the only Jewish organisation on campus) as they were a threat to 

Palestinian students and other students who supported Palestine; the Jewish students were 

told they could have food at their stall but not any Middle Eastern food, even though it was 

explained that a substantial number of Jews are Mizrahi and Sephardi (Middle Eastern); 

Sydney (20 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Occupants of a vehicle raised their middle fingers to people outside a synagogue, then 

further down the road they tooted the horn, then driver yelled antisemitic slurs at 

pedestrians walking on Inkerman Road, Melbourne (Sat. 22 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Occupant of a passing vehicle shouted “Jewish cunts!” and “Yes, I mean you” towards a 

group of men in Queens Park, Sydney (23 Jan. 2022). 

 

• A Jewish man wearing a skullcap was accosted and spat at in the street, Albury, NSW (28 

Jan. 2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse by a man of German origin, who is a person of public prominence, towards a 

Jewish person stating “All Jews should go to the gas chamber” and “When I have a son, 

I’m going to call him Adolf”, Brisbane (29 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Occupants of a passing vehicle slowed down outside the Synagogue and yelled 

indecipherable abuse towards people outside, Sydney (Sat. 29 Jan. 2022). 

 

• A male approached security personnel outside a synagogue and aggressively stated, “This 

is the problem with you people, I can’t even walk along the footpath in my own country 

without you looking at us”, then raised his middle finger at them, Sydney (Sat. 29 Jan. 

2022). 

 

• An individual boarded a tram, swearing and cursing, he then approached a woman and 

threw his drink on her unprovoked; an identifiably Jewish man then came to the aid of the 

woman, at which point the male began verbally abusing the Jewish man saying “You’re a 

fat cunt Jew bitch with no foreskin and balls” and “a rich doctor”, Elsternwick, Melbourne 

(1 Feb. 2022). 

 

• The driver and passenger of a passing vehicle yelled “Free Palestine!” towards people 

outside a synagogue, Sydney (Sat. 12 Feb. 2022). 

 

• University students shouted “Free Palestine!’’ towards Jewish students during orientation 

week, Sydney (16 Feb. 2022). 

 

• A Jewish student was subject to anti-Israel verbal abuse, Camperdown, Sydney (16 Feb. 

2022).  

 

• Driver of a passing vehicle gave the middle finger towards a Jewish school, Sydney (17 

Feb. 2022). 
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• Driver of a passing vehicle shouted “Free Palestine!” towards people at a Jewish school, 

Sydney (18 Feb. 2022). 

 

• A Jewish woman in a café asked for a cheese and tomato sandwich, normally $7, but the 

café owner charged her $12.50; when she remarked that it was very expensive, he ranted 

on about COVID and the woman began to walk away, but then he pointed to the Jewish 

“Chai” pendant she was wearing and said "that explains it", implying that she queried the 

price because she is a Jew, Waverton, Sydney (19 Feb. 2022).   

 

• A male approached the Synagogue and began shouting abuse at security personnel, he then 

dropped a bag and an umbrella that he was carrying and raised his hands, appearing as 

though he wished to engage in a physical altercation, then picked up the bag and umbrella 

and left, Sydney (Fri. 4 March 2022). 

 

• The passenger of a passing vehicle yelled "Jew! Jew! Jew!" towards a congregant outside 

a synagogue, Sydney (Fri. 11 March 2022). 

 

• The driver of a passing vehicle yelled "You can all die!" as they passed the front gate of 

the Jewish school, Sydney (14 March 2022).  

 

• Driver of a passing vehicle stopped outside the front of the Synagogue and yelled, "Why 

are you staring at me?" and "You're still staring at me" multiple times towards security 

personnel, then yelled, "Fuck you, you piece of shit!" Sydney (17 March 2022). 

 

• Driver of a passing vehicle yelled “Free Palestine!” at people out the front of synagogue, 

Sydney (Fri. 18 March 2022). 

 

• Speech by Mark Murtrie, of sovereign citizens, at a public rally, who stated: “I notice 

there’s a lot of people here today wandering around with the red and the blue flags. That 

piece of shit that’s in the corner of that flag is the Union Jack, the union of Jacob, represents 

three or it is three Hebrew tribal flags. And if you’re worried about their standing under the 

Jews and what they represent, that’s what you’re standing under when you carry that flag.” 

Canberra (29 March 2022). 

 

• A male walking along the footpath shouted abuse at staff and children at a synagogue, Perth 

(31 March 2022).  

 

• Verbal abuse of an identifiably Jewish man at the carpark at Coles, where a woman in her 

car started verbally abusing him, including saying "You fucking Jew!" multiple times, 

claiming that he had pushed the plastic lane divider into her vehicle, she continued verbally 

abusing him after he apologized, Elsternwick, Melbourne (1 April 2022). 

 

• One of two males walking past a Jewish community organisation building raised his middle 

finger towards the CCTV camera, Sydney (1 April 2022). 

 

• A passenger of a passing vehicle leant out of the window and shouted indecipherable abuse 

towards security personnel at a synagogue, Sydney (Fri. 1 April 2022). 
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• The driver of a passing vehicle shouted “Allahu Akbar!” and profanities at two identifiably 

Jewish teenage boys, Menora, Perth (2 April 2022). 

 

• A male approached two Jewish men, asking if they were Jewish, when they responded 

‘Yes’, the male then verbally abused the two individuals saying, “Every Jew must be killed 

... If I see you around here again, I am going to cut your fucking heads off, you cunts ... I 

am Palestinian” at a supermarket, Rose Bay, Sydney (14 April 2022). 

 

• Two staff members at a hair salon stated that they “always wanted to organise a riot outside 

a synagogue”, Bondi Junction, Sydney (14 April 2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse by a male on a pushbike who yelled "Worshipping Satan, worshipping Satan" 

very aggressively towards a Rabbi and his toddler daughter walking on the footpath, 

Caulfield North, Melbourne (15 April 2022). 

 

• The occupant of a passing vehicle leant out of the vehicle and shouted “Heil Hitler!” 

towards an identifiably Jewish male and his son walking home from synagogue, Rose Bay 

(17 April 2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse by three teenagers on electric scooters who yelled “Heil Hitler!” at two 

identifiably Jewish teenagers near a Jewish school, Melbourne (22 April 2022).  

 

• Driver of a vehicle travelling past a synagogue yelled out "Fucking religion, need fucking 

guards to protect the religion", towards people at the front of the synagogue, Melbourne, 

(Sat. 23 April 2022). 

 

• A male crossed the road towards the Synagogue, spat on the road and stated, “You have 

nothing to be smiling about” to people outside, Sydney (Sat. 30 April 2022). 

 

• A male driver did a Nazi salute to an identifiably Jewish woman and her two-year-old son 

as they were standing on the pedestrian refuge near a synagogue, Caulfield, Melbourne (4 

May 2022). 

 

• A male was yelling indiscriminately at members of the public, yelling “Heil Hitler!” and 

performing a ‘Sieg Heil’ Nazi salute, and said to two Jews “I don’t care if you’re Jewish. I 

don’t care about you”, Bondi, Sydney (5 May 2022). 

 

• Three male occupants of a vehicle stopped in traffic and shouted “Jews, Jews, Jews” 

towards identifiably Jewish individuals walking home from Synagogue, Bondi, Sydney 

(Fri. 6 May 2022). 

 

• A male exited a tram outside a synagogue and shouted "I hate Jews", Melbourne (6 May 

2022). 

 

• An individual walking past the Synagogue said to security personnel "It's a sad indictment 

on the religion if they need an armed guard outside", to which security personnel replied, 

"It's more a sad indictment on the world", the individual replied "No, it’s the fucking Jews!” 

Sydney (9 May 2022). 
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• The male driver of a passing vehicle raised his middle finger towards a Jewish school, 

Sydney (11 May 2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse by a student from Glen Eira College who yelled "Heil Hitler!" at a group of 

students from a Jewish school, during an inter-school sport competition, Heatherton, 

Melbourne (13 May 2022). 

 

• The occupant of a passing vehicle yelled “Fucking Jews!” multiple times towards an 

identifiably Jewish male and female as they crossed the pedestrian crossing outside a 

Jewish school, the female in the car then made a Nazi salute, Sydney (14 May 2022). 

 

• Three occupants of a passing vehicle shouted “Allah Akbar” towards security personnel at 

a Jewish school, Sydney (16 May 2022). 

 

• The occupant of a passing vehicle yelled "What are you looking at you fucking cunt!" 

towards security personnel outside Jewish school, Sydney (19 May 2022). 

 

• An individual made a Nazi salute at Circular Quay, Sydney (22 May 2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse by a cyclist who yelled “Heil Hitler!” towards two Jews walking on the 

pedestrian track, St Kilda, Melbourne (23 May 2022). 

 

• The driver of a passing vehicle raised the middle finger at security personnel, outside a 

Jewish school, Sydney (31 May 2022). 

 

• The passenger of a passing vehicle yelled “Fuck you Jews!” towards identifiably Jewish 

individuals and security personnel outside the front of a Jewish school, Sydney (6 June 

2022). 

 

• Driver of a taxi made an obscene hand gesture at security personnel and congregants as 

they were leaving synagogue, Perth (6 June 2022). 

 

• Jewish student on a public bus was harassed by students from another school; the 

perpetrators sat behind the victim on the bus, breathing down his neck and making 

antisemitic comments about the victim being Jewish and attending a Jewish school, Dover 

Heights, Sydney (9 June 2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse by a male on a bike who yelled “Jews!” towards two identifiable Jews, 

Elwood, Melbourne (11 June 2022). 

 

• A male, parked in a vehicle, verbally abused a visibly Jewish man who was passing by on 

a bicycle, near a Jewish school, Perth (15 June 2022). 

 

• A male school student standing at a bus stop, upon noticing that students on a bus were 

from a Jewish school, performed a Nazi salute at the Jewish students, Melbourne (16 June 

2022). 

 

• Driver of a passing vehicle yelled "You fucking cunt!” towards security personnel, at a 

Jewish school, Sydney (17 June 2022). 
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• Driver of a passing vehicle gave the middle finger through the sunroof of his car and honked 

loudly to people outside while driving past the Synagogue, Sydney (Sat. 18 June 2022). 

 

• A male in the no-stopping zone across from the front gate of a Jewish school yelled 

“Fucking Jews!” towards students entering the school, Sydney (20 June 2022). 

 

• A female passenger of a passing vehicle yelled indecipherable verbal abuse at people 

outside a synagogue, Sydney (Fri. 24 June 2022). 

 

• Male driver of a passing vehicle raised his middle finger towards security personnel, 

outside the Synagogue, and drove past a second time, Sydney (Sat. 25 June 2022). 

 

• A male riding a bicycle verbally abused a staff member standing outside by her vehicle, 

Jewish school, Perth (1 July 2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse by occupant of a vehicle, who shouted "Free Palestine!" at two identifiable 

Jews walking along the footpath, near a synagogue, Melbourne (1 July 2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse by occupants of a vehicle who shouted "Hitler is still number one" towards a 

Jewish family walking near a synagogue, Melbourne (1 July 2022). 

 

• Comment of "I don't like Jews and there are too many of them in Melbourne" by a soccer 

coach to another soccer coach, within hearing of a Jewish soccer coach, Melbourne (2 July 

2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse by occupants of a vehicle, travelling past an identifiably Jewish family, who 

shouted "Fucking Jewish cunts!" towards them, Aireyes Inlet, regional Victoria (7 July 

2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse of an identifiably Jewish father and his seven-year-old son walking along the 

street by a passenger in a passing car who shouted at them “Hitler’s coming back!”, St 

Kilda, Melbourne (9 July 2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse by a male shouting “The Jews killed Jesus”, “I will nail your hands to 

crucifixes”, “the Jews control everything” and “the Jews control the police” and other 

general threats of violence, outside a synagogue, Melbourne (16 July 2022). 

 

• A male approached an identifiably Jewish male, and asked the Jewish male what his name 

was and what he was doing; when the Jewish male began to walk off, the unknown male 

followed him and whispered in his ear, stating: “I’m going to chop you up” and “I’ll put a 

bullet in you”, Bondi Junction, Sydney (20 July 2022). 

 

• The driver of a passing vehicle shouted indecipherable abuse at people outside a Jewish 

school, Sydney (20 July 2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse of a Jewish man after exiting a tram by a woman who yelled at him “Hitler 

should have finished you” and “You belong in the gas chambers”, Caulfield/St Kilda, 

Melbourne (20 July 2022). 
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• Verbal abuse by occupants of a vehicle as it passed a Jewish school entrance, the driver 

tooted the horn at security, front passenger then raised their middle finger towards the 

guard, and the front and back passengers yelled "Fuck fucking Jewish", Melbourne (21 July 

2022). 

 

• The owner of a business made an antisemitic remark about Hitler and stated that Israel will 

eventually defeat itself, Sydney (23 July 2022). 

 

• The driver of a passing vehicle yelled “Fuck the Jews” towards the Jewish School, Sydney 

(27 July 2022). 

 

• An office worker attracted the attention of a Jewish worker and then did a Nazi salute to 

him, and repeated it, in an office, Sydney (9 Aug. 2022). 

 

• As an identifiably Jewish man with a skull-cap exited a train, he heard a young male say to 

his group of friends “Fucking Jew cunt should have ripped it (the skull-cap) off his head”, 

Caulfield, Melbourne (13 Aug. 2022). 

 

• A male ran past a synagogue three times and raised his middle finger multiple times towards 

security outside the synagogue, Sydney (Sat. 20 Aug. 2022). 

 

• A vehicle drove into a driveway adjacent to a Synagogue, the driver shouted towards people 

outside the synagogue “No one likes you, the Palestinians don’t like you, you say you are 

God’s chosen people, but no one likes you” and other similar abuse, Sydney (Sat. 20 Aug. 

2022). 

 

• The driver of a passing vehicle made a hand gesture of discharging a firearm towards 

security personnel, at a Jewish school, Sydney (25 Aug. 2022). 

 

• A group of seven National Socialist Network (NSN) members, dressed in black and 

masked, performed Nazi salutes, while one took a photo of them, outside the Adelaide 

Holocaust Museum, Adelaide (27 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse of a Jewish student who was called “dirty racist Zionist” upon entering a 

student meeting at the University of Adelaide, Adelaide (1 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse of Jewish students of “Death to Israel” repeatedly yelled at them, at an SRC 

meeting at University of Adelaide, Adelaide (1 Sep. 2022). 

 

• The passenger of a passing vehicle shouted indecipherable abuse and raised his middle 

finger in the direction of people outside a Jewish School, Sydney (14 Sep. 2022). 

 

• The driver of a passing vehicle raised his middle finger towards people outside a Jewish 

school, Sydney (16 Sep. 2022). 

 

• The passenger of a passing vehicle yelled indecipherable abuse at security personnel at a 

Jewish school, Sydney (17 Sep. 2022). 
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• Verbal abuse by one of four males who had just exited a taxi of “What are you doing Jew?” 

to a Jewish driver who was stuck behind the taxi and beeped it to move on, Balaclava, 

Melbourne (18 Sep. 2022). 

 

• A male, while opening the door to enter his vehicle, accidently hit the side of the vehicle 

next to him; in response, the owner of the hit vehicle shouted “Fucking Jews!” to the male, 

Sydney (19 Sep. 2022). 

 

• A taxi driver made abusive hand gestures towards security personnel at a synagogue, Perth 

(19 Sep. 2022).  

 

• A male made a Nazi salute at an identifiably Jewish individual, Caulfield North, Melbourne 

(20 Sep. 2022). 

 

• The driver of a passing vehicle shouted “Hizballah! Hizballah!” to security personnel at the 

entrance to the Synagogue, the driver then shouted indecipherable abuse towards security 

personnel standing at the corner, Sydney (Sat. 24 Sep. 2022). 

 

• A male walking past the front gate said “Be careful, the Arabs might come, or I will come”, 

to security personnel at a synagogue, Perth (25 Sep. 2022 – Rosh Hashanah)  

 

• The driver of a passing vehicle performed a Nazi salute then shouted “Allahu Akbar” at 

security personnel at a Synagogue, Sydney (26 Sep. 2022). 

 

• A driver parked his vehicle near a Synagogue, exited the vehicle, then shouted “Allahu 

Akbar” towards security personnel, Sydney (26 Sep. 2022). 

 

• The driver of a passing vehicle yelled “We love Hitler” in the direction of Jews as they 

walked to synagogue, Rose Bay, Sydney (26 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse by the driver of a vehicle who yelled "Fuck you!" and "Go back to Palestine!" 

towards Jewish pedestrians on the street, Elsternwick, Melbourne (26 Sep. 2022). 

 

• The driver of a passing vehicle slowed down and raised her middle finger towards people 

ouside a synagogue, Sydney (27 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Verbal abuse by a male shouting "We should have killed all the fucking Jews!", "We will 

kill the fucking Jews!", "Heil Hitler", "Sieg Heil", multiple times, making the Nazi salute 

towards the public, including to a Jewish man, and raised his middle finger to the Jewish 

man, Camberwell, Melbourne (28 Sep. 2022). 

 

Schools: Multiple incidents during late 2021 and during 2022 of antisemitic bullying of Jewish 

school students in both public and private schools. The actual dates of many of these incidents 

have not been reported, however, all occurred during the period in review. Most of the 

antisemitic incidents occurred in Sydney, but also in Lismore in regional NSW, and in 

Launceston in regional Tasmania (the latter are under the incident category of Messages, 

below). Schools publicly named include Cranbrook School and Rose Bay Secondary College, 

both of which are located in the eastern suburbs of Sydney. (The online antisemitism within a 
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chat group exposed at Knox Grammar School in Sydney is covered in Chapter 3 under 

Education.)  

 

A series of antisemitic incidents of abuse at schools in Lismore, many occurring and/or reported 

in late October 2021, with other incidents occurring in 2022, including: 

 

• Nazi swastika inscribed in a school desk at a primary school, Lismore (22 Oct. 2021).  

 

• Nazi swastika graffiti at a school, including inscribed in locker doors, Lismore (22 Oct. 

2021).  

 

• Two boys, both 11 years old, one said “Heil Hitler” in the presence of a Jewish student, 

the other boy spoke positively about Nazis, Lismore (22 Oct. 2021)  

 

• Regular incidents, including joking about “Heil Hitler”, jokes about the Holocaust, 

jokes about hating Jews, and how Hitler was right, by students in years 8, 9, and 10, at 

a high school, Lismore (Oct - Dec 2021, and semesters 1 and 2, 2022). 

 

• Harassment of a 12-year-old Jewish girl by a boy, also in Year 7, from the same private 

school saying “Heil Hitler” and doing the Nazi salute towards her, and when she told 

him to stop, he then proceeded to make a gun gesture with his fingers and thumbs and 

pretended to shoot students saying "Shoot the Jew! Shoot the Jew!" at a bus stop, 

Lismore, regional NSW (15 Aug. 2022). 

 

Antisemitic incidents of abuse, during the period in review, at schools in Sydney include: 

 

• Nazi swastikas regularly graffitied at schools 

 

• Nazi salutes on a regular basis performed at Jewish students 

 

• Jewish students often subjected to antisemitic jokes by other students 

 

• a Jewish student was called “Jew” rather than by his name, by students in his year, on 

a daily basis, and subjected to inappropriate comments and jokes, and the Nazi salute 

used in his presence. 

 

• a Jewish student, 16-years-old, constantly being called “Fat Jew” (Rose Bay Secondary 

College) 

 

• a Jewish student was called “Rich Jew” and greeted with Nazi salutes. 

 

• a Jewish student was told by another student that he would go back in time and become 

Hitler to “hunt down his family and stop the bloodline” (at a Sydney high school). 

 

• a Jewish boy was forced into a locker and sprayed with deodorant to simulate a Nazi 

gas chamber, while other students laughed and filmed the incident (at a Sydney private 

school, early 2022).  
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Messages   

Incidents include: phone calls, voicemail, text messages, emails, postal mail. Note: Email 

sender, when noted, is as described in sender’s email address, and may not be genuine. 

 

Schools: messages sent from school students to other school students, including to Jewish 

students, in Sydney: 

 

• Photos of Hitler often accompanied by comments such as “dumb ass jew nigger” and 

“I hope your family gets gassed” including Jewish students (Rose Bay Secondary 

College). 

 

• Photo sent of a Cranbrook student performing a Nazi salute. 

 

• Photo, which had been doctored to show a student with a Nazi symbol on his armband, 

sent to other students. 

 

• Video made of a student performing a Nazi salute to the camera while smiling at the 

camera in the school corridor, while other students unpack their lockers, (June 2022). 

 

• Email was sent to a Jewish community organization, which read: "Here we go again. All 

this whining and victimhood. No matter how often you hear it, even from Ken Stern, you 

continue to conflate criticism of Israel and Zionism with anti semitism. There will come a 

time when all your nastiness will blow back on you. It will not be undeserved.” Melbourne 

(15 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Phone call to a Synagogue by a person who asked “Do you think it is appropriate for you 

Jews to have an engagement party in the middle of lockdown?” then said “The gas 

chambers are coming for you long nosed people” Sydney (20 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Email was sent to multiple Rabbis and Synagogues: "THE GESTAPO IS COMING ..... 

PAPERS PLEASE, COWARDS LET MILLIONS OF US DIE .......BUT YOU FORGOT 

!!!! NOW THE SAME COWARDS ARE DOING IT AGAIN" Melbourne (21 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Two phone calls from a group of males to a Jewish man, at his home, making multiple 

references to his Judaism and death threats; the Jewish man had been receiving similar calls 

for the previous six months, Perth (30 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Packages were placed in the mailboxes of Jewish residents, the packages contained a 150-

page document, with anti-Israel discourse, and a USB, all in a plastic sleeve, Bondi 

Junction, Sydney (14 Nov. 2021). 

 

• Email via Facebook messenger of “I am gonna make kosher food out of you Jew boy ... I 

will throw it to the dogs ... Jew pussys ... See you soon Jew boy ... b poster of your Jew 

face and gonna writing snitch on that so every criminal gangs in Sydney can see...” Sydney 

(8 Dec. 2021).  

 

• Email from “Neil Jamison” to a Jewish community media outlet: “The end is almost here 

for Jews. THE GOY AWAKES!!” Sydney (9 Jan. 2022). 
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• Email from “Neil Jamison” to a Jewish community media outlet: “Fat chance you lying 

Jewish bastards. So if your god can save the Jews from Egypt then why didn’t the same 

god save the 6 million kikes from Auschwitz. Because it’s a typical Jewish lie. The end of 

the jew is coming” Sydney (10 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Email from “Michael Kozlowski” to Walt Secord, NSW state MP, who is Jewish, “What a 

miserable piece of human excrement you are. Go to Israel if you love Judaism so much. 

You make me vomit” Sydney (23 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Email with text of “The Talmud says to kill all goyim.... Fuck that jew racism. Genociding 

Khazarians. Fake Jews, not Semitic, DON’T BELONG IN PALESTONE.... 

PARASITES...”, the email contained a link to further antisemitic hate speech, sent to a 

synagogue, Perth (25 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Email from “Bob & Jen Mitchell” to ECAJ, titled “SO CALLED HOLUCOST 

COMPLUSURY IN SCHOOLS” composed of “What a bloody disgrace you Jewish 

Terrorists are. Just a bunch of organised hypocrites. Six million killed, what bullshit, just a 

convenient figure and very exaggerated at that. Tell us about your terrorism in the middle 

east, Stern gang your invention of car bombing innocent people. Will that be included in 

the curriculum? No of course not. Jailing of Mortichi Vanunu too, and detention for life. 

He was kidnapped by your spy network. All for exposing your nuclear arsenal, which you 

still slimily keep a secret from the rest of the World. Steal land from Palestinians and 

murder them. Then whinge your guts out if they retaliate. AS so call “race” of people your 

constant insisting of dreamed up hereditary lineage of the lowest form. To come into a free 

democratic country and evolve with your crap and be accepted by government is showing 

the poor representation of governance in this country.” Sydney (28 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Email from “Bob & Jen Mitchell” to ECAJ titled “The usual Jewish scum!!!!!!!! make 

NAZIS look like Sunday School Teachers!!!!!” and composed of text “… TRY SAYING 

MURDER YOUR SHOWING YOUR UTTER AROGANCE YOU PIGS!!!!!! …” Sydney 

(1 Feb. 2022). 

 

Many abusive phone calls were made to multiple Jewish community organisations by an 

individual in relation to the Amnesty International report on Israel, released on 1 Feb. 2022: 

 

• Phone call to Jewish community venue: "Well, the whole worlds woken up to you guys 

like you and your little whingy cycle about fucking bullshit. You're now the new apartheid 

centre. You want to treat your neighbours like scumbags pieces of shit, and you guys all 

think you're fucking hierarchy and all fantastic. Now everybody knows, the whole world 

knows, Jewish people treat their neighbors like scumbag animals, treat them like dogs. Now 

the whole worlds going to come round to the Jewish fucking people and treat them like 

dogs, even though they've been whinging about fuck, what went on in the gas (something) 

80 years ago, oh what we've been through, oh what we won't let anybody forget. Well, 

that's you. You're the new Nazis. The way you treat Palestinians is how the Jews are going 

to be treated from now on. The whole world cottoned on after all (recording cuts off)" 

Melbourne (1 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Phone call to a rabbi: “Hello Jewish scumbag, I’d just like to congratulate you on your new 

label, Captain Apartheid, because that’s how Jewish people are going to get named, just 

like shit to a blanket. ... South Africa ... apartheid how the blacks got treated ... Well, that’s 
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how you treat your neighbours. That’s how Israel’s going to get remembered from now 

until the end of time, for apartheid, because you are true fucking cunts to those people for 

no fucking reason. You take their houses, you shoot their kids... you fucking Jewish 

scumbag motherfucker ... Go fuck yourself, shalom. You motherfucking cocksuckers! 

Congratulations on the apartheid label, stuck to you like shit to a blanket, shit to a blanket.” 

Melbourne (1 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Phone call to a rabbi: “I wasn’t sure about that name … Is this rabbi [...]? I guess it’s rabbi 

apartheid from now on. Oh my god I can’t believe how that name is going to stick to you, 

Rabbi Apartheid. How dare you treat people like that! ... Dump that fucking stupid religion 

that got made up a million years ago by fucking paedophiles. Walk away... Or stick to the 

name Captain Apartheid, Rabbi Apartheid, Religion Apartheid, I-live-in-the-Israel-

country-apartheid. [laughter] You’re going to die with it. That’s your new name, rabbi 

apartheid. Piss on you! Piss on you!” Melbourne (1 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Phone call to Jewish community venue: "Yeah, is this the Jewish apartheid centre? You 

know how you treat your neighbours like the lowest piece of earth and tread on them like 

dogs? You know how just like the Jewish people got treated by the Nazis? Well that's how 

the Jewish people treat the Palestinians. That's why the Jewish people have got the new 

name, apartheid. So next time you think about whinging and say oh fucking poor us, you 

wouldn't believe what happened to us 80 fucking years ago, that what you've done for the 

last 80 years to the Palestinians. You're the new Nazis. That's what you've just been given 

a new time. apartheid. Oh, that's gonna stick to you like shit to a blanket, because you know 

how apartheid in South Africa and Nelson Mandela, all stuck together like shit to a blanket? 

Well now you are shit to a blanket. Now you are going to be treated like that. Now how 

you treat the Palestinians, is going to be how you're going to be treated. Isn't it fucking gull. 

Fuck you you Jewish scumbag motherfuckers. Fuck you, how you treat the Palestinians is 

a crime. If I was Palestinian... you know, if I was Palestinian I'd be upset that my kids threw 

rocks at your fence so you shot my kids, because that's what Jewish people do. Oh, if you 

chuck rocks at our fence, we'll just shoot ya. If you chuck a little hot air balloon with a little 

fiery thing over the fence, we'll shoot ya. Fuck you, you fucking Jewish apartheid 

motherfuckers. You are the scum shit of earth. Well, welcome to the bottom rung of the 

ladder." Melbourne (2 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Voice message left on telephone of a synagogue with message including: “I’m just 

wondering what it’s like getting the label Apartheid put on your silly little religion? Now 

everyone is going to wake up seeing what fucking lowdown cunts you’ve been to those 

Palestinians, for fucking over 70 years. And you’re still going on about ‘us poor Jews’ what 

happened in the Holocaust, ‘oh you can’t believe what we went through’ and you’re doing 

it to them, and you have done for a life time, and their fathers’ lifetime and their granddads’ 

lifetime. Fuck you, you fucking Jewish fuckwits. Fuck You. It’s fucking about time you 

guys got a label that you deserve. Apartheid, Jewish, the Apartheid People [laughs]. It’s 

going to stick like shit...” Launceston, Tasmania (2 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Voice message left on telephone of a synagogue with message including: “Shalom to all 

your fucking apartheid motherfuckers. Shalom up your arse.” Launceston, Tasmania (2 

Feb. 2022). 
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• Voice message left on telephone of a synagogue with message including: “Amnesty 

International and what they’ve got to say about Israel...” Launceston, Tasmania (2 Feb. 

2022). 

 

• Phone call to secretary at synagogue: “People crushed the black people just because they 

wanted to be arseholes. Do you know what apartheid is, it happened in South Africa? Don’t 

you know that all Jewish people are considered apartheid.  Maybe you should watch the 

news, because, yeah, everybody’s announced that Jewish people are apartheid. ... It’s been 

on every channel all day for the last two days ever since the [Amnesty International] 

announcement come out. The Jewish people like to crush the Palestinian people just 

because they can; just like the Nazis did to the Jewish people, now the Jewish people have 

become the new Nazis ... You’re the scum of the earth, and now the whole world’s 

cottoning on, the whole world’s caught on. The last 77 years of ‘poor us, you can’t imagine 

the gas chambers, ah poor us’ but you’ve become the new Nazis, you are now the scum of 

the earth Jewish apartheid ... Go fuck yourself you Jewish cunt, you’re Jewish, you think 

you’re better than everybody else.” Launceston, Tasmania (2 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Email from “Bob & Jen Mitchell” to ECAJ composed of “You learnt a lot off the Nazis, 

didn’t you. You heap of human JEW TRASH!!!!!” Sydney (2 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Phone call to Jewish community organisation: "Hello miss. apartheid, yeah well I saw your 

working hours so you're not too available too much because I guess you work from smoko 

and lunch and take a break in between. So I just rang you to congratulate you on your new 

label, miss apartheid. Becuase that's how you treat the Palestinian people, and even after 

80 years of whinging about what the Germans did to us Jews, right, well that's what you've 

done for 80 years to the Palestinians, and now the whole worlds come back and said, 

apartheid! And we all know how the apartheid label stuck to South Africa, Nelson Mandela, 

and the scumbags who ran that show, well now that same glue, the same blanket, the same 

wrap, the same name, apartheid, is how Israel will be remembered from now to the end of 

time, apartheid Israel. Apartheid my ass you shalom mother fuckers. Suck a dick" 

Melbourne (3 Feb. 2022) 

 

• Email to a Jewish community organization: "You know I like Whoopi. It's time you retards 

got over this holocaust shit. How many generations will pass while you idiots hang onto 

your pain. Well it's not even your pain. It's your ancestors I agree with Whoopi. Deeply 

wholeheartedly and she should be able to say whatever the fuck she wants." Melbourne (3 

Feb. 2022). 

 

• Email from “Rudolf Hoess” to head of a Jewish organisation composed of “Guten Tag ... 

you Jewish vermin, pig, leech and scum of the earth. Old whoopi was right. The Holohoax 

was not about race it was about exterminating rats like you that hide in the sewers and bring 

their disease and dirty blood to infect us. We have enough of your lies, false flags and 

attempt to indoctrinate our children. We HATE you, you miserable pest! The only place 

you belong is in a gas chamber. This is the land of the white man, and we are sick of animals 

like you controlling the media, banks, schools and government. The Goyim Know and we 

are WAKING UP Heil Hitler” Melbourne (6 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Email thread from “Luke McKee" to multiple people, including NSW Jewish Board of 

Deputies (JBD), with subject line as “Pedophile Cult with strong links to the NSW Jewish 

Board of deputies operating Australia wide” with text including “Details on Australian 
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government protected pedophile cult active in Australia that uses the police as their 

henchmen as reported in the MSM with strong links to the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies. 

David [...] thinks you'll do their kidnapping again for them like in 2008.” And “That's the 

OTO USA leaked training videos confessing to a doctrine of human blood drinking and 

child orgies” and “Zionist lead kabballah oto pedo cult” Sydney (13 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Phone call to NSW Jewish Board of Deputies, seven minutes in length, similar in content 

to the email received on the previous day, including: “... the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies 

works for the kabbalah child sex cult called the Ordo Templi Orientis, who have captured 

the Australian judiciary, emphasising the ‘JEW’ in ‘jewdiciary’, to prosecute people for 

disrespecting them, and their doctrine of sex magic for children, blood drinking, and child 

orgies ... So you work with paedophiles ... Your Kabballah, your satanic texts, Jewish 

mysticism, your demon invocation shit ... You guys used a Mossad terrorist to writing on 

Jew World Order on your submissions to parliament to get hate speech laws ... Mr 

Wertheim’s submission to parliament ... glad to see your counterparts in the Executive 

Council of [Australian] Jewry want to shut down Orthodox Jewry in this country ... You 

guys appearing at the anti-vilification inquiry in Victorian declaring war against Buddhists 

‘how dare those fucking Buddhists, those Nazi Buddhists using swastikas before Hitler 

even plagiarised it’ ... ‘We are the master race, we are the Jews, and if we’re triggered, fuck 

those Buddhists, and fuck their symbols they’ve been using for 4000 years’. ... You racist 

cunts! ... Organised Jewry, a satanic paedophile cult, with a proven doctrine of human blood 

cult... and gay pedophile rights activists are all working together in what I like to call the 

Kabbalah axis of evil. ... don’t support rabbis mass raping kids ... it’s a big Jewish 

paedophile angle ... make sure you give it to the police when you complain about this call 

for the crime of criticising you ... kabbalah is your deep-rooted love of satan demon 

worship. ... You fucking paedophiles! ... Go fuck yourself!” Sydney (14 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Letter sent to a Jewish community organization containing two cut-outs of newspaper 

articles with writing on them; one of the cut-outs was an article about Whoopi Goldberg 

which had the words "YOU BLOODY PARASITE$" written on it; the other cut-out was 

about the male drawing a swastika on the side of a building in Caulfield South which had 

the words "STOP INSULTING THE GERMAN NATIONS. YOU PARASITES." written 

on it, Caulfield, Melbourne (23 Feb. 2022). 

 

• A note with the words “Free Palestine” and two Nazi swastikas was placed in a large open 

shoulder bag, of a Jewish student, at University of Sydney, Sydney (10 March 2022). 

 

• Letter containing antisemitic content and images of knives and butchering was placed in 

residents’ letterboxes at a building with many Jewish residents, Sydney (25 March 2022). 

 

• Email from “Christian Boyle” to a synagogue of “Hi there....the names Chris.....I'm the 

fuhrer of NSM Australia.....Australia and the world's first proudly multicultural National 

Socialist organisation in the world.....i am battling actual satanists....who will stand with 

me and stop the devil.....I am hoping you will promote my movement as I am in dire need 

of recruits.....I am fully accepting of all races and genders joining...... please spread the 

word....it would be a real help in this time of crisis when I am undersiege by the Fascists 

all for exposing satanism in australia....I'm a good man by the way and the whole fascist 

and communist community is attacking me.....they are seeking to tarnish my name and my 

honour....I need backup asap https://www.nsm88.org/ NSM Australia's HQ is in QLD GC 

...” Brisbane (16 April 2022). 
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• Antisemitic email submission made to a Synagogue’s website, Sydney (17 April 2022). 

 

• Email from “david hepburn” to head of a Jewish organisation composed of “... the biggest 

supporters of Hitler financially were Jewish bankers!!!!! How ironic that you berate 10or 

15 people gathering to celebrate Hitler when it was Jewish bankers that financed a supposed 

war against supposed Jews!!!!! But then when did Zionists ever care about killimg theor 

own! Let’s not forget it was again Jewish bankers (western) who financed both Lenin and 

Trotsky, both Jews responsible for killing how many Jews and non Jews in the Russian 

revolution!!!!!! Without Hitler there may well have been no Israel!!!!...” Melbourne (5 May 

2022). 

 

• Leaflet with text and images of “One is a 4,000 yr old tradition” above a Jewish menorah 

(candelabra), and “One is a state founded in 1948; largely run today by Russian oligarchs” 

above an Israeli flag, and “Never be afraid to speak the truth” placed in the letterbox of a 

Jewish school, Perth (23 May 2022). 

 

• Email to head of a Jewish organisation of “Go fuck yourself...and ill say it again...go fuck 

yourself...you dirty jew rat... tell white aussies about your evil plans ...”, Melbourne (19 

June 2022). 

 

• Email from “Neil Jamison” to Jewish community media outlet of “Hitler was right! look 

what Jews have done to this world. You are all disgusting cretins.” Sydney (23 June 2022). 

 

• Email via online submission form, the sender claimed to be connected to “Jewish and 

Hasidic mafia”, to a synagogue, Perth (23 June 2022). 

 

• Email to a Jewish organisation: “Hitler was right! Look what Jews have done to this world. 

You are all disgusting cretins” in response to the banning of the Nazi symbol, Sydney (24 

June 2022). 

 

• Phone call by a male who verbally abused the receptionist, at a synagogue, Perth (18 July 

2022). 

 

• Email to the president of a synagogue of "I am curious how much longer you and future 

generations of Jews will keep on bitching about something that didn't even happen to them. 

It happened generations ago and it wasn't you it happened to. I am sick of how upset you 

are. I lived in St Kilda with you and was always ignored and pushed aside. You give nothing 

back to the community yet you talk about accepting. How about you mingle With non-

Jews. It's worse than a black man today bitching about slavery. You weren't a slave so Why 

complain? Hitler died and so did the horrible things. I am sick of hearing the word holocaust 

too. These things happened generations ago. Let it go" Melbourne (25 July 2022). 

 

• Note left on a car belonging to a rabbi, of “fuck ulcrane, fuck Jews. Im Vladmir Putin” St 

Kilda, Melbourne (27 July 2022). (‘ulcrane’ most likely refers to Ukraine). 

 

• A series of phone calls from a blocked number in which the caller verbally abused staff and 

threatened to “drive by and shoot up the place”; a similar call was made the following day, 

Jewish school, Perth (27 and 28 July 2022). 
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• Letter sent to a Jewish person and others in the neighbourhood, which read: "To the 

delusional occupant of this address, Thanks to your Party involvement for a small fee our 

operatives have been provided with the latest additions to our database, shared with our 

international partners and affiliates. You should be more aware of who you talk to and deal 

with and who you invite into your home to discuss politics and Party Matters. So now our 

people know where you live, work and where you shop and where you get your car 

serviced. We live in dangerous times, our Movement grows everyday, we have 

sophisticated recruitment methods which will one day lead to Global Victory over all 

enemies. Our operatives are in every government of every Nation, every party including 

Yours. We operate on a different level don't assume the Police or their handlers will help 

you. A Final word of Advice you are lucky to be getting this courtesy call. Not all your 

neighbours are who think they are. Your local Aryan Communications Controller", 

Balwyn, Melbourne (27 July 2022). The same letter was sent to rabbi in Melbourne (31 

July 2022).  

 

• Email from “Halle lujah” to Alex Ryvchin, of ECAJ, composed of “I love how you zionest 

scum lie through your teeth.. your not kidding anyone hahaha. EVERYONE knows its you 

fake jew pigs laughably trying your best at destroying humanity and OUR divine mother 

earth. Seeing as its seems you've forgotten ill remind you.. Pathetic beings like you and the 

rest of them has never and will never rule. No matter how much you stupid cunts think you 

are. Lol. I feel sorry for my true jeudeic brothers.. strength you could only hope for. Dont 

forget to take a bottle of water with ya. Email: lmao@wanker.com Subject: Who ya 

kidding??” Sydney (28 July 2022). 

 

• Email from “Bob & Jen Mitchell” to head of a Jewish organisation titled “Swastika and 

Jews!!!!!” and composed of “You parade yourself as a Jew. God knows what gives you and 

your racist pack of half breeds the right to put in place with the help of dumb governments 

meaningless hatred laws. ... lead me to study you so called Jews. Nothing but a pack of 

lying rabble that history will subside...Basically Jews in Israel are no different to the “Nazi 

rasheem” with loopy leaders like Netanyahu. ... you and your elk as nothing but blow hards 

full of Pi55...” Melbourne (11 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Letter sent to a Jewish community organisation comparing the actions of Israel with the 

Nazi annihilation of the Warsaw Ghetto “Approximately 6 (six) million – Jews died in vain 

in WW11. This is because the State of Israel... Israel’s current policies, propaganda and 

killing practices – with annihilation weaponry the Nazis could only dream of – show that 

the Warsaw Ghetto was a dress rehearsal for what’s happening now. The Warsaw Ghetto 

survivors ... Their inheritors continue the wars against our fellow human beings on a grand 

scale...” Sydney (11 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Emails via Facebook Messenger to a Jew of “... my great grandfather fought in Palestine 

and freed up that place with the Arabs ... to pay the way for you Jews...”, “Listen hear yet 

Jewish can’t you can’t fucken treat the rest of the world like you treat those Arabs you 

assholes ... picking on those poor people who saved your fucken neck back in World war 1 

... the rest of the world are waking up to you arseholes...” and “... as if I fucken care about 

you and your fucken rabbis and you fucken Jews bring it on I 8 assholes like you for 

breakfast ... it shows the cowardness of you Jewish people” Sydney (17 Aug. 2022). 
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• Phone call to a synagogue with caller putting on a fake Yiddish accent and talking about 

“Shekels, Goyim, and the Holocaust” then hung up the phone, Gold Coast, Queensland (18 

Aug. 2022). 

 

• A review online for a Jewish school made stating “My Brother, You have been lied to by 

the kieks (sic), nothing happend in Germany from 1933 to 1945. and Herr Göring was not 

addicted to vore.” Sydney (31 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Text message from “Brett Leeming” to a Jewish man of “No you don’t! You are a greedy 

jew and I fucken hate jews ... You seriously need gassing” Adelaide (6 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Phone call by a male who repeatedly shouted “Heil Hitler” and “Juden! Juden!” in a fake 

German accent to a Jewish community leader at ECAJ, Sydney (9 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Email of “Shut the fuck up with your tweets, you dumb fucking heeb. Jews are a pedo race 

who mutilate the genitals of children. Yours in Christ, ...” on the website contact form of a 

Jewish woman in Canberra (13 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Email from “Bob McDonald” to Julie Nathan, of ECAJ, “Hi Julie ... goyim are waking up 

to the subhuman parasite Jews. ... Jewish history is nothing short of disgusting diabolical 

and despicable , based on pure Bull shit, many are realising that now. ... I despise jews they 

stink , they are ugly , they are criminal scum, and yes subhuman and parasitic , 1,000 jews 

are not worth the toenail of a Goyim , who came from 3 holy spheres, where as the lowly 

jew came from 3 satanic spheres, and consequently, they are lower than animals, excrement 

of animals. ...” Sydney (19 Sep. 2022). 

 

• An individual sent a series of indecipherable emails which included antisemitic and violent 

rhetoric to the Synagogue, Sydney (23 Sep. 2022). 

 

• A Jewish organisation received an incoherent email containing antisemitic and abusive 

rhetoric, Sydney (26 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Email from “Ro Man” to a Jewish community media outlet of “... You ungrateful pricks 

over-rely on the US to the point where if they don’t lick your dirty Zionist asses 24/7 it 

means they’re working against you, they’re becoming anti-semitic... The reality is is that 

Israel is extremely lucky that the US are their best ally, to the point of sabotaging their own 

interests in the region in favour of Israel. ... But no, please keep whining and b*tching about 

how the poor Zionists are struggling ...” Sydney (28 Sep. 2022). 

 

A Jewish student in Year 11 at a state high school in Tasmania was sent a series of hate 

messages via Snapchat, during September 2022. These messages included: 

 

• A photo of a student giving a Nazi salute 

• “Hitler did so much good. I wish he was the leader. Fuck Jews gas them all.” 

• “Where’s ur striped pyjamas” 

• “We love Neo Nazis” 

• “... Changed the group name to No Jews Allowed” 
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Graffiti   

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas and racial slurs, on a building in the Reserve, Randwick, Sydney 

(4 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas, “SS”, and “6MNE” (6 Million Not Enough – referring to the six 

million Jews murdered in the Holocaust), in multiple locations around Cheltenham Park, 

Melbourne (7 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of “Heil Hitler”, “1488” and several Nazi swastikas on a door, Glebe, Sydney (8 

Oct. 2021) 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas, “SS”, and “6MNE” (6 Million Not Enough), in two new 

locations in Cheltenham Park, Melbourne (12 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of “9/11 2001 JEWS DID IT” on a St Vincent's Hospital sign, Darlinghurst, Sydney 

(14 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of ''OY VEY THE 6 MILLION", ''OY VEY THE 6 MILLION JOOS" and "FUCK 

THE CHOSEN ONES" at Main Yarra Trail, Collingwood, Melbourne (16 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of "VAXX MACHT FREI" and a Nazi swastika on blocks of concrete on Punt 

Road and Olympic Boulevard, Melbourne (21 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of "VAX MACHT FREI" and a Nazi swastika on a concrete wall, Melbourne (21 

Oct. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of “VAXX MACHT FREI” on a large building on the corner of Swan St and Punt 

Rd, Richmond, Melbourne (23 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of “fuck Jews” and a Nazi swastika on a bench, in Caulfield Park, Melbourne (24 

Oct. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of “Fuck The Jews” on a pole in Caulfield Park, Melbourne (24 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastika on playground at Umina Beach, NSW (25 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of five Nazi swastikas on a fence near a Jewish school, Melbourne (27 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Anti-vaccine graffiti that included Stars of David in the Coles carpark, Reservoir, 

Melbourne (16 Nov. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of swastikas on the foreheads of two people on an advertising board, Maroubra, 

Sydney (22 Nov. 2021). 

 

• Female with a swastika drawn on her face, Maroubra, Sydney (24 Nov. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastika in bright pink in public toilets, Mascot, Sydney (25 Nov. 2021). 
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• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas on several election campaign posters of Labor candidate, Linda 

Scott, and a Hitler moustache on her photo, Newtown, Sydney (1 Dec. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of “NEIN MEIN KAMPF” and a swastika on park bench, St Ives, Sydney (1 Dec. 

2021). 

 

• Graffiti of "ADOLF HITLER WAS RIGHT" with a Nazi swastika on a traffic box next to 

Bundoora Park, Bundoora, Melbourne (6 Dec. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastika on a sign “Peppermint Gardens” near a kosher restaurant, 

Highgate, Perth (7 Dec. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika etched into the pedestrian sticker on a traffic pole, Bondi, 

Sydney (17 Dec. 2021).  

 

• Nazi swastika scratched into concrete, Harleston Park in Elsternwick, Melbourne (18 Dec. 

2021). 

 

• Graffiti of “HITLER” and a Nazi swastika on a timber fence at a walking trail, near a 

synagogue, Ballarat, regional Victoria (20 Dec. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of “FUCK JEWS” and two swastikas on a sports field sign, Ultimo, Sydney (22 

Dec. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastika on the Park View Footbridge in Westgate Park, Port Melbourne 

(27 Dec. 2021). 

 

• Nazi swastikas and the words "I touch kids" drawn on the back window of a vehicle, 

Bentleigh, Melbourne (30 Dec. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika on a wall, Woolloongabba, Brisbane (31 Dec. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika on the bin of a fast-food restaurant, Malaga, Perth (1 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastikas on a red garbage bin, Newtown, Sydney (3 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas and “United Moron Party” on three billboards promoting the 

United Australia Party, Rozelle, Sydney (9 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of an antisemitic nature including Nazi swastikas on electoral office of a Labor 

state MP, Joondalup, Perth (12 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas in several locations, including at bus stops, a real estate sign, and 

on concrete fences of residences, drawn in black marker, North Bondi, Sydney (14 Jan. 

2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika in red on a toilet seat in a women’s public bathroom, Watsons 

Bay, Sydney (20 Jan. 2022). 
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• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika and the words "were [sic] back!" on the side of a building, 

Caulfield South, Melbourne (23 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika drawn into the dust of a car belonging to a Jewish man, St Kilda, 

Melbourne (25 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika in a circle, both in blue, on a boulder, Watsons Bay, Sydney (26 

Jan. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika in red paint on a brick wall near a play area, McKinnon, 

Melbourne (27 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “Jew” painted over the ‘You’ of ‘YouTube’ (Youtube is often referred to as 

“JewTube” by antisemites), Brisbane (27 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Antisemitic graffiti on Gipps Street, CBD Brisbane (28 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika and “Heil Hitler” carved into rock at Muggs Rocks, Avoca 

Beach, NSW (30 Jan. 2022).  

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika was on a roller gate behind a synagogue, Melbourne (1 Feb. 

2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika on a utility box, North Richmond, outer Sydney (6 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of "Go Hiter" (sic) and “SS” on the front of a house, Caulfield South, Melbourne 

(7 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas at service station on North Road, Bentleigh East, Melbourne (7 

Feb. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of the words “$ ZION GRABS ALL” written on a bench outside the Federal Court 

of Australia, facing St James Church, CBD, Sydney (13 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika on a real estate sign, Bondi, Sydney (13 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a large Nazi swastika on the road of the Pacific Highway, north of Sydney, at 

Calga (19 Feb. 2022) 

 

• Graffiti on three electorate posters of Josh Frydenberg, federal Liberal MP, and who is 

Jewish - one poster had a graffiti of a Hitler moustache, the others had words “Liar” and 

“Cheat” and “Loser” written on them, Malvern, Melbourne (21 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “Hitlers warfare”, a Nazi swastika, and “Islam will dominate the world”, on a 

brick wall alongside a walkway, Canterbury Bankstown, Sydney (22 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika was drawn on a traffic barrier, Yokine, Perth (22 Feb. 2022). 
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• Graffiti on electorate poster of Josh Burns, federal Labor MP for Macnamara, who is 

Jewish, with a Nazi swastika on his forehead, heavy eyebrows, a Hitler style moustache, 

and long beard, at a bus stop, Balaclava, Melbourne (26 Feb. 2021). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika and the words “Dirty Jew” written in the bathroom of a Jewish 

school (the local council had a large 'Garden Party' event earlier in the week which is when 

the graffiti is believed to have occurred) Melbourne (28 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika and the words “Heil Hitler” sprayed on a wall in Randwick, 

Sydney (3 March 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika sprayed on a traffic pole near a Jewish community institution, 

Bondi, Sydney (3 March 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Hitler moustache painted on face of the ‘Zaida’ mural of a Jewish grandfather, 

Bondi Beach, Sydney (3 March 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika drawn into the dirt on a window at a shopfront premises, Bondi, 

Sydney (5 March 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika drawn into the dust on a window of a restaurant, Bondi, Sydney 

(5 March 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “NAZI” on several electorate posters of Federal Labor MP Josh Burns, seat of 

Macnamara, Melbourne (5 March 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a yellow Nazi swastika at the Jawbone Arboretum in Williamstown, Melbourne 

(6 March 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Hitler moustache on the face of Josh Frydenberg on an electorate poster, 

Camberwell, Melbourne (14 March 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Star of David on a ‘forehead’ of a painting at a high school, Indooroopilly, 

Brisbane (15 March 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of multiple Nazi swastikas on a bench in a park, Waverley, Sydney (23 March 

2022). 

 

• Graffiti of "JEWS... LIKE SODOM...+GAYMORA... PEDOPHILES... GET BURNT IN 

HELL!" on a brick wall, Essendon, Melbourne (28 March 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of several Nazi swastikas on the community building next to a synagogue, Perth (1 

April 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika on a political poster at a bus stop, Karrinyup Road, Perth (1 

April 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika on the face of Dr Monique Ryan's election poster in the Kooyong 

area, Melbourne (2 April 2022). 
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• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika on the forehead of an election poster of Josh Frydenberg, federal 

Liberal MP for Kooyong and federal Treasurer, who is Jewish, the Kooyong area, 

Melbourne (4 April 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika on election poster of the Greens candidate outside the home of 

a Jewish resident in Carnegie, Melbourne (6 April 2022). 

 

• Graffiti depicting an Orthodox male Jew made on a speed hump road sign in Middle Park, 

Melbourne (17 April 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “Jews” on a wall at bus interchange, Lane Cove, Sydney (25 April 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika on a brick at a Jewish school, Melbourne (29 April 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of "I hate Jewish" on an advertising board, Caulfield, Melbourne (10 May 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Star of David on the forehead of photo of Scott Morrison’s posters outside 

Woolworths, St. Kilda, Melbourne (12 May 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika on a brick wall, Ripponlea, Melbourne (12 May 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a red Nazi swastika on a light pole, Caulfield, Melbourne (12 May 2022).  

 

• Graffiti of Hitler moustache, and long eyebrows, on election poster of Josh Frydenberg, 

Liberal MP for Kooyong and federal treasurer, Kooyong, Melbourne (13 May 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas along the south Bondi promenade, Sydney (15 May 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas on a mural, Bondi Beach, Sydney (17 May 2022). 

 

• Graffiti on a federal election ballot paper for the electorate of Macnamara of “THE 

HOLOCAUST IS A LIE”, “JEWS DID 9/11”, “WE ARE EVERYWHERE” with a Nazi 

swastika, “No suitable candidate. There is no political solution” with Nazi swastikas placed 

in the box beside each candidate’s name, Melbourne (18 May 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “CHINKS. 51. KILL JEWS. NIGGERS. FUCK JEWS” and a sticker of 

“ANZACS fought for a White Australia” over the candidates’ names, on House of 

Representatives ballot paper, Victoria, (21 May 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “FUCK ZIONISM” on the David Caro Building, University of Melbourne, 

Parkville, Melbourne (22 May 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas on two outdoor basketball courts at a public school, two with 

chalk, and six with an oily substance or scratched into the concrete, Elwood, Melbourne 

(23 May 2022). 
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• Graffiti next to a sticker of “World Egomaniacs Forum” of an equal sign then a Star of 

David then another equal sign then “crims!” on the wall tiles in the male toilets at Bondi 

Beach, Sydney (26 May 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastika and the text of “EAM” (possibly referring to the neo-Nazi group 

European Australian Movement) at a private residence, Perth (28 May 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “HITLER” and a Nazi swastika, on the fence outside Randwick Boys High 

School, near a bus stop, Randwick, Sydney (31 May 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika and the word “Heil” on a power box near Graduate House 

university student accommodation on Northfields Avenue, Wollongong (5 June 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas on a large advertising billboard, Hawthorn, Melbourne (5 June 

2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika drawn into dust on a vehicle, near the Hotel Esplanade, St Kilda, 

Melbourne (19 June 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “FUCK NIGGERS. FUCK CHINA. KILL JEWS” on square metal piping, 

Victoria (19 June 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika on top of a public utility post, near a synagogue and 

kindergarten, Launceston, Tasmania (20 June 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “TGSNT. Natsoc. Fuck Jews. The jews own us all” and a National Socialist 

Network sticker of “Australia for the White Man” (TGSNT refers to a pro-Hitler video), 

Melbourne (24 June 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “Heil” and a Nazi swastika on a pole, Bondi, Sydney (28 June 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “Fuck JEWS” and “Hail Hittler [sic]” on a park bench, Bondi, Sydney (13 July 

2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “FUCK JEWS” on wall at Coles supermarket, in Wanniassa, ACT (2 Aug. 

2022). 

 

• Graffiti in chalk of “from the river to the sea, Palestine will be free” (which refers to the 

destruction of the Jewish state of Israel) on pavement at Royal Melbourne Institute of 

Technology (RMIT) university, Melbourne (4 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “Fuck Jews” and a Star of David, on a private post next to a footpath, Coogee, 

Sydney (8 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “FUCK JEWS” on a metal pole, Bundoora, Melbourne (10 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “COVID IS JEWISH” on a red metal pole, Bundoora, Melbourne (10 Aug. 

2022). 
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• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas on the base of a children’s slide in a playground, West Pymble, 

Sydney (13 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a red Nazi swastika on a yellow balloon, Bondi Junction, Sydney (21 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “FUCK JEWS” and a Nazi swastika drawn in the dust on rear window of a car, 

at Westfield Eastgardens, Sydney (24 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastika in pink on a door frame which has a mezuzah (a Jewish religious 

item) of a business, Malvern, Melbourne (30 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas, the words “White Power”, “NSN”, “KIKE”, “faggot” and 

“WPWW” ("White Pride World Wide") and “1488” on the walls of an abandoned 

commercial property, Sydney (31 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti in a book, The Russian Revolution 1899-1919 authored by Richard Pipes (published 

in paperback in 1997), bought in a second-hand shop, graffiti was written in thick black 

texta in capital letters, including: “SS - Evil Jew under skin-name... a sneak...”, “Picture of 

Evil SS-Jew Black Evil on his look ...”, “SS-Jew... excrement of Babylon ... a Curse to the 

Nations of the World”, “SS-Jews... The work of Cursed Parasites”, “Excrement... SS-Jew”, 

“In center of betray is always... SS-Jews. Organized Evil by SS-Jews ... coded secrete 

(sic)”, “Rid of SS-Jews... Curse on the Nation”, “Another SS-Jew of Cursed ill fame”, 

“picture of SS-Jew with eyes of evil” and “here is a parasite SS-Jew...Curse”, Mildura, 

Victoria (Aug. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas, "HEIL HITLER", "3RD REICH" and "1488" drawn into 

concrete, Gippsland, regional Victoria (4 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika on a yellow sign along the Gardiners Creek Walking Trail, Box 

Hill South, Melbourne (4 Sep. 2022).  

 

• “Kill the Jews” was written on masking tape and stuck on the floor near a Jewish school, 

Melbourne (9 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika made by pink string spray on a street sign, Lane Cove, Sydney 

(17 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “Jewish ppl $uck” at Everton Hills, Brisbane (20 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “FUCK JEWS” and five Nazi swastikas on a metal door, Melbourne (24 Sep. 

2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “FUCK JEWS” and a sticker of “Australian and Proud of it” on a pole, 

Melbourne (24 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of three Nazi swastikas on a red pole, Bundoora, Melbourne (24 Sep. 2022).  

 

• Graffiti which links to a neo-Nazi group on a pillar, Sydney (24 Sep. 2022). 
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• Graffiti of a Nazi swastika, in a circle surrounded by a square, and the words "ZEIN HAIL" 

on a tree, outside a synagogue, Melbourne (25 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of “STOP THE JEWS” on a billboard for synagogue services, at a synagogue, 

Melbourne (28 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Graffiti of Nazi swastikas and the words "Rosh Hashana" on a vehicle owned by a Jewish 

family, Elsternwick, Melbourne (30 Sep. 2022). 

 

 

Posters etc 

Incidents include: banners, clothing, flags, flyers, leaflets, placards, posters, stickers. Of note, 

due to printing technologies, many posters today are actually stickers. NB as flyers, leaflets, 

posters and stickers are mass produced, they are rarely a once-off incident, and are often 

placed/put up many at a time, even in their hundreds, at the same location/suburb and date, and 

overall may be placed/put up in their thousands at different dates and locations over a year. 

 

• Poster of “We Are Everywhere!!” with a Nazi swastika, on a large concrete pole, at 

Smithfield, Adelaide (17 Oct. 2021). 

 

• Nazi swastika flag flown outside a building overlooking a synagogue, Brisbane (Sat. 30 

Oct. 2021). 

 

• National Socialist Network (NSN) sticker “White Revolution is the Only Solution” on 

scaffolding near Queen Victoria Market, Melbourne (13 Nov. 2021). 

 

• Sticker composed of “White Force – Old School Aussie Hate”, “OSAH”, and two Celtic 

crosses, was placed over the Star of David on the headstone of a Jewish grave, Launceston, 

Tasmania (18 Nov. 2021). 

 

• ‘White Rose’ stickers at pedestrian crossings, composed of images of the Star of David, 

Adolf Hitler and a syringe, and the text “What’s the difference between vaccine papers and 

a yellow star?” and “82 years. We are increasingly living under National Socialism. Stop 

medical apartheid.” Reservoir, and elsewhere, Melbourne (20 Nov. 2021). 

 

• National Socialist Network (NSN) sticker “White Revolution is the Only Solution” on the 

corner of Elizabeth and Victoria streets, Melbourne (20 Nov. 2021). 

 

• T-shirt with image printed on it composed of a rat and a Jewish Star of David and the words 

"The Real Plague" was worn by a man at a street protest, CBD, Sydney (Sat. 27 Nov. 2021). 

 

Placards at a protest, Melbourne, 20 and/or 27 Nov. 2021: 

• “Qui??” 

• “Qui?? Qui? Qui??” 

• “911 QUI” 

• “911 Missing Links” 

• “Vax the FEW” [rhymes with ‘Jew’] 

• “Qui?” [with image of a stereotyped Jew] 

• “Qui?” [with image of a different stereotyped Jew] 
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• “They Know. 12H Qui News. Shut it Down” [and image of a stereotyped Jew] 

• “Europa the Last Battle. Hellstorm. TGSNT. Goyim.TV TV. 911 Missing Link.com” 

• Banner of “911missinglinks.com” 

• “They Know. 12H Qui News. Shut it Down” [and image of Jew] 

• “Europa the Last Battle. Hellstorm. T.G.S.N.T. Goyim.TV TV. 911 Missing Link.com” 

[TGSNT = The Greatest Story Never Told – a pro-Hitler/Nazi propaganda film] 

• T-shirt reads: “Naming is half the battle” [this meme claims that one cannot “name the 

Jew” as being behind all the problems of the world].  

 

Note, “Qui” is French for “who” and is recognised under French law as referring to Jews and 

is considered an expression of racial hate, after retired French General Dominique Delawarde 

made references to antisemitic conspiracy theories on a live television interview in June 2021 

by responding “Qui?” 

 

• Combat-18 sticker was affixed next to the temporary office of the Jewish Holocaust Centre, 

which is signed and identifiably Jewish, Malvern East, Melbourne (30 Nov. 2021). 

 

• Flyers of handwritten letter composed of “Do not trust the government. Jews hang in the 

background using thier Freemason puppets to push thier agendas. All celebrity suicides are 

induced by Jews. They even attack selected people within society that spread truth about 

thier tactics + agendas. Be very sceptical of Covid, known to some as the “Jew Flu”. Thier 

Freemason puppets are in positions of power throughout the system including police, 

council, shire and many other corporations. Freemasonry is derived from Jews and are 

controlled by Jews. All the contradictions promoted by media are pushed by the Jews. They 

have Freemason puppets everywhere. Jews use psychological warfare on the population 

with the government and the system being used for thier agendas. Covid (Jew Flu) is all 

about spreading fear whilst obtaining more power and control over the population. Avoid 

media as it all works to push the Jew agendas.” Pakenham, Melbourne (11 Dec. 2021). 

 

• National Socialist Network (NSN) sticker/poster of “Resist Zionism” and a Star of David, 

Melbourne (21 Dec. 2021). 

 

• A person wore a t-shirt with a swastika on the sleeve, Watsons Bay, Sydney (1 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Banner with the Star of David crossed out at an anti-Israel protest held against the Sydney 

Festival, CBD Sydney (6 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Sticker of ‘BOYCOTT ISRAELI APARTHEID’ with a Palestinian flag overlayed in the 

background placed on a sign at the gate, of a Jewish school, Sydney (21 Jan. 2022).  

 

• Protest placard with a Nazi swastika placed on the black face mask image, used in yellow 

Covid regulation advertising by Victorian government, Melbourne (22 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Sticker of a cartoon of an Orthodox Jewish male and the words, “Pork Eating Crusader”, 

on a pole in public place, Double Bay, Sydney (24 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Two cars spotted with neo-Nazi stickers near a school, Albury, regional NSW (27 Jan. 

2022). 
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• Sticker of the “Schutzstaffel” symbol (“SS” lightning bolts) on rear window of a vehicle 

driving on Bussell Highway, south west Western Australia (29 Jan. 2022). 

 

• Leaflet on Holocaust denial titled “Holocaust Facts” listing some Holocaust denial 

websites, placed in residential letterboxes, including residences belonging to Jews, in 

several suburbs: New Farm (25 Jan. 2022); New Farm (28 Jan. 2022); Toowong (31 Jan.); 

Woody Point (1 Feb.), and New Farm (5 Feb.), all in Brisbane. 

 

• National Socialist Network (NSN) posters composed of “White Revolution is the Only 

Solution” and “Join your local National Socialist Network” on poles on Kintore Ave, near 

Adelaide University, Adelaide CBD (3 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Nazi swastika, made from board, on the ground of a private property, Caulfield, Melbourne 

(26 Feb. 2022). 

 

• Stickers reading “IF WHITE SCAN” with a QR code (which links to a video containing 

far-right extremist and antisemitic content), Kensington, Sydney (23 March 2022). 

 

• National Socialist Network (NSN) stickers "FCK JWS" and "White Revolution is the Only 

Solution", at a synagogue, Gold Coast, Queensland (26 March 2022). 

 

• Stickers reading “IF WHITE SCAN” with a QR code, Bondi Junction, Sydney (28 March 

2022). 

 

• Sticker of a Nazi swastika composed of 4 syringes and needles and the text “Just say no to 

the [swastika] Covid Cult” in Daylesford, regional Victoria (3 April 2022). 

 

• Neo-Nazi Combat-18 sticker “White Pride World Wide” at the Glen Waverley bus depot, 

Melbourne (6 April 2022). 

 

• Sticker of a Star of David affixed on a black face mask on a yellow government advertising 

board for Covid regulations, to wear a face mask while on public transport, Malvern 

Station, Melbourne (9 April 2022). 

 

• Stickers by neo-Nazi group Combat-18, two types – one composed of a Celtic cross and 

the text “White Pride World Wide”, and one composed of a fly and the text 

“Multiculturalism: spreading disease with the greatest of ease” - plastered on street poles 

and street signs, CBD Geelong, Victoria (15-18 April 2022). 

 

• Posters on multiple poles, in several suburbs, reads, “Warning All Targeted Individuals Do 

Not Move Into Any Of This Jewish Nazi Descendant ‘Stewart [...]’ Houses He Manages 

Around Sydney Suburbs Who Experiments With Direct Energy Electricity Weapons On 

Selected Targeted Individuals. Placed Into Houses He Manages Until They Are Mentally 

Unstable Or Incapable Of Thinking Completely Stewart [...] Uses The Name Simon And 

He Could Also Be Using Other Aliases Do Not Approach Stewart [...] Aka Simon He Is A 

Very Dangerous Man Who Assaults His Victims.” Bondi, Sydney (23 April 2022), and 

Bellevue Hill, Sydney (26 April 2022). 
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• Posters (double-sided) by National Socialist Movement (NSM) - one side composed of 

“Australia Awaken” and a Nazi swastika, the other side composed of “Every Aspect of 

Scott Morrison’s Cabinet is Jewish” - attached to a pole outside a synagogue, and also 

distributed in letterboxes around the suburb, Gold Coast, Queensland, (1 May 2022). 

 

• Stickers composed of “Vote 1 Kosher Kim” with two yellow Stars of David with the word 

“Jude” (Jew) inside and another sticker “Shoah your Support” (Shoah is Hebrew for 

Holocaust) on election posters of a candidate, Kim Rubenstein, who is Jewish, Canberra (1 

May 2022). 

 

• Sticker of the Odal/Othala rune, a Nazi symbol, on the rear window of a vehicle driving on 

Loftus St, Perth (10 May 2022). 

 

• Stickers, one type composed of a black Nazi swastika, the other type had “You censor the 

truth” inside the black Nazi swastika, were plastered on the exterior of the Beth Weizmann 

Community Centre, other Jewish venues, on fences, telegraph poles, light poles, tram 

shelters, bus stops, and on multiple buildings, in the Caulfield area, Melbourne (12 May 

2022).  

 

• Leaflets by neo-Nazi group, European Australian Movement (EAM), composed of “Calling 

all White Australians... Our mission is simple: The Preservation and Advancement of White 

People in Australia... Blood and Honour” dropped into residential letterboxes across 

Adelaide (13 May 2022). 

 

• Multiple Nationalist Socialist Network (NSN) stickers, “Conquered not Stolen” and others, 

Macquarie University, Sydney (16 May 2022). 

 

• Multiple Nationalist Socialist Network (NSN) stickers “White Revolution is the Only 

Solution”, “If White Scan”, and “National Socialism Now” near a Synagogue, Sydney (19 

May 2022). 

 

• Stickers by Combat-18 composed of a Celtic cross and the text “White Pride World Wide”, 

on poles in McKinnon, Melbourne (20 May 2022). 

 

• Leaflet titled “Covid Emergency Alert” comparing citizens today with the Jews under Nazi 

rule, dropped in residential letterboxes Blacktown, Sydney (22 May 2022). 

 

• Stickers of neo-Nazi groups, “We are Everywhere”, “Australia...”, placed in Martin Place, 

CBD Sydney (22 May 2022). 

 

• A banner of Nationalist Socialist Network (NSN) reading, “nat-soc.net”, held up on an 

overpass, Moore Park, Sydney (26 May 2022). 

 

• Stickers of neo-Nazi group, with the words “Illawarra Activ88 National Socialism” and 

symbols including a Nazi swastika, rune symbol, and a crossed-out Star of David, on a bus 

stop at the North Wollongong Station, NSW (27 May 2022). 

 

• Multiple types of posters by several neo-Nazi groups, including National Socialist network 

(NSN), European Australian Movement (EAM), Illawarra Activ88, with posters composed 
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of: “National Socialism” and a crossed-out Star of David; “Anti-Zionist Front” with a Nazi 

swastika; “Australia for the White Man”; “White Students Deserve Safety” (NSN), 

“Defend Your Nation People Honour” and others, placed on street signs, electricity poles, 

bus stops, and at University of Wollongong campus, Wollongong (27 May - 5 June 2022). 

 

• Sticker reading “IF WHITE SCAN” placed immediately near a Synagogue, Sydney, (5 

June 2022). 

 

• Sticker composed of a black rat with a Star of David on it and the word “Dvir”, on a pole 

in a park, Melbourne (19 June 2022). 

 

• Sticker of Combat 18 “Multiculturalism: spreading disease with the greatest of ease” 

Richmond, Melbourne (16 June 2022). 

 

• Members of National Socialist Network (NSN), a neo-Nazi group, gathered in a park, held 

their flag up and made Nazi salutes, Mosman, Sydney (18 June 2022). 

 

• A "Free Cameron Brodie Hall" sticker was placed on a pole opposite a kosher shop, 

Elsternwick, Melbourne (24 June 2022). (Cameron Brodie-Hall, a member of National 

Socialist Network and European Australian Movement was charged with possessing 

extremist material in April 2021, in Adelaide.) 

 

• Posters produced by ‘GoyimTV’ titled “Every Single Aspect of the Covid Agenda is 

Jewish” and listing various prominent American people who are Jewish, blaming Jews for 

the COVID-19 pandemic, taped outside the office of Josh Burns (who is Jewish), federal 

MP for Macnamara, and on multiple synagogues, Melbourne (10 July 2022).  

 

• A “Free Palestine” sticker was affixed on a shelf in the Kosher section of Woolworths, 

Double Bay, Sydney (20 July 2022). 

 

• Posters in multiple locations, composed of two posters: “TWO CAN PLAY AT THIS 

GAME”, with the words separated by a swastika, and at the bottom of the poster “THESE 

PEOPLE HAVE NAMES AND ADDRESSES”, and in a box below that was the name of 

a prominent Jew; the second poster read "THE FINAL SOLUTION” at the top of the poster, 

followed by “PRESS [swastika] TO BEGIN” at the bottom of the poster, and the neo-Nazi 

Iron March link, Caulfield and St Kilda East, Melbourne (22 July 2022). 

 

• Stickers composed of “FCK JWS” alongside stickers of “Australia for the White Man” with 

Celtic cross, on posts together, Melbourne (23 July 2022). 

 

• Stickers by National Socialist Network (NSN), “Australia for the White Man”, 

“Remembering ANZACS”, and “Australia...” at Surry Hills, Sydney (28 July 2022). 

 

• Stickers by neo-Nazi groups, four types, composed of “Break Jewish Debt Slavery”, 

“Australia for the White Man”, and two others plastered on a post-box in Redfern, Sydney 

(28 July 2022).  

 

• Stickers of a Nazi swastika in a red circle, on a traffic light near North Adelaide Primary 

school, Adelaide (30 July 2022). 
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• Stickers of “FCK JWS”, Melbourne (1 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Stickers of a Nazi swastika in a red circle, including one on a police sign at traffic lights at 

the corner of Kermode and King William Rd in North Adelaide (3 Aug. 2022).  

 

• Neo-Nazi stickers, three different types - a Nazi swastika; a Star of David with the text 

“Ban This Instead”; and a rat with a Star of David on it and the name ‘Sarah Game’ (name 

of a South Australian state MP, who is Jewish) - on a synagogue sign and elsewhere, 

Adelaide (8 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Stickers, two types - one composed of a Star of David with the text “Ban This Instead”, and 

the other composed of a rat with a Star of David on it and the name ‘Sarah Game’ (name 

of SA MP) - located on main museum signage and on the back of the street/bus zone sign 

on the footway directly outside the Adelaide Holocaust Museum, Adelaide (8 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Stickers composed of “FCK JWS” alongside stickers composed “ANZACS fought for a 

White Australia”, Melbourne (9 Aug. 2022).  

 

• Leaflets with antisemitic image of a caricature of a Jew, with hat and side curls, and text of 

“Rules Based System” and “The United Nations International Law System” placed in 

niches on Princes Bridge Melbourne (9 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Stickers of various types by National Socialist Network (NSN), “Action Today Victory 

Tomorrow”, “White Woman Deserve Safety”, “White Students Deserve Safety” placed 

around CBD and inner suburbs, Sydney (13 Aug. 2022). 

 

• Sticker of National Socialist Network (NSN) red emblem affixed on electricity box, Sydney 

(14 Aug. 2022). 

 

• National Socialist Network (NSN) stickers “White Revolution is the Only Solution”, 

“National Socialism Now”, “National Socialist Network”, “Defend your Nation People 

Honour”, “White Power”, NSN red emblem, “Conquered not Stolen”, “Is it safe to raise 

your children here?” and other NSN stickers, affixed multiple locations, CBD Sydney (17 

Aug. 2022). 

 

• Stickers composed of the word “Jews”, with image of a Jew as a ‘Jaws’-type shark, 

Melbourne (23 Aug. 2022). 

 

• National Socialist Network (NSN) poster “Action Today Victory Tomorrow”, in Edgecliff, 

Sydney (30 Aug. 2022). 

 

• National Socialist Network (NSN) stickers "We must secure the existence of our people 

and a future for white children" on poles, CBD Sydney (8 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Placard of “Boycott Apartheid Israel” with the letter ‘S’ in ‘Israel’ replaced with a Nazi 

swastika, Byron Bay, NSW (8 Sep. 2022). 
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• National Socialist Network (NSN) sticker of “Europa the Last Battle” on a telephone box, 

Sydney (11 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Stickers composed of a rat with the Star of David and the word “Dvir”, Rundle Mall, 

Adelaide (12 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Poster of “Resist Zionism” by National Socialist Network (NSN), and other NSN posters, 

including “No Political Prisoners!”, “Free Anthony” [Dobson], “White Women Deserve 

Safety” and “National Socialist Network”, Adelaide (13 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Stickers reading “IF WHITE SCAN” with a QR code, affixed at multiple locations, the 

URL links to a video with antisemitic content, Waterloo and Redfern, Sydney (11, 14, 26, 

28 Sep. 2022). 

 

• National Socialist Network (NSN) sticker of “Europa the Last Battle” on a parking pay 

machine, Sydney (16 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Two neo-Nazi posters, one based on the Nazi anti-Jewish imagery of Das Ungeziefer (“The 

Vermin”) (by NS Crows), and one with a Star of David and the text “...it destroys Us” (by 

NSN), at the One Tree Hill General Store, Adelaide (21 Sep. 2022). 

 

• Banner composed of “Belial Bzar”, a Star of David and “Demon Flesh” at a protest by neo-

Nazis, Moonee Ponds, Melbourne (30 Sep. 2022). 

 

 

Images of some Incidents 

 

 
Graffiti of “Fuck Niggers. Fuck China. Kill Jews” on square metal piping, Victoria (19 June 2022). 
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graffiti: Nazis, Holocaust 

 

 
Graffiti of Nazi swastikas, “SS”, and “6MNE” 

(6 Million Not Enough), in multiple locations in 
Cheltenham Park, Melbourne (7 Oct. 2021) 

 

 

 
Graffiti of Nazi swastikas, “SS”, and “6MNE” 

(6 Million Not Enough), in multiple locations in 
Cheltenham Park, Melbourne (7 Oct. 2021) 

 

 

 
Graffiti of Nazi swastikas, “SS”, and “6MNE” (6 
Million Not Enough), in two new locations in 
Cheltenham Park, Melbourne (12 Oct. 2021) 

 

 

 
Graffiti of Nazi swastikas, “SS”, and “6MNE” (6 
Million Not Enough), in two new locations in 
Cheltenham Park, Melbourne (12 Oct. 2021) 

 

 

 
Graffiti of ''OY VEY THE 6 MILLION", 

Collingwood, Melbourne (16 Oct. 2021) 
 

 

 
Graffiti of a Nazi swastika and "were [sic] 

back!", Caulfield, Melbourne (23 Jan. 2022) 
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graffiti: Hitler 

 

 
Graffiti of “Heil Hitler 1488” and several Nazi 

swastikas, Glebe, Sydney (8 Oct. 2021) 

 

 
Graffiti of “Hitler” and a Nazi swastika, 

Randwick, Sydney (31 May 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of “Hitler” and a Nazi swastika, 

Ballarat, Victoria (20 Dec. 2021) 

 

 
Graffiti of "ADOLF HITLER WAS RIGHT", 

Bundoora, Melbourne (6 Dec. 2021) 

 

 
Graffiti of “Fuck Jews” and “Hail Hittler [sic]”, 

Bondi, Sydney (13 July 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of "Go Hiter" [sic] and “SS” on house, 

Caulfield South, Melbourne (7 Feb. 2022) 
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graffiti: Jews 

 

 
Graffiti of “fuck Jews” and Nazi swastika, 

Caulfield, Melbourne (24 Oct. 2021) 

 

 
Graffiti of “Fuck Jews”, 

Bundoora, Melbourne (10 Aug. 2022) 
 

 

 
Graffiti of “Fuck The Jews”, Caulfield, 

Melbourne (24 Oct. 2021) 
 

 

 
Graffiti of “Fuck Jews” and Nazi swastikas, 

Melbourne (24 Sep. 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of “Fuck Jews”, 

Wanniassa, ACT (2 Aug. 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of “Fuck Jews” and Nazi swastika, 

Eastgardens, Sydney (24 Aug. 2022) 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=10160658372914131&set=pcb.10160658372994131&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW-U-SHlXcWG37LWMonbJdPKlF8kCUb069XpquOxHsfXqeEQ48Rqav6jMzrACSZqSNzWCNRDZyM8wCAPP6tdO4UpWNKULl6cMGO33BCwGoOiKDc6A0NkK5mAfPHMzdjaVc0V-zn-H9YN2-Spm-bP94qXhXtLfOhFft7QES9vMOB9g&__tn__=*bH-R
https://static.timesofisrael.com/ajn/uploads/2021/10/WhatsApp-Image-2021-10-26-at-9.56.03-AM.jpeg
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graffiti, letter, sticker: Jews 

 

 
Graffiti of “Fuck Jews”, 

Melbourne (24 Sep. 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of “TGSNT. Natsoc. Fuck Jews. The Jews 
own us all. tgsnt”, Melbourne, (24 June 2022) 

 

 

 
Graffiti of “Fuck Jews” and two swastikas, 

Ultimo, Sydney (22 Dec. 2021) 

 

 
Graffiti of “Fuck Jews” and a Star of David, 

Coogee, Sydney (8 Aug. 2022) 
 

 

 
Note with “fuck Jews” left on a car belonging to 

a rabbi, St Kilda, Melbourne (27 July 2022) 
 

 

 
Stickers of “FCK JWS” and “ANZACS fought for a 

White Australia”, Melbourne (9 Aug. 2022) 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=10160638619619131&set=a.10150199795859131&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXaVvka2-dF_U5g8btMzUl5sgJRNQiumf73eTvtI-Fswnypcv9r6Kc5vLB9vQL4UUcV4-lCB48uc1L-njTdp941iuOKWYSUdunrPi4VbCJN3wqtvlnR8qOWjgUwA9kzLVuHpQIZ5zBbMU7rx8glD1JGIeBNbrKmARxdpejaSPKW-g&__tn__=EH-R
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graffiti, sticker: Jews 

 

 
Stickers of “FCK JWS” and “Australia for the 

White Man” with Celtic cross, 
Melbourne (23 July 2022) 

 

 
Stickers of “FCK JWS” and  

“ANZACS fought for a White Australia”, 
Melbourne (9 Aug. 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti on federal election ballot paper, 

Melbourne (18 May 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of “CHINKS. 51. KILL JEWS. NIGGERS. 

FUCK JEWS” on election ballot paper, 
Victoria (21 May 2022) 
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graffiti, poster, sticker: Jews 

 

 
Graffiti of “Stop the Jews”, 
Melbourne (28 Sep. 2022) 

 

 
“Kill the Jews”, Melbourne (9 Sep. 2022) 

 
 
 

 

 
Graffiti of a Nazi swastika and “Dirty Jew”, 

Melbourne (28 Feb. 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of “Jewish ppl $uck”, 

Everton Hills, Brisbane (20 Sep. 2022) 

 

 
Stickers of “Jews”, and image of a Jew as a 

‘Jaws’-type shark, Melbourne (23 Aug. 2022) 

 

 
Stickers Melbourne (19 June 2022) 

and Rundle Mall, Adelaide (12 Sep. 2022) 
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graffiti 

 

 
Graffiti of “Jews”, 

Lane Cove, Sydney (25 April 2022) 
 

 

 
Graffiti of a Nazi swastika, 

Lane Cove, Sydney (17 Sep. 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of a Nazi swastika, 

Watsons Bay, Sydney (26 Jan. 2022) 
 

 

 
Graffiti of Nazi swastika and “EAM”, 

Perth (28 May 2022) 
 

 

 
Graffiti at Bondi Beach, Sydney (26 May 2022) 

 

 

 
Graffiti of the words “$ ZION GRABS ALL”, 

CBD, Sydney (13 Feb. 2022) 
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stickers, graffiti 

 

 
Sticker on a synagogue and elsewhere, 

Adelaide (8 Aug. 2022) 

 

 
Sticker (Sarah Game is a SA state MP, and is 

Jewish) on a synagogue and elsewhere, 
Adelaide (8 Aug. 2022) 

 

 
Nazi swastika sticker, on a synagogue and 

elsewhere, Adelaide (8 Aug. 2022) 

 

 
Stickers of a Nazi swastika on a police sign and 

elsewhere, Adelaide (3 Aug. 2022) 

 

 
Sticker of “White Force – Old School Aussie 

Hate”, placed over the Star of David on Jewish 
grave, Launceston, Tasmania (18 Nov. 2021) 

 

 

 
Graffiti, Essendon, Melbourne (28 March 2022) 
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stickers: National Socialist Network 

 

 
NSN stickers "FCK JWS" and "White Revolution 

is the Only Solution" at a synagogue, 
Gold Coast, Queensland (26 March 2022) 

 

 
NSN sticker on electricity box, 

Sydney (14 Aug. 2022) 
 

 

 
National Socialist Network (NSN) poster of 

“Resist Zionism” with Star of David, Melbourne 
(21 Dec. 2021) & Adelaide (13 Sep. 2022) 

 

 
NSN sticker of “Break Jewish Debt Slavery”, on 

a post-box in Redfern, Sydney (28 July 2022) 
and on a pole, Sydney (8 Sep. 2022) 

 

 

 
National Socialist Network posters “White 

Revolution is the Only Solution” near Adelaide 
University, Adelaide (3 Feb. 2022) 

 

 
National Socialist Network posters “Join your 

local National Socialist Network” near Adelaide 
University, Adelaide CBD (3 Feb. 2022) 
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posters, leaflets, graffiti 

 

 
Posters by National Socialist Movement (NSM) 

taped on a pole outside a synagogue, 
and placed in letterboxes around the suburb, 

Gold Coast, Queensland, (1 May 2022) 
 

 

 
 Posters by National Socialist Movement (NSM) 

taped to a pole outside a synagogue, 
and placed in letterboxes around the suburb, 

Gold Coast, Queensland, (1 May 2022) 

 

 
 

 
Leaflets by neo-Nazi group, European 

Australian Movement, placed in residential 
letterboxes, Adelaide (13 May 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of Nazi swastikas, 

Bundoora, Melbourne (24 Sep. 2022) 
 

 

https://twitter.com/JPLangbroek/status/1521005211401486337/photo/1
https://twitter.com/JPLangbroek/status/1521005211401486337/photo/1
https://twitter.com/JPLangbroek/status/1521005211401486337/photo/1
https://twitter.com/JPLangbroek/status/1521005211401486337/photo/1
https://twitter.com/JPLangbroek/status/1521005211401486337/photo/3
https://twitter.com/JPLangbroek/status/1521005211401486337/photo/3
https://twitter.com/JPLangbroek/status/1521005211401486337/photo/1
https://twitter.com/JPLangbroek/status/1521005211401486337/photo/3
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posters, stickers 

 

 
Stickers by neo-Nazi group, “Illawarra Activ88” 
with “National Socialism”, Nazi swastika, and 

crossed-out Star of David, at North Wollongong 
Station, NSW (27 May 2022) 

 

 
One of multiple stickers by several neo-Nazi 
groups, of “Anti-Zionist Front” with a Nazi 

swastika, Wollongong (27 May - 5 June 2022) 

 

 
Neo-Nazi poster, based on the Nazi anti-Jewish 

imagery of Das Ungeziefer (“The Vermin”) in 
Adelaide (21 Sep. 2022) 

 

 

 
Neo-Nazi poster, with a Star of David and the 
text “...it destroys Us” (by NSN), at One Tree 

Hill, Adelaide (21 Sep. 2022) 

 

 
Stickers of “IF WHITE SCAN” with a QR code, 

links to antisemitic video, Kensington, Sydney 
(23 March 2022), and elsewhere. 

 

 
NSN sticker “Europa” on a telephone box, links 

to antisemitic video, Sydney (11 Sep. 2022) 
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flags, Nazi swastikas 

 

 
Members of National Socialist Network, a neo-
Nazi group, in a park, with their flag and made 
Nazi salutes, Mosman, Sydney (18 June 2022) 

 

 

 
Nazi flag flown outside a building overlooking a 

synagogue, Brisbane (Sat. 30 Oct. 2021) 
 

 

 
Stickers of Nazi swastika, on Jewish venues, 

fences, poles, tram and bus stops, and 
on multiple buildings, Caulfield, 

Melbourne (12 May 2022) 
 

 

 
Nazi swastika on the ground of a private 

property, Caulfield, Melbourne (26 Feb. 2022) 

 

 
Vandalism of soccer field with two giant Nazi 
swastikas chemically burned into the grass, 

Mount Evelyn, Victoria (2 March 2022) 
 

 

 
Stickers of “We Are Everywhere!!” with a Nazi 

swastika, on a pole, Adelaide (17 Oct. 2021) 
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graffiti, stickers: political figures 

 

 
Graffiti of Nazi swastika, Kooyong area, 

Melbourne (4 April 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of Nazi swastika, Balaclava, Melbourne 

(26 Feb. 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of “NAZI” on several posters, seat of 

Macnamara, Melbourne (5 March 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of “NAZI” on several posters, seat of 

Macnamara, Melbourne (5 March 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of Star of David on Scott Morrison, PM, 

St. Kilda, Melbourne (12 May 2022) 

 

 
Stickers on election posters of a candidate, 

who is Jewish, Canberra (1 May 2022) 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=529947588490314&set=a.335681757916899&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXBwT_PaRSKSeOaOIGzYS8EvPlazGdAWKsMLMFJLQp6-k37cCzGDZHwxmIam82wnYswWeVdUaKmeeeb018ZBabvRJrjVp7jtrvMQ8OSzv5edk3LwZhFq-6wOSNNksPYtFxImeKBUKG5EO3hW4Z6-idnLADqIVI_T-QixpBMKcCf8oy1a0wrz4KhREIcqjYrKozd-wlfdUeEM4hTlk5ABWAL&__tn__=EH-R
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graffiti, banners 

 

 
Graffiti of a Star of David on painting at 

Indooroopilly, Brisbane (15 March 2022) 
 

 

 
Graffiti depicting an Orthodox Jewish male, 

Middle Park, Melbourne (17 April 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of a Hitler moustache on Jewish 

grandfather mural, Bondi Beach, 
Sydney (3 March 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of “Jew” painted over the ‘You’ of 

‘YouTube’, Brisbane, (27 Jan. 2022) 
 

 

 
Graffiti of “9/11 2001 JEWS DID IT”, 
Darlinghurst, Sydney (14 Oct. 2021) 

 

 
Banner of “Belial Bzar”, a Star of David and 
“Demon Flesh” at a protest by neo-Nazis, 

Moonee Ponds, Melbourne (30 Sep. 2022) 

https://xyz.net.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/1BD4AD05-718E-4927-BC32-B238C85C4D02.jpeg
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COVID-related 

 

 
Posters by ‘GoyimTV’ titled “Every Single 

Aspect of the Covid Agenda is Jewish”, taped 
outside the office of federal MP and on 

multiple synagogues, Melbourne (10 July 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of “Covid is Jewish”, 

Bundoora, Melbourne (10 Aug. 2022) 
 

 

 
Graffiti of "Vaxx macht frei" and a Nazi 

swastika on Punt Road and Olympic Boulevard, 
Melbourne (21 Oct. 2021) 

 

 
Graffiti of "Vax macht frei" and a Nazi swastika, 

Melbourne (21 Oct. 2021) 
 

 

 
Graffiti of “Vaxx Macht Frei” on Swan St and 

Punt Rd, Richmond, Melbourne (23 Oct. 2021) 

 

 
T-shirt with image of a rat and a Jewish Star of 
David and the words "The Real Plague" worn 
by man at a Covid related street protest, CBD 
Sydney (27 Nov. 2021). [this is a stock image] 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=10160658372964131&set=pcb.10160658372994131&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW-U-SHlXcWG37LWMonbJdPKlF8kCUb069XpquOxHsfXqeEQ48Rqav6jMzrACSZqSNzWCNRDZyM8wCAPP6tdO4UpWNKULl6cMGO33BCwGoOiKDc6A0NkK5mAfPHMzdjaVc0V-zn-H9YN2-Spm-bP94qXhXtLfOhFft7QES9vMOB9g&__tn__=*bH-R
https://static.timesofisrael.com/ajn/uploads/2021/10/Screenshot_20211021-081729_Chrome.jpg
https://www.news.com.au/world/coronavirus/australia/antivaxxers-spray-infamous-nazi-slogan-on-roadsides-stoking-fury-from-jewish-australians/news-story/a8331553855c484b8d6ae85e0bf14abd
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COVID-related 

 

 
Protest placard with a Nazi swastika placed on 
the black face mask, Melbourne (22 Jan. 2022) 

 

 
Sticker of a Star of David affixed on a black face 

mask on a government advertising board for 
Covid regulations, Malvern Station, Melbourne 

(9 April 2022) 

 

 
Placard at a protest, 

Melbourne, (20 and/or 27 Nov. 2021) 

 

 
Placard at a protest, 

Melbourne, (20 and/or 27 Nov. 2021) 

 

 
Sticker of a Nazi swastika composed of 4 

syringes and needles, 
Daylesford, Victoria (3 April 2022) 

 

 
‘White Rose’ stickers, composed of images of 
the Star of David, Adolf Hitler and a syringe, 

Reservoir, Melbourne (20 Nov. 2021) 
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COVID-related 

 

 
Placard at protest, 

‘Qui’ refers to anti-Jewish conspiracy theory, 
Melbourne (20 and/or 27 Nov. 2021) 

 

 
Placard at protest, 

blaming Jews for 9/11, 
Melbourne (20 and/or 27 Nov. 2021) 

 

 
Banner at protest, 

Melbourne (20 and/or 27 Nov. 2021) 
 

 

 
Placard at protest, 

Melbourne (20 and/or 27 Nov. 2021) 

 

 
Placard at protest, 

Melbourne (20 and/or 27 Nov. 2021) 

 

 
Placard at protest, 

“Vax the Few” rhymes with ‘Jew’ 
Melbourne (20 and/or 27 Nov. 2021) 
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Israel / Palestine 

 

 
Placard of “Boycott Apartheid Israel” with the 

letter ‘S’ in Israel replaced with a Nazi swastika, 
Byron Bay, NSW (8 Sep. 2022) 

 

 
Graffiti of “FUCK ZIONISM”, University of 

Melbourne, Melbourne (22 May 2022) 
 
 

 

 
Banner with the Star of David crossed out at an 
anti-Israel protest against the Sydney Festival, 

CBD Sydney (6 Jan. 2022) 

 

 
A ‘Free Palestine’ sticker was placed on a shelf 

in the Kosher section of Woolworths, 
 Double Bay, Sydney (20 July 2022) 

 

 

 
Note placed in bag of a Jewish student, 

University of Sydney, Sydney (10 March 2022) 
 

 

 
Sticker of ‘BOYCOTT ISRAELI APARTHEID’ with a 

Palestinian flag overlayed in the background 
placed on one of the signs of the gate, at a 

Jewish school, Sydney (21 Jan. 2022) 
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3. ANTISEMITISM in the MAINSTREAM  

POLITICS, MEDIA, SOCIETY, EDUCATION  

 

“The Holocaust did not begin in the gas chambers - it began with words.”  

- Professor Irwin Cotler, former Canadian Minister of Justice 

 

 

Introduction  

Even within western liberal democracies like Australia, antisemitism persists. Mostly, it is 

found on the fringes of society, within the political and religious extremes, and it is commonly 

condemned by political and community leaders, and in the media. However, racism, including 

antisemitism, becomes a more serious problem for a society’s moral integrity and inner 

cohesion when it moves from the fringes into the mainstream and is not repudiated by society’s 

leaders (or, worse, is validated by them). This sends a signal that it is socially permissible for 

human beings to be demonised and vilified, threatened and attacked, on the basis of their race, 

ethnicity, religion, or other attributes.  

 

Antisemites, and other racists, will usually attempt to have their views publicly and widely 

proclaimed, and aim for acceptance and legitimacy of their racism within the mainstream of 

society. This can occur through the mainstream media, and also through social media 

commentary. When leaders in politics, the media, academia, business, clergy, or ordinary 

Australians, either publicly support or silently ignore the expression of racist sentiments and 

the commission of racist acts, including those which are antisemitic, the message this conveys 

to racists is that they will be able to get away with their racism.  

 

Racism vilifies and dehumanises its targets before an audience that consists of the rest of the 

community. It is a form of mass psychological conditioning that breaks down the common 

ethical norms that apply in inter-personal relationships, and gives license and impetus to acts 

of violence and, in the most extreme cases, to mass murder. The expression of antisemitic 

hatreds, if not publicly contradicted and condemned by political and community leaders, has 

the effect of lending legitimacy and acceptability to such hatreds. This can lead to an 

emboldening of those who are hostile to Jews to go further in acting against Jews, and thus 

creates an atmosphere of intolerance, bigotry, fear and violence. 

 

This chapter on Mainstream antisemitism has five sections: Politics, Media, Society, 

Education, and COVID-19 antisemitism. 

 

 

MAINSTREAM POLITICS 
 

This section on mainstream politics is about discourse and actions within the realm of 

mainstream politics, as expressed in two main ways. Firstly, it includes discourse or acts by 

individuals holding, or standing for, seats in any parliament in Australia, and some high-level 

former politicians who are still politically active. Secondly, it also includes those Members of 

Parliament (MP) or political parties in parliament who are being targeted because of stances, 

perceived or real, taken on matters to do with the Jewish community. It in no way suggests that 

any of those parties or politicians are antisemitic.  
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During the year in review, comments by MPs and candidates tended to fall into one of two 

categories: making analogies with Nazism, or promoting misinformation about the Jewish 

community. Of note, a federal election was held on 22 May 2022. 

 

 

1. DISCOURSE by Politicians / Candidates / Parties 

 

Balmain Branch: Nazi analogies  

During 2022, the Facebook page of the Balmain Branch of the Labor Party, in Sydney, was 

used to post images of Australian MPs as Nazis, including Josh Frydenberg who is Jewish. The 

two images imitated the TV show Hogan’s Heroes, portraying three Liberal MPs - Peter 

Dutton, Michaelia Cash and Linda Reynolds - in German army uniform, and Josh Frydenberg, 

federal Treasurer, as a Nazi SS officer. It subsequently emerged that a Balmain man who 

belongs to the “Advance Australia” lobby group, and is not an ALP member, hacked Balmain 

Branch’s Facebook page, and created a group, which excluded the Balmain branch secretary, 

who was also administrator of the Facebook group, so that he would be unaware of the hacking. 

 

 

 
Josh Frydenberg, Liberal MP, photoshopped 

into a Nazi SS uniform, 4 March 2022 

 

 
Scott Morrison PM, and Liberal MPs Peter 

Dutton, Michaelia Cash and Linda Reynolds 

 

 

  

Bernie Finn MP: Nazi analogy  

Bernie Finn, a Victorian state Liberal Party MP, 

was expelled from the Liberal Party in May 2022. 

He joined the Democratic Labour Party in June 

2022. Finn posted a fabricated image of Dan 

Andrews, Premier of Victoria, dressed as Hitler, 

and wearing an armband with an ABC logo in the 

place of the hakenkreuz, (Nazi swastika) on his 

Facebook page on 1 November 2021. He deleted it 

shortly afterwards, following complaints that the 

image was, inter alia, an example of Holocaust 

minimisation.  
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Bob Carr: “Jewish lobby” 

Bob Carr is a former Labor Premier of NSW and a former federal Foreign Minister. Although 

no longer a member of any parliament, he remains politically active. As part of his anti-Israel 

activism, in a tweet on 14 January 2022, Carr accused the “Jewish lobby” (a catch-all term used 

to refer to Jewish community leaders, without naming any person or organisation, but leaving 

it amorphous and generic) of promoting “laws to prosecute advocates of BDS”. Carr wrote: 

 

• Bob Carr@bobjcarr · Jan 14, 2022·  

Extraordinary overreach for Jewish lobby to promote laws to prosecute advocates of 

BDS. Means indigenous or multicultural artists who withdrew from Sydney Festival 

would lose access to government venues and subsidies to shield Israel from criticism. 

 

The accusation was false.  No representative Jewish organisation has promoted “laws to 

prosecute advocates of BDS”. In our view, the following example in the IHRA Working 

Definition of Antisemitism applies to the above passage: 

 

Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about 

Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective… 

 

 

Bob Katter MP: distortion of Nazi antisemitism 

Bob Katter, federal Member for Kennedy in Queensland, for ‘Katter's Australian Party’, held 

a press conference at Parliament House on 28 July 2022. He read out a speech, while holding 

up a bible, in defence of the seven players, from the Manly Warringah Sea Eagles rugby league 

football club, who withdrew from a game rather than wear a specially designed jersey with a 

rainbow stripe in support of LGBTQI communities. All seven players identify as practising 

Christians. Katter’s speech focused on how those who believe in the Bible are persecuted. He 

erroneously asserted that Jews were persecuted and murdered in Nazi Germany due to Jews 

believing in the Bible, rather than Nazi ideology placing Jews as a sub-human and destructive 

‘race’. Katter stated: 

 

• “Six million people were sent to the gas chambers in Germany because they believed 

in this book. No other reason, than they believed in this book. It started pretty 

unthreateningly ‘oh we just want you to tell us whether you believe in the bible and 

whether you're a Jew, that’s all we want you to do.’ That’s how it started in Germany." 

 

 

Craig Kelly MP: associating with antisemites 

Craig Kelly, was a Liberal Party MP for a federal seat in Queensland from 2010 to 2021. He 

resigned from the Liberals and joined the United Australia Party, becoming its National 

Director. Kelly lost his seat in the federal election held in May 2022. He has been vocal against 

COVID-19 counter-measures, and has propagated conspiracy theories relating to COVID-19. 

Craig Kelly has come to attention for several acts during the period in review. 

 

Firstly, in November 2021, he employed Stuart von Moger, a known neo-Nazi, associated with 

Antipodean Resistance, Lads Society, and National Socialist Network, as his security guard. 

 

Secondly, Craig Kelly spoke at a rally organised by the United Australia Party (UAP), held on 

the lawns of Parliament House in Canberra on 29 March 2022, with advertising noting “Craig 

Kelly and many other headline speakers.” However, one speaker, Mark McMurtrie, a 

https://twitter.com/bobjcarr
https://twitter.com/bobjcarr
https://twitter.com/bobjcarr/status/1481931749282447362
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subscriber to the sovereign citizens’ ideology, stood on stage, the tray of a truck, and told the 

rally:  

 

• “I notice there’s a lot of people here today wandering around with the red and the blue 

flags. That piece of shit that’s in the corner of that flag is the Union Jack, the union of 

Jacob, represents three or it is three Hebrew tribal flags. And if you’re worried about 

their standing under the Jews and what they represent, that’s what you’re standing under 

when you carry that flag.” 

 

Immediately, a woman in the crowd yelled “Get rid of them!” and another woman yelled 

“Zionists!”, and after a few more words from McMurtrie, there were cheers from the crowd. 

Craig Kelly was apparently within ear-shot of the speaker and comments from the crowd, but 

did not denounce the antisemitism at the UAP rally. 

 

Thirdly, Craig Kelly a has Telegram channel, ‘CRAIG KELLY - National Director, United 

Australia Party’. On 23 July 2022 he posted a video which highlighted a painting depicting the 

antisemitic blood libel that Jews drain the blood of gentile children in a religious ritual. The 

painting is by Italian artist Giovanni Gasparro and titled “The Martyrdom of St. Simon of 

Trento in Accordance With Jewish Ritual Murder,” and was unveiled in March 2020. The men 

in the painting are stereotypically depicted as Jews with hooked noses and curled side-locks as 

worn by ultra-Orthodox Jews. In the video of the painting, Covid-related words have been 

superimposed for each Jew, namely Pfizer, Moderna, Atagi, CDC, TGA, ABC, media, Chant, 

Fauci, Gates, Klaus (WEF), and the image has been titled ‘The Cult of the Vaxinists’.  

 

 
 

In our view, the following example in the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism applies 

to the above passage: 

 

Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about 

Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not 

exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, 

economy, government or other societal institutions.  

 

 

https://www.jwire.com.au/antisemitism-at-uap-rally/
https://www.jwire.com.au/antisemitism-at-uap-rally/
https://t.me/craigkelly/2549
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George Christensen MP: laughed at Auschwitz analogy 

George Christensen was the Liberal National Party member for the federal seat of Dawson in 

Queensland from 2010 to 2022. He retired from the seat in April 2022 to contest a Senate seat 

for Queensland in the federal election in May 2022, which he did not win. Christensen appeared 

in a podcast, InfoWars, hosted by far-right American conspiracy theorist Alex Jones on 6 

December 2021. At one point during the 35-minute interview, Jones compared Australian 

COVID-19 quarantine facilities with Auschwitz because they both had "big fences" – at that, 

Christensen laughed. Christensen’s attitude towards the Holocaust was condemned in the 

media and by the Prime Minister.  

 

 

Sam Cannuli, candidate: preferring Nazi party posters 

Sam Cannuli, a former candidate for the Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party, wrote (dated 2 

Dec. 2021) in his submission to the NSW government ‘Inquiry Into Crimes Amendment 

(Display Of Nazi Symbols) Bill 2021’: 

 

• “Dear commitee. I find political party slogans and how to vote billboards far more 

offensive than Nazi party slogans and posters. The Nazi party is a part of history and 

you cannot ignore history. To ignore history is foolish and discriminatory as well as a 

form of censorship. There are far more important issues to resolve than wasting 

taxpayers money on frivolous nonsense. Wake up and be responsible” 

https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/lcdocs/submissions/76625/0001%20Sam%20Cannuli.pdf 

 

As a result of Cannuli’s submission, the Party expelled him. Shooters, Fishers and Farmers 

leader Robert Borsak, leader of the Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party stated, 25 January 

2022, that “Pro Nazi opinions expressed by Sam Cannuli are not those of the party, never have 

been and never will be. ... Mr Cannuli has been expelled from the party, as the Shooters Fishers 

and Farmers party will not be associated in any way with pro-Nazi propaganda.”  

https://www.australianjewishnews.com/candidate-expelled/ 

 

 

Sam McMahon, Senator: False Nazi analogy 

Sam McMahon, Northern Territory (NT) Senator 2019-2022, formerly of the Country Liberal 

Party, joined the Liberal Democratic Party in April 2022, and lost seat in the May 2022 election. 

In reference to the NT government’s mandatory vaccination policy, McMahon, on 14 October 

2021, stated: 

 

• “From the announcement you could be forgiven for thinking we’re living in Nazi 

Germany, not the Northern Territory.” 

https://www.themercury.com.au/news/northern-territory/outgoing-senator-sam-mcmahon-

compares-nt-vax-mandate-to-nazi-germany/news-story/cafae3bc7867eb8c0220e4f94ad1f0d8 

 

 

Greens: Statement on Antisemitism 

The Greens issued a statement - GREENS STATEMENT ON FIGHTING ANTISEMITISM 

– on 16 November 2021. See https://greens.org.au/antisemitism.  The Greens statement is 

primarily directed at permitting, rather than condemning, expressions which most Australian 

Jews, and most western governments, regard as antisemitic. In contrast to their generous and 

expansive understanding of other forms of racism, the Greens seek to constrict the definition 

of antisemitism so as to exclude at least half of its contemporary manifestations, namely those 

https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/lcdocs/submissions/76625/0001%20Sam%20Cannuli.pdf
https://www.australianjewishnews.com/candidate-expelled/
https://www.themercury.com.au/news/northern-territory/outgoing-senator-sam-mcmahon-compares-nt-vax-mandate-to-nazi-germany/news-story/cafae3bc7867eb8c0220e4f94ad1f0d8
https://www.themercury.com.au/news/northern-territory/outgoing-senator-sam-mcmahon-compares-nt-vax-mandate-to-nazi-germany/news-story/cafae3bc7867eb8c0220e4f94ad1f0d8
https://greens.org.au/antisemitism
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most frequently expressed from the left of politics or by Islamists. Firstly, much of the 

Statement is dedicated to opposing the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance’s 

(IHRA) Working Definition of Antisemitism, the only internationally accepted definition of 

antisemitism; and one accepted by all mainstream Jewish organisations, the Australian Federal 

Parliament and various state parliaments. The definition is non-legally binding and is primarily 

an educational tool. Secondly, the only source of antisemitism that the Greens mention and 

condemn is “far-right extremist politics and neo-Nazi activity”. All other sources – whether 

left-wing, Islamist, quasi-Christian, or other – are ignored and omitted from the statement. 

Thirdly, the Statement is focussed on racism in general, rather than on antisemitism.  

 

• GREENS STATEMENT ON FIGHTING ANTISEMITISM 16/11/2021 

 

“Amid a disturbing trend of antisemitism, the Greens are calling for a broad-ranging 

antiracism strategy, and are concerned about the government’s recent announcement 

that the Australian Government would move to adopt the International Holocaust 

Remembrance Alliance’s (IHRA) working definition of antisemitism. 

 

Antisemitism is a scourge and must be combatted vigorously. With a worrying local 

and global rise in far-right extremist politics and neo-Nazi activity, the urgency of 

this fight has rarely been greater.  

 

However ... the ‘weaponisation’ of the definition has been used to silence critics of 

the Israeli government, when it was originally designed as an educational tool. ...  The 

capacity of this definition to be used to silence critics of the Israeli Government for its 

human rights abuses of the Palestinians is reason enough to be worried about this 

definition being adopted and enforced. ...  

 

To that end, the Greens have consistently called for an institutional and societal 

response to all forms of racism, including antisemitism, through the establishment and 

funding of a national anti-racism strategy and a coordinated plan to tackle far-right 

extremism in all its forms. ...” [emphasis added] 

 

A substantial critique of the Greens Statement, by Jeremy Leibler, President of the Zionist 

Federation of Australia, on 2 December 2021, can be found at 

http://www.zfa.com.au/an-open-letter-to-mr-bandt-from-zfa-president-jeremy-leibler/  

 

 

NSW parliament: responses to motion on antisemitism / adopting IHRA 

The NSW state Parliament, in the Legislative Council, on 23 March 2022 debated and adopted 

a motion on Antisemitism “That this House endorses and adopts the International Holocaust 

Remembrance Alliance definition of antisemitism together with its contemporary examples 

...” The motion was moved by Reverend the Hon. Fred Nile MP, who read out the full IHRA 

definition including all its 11 examples. However, two Greens MPs and two Labor MPs 

opposed the motion.  

https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/Hansard/Pages/HansardResult.aspx#/docid/HANSARD-

1820781676-88459 

 

Although it is not antisemitic per se to oppose or criticise the IHRA Working Definition of 

Antisemitism, doing so often has the effect of downplaying the extent and severity of 

antisemitism, of creating an atmosphere where the concerns of the Jewish community about 

http://www.zfa.com.au/an-open-letter-to-mr-bandt-from-zfa-president-jeremy-leibler/
https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/Hansard/Pages/HansardResult.aspx#/docid/HANSARD-1820781676-88459
https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/Hansard/Pages/HansardResult.aspx#/docid/HANSARD-1820781676-88459
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antisemitism are ignored, and of implying that Jewish organisations supportive of it are acting 

in a duplicitous manner and with malicious intent.  

 

• DAVID SHOEBRIDGE, Greens:  

“I speak to oppose the motion... We should be worried about all attempts to conflate legitimate 

criticisms of the actions of the State of Israel with antisemitism. ... Likewise, it is not antisemitic 

for Palestinian people to criticise the divisive and racist actions of the Israeli State. ... A 

definition that censors legitimate critique does not help the fight against the scourge of 

antisemitism. Conflating criticism of the actions of a State with bigotry against some people of 

that country makes no-one safer. We oppose the motion.” 

 

• ABIGAIL BOYD, Greens:  

“The motion seeks to endorse a definition of "antisemitism" that has been incredibly 

controversial and, when read alongside the accompanying contemporary examples from the 

International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance [IHRA], explicitly links criticism of Israel 

with antisemitism. ... We also stand very firmly against the diminishing of antiracism through 

its misuse for political purposes. Equating criticism of the State of Israel with antisemitism 

without additional evidence to suggest antisemitic intent, damages the plight of legitimate 

action against antisemitism. ... By pivoting on expression that arouses hatred, it does not cover 

speech that arouses hostility and it fails to protect Jewish people from many prevalent and 

insidious kinds of antisemitism. The definition is liable to suppress legitimate criticism of 

human rights abuses against Palestinians by defaming critics of Israel as antisemitic. ... For that 

reason, we cannot support a definition of antisemitism that equates an entire people with the 

actions of a nation-state. ... The Greens oppose the motion.” 

 

• The Hon. SHAOQUETT MOSELMANE, Labor:  

“I speak in debate on the motion regarding the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance 

[IHRA] ... However, the motion is not about protecting people of the Jewish faith against 

antisemitism. The motion is no more than a tool pushed by Israel and its lobbyists around the 

world to silence criticism of Israel's human rights violations. ... The International Holocaust 

Remembrance Alliance definition of antisemitism is a political statement. The issue of 

substance are the examples attached to the so-called "definition", which are unacceptable. The 

so-called definition conflates criticism of Israel—an apartheid State and settler colonial State—

as being antisemitic. ...  

 

It is a political tool being used to deflect criticism of Israel as an apartheid State, which for the 

past 70 years has subjugated, oppressed and dehumanised the Palestinian people. Palestinians 

are made to walk on separate footpaths, drive on separate roads, eat in separate eateries and 

wait in long lines at checkpoints on their way home from work or on their way to work, and 

the sole aim is to denigrate and humiliate them into submission. The incarceration of young 

men and women, and children as young as eight being subjected to police or military 

questioning, is not a democratic practice. It is clearly nothing else but apartheid.” 

 

• The Hon. ANTHONY D'ADAM, Labor:  

“I make a brief contribution to the debate. There are many concerning features with the 

International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance's definition of antisemitism. ... First of all, the 

definition implies that Israel is a proxy for Jewish people, and it is not. ... In fact, I would argue 

that Israel has made Jewish people more unsafe. The core problem that we have to face in 

terms of combatting the politics that underpin the motion is that the agenda to close down 
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debate around Israel is problematic. ... But I have serious reservations about the underlying 

agenda of the motion.” [emphasis added] 

 

In response, The Hon. WALT SECORD, Labor: “I speak in support of the motion ... Only a 

tiny fringe are advocating an alternative definition, and they are being manipulated by a 

disingenuous group of anti-Israel activists and people on the far left and far right of politics.”  

 

 

NSW Parliament: response to motion on BDS 

A private members’ bill, moved by Mark Latham MP, in the NSW lower house on 23 March 

2022, called for the NSW Government “not to financially support the Sydney Festival or any 

other arts, cultural, sporting and education system events where participants and event 

organisers engage in Boycott Divestment Sanction [BDS] campaigns directed at Israel, given 

the antisemitic nature of BDS.” It should be noted that the aim of the BDS campaign is the 

elimination of the State of Israel (see the Israel chapter for further information on BDS). The 

following is a response in opposition to the motion. 

https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/Hansard/Pages/HansardResult.aspx#/docid/HANSARD-

1820781676-88459/HANSARD-1820781676-88455 

 

• ABIGAIL BOYD, Greens:   

“... To criticise the actions of the Israeli Government is not antisemitic ... Boycotts, divestments 

and sanctions [BDS] continue to be an effective way to pressure governments to change. This 

motion, and the reactionary narrative that it is riffing off, is an attempt to silence those who are 

concerned about human rights violations by accusing them of antisemitism. The people 

claiming that the BDS movement is antisemitic ... try to use it as a weapon to silence the 

progressive left. ... We oppose the motion.” 

 

 

South Australian Parliament: responses to motion on IHRA 

The South Australian Legislative Council debated the IHRA Working Definition of 

Antisemitism on 15 June 2022. Two Liberal Party MLC’s, Jing Lee and Dennis Hood, spoke 

in support of adopting the IHRA definition. The leader of the SA Greens, Tammy Franks MLC, 

spoke in opposition to the motion. Franks’ statement showed her ignorance of the fact that the 

term “antisemitism” was coined in the nineteenth century specifically to describe racially-based 

hatred of Jews, and no other group.  She also acknowledged that MPs had been lobbied by the 

Australian Friends of Palestine Association (AFOPA) to oppose the motion. She claimed that 

the Greens oppose racism and antisemitism, but only mentioned far right extremism, glossing 

over the fact that antisemitism occurs across the political and religious spectrum. She also failed 

to acknowledge that the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism states plainly that 

“criticism of Israel similar to that leveled against any other country cannot be regarded as 

antisemitic.” 

 

• Tammy Franks MLC, Greens: 

“What is not as clear is what is a Semite? In my exploration of this issue, it has become 

clear that the definition is not as simple as it has been portrayed. Originally, a Semite was 

someone who spoke a Semitic language. This is a family of languages that came from areas 

that spanned from western Asia to Africa. The meaning includes a much broader range of 

people than the Jewish people. The definition of antisemitism clearly requires clarity in 

order to be understood here. 

 

https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/Hansard/Pages/HansardResult.aspx#/docid/HANSARD-1820781676-88459/HANSARD-1820781676-88455
https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/Hansard/Pages/HansardResult.aspx#/docid/HANSARD-1820781676-88459/HANSARD-1820781676-88455
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The motion before us faces some of that same challenge. Everyone in this chamber has 

received correspondence from the Australian Friends of Palestine Association (AFOPA). 

AFOPA has written to us and raised their concerns about the International Holocaust 

Remembrance Alliance definition of antisemitism. They say: ... Australian Friends of 

Palestine Association does not endorse the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance 

definition of anti-Semitism as its effect will be to silence valid criticism of Israel and its 

supporters. We see its adoption by governments and other organisations as an attack on 

the right to free speech for all Australians. 

 

It goes on to say: Jewish community leaders continue to push for the International 

Holocaust Remembrance Alliance definition of anti-Semitism, ostensibly to fight racism, 

while invariably defending Israel which practices racism. 

 

...The capacity of this definition to be used to silence critics of the Israeli government for 

its human rights abuses of Palestinians is reason enough to be worried about the definition 

being adopted and potentially enforced. ...  

 

To that end, the Greens ... plan to tackle far right extremism ... inquiries into the rise of the 

far right in Australia, as well as investigating the rise of far right nationalists ... hate 

symbols, including those used by far right extremists and Neo-Nazis, ... normalisation of 

far right ideologies...”  

 

 

CANDIDATES in Federal election 2022 

The federal election was held on 22 May 2022. Among the candidates were those who were 

part of the new group “Climate 200” which contested 23 electorates, all held by the Liberals. 

Although technically Independents, they formed a campaign bloc, and were dubbed ‘teals’ due 

to their green-blue campaign colour. These candidates attracted much media attention. With 

the prominence of social media, many political opponents and journalists trawled through 

social media posts of election candidates in order to find “dirt” on them that could be used 

against them. Many such posts appear below. 

 

 

Anthony Bull, candidate: “14 words and the 88 precept”  

Anthony Bull was the Liberal Democrat candidate for the seat of Brisbane in the 2022 federal 

election. He is currently still the president of the QLD State Executive 2022 of the Liberal 

Democrats. He made many offensive posts on Facebook posts in 2017 and 2018. In one, Bull 

told a Facebook friend to look up the terms “14 words and the 88 precept” - the term “14 words” 

refers to David Lane’s white supremacist slogan: “We must secure the existence of our people 

and a future for white children” and the term “88 precepts’” refers to a document Lane wrote 

regarding “natural law”. Lane was a prominent US white supremacist who was jailed over the 

killing of Alan Berg, a Jewish radio host in 1984. The number “88” stands for “Heil Hitler”. 

Bull also used the antisemitic meme the “Happy Merchant” and referred to the term “Annuda 

Shoah” (Another Shoah), which is commonly used to mock Jews and the Holocaust. 

 

Information sourced from: 

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2022/may/08/i-am-not-a-nazi-liberal-

democrats-candidate-deeply-regrets-white-supremacist-facebook-posts 

 

 

https://www.adl.org/education/references/hate-symbols/the-happy-merchant
https://www.adl.org/education/references/hate-symbols/anudda-shoah
https://www.adl.org/education/references/hate-symbols/anudda-shoah
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2022/may/08/i-am-not-a-nazi-liberal-democrats-candidate-deeply-regrets-white-supremacist-facebook-posts
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2022/may/08/i-am-not-a-nazi-liberal-democrats-candidate-deeply-regrets-white-supremacist-facebook-posts
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Katherine Deves, candidate: Nazi analogy 

Katherine Deves was the Liberal Party candidate for the seat of Warringah in north Sydney, 

held by an Independent. She is also the co-founder of an organisation, “Save Women’s Sport”, 

which aims to exclude trans people (males who identify as females) from playing in women’s 

sport. On a podcast, recorded on 18 February 2021, hosted by Irish television writer Graham 

Linehan, who interviewed Deves and another woman, Deves compared the “Save Women’s 

Sport” campaign to the French resistance against the Nazi occupation, with reference to Nazi 

trains transporting Jews to concentration and death camps as part of the Holocaust. The 

inference was that those who do not oppose trans people being allowed to compete in women’s 

sport are like people during WW2 who saw the trains go past taking Jews to concentration 

camps, but did not oppose it.  

 

• "I've always loved 20th-century history and I think many people would say to 

themselves, 'I'd never been to villages that stayed quiet, while the trains went past or 

whatever, I would have been part of the French Resistance, the underground, you know, 

I would be one of those people.'" 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GeTliLuoUs 

 

A Tweet by Deves expressed the same view: 

• “I have no doubt these people would imagine themselves to be part of the French 

Resistance in WWII - but no, they are the villagers who watched the trains go by, 

ignored the clouds of soot & smoke, and joined the Party to get good jobs. They are 

complicit.’’  

https://twitter.com/katherine_deves  

 

In response, Peter Wertheim, co-CEO Executive Council of Australian Jewry, “There is 

nothing in contemporary Australian life and politics that is remotely comparable to the 

wholesale destruction of human life and civilisation that occurred during World War II. This 

sort of hyperbole trivialises the depths of inhumanity that were plumbed during that terrible 

conflict, and desensitises people to evil, instead of educating them to recognise and counteract 

it.”  Ms Deves subsequently expressed regret over her statements and visited the Sydney Jewish 

Museum to learn more about the true nature of the Holocaust. 

 

 

Monique Ryan, candidate: analogy of Hitler and Trump  

Dr Monique Ryan was the ‘Climate 200’ (aka “teal”) independent candidate for the seat of 

Kooyong in Melbourne, held by Josh Frydenberg, federal treasurer. On Facebook, Dr Ryan 

shared a 2017 Facebook post of a meme referring to Donald Trump, President of the USA, as 

Hitler. The meme consisted of an image of Hitler’s book, ‘Mein Kampf’, which was photo-

shopped so as to replace Hitler’s photo with that of Trump’s, and the book title “Mein Kampf” 

was replaced with “Mein Covfefe” (the latter word, a spelling error, used in a Tweet by Trump). 

Ryan wrote on the post: “this book is so covfefe right now”. 

 

Dr Ryan apologised for the inappropriate post. Her spokesman said “the posting of this meme 

was a poor attempt at humour... Dr Ryan agrees that the post could be seen as offensive and 

she is deeply regretful of any hurt that she has caused to any member of the community, 

including members of the Jewish community and all other communities persecuted by the 

Nazis... Dr Ryan is deeply sorry to anyone who is offended by her misguided attempts at 

humour.” Ryan won the seat. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GeTliLuoUs
https://twitter.com/katherine_deves
https://twitter.com/katherine_deves
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Internet meme: Mein Covfefe, 2017, 

 

 
original book: Mein Kampf 

 

 

 

2. Politicians TARGETED  

Both Liberal and Labor politicians were targeted after posting on their respective Facebook 

pages messages about banning hate symbols, commemorating International Holocaust 

Remembrance Day (commemorated internationally each year on 27 January, the date 

Auschwitz was liberated), and greetings for the Jewish festival of Chanukah. All these posts 

elicited antisemitic comments. Many comments ignored antisemitism and engaged in 

‘whataboutism’ or mentioned ‘Palestine’, some engaged in Holocaust minimisation or denial, 

others claimed that the COVID-19 counter-measures were akin to the treatment of Jews in Nazi 

Germany, and even the Holocaust itself.  

 

 

Annastacia Palaszczuk, Premier of Queensland: banning hate symbols 

Annastacia Palaszczuk MP · May 26, 2022  

“BREAKING: Queensland will ban the public display of hate symbols. We do not do this 

lightly or without good reason. Late last year, police seized a Nazi flag flown near a Brisbane 

synagogue. Only a few months earlier, a train carriage in the suburbs was graffitied with Nazi 

slogans. Today I’m announcing our intention to introduce legislation to parliament that will 

make it a criminal offence to display symbols promoting hatred and causing fear. These crimes 

are not harmless. Nor are their ideologies. They are to be called out, confronted and 

condemned.” 

 

In response, antisemitic comments and images were posted: 

 

• Trent Randel Symbols that inspire hate, okay is that all hate? Maybe if I was Palestinian 

I could demand all symbols of Israel are removed … Or are we just getting rid of one 

set of symbols?  

 

• Jimmy Callan Throw the star of David in as well. 

 

• Shaun Mace 88 [code for ‘Heil Hitler’] 

https://www.facebook.com/annastaciamp?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVgtpjmJAJp--DuX14BMePnKEYFA5gMJOymJbbkGMCg4Mlwr5s_i1ppdMILdoKQ53M5G906dxAJuJYJkgHSdN3QX5KixM2sxxhY64PoH5s8KRN6l1yB4Kgr41ZC95Z1sL_LIBAm6hnqHOqeBCSDfZJE2osoCr-KqRm4FYYKekMKKo8qeSyiBJbjXwExZa7VWNGagsIqFbE4hdRlk9oCwPJx&__tn__=-UC%2CP-y-R
https://www.facebook.com/annastaciamp/posts/pfbid04dwqXcP5hvD8bHtCEC6mVQppNdwkhyfNLdzWgP5H8yL8E5v66kGEU19zRvhvLoSpl
https://www.facebook.com/trent.randel?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODQ1MTM0NzMwMzQyNTZfMzM3NDgzODIyOTQ1MDY4NA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWzhNJD7a7jdzb3tJ7hip6GD2xBfV7tY3ZPnK6YG7Hkej1dReXO0l-pEoaG2er4NKe3BTidA3v3-FzMcS46PRvcHbZ3Dx7gjZJnQtkd8H7BuTOncu5k7hcIKg-4Eaxwgnhl0A_keA0QNdWDHtE-0bGj&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jimmy.callan.9?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODQ1MTM0NzMwMzQyNTZfNjkxNjcyMDEyMDYwODQ3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWzhNJD7a7jdzb3tJ7hip6GD2xBfV7tY3ZPnK6YG7Hkej1dReXO0l-pEoaG2er4NKe3BTidA3v3-FzMcS46PRvcHbZ3Dx7gjZJnQtkd8H7BuTOncu5k7hcIKg-4Eaxwgnhl0A_keA0QNdWDHtE-0bGj&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/shaun.mace.5?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODQ1MTM0NzMwMzQyNTZfNTk3ODI3OTk4MzY1OTk2&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWzhNJD7a7jdzb3tJ7hip6GD2xBfV7tY3ZPnK6YG7Hkej1dReXO0l-pEoaG2er4NKe3BTidA3v3-FzMcS46PRvcHbZ3Dx7gjZJnQtkd8H7BuTOncu5k7hcIKg-4Eaxwgnhl0A_keA0QNdWDHtE-0bGj&__tn__=R%5d-R
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Andrew Weston 

 

 
 

Josh Milin 

 

 
 

Josh Milin 

 

 
 

 

Josh Milin 

 

 
 

Jasen Anderson 

 

 
 

[without the 2 fasces images,  

is the flag of the Defence Minister,  

Germany, 1921-1933] 

Jasen Anderson 

 

 
[emblem of Mussolini’s National Fascist 

Party. PNF = Partito Nazionale Fascista] 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/andrew.weston.5?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODQ1MTM0NzMwMzQyNTZfMzkzNTIzMTk2MDY3MzM5&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWzhNJD7a7jdzb3tJ7hip6GD2xBfV7tY3ZPnK6YG7Hkej1dReXO0l-pEoaG2er4NKe3BTidA3v3-FzMcS46PRvcHbZ3Dx7gjZJnQtkd8H7BuTOncu5k7hcIKg-4Eaxwgnhl0A_keA0QNdWDHtE-0bGj&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/BDRRRAAAAATT?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODQ1MTM0NzMwMzQyNTZfNTg0NzUxNzA5Njc3MDk5&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWzhNJD7a7jdzb3tJ7hip6GD2xBfV7tY3ZPnK6YG7Hkej1dReXO0l-pEoaG2er4NKe3BTidA3v3-FzMcS46PRvcHbZ3Dx7gjZJnQtkd8H7BuTOncu5k7hcIKg-4Eaxwgnhl0A_keA0QNdWDHtE-0bGj&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmedia1.tenor.co%2Fimages%2F7027885338661c172ba2b992aa79a154%2Ftenor.gif%3Fc%3DVjFfZmFjZWJvb2tfd2ViY29tbWVudHM%26itemid%3D20718570%26fbclid%3DIwAR3svj6YV6pp5J5GnMN92zHaQwNYKNZKDcbBFtiWF2mivmd2eS5g30AD9bg&h=AT2oB-QbBitA6Qz6B1ZMO4G6JUz97354zGvWK1vCRMJZJygkmqpC6QIKoq2I_IS8lStx-c-fOKakVmMFDxbc2JA2rTQUs0J9DNzPf64f29a3vBdZCXZtq_4Tr43wI5ang5DxQ3sc1chhQFOFFCHt8_eCgRikG7l8&__tn__=R%5d-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1NLu66mfnuZOvXi5b9MUKx_KegxqfhvURS3_yu3hmx9VyuU-354ogRcmGDQo4D_M0ibWm37FFFHMzMKjWq33Pt0-4kI46pdvSF877X3NDiMcMSMGyrQaeE_oaD_MVRJeeeINYGszG1g1ROiwD8a5_JM7_G3R-m_SFwqOLQdCF0sw
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmedia1.tenor.co%2Fimages%2F7027885338661c172ba2b992aa79a154%2Ftenor.gif%3Fc%3DVjFfZmFjZWJvb2tfd2ViY29tbWVudHM%26itemid%3D20718570%26fbclid%3DIwAR3svj6YV6pp5J5GnMN92zHaQwNYKNZKDcbBFtiWF2mivmd2eS5g30AD9bg&h=AT2oB-QbBitA6Qz6B1ZMO4G6JUz97354zGvWK1vCRMJZJygkmqpC6QIKoq2I_IS8lStx-c-fOKakVmMFDxbc2JA2rTQUs0J9DNzPf64f29a3vBdZCXZtq_4Tr43wI5ang5DxQ3sc1chhQFOFFCHt8_eCgRikG7l8&__tn__=R%5d-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1NLu66mfnuZOvXi5b9MUKx_KegxqfhvURS3_yu3hmx9VyuU-354ogRcmGDQo4D_M0ibWm37FFFHMzMKjWq33Pt0-4kI46pdvSF877X3NDiMcMSMGyrQaeE_oaD_MVRJeeeINYGszG1g1ROiwD8a5_JM7_G3R-m_SFwqOLQdCF0sw
https://www.facebook.com/BDRRRAAAAATT?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODQ1MTM0NzMwMzQyNTZfNTg0NzUxMTM2MzQzODIz&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWzhNJD7a7jdzb3tJ7hip6GD2xBfV7tY3ZPnK6YG7Hkej1dReXO0l-pEoaG2er4NKe3BTidA3v3-FzMcS46PRvcHbZ3Dx7gjZJnQtkd8H7BuTOncu5k7hcIKg-4Eaxwgnhl0A_keA0QNdWDHtE-0bGj&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/BDRRRAAAAATT?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODQ1MTM0NzMwMzQyNTZfNTg0NzUyNTU2MzQzNjgx&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWzhNJD7a7jdzb3tJ7hip6GD2xBfV7tY3ZPnK6YG7Hkej1dReXO0l-pEoaG2er4NKe3BTidA3v3-FzMcS46PRvcHbZ3Dx7gjZJnQtkd8H7BuTOncu5k7hcIKg-4Eaxwgnhl0A_keA0QNdWDHtE-0bGj&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jasen.anderson.9?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODQ1MTM0NzMwMzQyNTZfMTA3OTg0NTM2OTI3MDYyNA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWzhNJD7a7jdzb3tJ7hip6GD2xBfV7tY3ZPnK6YG7Hkej1dReXO0l-pEoaG2er4NKe3BTidA3v3-FzMcS46PRvcHbZ3Dx7gjZJnQtkd8H7BuTOncu5k7hcIKg-4Eaxwgnhl0A_keA0QNdWDHtE-0bGj&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jasen.anderson.9?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODQ1MTM0NzMwMzQyNTZfMTU0ODk5MDg5MjE2NDYxMw%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWzhNJD7a7jdzb3tJ7hip6GD2xBfV7tY3ZPnK6YG7Hkej1dReXO0l-pEoaG2er4NKe3BTidA3v3-FzMcS46PRvcHbZ3Dx7gjZJnQtkd8H7BuTOncu5k7hcIKg-4Eaxwgnhl0A_keA0QNdWDHtE-0bGj&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10228657881930759&set=p.10228657881930759&type=3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWzhNJD7a7jdzb3tJ7hip6GD2xBfV7tY3ZPnK6YG7Hkej1dReXO0l-pEoaG2er4NKe3BTidA3v3-FzMcS46PRvcHbZ3Dx7gjZJnQtkd8H7BuTOncu5k7hcIKg-4Eaxwgnhl0A_keA0QNdWDHtE-0bGj&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=5665749120125012&set=p.5665749120125012&type=3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWzhNJD7a7jdzb3tJ7hip6GD2xBfV7tY3ZPnK6YG7Hkej1dReXO0l-pEoaG2er4NKe3BTidA3v3-FzMcS46PRvcHbZ3Dx7gjZJnQtkd8H7BuTOncu5k7hcIKg-4Eaxwgnhl0A_keA0QNdWDHtE-0bGj&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=5665749300124994&set=p.5665749300124994&type=3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWzhNJD7a7jdzb3tJ7hip6GD2xBfV7tY3ZPnK6YG7Hkej1dReXO0l-pEoaG2er4NKe3BTidA3v3-FzMcS46PRvcHbZ3Dx7gjZJnQtkd8H7BuTOncu5k7hcIKg-4Eaxwgnhl0A_keA0QNdWDHtE-0bGj&__tn__=R%5d-R
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Dave Sharma MP: “pretend Jew” 

Dave Sharma was the Liberal MP for Wentworth in Sydney, at the time. He was the Australian 

Ambassador to Israel during 2013-17. He is not Jewish, but is of Indian background. Rhys 

Muldoon targeted Sharma on Twitter, often calling him a “pretend Jew” and a “fake Jew”. 

 

• Rhys Muldoon@rhysam · Apr 22, 2022·  

Dave (the pretend Jew) Sharma has been boasting about his HSC results. … #ausvotes 

 

• Rhys Muldoon@rhysam · Apr 22, 2022·  

Dave (the fake Jew) Sharma advised Alexander Downer whilst he was illegally tapping 

phones. “Sharma’s record is of taking the side of the powerful against the powerless, 

against the dispossessed, against the exploited and abused.” 

 

• Rhys Muldoon@rhysam · May 4, 2022 ·  

Dave “the fake Jew” Sharma is calling the Independents “fake”. The chutzpah! 

[This tweet was later deleted after people called Muldoon out.] 

 

• Rhys Muldoon@rhysam · May 4, 2022·  

Replying to @jaydj1991 Alright. I’ll delete it for you. (Not because it isn’t true, but 

obviously it’s given offence ) 

 

 

Josh Frydenberg MP: targeted for International Holocaust Remembrance Day 

Josh Frydenberg was a Liberal MP and federal treasurer, at the time, and is Jewish. His post 

on International Holocaust Remembrance Day elicited comments minimising the Holocaust, 

including by making false analogies to the Palestinians, with many claiming that the COVID-

19 counter-measures and Australia’s asylum seeker policy are akin to the Holocaust. 

 

Josh Frydenberg · January 27, 2022  

Today is International Holocaust Remembrance Day. A recent survey found 1 in 4 Australians 

have little to no knowledge of the Holocaust. This is why Holocaust education is so crucial - 

we must ensure future generations are educated about the atrocities committed against 

humanity. Never again. 

 

• Matt Epstein How can you remember something that never happened? 

 

• Hyder Jaffry It was so bad for Holocast but what about the daily killing of Palestinian. 

 

• Ahmed Ahmed How about palestiane day were the zionist have killed more than the 

holocaust 

 

• Laurelle Atkinson So why are the Israelis treating the Palestinians so badly? … Seems 

like Israelis don't know how to move on and exist in peace. 

 

• Sam Al Remember every Holocaust not just yours, there’s ongoing Holocaust that 

you’ll never talk about 
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https://twitter.com/rhysam
https://twitter.com/rhysam/status/1521721616241430528
https://twitter.com/jaydj1991
https://www.facebook.com/JoshFrydenbergMP?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/JoshFrydenbergMP/posts/487260916092315
https://www.facebook.com/matt.epsti?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MzYzMjQ2MDgyMDgy&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/Jaffry.Sq?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MzIyMzg5NDE5NTAx&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100043797850513&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MzYyOTMyNzQ4Nzgw&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/laurelle.atkinson?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MzE5NzkyNzUzMDk0&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/mitchel.simmons.39?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MjczNzMyNzU3NzAw&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
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• Clare Johnston holding people against their will for prolonged periods of time, no 

release date, causing serious harm has no comparisons how? ... Much like the nazi party. 

How is that different?  

 

• Sarah Hathway You mean like the atrocities the Federal government commits against 

asylum seekers/refugees? 

 

• Dan Bramble Jews weren’t allowed to be served in some businesses and Germans had 

to carry paperwork to confirm they were not Jews. Now change the word Jew to 

unvaccinated. You have learned nothing.  

 

• Maria Stricek Seriously. History repeating it self. Stop the mandate vaccine. …  

 

• Sallie Adams I'm terrified of the Quarantine Camps in operation now. The Holocaust 

comes to mind regularly. I do not forget 

 

• Kathryn Caminiti It's all happening again with the governments creating wellness so 

called camps …  

 

• Teresa Cornell Josh Frydenberg … Replace the word ‘unvaccinated’ in this statement 

with either a race, religion or gender! The ‘unvaccinated’ will no longer be able to enter 

a restaurant, a cafe, a cinema, a gym, a football match, a cricket match, a tennis match, 

a concert etc etc! This is exactly how the Jews were ostracised and yet here we are 

again! … ‘history is again repeating itself!’ 

 

• David Stewart ... see the similarities to the early stages of Hitler Socialist workers' party 

methods …  The vaccine passport is forcing the same segregation as was inflicted upon 

the Jews in the first stages. Remember the yellow stars and fear that the Jews were 

spreading disease. Restrictions on movement and control of the media. Then the 

indoctrination and the Hitler youth movement. … history is repeating. ... 

 

• Dale Champion Repeating history for the last 2 years with QR check in, mandates, 

coercion for an experimental drug, no travel etc!! 

 

• Paul Clark This gov seems to have missed some valuable lessons that come from the 

holocaust. We are seeing some of the very same tactics the Nazis used back then. … 

 

• Jarrod Gercovich Scomo and WA = holocaust !!! Both are flogs with no back bone 

 

• Cecile Thompson What hypocrisy!!! What about the human right violations … against 

the people of Australia by forcing/mandating people to have an experimental "vaccine" 

to be able to remain employed and feed and house their families. Also the medical 

segregation …  You (especially with your Jewish heritage ) your government and the 

state governments should be hanging your heads in shame. 

 

• Andy Ess And you’re bringing one upon your countrymen and women and children. 

Stop  the vaccines you monstrous hypocrites. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/cjohnston8?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MzAxMzQ2MDg4Mjcy&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/ComradeHathway?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MzQ3OTYyNzUwMjc3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/danbramhall?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MjY3NTEyNzU4MzIy&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/maria.stricek?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MjcwMTYyNzU4MDU3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/sallie.adams.9022?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3Mzg4NTgyNzQ2MjE1&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/kathryn.caminiti?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3NDEwOTkyNzQzOTc0&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100073382362706&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MzYzNTc5NDE1Mzgy&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/JoshFrydenbergMP?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/kym.stewart.79?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MzEyNTY5NDIwNDgz&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/dale.champion.7?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MzQ4MjY5NDE2OTEz&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=614127950&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MzEzOTE2MDg3MDE1&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jarrod.gercovich.77?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MjkzNzcyNzU1Njk2&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/btcecile?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3Mjg5MDYyNzU2MTY3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/quinkal?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MjczMDc2MDkxMDk5&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
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Linda Sunshine 

 
 

James Elliott 

 
 

 

 

Julian Leeser, MP: targeted for International Holocaust Remembrance Day   

Julian Leeser is a Liberal MP in Sydney, and since May 2022 has been the federal Shadow 

Attorney-General. 

 

Julian Leeser MP · January 27, 2022 

Today we will commemorate International Holocaust Remembrance Day. #WeRemember the 

victims of the Holocaust, those who perished because of hatred and fear and those who survived 

when it seemed impossible. #WeRemember 

 

• Victoria Jara FREE PALESTINE  

 

 

Kristina Keneally, Senator: targeted for Hanukkah  

Kristina Keneally was a Labor Senator for NSW. On Facebook, she posted a Happy Hanukkah 

festival greeting to the Jewish community. It elicited several antisemitic comments.  

 

Kristina Keneally · November 28, 2021 

I wish all members of Australia's Jewish community a very happy Hanukkah. May the 

menorahs fill your homes and synagogues with the warmest of glows during this festival of 

light. Chag Urim Sameach. 

 

Kristina Keneally (Also just a heads up - any antisemitic comments will be removed and 

blocked. You are not welcome here.) - Team KK 

 

• Rodney Lomax Kristina Keneally If you want to know who rules the world, you only 

need to find who you cannot criticize. Who do you serve? What happens on the 2 month 

"study trip" all ALP member are sent to Israel for? 

 

• Joshua Emery Kristina Keneally Sorry Kristina but I CANNOT in Good Conscience 

wish Australia’s most infamous Jew a good Hanukkah,I only have Contempt for Josh 

FriedOnTurd,happy to wish the rest all a great Celebration,  

 

• Bruce MacDonald-Kerr Israel is a stain on humanity’s soul 

 

• Deborah Allen Free Palestine 

https://www.facebook.com/LindaSunshineWA?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MzE0MTI5NDIwMzI3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/freedomliving?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODcyNjA5MTYwOTIzMTVfNDg3MjkwODY2MDg5MzIw&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/JulianLeeserMP?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXaHfzH55tvHyzwA2Npewy0AixLQUpG04RdiDlCdl2k6p0DQ8isxwD2EV1Zh7kB6s3FgZ7rFC8dmsz-0XEtdKGmZhlY4vxtqcvwYwChijq1P99YEDukhgvGCooC0HP6ZPV1XrNXNZ0_rnUEX8CfT6fRdbUVaQnr2y9qJ7n3A1bdDcRfThg8_dP-xKkK1sF4ckU&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/JulianLeeserMP/posts/375184614415142
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/weremember?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXaHfzH55tvHyzwA2Npewy0AixLQUpG04RdiDlCdl2k6p0DQ8isxwD2EV1Zh7kB6s3FgZ7rFC8dmsz-0XEtdKGmZhlY4vxtqcvwYwChijq1P99YEDukhgvGCooC0HP6ZPV1XrNXNZ0_rnUEX8CfT6fRdbUVaQnr2y9qJ7n3A1bdDcRfThg8_dP-xKkK1sF4ckU&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/weremember?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXaHfzH55tvHyzwA2Npewy0AixLQUpG04RdiDlCdl2k6p0DQ8isxwD2EV1Zh7kB6s3FgZ7rFC8dmsz-0XEtdKGmZhlY4vxtqcvwYwChijq1P99YEDukhgvGCooC0HP6ZPV1XrNXNZ0_rnUEX8CfT6fRdbUVaQnr2y9qJ7n3A1bdDcRfThg8_dP-xKkK1sF4ckU&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=375184381081832&set=a.235511725049099&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXaHfzH55tvHyzwA2Npewy0AixLQUpG04RdiDlCdl2k6p0DQ8isxwD2EV1Zh7kB6s3FgZ7rFC8dmsz-0XEtdKGmZhlY4vxtqcvwYwChijq1P99YEDukhgvGCooC0HP6ZPV1XrNXNZ0_rnUEX8CfT6fRdbUVaQnr2y9qJ7n3A1bdDcRfThg8_dP-xKkK1sF4ckU&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=375184381081832&set=a.235511725049099&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXaHfzH55tvHyzwA2Npewy0AixLQUpG04RdiDlCdl2k6p0DQ8isxwD2EV1Zh7kB6s3FgZ7rFC8dmsz-0XEtdKGmZhlY4vxtqcvwYwChijq1P99YEDukhgvGCooC0HP6ZPV1XrNXNZ0_rnUEX8CfT6fRdbUVaQnr2y9qJ7n3A1bdDcRfThg8_dP-xKkK1sF4ckU&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/victoria.jara.906?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDozNzUxODQ2MTQ0MTUxNDJfMzc1MjMxMzcxMDc3MTMz&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXaHfzH55tvHyzwA2Npewy0AixLQUpG04RdiDlCdl2k6p0DQ8isxwD2EV1Zh7kB6s3FgZ7rFC8dmsz-0XEtdKGmZhlY4vxtqcvwYwChijq1P99YEDukhgvGCooC0HP6ZPV1XrNXNZ0_rnUEX8CfT6fRdbUVaQnr2y9qJ7n3A1bdDcRfThg8_dP-xKkK1sF4ckU&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/kristinakeneally?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUbl2YeNObh91O18svaqxU_EI79NBWwxEUEILn21JCB38ZantXDXmB4-t5AxHMbRheHTE-9NH_BDrKGqHBOOeR3rqoHlUuko5zxsOMTjr-NQcRj9CdVdFEBlz_8-tTK7K3Wkuiv4J19GTAhIuJ-9uSPN8dZ7mBNpcmhTdPp2sn_Lh_2JKOFnuAYfoMRoUPL3Jg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/kristinakeneally/posts/440716224086566
https://www.facebook.com/kristinakeneally?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NDA3MTYyMjQwODY1NjZfNDQwNzE2NDU3NDE5ODc2&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUbl2YeNObh91O18svaqxU_EI79NBWwxEUEILn21JCB38ZantXDXmB4-t5AxHMbRheHTE-9NH_BDrKGqHBOOeR3rqoHlUuko5zxsOMTjr-NQcRj9CdVdFEBlz_8-tTK7K3Wkuiv4J19GTAhIuJ-9uSPN8dZ7mBNpcmhTdPp2sn_Lh_2JKOFnuAYfoMRoUPL3Jg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/rodney.lomax.71?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NDA3MTYyMjQwODY1NjZfNDQwNzQ3NzY0MDgzNDEy&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUbl2YeNObh91O18svaqxU_EI79NBWwxEUEILn21JCB38ZantXDXmB4-t5AxHMbRheHTE-9NH_BDrKGqHBOOeR3rqoHlUuko5zxsOMTjr-NQcRj9CdVdFEBlz_8-tTK7K3Wkuiv4J19GTAhIuJ-9uSPN8dZ7mBNpcmhTdPp2sn_Lh_2JKOFnuAYfoMRoUPL3Jg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/kristinakeneally?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUbl2YeNObh91O18svaqxU_EI79NBWwxEUEILn21JCB38ZantXDXmB4-t5AxHMbRheHTE-9NH_BDrKGqHBOOeR3rqoHlUuko5zxsOMTjr-NQcRj9CdVdFEBlz_8-tTK7K3Wkuiv4J19GTAhIuJ-9uSPN8dZ7mBNpcmhTdPp2sn_Lh_2JKOFnuAYfoMRoUPL3Jg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/kerrie.okeefe?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NDA3MTYyMjQwODY1NjZfNDQwNzcyOTgwNzQ3NTU3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUbl2YeNObh91O18svaqxU_EI79NBWwxEUEILn21JCB38ZantXDXmB4-t5AxHMbRheHTE-9NH_BDrKGqHBOOeR3rqoHlUuko5zxsOMTjr-NQcRj9CdVdFEBlz_8-tTK7K3Wkuiv4J19GTAhIuJ-9uSPN8dZ7mBNpcmhTdPp2sn_Lh_2JKOFnuAYfoMRoUPL3Jg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/kerrie.okeefe?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NDA3MTYyMjQwODY1NjZfNDQwNzcyOTgwNzQ3NTU3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUbl2YeNObh91O18svaqxU_EI79NBWwxEUEILn21JCB38ZantXDXmB4-t5AxHMbRheHTE-9NH_BDrKGqHBOOeR3rqoHlUuko5zxsOMTjr-NQcRj9CdVdFEBlz_8-tTK7K3Wkuiv4J19GTAhIuJ-9uSPN8dZ7mBNpcmhTdPp2sn_Lh_2JKOFnuAYfoMRoUPL3Jg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100069759180366&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NDA3MTYyMjQwODY1NjZfNDQwNzIyODAwNzUyNTc1&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWQhIupSYy_7QZhbKFcMJX84s3cpZ9EAJqkl2XUcimzblnZxUnsckzuFMjdDoAn4U7Rqp1n9HSjpk1XFbPe-Kz4fK4C-8-vv75Qk7kvrED6KcnQeoWMm6B-EamlNRMnP_O0sfn_bHOiwIkQrCN-fQvX&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/kristinakeneally?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWQhIupSYy_7QZhbKFcMJX84s3cpZ9EAJqkl2XUcimzblnZxUnsckzuFMjdDoAn4U7Rqp1n9HSjpk1XFbPe-Kz4fK4C-8-vv75Qk7kvrED6KcnQeoWMm6B-EamlNRMnP_O0sfn_bHOiwIkQrCN-fQvX&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/bruce.macdonaldkerr?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NDA3MTYyMjQwODY1NjZfNDQwNzIzMjkwNzUyNTI2&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWQhIupSYy_7QZhbKFcMJX84s3cpZ9EAJqkl2XUcimzblnZxUnsckzuFMjdDoAn4U7Rqp1n9HSjpk1XFbPe-Kz4fK4C-8-vv75Qk7kvrED6KcnQeoWMm6B-EamlNRMnP_O0sfn_bHOiwIkQrCN-fQvX&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/deborah.collyer?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NDA3MTYyMjQwODY1NjZfNDQwNzcyNzE3NDE0MjUw&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWQhIupSYy_7QZhbKFcMJX84s3cpZ9EAJqkl2XUcimzblnZxUnsckzuFMjdDoAn4U7Rqp1n9HSjpk1XFbPe-Kz4fK4C-8-vv75Qk7kvrED6KcnQeoWMm6B-EamlNRMnP_O0sfn_bHOiwIkQrCN-fQvX&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=4754242381355073&set=p.4754242381355073&type=3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10159216715859219&set=p.10159216715859219&type=3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcQc-Pt2gcSXdZfc0qPswr_VQKgYczs2csRFSUHtIYOd_LgZb8EvHU9CcBjXkZ0UoXLrfgu6Sw-wEpw0qlvwi5_ijrZSsZ6OS88aeWt7CvZkk0aNIrlQYgCSOxOc7Cs8qmN4fR5HylfxmXKKIk-UBfXPeE75UEcz8FwMEUAq00Z7oSeWXQKfZtmGCzO5M7nXdzgy1qnGefBT7Eiw6c4Nmn&__tn__=R%5d-R
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MAINSTREAM MEDIA 
 

The mainstream media, print and online, visual and audio, can be influential in transforming 

or reinforcing people’s beliefs about a range of issues. All media are selective in the issues they 

cover, how issues are portrayed, and the slant given. In addition, the internet iterations of 

mainstream media publishers make possible an enormous volume of public commentary on 

media articles. During the period in review, there were quite a few media articles and news 

stories in the mainstream media referencing Jews. Some of these focused on the issue of 

antisemitism, eg the Holocaust, and many on Israel. It was noticeable that when news or articles 

about Jews were published, these often did not have a comments section online, and some of 

these articles were not even posted on the social media pages of the media outlet – possibly to 

minimise the scope for posting antisemitic comments online. The following Media section is 

divided into two sub-sections: media output and online comments.  

 

 

Media Output 

 

The following two items, while condemning the flying of a Nazi flag above a Brisbane 

synagogue, used poorly worded headings in reference to Jews. 

 

• PedestrianTV: heading “Fkn Synagogue” 

https://www.pedestrian.tv/news/brisbane-nazi-flag-outside-synagogue/ 

“WTF: It’s 2021 And Someone Srsly Just Flew A Nazi Flag Above A Fkn Synagogue 

In Brisbane” By Julian Rizzo-Smith Published October 30, 2021 

 

• Better Laws for Safe QLD: heading “Jew friends” 

Better Laws for Safe QLD · October 30, 2021 ·  

“We stand in solidarity with our Jew friends.” 

 

SMH article: Erasing Jews from the Holocaust 

https://www.smh.com.au/culture/art-and-design/shaken-to-his-core-sidney-nolan-confronts-

the-banality-of-evil-20220815-p5ba2b.html 

“Powerfully confronting’: Nolan’s unseen works tackle the greatest evil” 

By John McDonald, August 18, 2022. 

 

An article on Australian artist Sidney Nolan’s work exhibited at the Sydney Jewish Museum, 

about Nolan’s Auschwitz-themed art made no mention of Jews as the victims of the Holocaust. 

The article mentions “Auschwitz... the largest of the Nazi death camps, responsible for the 

deaths of more than 1.1 million people” and “... the trial of Adolf Eichmann, the Nazi 

bureaucrat who devised the mass rail transport system that carted victims to the camps.” But 

the article does not mention the fact that those murdered in the Holocaust were mostly Jews, 

nor is there any mention that Jews were victims of the Nazis. The only mention of Jews is that 

“Nolan is speaking in broad, general terms, linking the Holocaust to the historical persecution 

of the Jews.” 

 

Erasing Jews as the victims in the Holocaust obscures the fact that the Holocaust was a planned 

extermination directed specifically against Jews, and it minimises antisemitism during the Nazi 

era. In addition, the Germans, as principal perpetrators of the Holocaust, are also not mentioned 

or named. In summary, the article named neither the victims nor the perpetrators. 

 

https://www.pedestrian.tv/news/brisbane-nazi-flag-outside-synagogue/
https://www.facebook.com/Better-Laws-for-Safe-QLD-109668067540114/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX4xZYsPaYnazWAwEWSl11iGtv6FWOMzfMEK_ocVl6w-Ru1M8Jn5X1hyOJjTRs3aIszD5NJEieJjE1t1_cNf6KAwlOuUO6k-R2hhXEogazGB7DcE32Sn5PEJaWkFSZ_yzOdp0ELFBSfpP-tjTK_t10167Lo7JiOGMLMX3IxIGFLiw&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=386810253159226&id=109668067540114
https://www.smh.com.au/culture/art-and-design/shaken-to-his-core-sidney-nolan-confronts-the-banality-of-evil-20220815-p5ba2b.html
https://www.smh.com.au/culture/art-and-design/shaken-to-his-core-sidney-nolan-confronts-the-banality-of-evil-20220815-p5ba2b.html
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In response to the erasure, Rabbi James Kennard tweeted: “This is the inevitable reductio ad 

absurdum of the universalisation of the Holocaust. “The Holocaust is the ultimate manifestation 

of man’s inhumanity to man”. No; it’s the ultimate manifestation of man’s inhumanity to 

Jews.” https://twitter.com/JamesKennard/status/1561951825435058177 

 

 

Online Comments  

The following section is composed of online comments by readers on the websites and/or social 

media pages of mainstream media outlets. The significance of antisemitic comments remaining 

online is two-fold: firstly, the fact that such comments are allowed to remain online without 

moderation demonstrates the online host’s (eg media) tolerance for antisemitic comments, 

and/or a lack of knowledge, insight or capacity to identify antisemitism; and secondly, the 

contents of the comments indicate the levels and types of antisemitic beliefs held by individuals 

within the general community, and reveal the extent of antisemitic hatreds that exist even in a 

relatively tolerant society like Australia. The following is just a sample of antisemitic 

comments posted online on mainstream sites. 

 

 

ABC News: Facebook comments 

ABC News · August 6, 2022 · 6.35am 

“Israeli air strikes hit targets across Gaza, killing a senior commander of the Palestinian Islamic 

Jihad movement, which fired 100 rockets and said it could hit Tel Aviv in response.” 

 

Comments: 

• Mandy Napier and I’m not a leftist or a rightist. I’m a humanist who thinks that 

displacing people then committing genocide on them is unjustifiable 

 

• Ngaya Budyeri Wow what a biased headline. No mention of all the innocents including 

children that lost their lives due to these greedy land grabbing genocidal maniacs? 

 

• Ngaya Budyeri No such thing as an innocent israhelli 

 

• June Nassar Kirk your mob, people suffering over 7 decades of having their homes, 

villages infrastructure and basic freedom destroyed by a mob of Zionist mainly 

European Jews who are now living in Palestinian’s homes and on their land simply 

because they are Jews! I am one who with my family had to leave Palestine under threat 

by this corrupt “mob”! 

 

• John Jones Israel = the Apex of Evil 

 

• Shane Buck Kick the  out 

 

• Neil Chandra We can't actually say, because they've convinced our politicians to put in 

place so many laws regarding anti semetisism. Stricter than any race hate laws against 

aborigines, even though atrocities, enslavement and genocides against aborigines was 

actually widespread throughout White settlement in our country and anti-semitism 

barely has happened here.  

 

• Mossimo Grillo they killed a terrorist. Judaism is mostly old testament, right? not a 

very peaceful book when i read it 

https://twitter.com/JamesKennard/status/1561951825435058177
https://www.facebook.com/abcnews.au/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVSZMWBXOyDQHpnSL8VgZBemqNff2gGUqTTU0PJZ5NGZh6M5FhGigx3sOATmFVjaYBshdzSPaBCf-zPobPCngf76nq3FMPbNOAEIKbvE4Nak6BAMY5NUomWiQ0dGBdJBl-EmH9mdFi48ypVBIwev70haRd2_ZBk4G1ujUQHQ6ayNyf8ONOq_1l6G-qLdi34hdw&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/abcnews.au/posts/pfbid0WEG8zePhmvTtzMkrRdq92ssTvZSqmppGweGL1exZkVPfFCrYq2wdyeVN7BcPDtLwl
https://www.facebook.com/mandy.napier.7?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0NjQ3MDAzNDk4OF84MDk5MTA1MzM3MTMyMTc%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVSZMWBXOyDQHpnSL8VgZBemqNff2gGUqTTU0PJZ5NGZh6M5FhGigx3sOATmFVjaYBshdzSPaBCf-zPobPCngf76nq3FMPbNOAEIKbvE4Nak6BAMY5NUomWiQ0dGBdJBl-EmH9mdFi48ypVBIwev70haRd2_ZBk4G1ujUQHQ6ayNyf8ONOq_1l6G-qLdi34hdw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100076810864313&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0NjQ3MDAzNDk4OF8xMzgwMzg1OTE5MTE4OTQw&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVSZMWBXOyDQHpnSL8VgZBemqNff2gGUqTTU0PJZ5NGZh6M5FhGigx3sOATmFVjaYBshdzSPaBCf-zPobPCngf76nq3FMPbNOAEIKbvE4Nak6BAMY5NUomWiQ0dGBdJBl-EmH9mdFi48ypVBIwev70haRd2_ZBk4G1ujUQHQ6ayNyf8ONOq_1l6G-qLdi34hdw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100076810864313&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0NjQ3MDAzNDk4OF8yODk0NDIxNDM3NTMwMTg3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVSZMWBXOyDQHpnSL8VgZBemqNff2gGUqTTU0PJZ5NGZh6M5FhGigx3sOATmFVjaYBshdzSPaBCf-zPobPCngf76nq3FMPbNOAEIKbvE4Nak6BAMY5NUomWiQ0dGBdJBl-EmH9mdFi48ypVBIwev70haRd2_ZBk4G1ujUQHQ6ayNyf8ONOq_1l6G-qLdi34hdw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/june.kirk.10?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0NjQ3MDAzNDk4OF82MTIzMDk3MjA0MTQzNDM%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVSZMWBXOyDQHpnSL8VgZBemqNff2gGUqTTU0PJZ5NGZh6M5FhGigx3sOATmFVjaYBshdzSPaBCf-zPobPCngf76nq3FMPbNOAEIKbvE4Nak6BAMY5NUomWiQ0dGBdJBl-EmH9mdFi48ypVBIwev70haRd2_ZBk4G1ujUQHQ6ayNyf8ONOq_1l6G-qLdi34hdw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/johan.jones.7334?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0NjQ3MDAzNDk4OF8xMTk0MzE1NDE4MDI1NjE5&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVSZMWBXOyDQHpnSL8VgZBemqNff2gGUqTTU0PJZ5NGZh6M5FhGigx3sOATmFVjaYBshdzSPaBCf-zPobPCngf76nq3FMPbNOAEIKbvE4Nak6BAMY5NUomWiQ0dGBdJBl-EmH9mdFi48ypVBIwev70haRd2_ZBk4G1ujUQHQ6ayNyf8ONOq_1l6G-qLdi34hdw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/shane.buck.75?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0NjQ3MDAzNDk4OF81NzU3NzI4NDA5MjkyOTc%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVSZMWBXOyDQHpnSL8VgZBemqNff2gGUqTTU0PJZ5NGZh6M5FhGigx3sOATmFVjaYBshdzSPaBCf-zPobPCngf76nq3FMPbNOAEIKbvE4Nak6BAMY5NUomWiQ0dGBdJBl-EmH9mdFi48ypVBIwev70haRd2_ZBk4G1ujUQHQ6ayNyf8ONOq_1l6G-qLdi34hdw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/hand5?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0NjQ3MDAzNDk4OF8xNDEyNDg4OTE1OTI0MzM1&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVSZMWBXOyDQHpnSL8VgZBemqNff2gGUqTTU0PJZ5NGZh6M5FhGigx3sOATmFVjaYBshdzSPaBCf-zPobPCngf76nq3FMPbNOAEIKbvE4Nak6BAMY5NUomWiQ0dGBdJBl-EmH9mdFi48ypVBIwev70haRd2_ZBk4G1ujUQHQ6ayNyf8ONOq_1l6G-qLdi34hdw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009809530536&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0NjQ3MDAzNDk4OF81ODYwNTE3MzYzODEzNzc%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVSZMWBXOyDQHpnSL8VgZBemqNff2gGUqTTU0PJZ5NGZh6M5FhGigx3sOATmFVjaYBshdzSPaBCf-zPobPCngf76nq3FMPbNOAEIKbvE4Nak6BAMY5NUomWiQ0dGBdJBl-EmH9mdFi48ypVBIwev70haRd2_ZBk4G1ujUQHQ6ayNyf8ONOq_1l6G-qLdi34hdw&__tn__=R%5d-R
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• Ma Memari Isreal = apartheid, Nazis 

 

• Maaka Raumati like the I$raeli $ewis£ terrorists who have waged war on these poor 

people ever since they were gifted something that was never theirs to start with 

 

 

ABC News: Facebook comments 

ABC News · August 6, 2022 · 2.45pm 

“Israeli air strikes have hit targets across Gaza, killing a senior commander of the Palestinian 

Islamic Jihad movement and prompting the militant group to fire 100 rockets into Israel” [In 

fact, the Israeli air strikes had been in response to earlier Palestinian rocket attacks].  

 

Comments: 

• Dimmers Dim zionism is brutality as lethal as nazism 

 

• Sebastian Simon Preston Hall The Israeli government are the war criminals!!! This is 

not their land!! They are blood thirsty cretins 

 

• Omar Al Asmar Israel is a terrorist group 

 

 

ABC News: Facebook comments 

ABC News · August 7, 2022 

“At least ten people ... have been killed after an Israeli air strike into the Gaza Strip — 

authorities say they were striking at terrorists ...” 

 

Comments:  

• Andres Nunez it can't...the jews lobby would cry that is antisemitism. 

 

• John Turner Israelis hate Palestinians. They use the propaganda they created, which 

says their God has made them his chosen people and because the US and Britain are 

controlled by Zionist sympathisers, the war crimes continue without UN condemnation. 

Nothing changes. … Israel is the cruellest of all nations 70 years of colonial ethnic 

cleansing cannot be rewritten by their propaganda. 

 

 

The Australian: website comments 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/nation/hamas-set-to-be-labelled-terror-group-by-

australia/news-story/0a244ac83de11681b84094c65965be93 

“Australia ‘must list Hamas as terrorists’” - October 14, 2021 

 

Comment: 

• Hir They are both Arab ethbnicities.  Palestinians and Israelis, the difference is the 

Israliesvwere welcomed as refugees but morphed into ver effective usurpers heavily 

financially backed by meddling America. 

 

 

The Australian: Twitter comments 

https://twitter.com/australian/status/1486893196793692163 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100072383912077&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0NjQ3MDAzNDk4OF83NDQxMzM0MzM1MDgwNzE%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVSZMWBXOyDQHpnSL8VgZBemqNff2gGUqTTU0PJZ5NGZh6M5FhGigx3sOATmFVjaYBshdzSPaBCf-zPobPCngf76nq3FMPbNOAEIKbvE4Nak6BAMY5NUomWiQ0dGBdJBl-EmH9mdFi48ypVBIwev70haRd2_ZBk4G1ujUQHQ6ayNyf8ONOq_1l6G-qLdi34hdw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/Mali.Cristo?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0NjQ3MDAzNDk4OF8xMjAyNzY1MzAzOTA1ODg1&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVSZMWBXOyDQHpnSL8VgZBemqNff2gGUqTTU0PJZ5NGZh6M5FhGigx3sOATmFVjaYBshdzSPaBCf-zPobPCngf76nq3FMPbNOAEIKbvE4Nak6BAMY5NUomWiQ0dGBdJBl-EmH9mdFi48ypVBIwev70haRd2_ZBk4G1ujUQHQ6ayNyf8ONOq_1l6G-qLdi34hdw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/abcnews.au/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV59ynB1cVS5weAYtM3vdvtrfapG067AvTz6Svk-yAbhBbX8llQZVSSK45oaVOk0h2rADrT2xu_DBdBvyYfqsKAv_rttEpTMe9duokKRgDWB-_xEbFGc9uOJUHYmn9umYSOjrlifjumjky-9DTio1O83dkelkL2nve47TJMuuHuy2qwVmmlpulfosYO5cYwlk8&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/abcnews.au/posts/pfbid025KQpTMzKrQL5qxLVEL3o4XP9SgDmARaLBz2m9RzYzmJwzoUbidFUmM3zBCZHsbUal
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100081833778467&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0NzExMzI2NDk4OF8xNDk0ODQ4NzE3NjI0MzYy&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV59ynB1cVS5weAYtM3vdvtrfapG067AvTz6Svk-yAbhBbX8llQZVSSK45oaVOk0h2rADrT2xu_DBdBvyYfqsKAv_rttEpTMe9duokKRgDWB-_xEbFGc9uOJUHYmn9umYSOjrlifjumjky-9DTio1O83dkelkL2nve47TJMuuHuy2qwVmmlpulfosYO5cYwlk8&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/swingingsafari007?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0NzExMzI2NDk4OF82MjQ5ODUxNjYwMjU4Mzg%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV59ynB1cVS5weAYtM3vdvtrfapG067AvTz6Svk-yAbhBbX8llQZVSSK45oaVOk0h2rADrT2xu_DBdBvyYfqsKAv_rttEpTMe9duokKRgDWB-_xEbFGc9uOJUHYmn9umYSOjrlifjumjky-9DTio1O83dkelkL2nve47TJMuuHuy2qwVmmlpulfosYO5cYwlk8&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/omar.almasri.56863?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0NzExMzI2NDk4OF8xNDkwMzkzNTU0NzE1OTc5&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV59ynB1cVS5weAYtM3vdvtrfapG067AvTz6Svk-yAbhBbX8llQZVSSK45oaVOk0h2rADrT2xu_DBdBvyYfqsKAv_rttEpTMe9duokKRgDWB-_xEbFGc9uOJUHYmn9umYSOjrlifjumjky-9DTio1O83dkelkL2nve47TJMuuHuy2qwVmmlpulfosYO5cYwlk8&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/abcnews.au/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX6YKU_eaNHFWlzj1r7vFoLqOrf4vRVKru-HwhvdmhZGZvv9T-4jbAO5LeExg3SEmsSt9CxH-WYj8Dp-ldX8eRKUqDBOWsJAQeTlgwiU1lARS_2CAYymZizt-ieyfZxWwmhJAOpaDCW-92tO97MRkAo9dTXS0swkkqBxTxwdbeXcZJTQ1ru-R36n75avwUJgWc&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/abcnews.au/posts/pfbid026eJ5x3KfRcMjf4b3FcTbP2aFExxX8GhmTAPTwwxTSnAZ8XaSscBKWPPehEDVxGCNl
https://www.facebook.com/andres.nunez.982?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0ODg4MzA2NDk4OF83NDI5MDk4MjAzMTg2MDA%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX6YKU_eaNHFWlzj1r7vFoLqOrf4vRVKru-HwhvdmhZGZvv9T-4jbAO5LeExg3SEmsSt9CxH-WYj8Dp-ldX8eRKUqDBOWsJAQeTlgwiU1lARS_2CAYymZizt-ieyfZxWwmhJAOpaDCW-92tO97MRkAo9dTXS0swkkqBxTxwdbeXcZJTQ1ru-R36n75avwUJgWc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100074419101747&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MzY0ODg4MzA2NDk4OF83MTk1MzgyMjkxNDY2ODU%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX6YKU_eaNHFWlzj1r7vFoLqOrf4vRVKru-HwhvdmhZGZvv9T-4jbAO5LeExg3SEmsSt9CxH-WYj8Dp-ldX8eRKUqDBOWsJAQeTlgwiU1lARS_2CAYymZizt-ieyfZxWwmhJAOpaDCW-92tO97MRkAo9dTXS0swkkqBxTxwdbeXcZJTQ1ru-R36n75avwUJgWc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/nation/hamas-set-to-be-labelled-terror-group-by-australia/news-story/0a244ac83de11681b84094c65965be93
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/nation/hamas-set-to-be-labelled-terror-group-by-australia/news-story/0a244ac83de11681b84094c65965be93
https://twitter.com/australian/status/1486893196793692163
https://twitter.com/australian
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The Australian@australian · Jan 28, 2022·  

“Scott Morrison says anti-Semitism is still at work with anti-Israel boycotting, as calls grow to 

make Holocaust education compulsory in all jurisdictions.” 

 

Comments: 

• neil small@neildsmall· Jan 28, 2022  

Make sure they teach Israeli Apartheid and about the Israelis stealing Palestinians land! 

 

• Greg Prior@woomerasaust· Jan 28, 2022 

They also want to educate people about General Pattons Rhine Meadows Camps where 

thousands of German troops who had surrendered were interned without shelter, toilets 

and water. Thousands died from exposure and disease. This was just as bad as the 

Holocaust camps if not worse. 

 

• Teza@TezaAVFC· Jan 28, 2022 

Anti Israel is justified they don't speak for the Jews . 

 

• Wojciech Janas@janas_wojciech· Jan 28, 2022 

Modern day Israel is doing to Palestinias what Nazis did to Jews in Europe during 

WWII. Being against the ultra right wing stance of state of Israel should be of 

responsibility of every decent and humane person on this planet. 

 

• Hunter@Hunter19387719· Jan 29, 2022 

Why should it. Why are they then allowed to go murder the Palestinian and steal their 

land? What about the holocaust now in Yemen? 

 

 

Brisbane Times: website comment 

https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/culture/books/how-to-have-a-conversation-with-friends-

about-the-sally-rooney-translation-boycott-20211013-p58zqu.html 

“How to have a conversation with friends about the Sally Rooney translation boycott” - 

October 13, 2021  

 

Comment: 

• Costa parki mik One thing is certain ..the intimidated goyan diaspora is truly sick of the 

abusive use of the "anti-Semitism" label to silence any commentary on the crimes 

against humanity being committed on behalf of zionism. 

 

 

Brisbane Times: website comment 

https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/politics/federal/bipartisan-inquiry-urges-government-to-

consider-listing-all-of-hamas-as-terror-group-20211014-p59011.html 

“Bipartisan inquiry urges government to consider listing all of Hamas as terror group” - 

October 14, 2021  

 

Comment: 

• Richard ... Zionist dispossession and occupation of Palestine. It is just another step on 

the shameful journey by spineless dupes of the Zionist lobby from towards complete 

servility to a minority group who shamelessly and calculatedly use the pain and 

suffering of their recent ancestors to provide cover for their ongoing crimes against an 

https://twitter.com/australian
https://twitter.com/australian
https://twitter.com/australian
https://t.co/q9MPR3OvoY
https://t.co/q9MPR3OvoY
https://twitter.com/neildsmall
https://twitter.com/neildsmall
https://twitter.com/neildsmall/status/1486903733040529409
https://twitter.com/woomerasaust
https://twitter.com/woomerasaust
https://twitter.com/woomerasaust/status/1486910012413067266
https://twitter.com/TezaAVFC
https://twitter.com/TezaAVFC
https://twitter.com/TezaAVFC/status/1486919305237204993
https://twitter.com/janas_wojciech
https://twitter.com/janas_wojciech
https://twitter.com/janas_wojciech/status/1486910570763014144
https://twitter.com/Hunter19387719
https://twitter.com/Hunter19387719
https://twitter.com/Hunter19387719/status/1487066813271658497
https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/culture/books/how-to-have-a-conversation-with-friends-about-the-sally-rooney-translation-boycott-20211013-p58zqu.html
https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/culture/books/how-to-have-a-conversation-with-friends-about-the-sally-rooney-translation-boycott-20211013-p58zqu.html
https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/politics/federal/bipartisan-inquiry-urges-government-to-consider-listing-all-of-hamas-as-terror-group-20211014-p59011.html
https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/politics/federal/bipartisan-inquiry-urges-government-to-consider-listing-all-of-hamas-as-terror-group-20211014-p59011.html
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beaten and oppressed people. ... The biggest security threat facing Australia is extreme 

White Fascist Supremacist, not people cowering in the worlds biggest prisons of Gaza 

and the West Bank. ... But really, this is because there is an election coming and 

Morrison and his slippery entourage ... are trying to buy votes. 

 

 

Brisbane Times: website comments 

https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/politics/victoria/melbourne-uni-condemns-student-union-

over-call-for-israel-boycott-20220504-p5ailz.html 

“Melbourne Uni condemns student union over call for Israel boycott” - May 4, 2022. “The 

University of Melbourne has condemned as anti-Semitic a vote by its student union demanding 

the university cut ties with Israeli institutions and academics and boycott companies ...” 

 

Many of the comments displayed major ignorance about antisemitism, Jews, Judaism, Zionism 

and Israel, and the fact that some forms of criticism of Israel are clearly antisemitic, eg support 

for Israel’s destruction, comparing Israel to Nazis. The comments also showed ignorance and 

callous indifference to the impact on the way Jews are perceived and treated including on 

campus. Many asserted that there are no comments at all about Israel which are antisemitic. 

 

Comments: 

• Paul Disingenuous by the zionists yet again. 

 

• Sonia Henderson If criticising Israel for its crimes is anti-Semitic then I am proud to be 

anti-Semitic. 

 

• ddon3307 Surely a university administration should be aware that a motion supporting 

Palestinians, - Semites, cannot be 'anti-Semitic'. It is political propaganda to conflate 

anti-Zionism and anti-Semitism. 

 

• Steve2706 ... It is perflecy accetbale to be anti-Zionist without being ant-Semitic. 

 

• Bretto ... Which allows Israel to act unconscionably and without accountability. For a 

people that have been persecuted for millennium, the country of Israel are certainly the 

persecutors now. 

 

• BBill ... I do not understand why Mr Liebler would attempt to link Judaism with Israel. 

Judaism existed long before the modern day attachment of some Jews to Palestine. ...  

 

• Vote Morrison OUT Free Palestine. 

 

 

7News Brisbane: Facebook comments 

7NEWS Brisbane · October 30, 2021 

A man has been charged for allegedly flying a Nazi flag, above the Brisbane Synagogue.  

 

Comments: 

• Paul Price Nothing wrong with being against semitism 

 

• Jean Metzenheimer And? Check out what the Jews are doing to Palestinians EVERY 

day over a piece of land that isn’t even theirs. 

https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/politics/victoria/melbourne-uni-condemns-student-union-over-call-for-israel-boycott-20220504-p5ailz.html
https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/politics/victoria/melbourne-uni-condemns-student-union-over-call-for-israel-boycott-20220504-p5ailz.html
https://www.facebook.com/7NEWSBrisbane/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXtLlIA1O9PIx68h_G69Dh-D_OySB--ki7BlcLKCNRAwloEuSDrfbGbfz93u7r-ezg5Pu7CAsBIwpV32BGcXsjdTWc307d58FACLB7CmtODAeqSvlRW9y9rvff7qPhXpc-kaE0XzvRHPz_zXA-QmUfbIHk4z82q-tpafdTxik16KQ&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/7NEWSBrisbane/videos/613132433159802/
https://www.facebook.com/paul.price.3382?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODk3MzEzMjgzNjE0ODE4XzQ4OTczNTU5NjAyNzcyMTc%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVKrOpIe0lM_4_30sKkg7r3bs2lKd9iFWyyXwwpvIqwYHfd6xAo8DQ0imKg7seBZBdy45gKidK6CV6trHr9xFBH3huSoNLdr5LM9JiQTNAO2HK5EwOnqIcWQsQqpLFyRdMX1TLqvwhICGyxaoQnt9KrdPb6WFWnR6KnigMjTkUWTg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/hazel.woodman.3?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODk3MzEzMjgzNjE0ODE4XzQ4OTc1MTY5NTY5Mjc3ODQ%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXtLlIA1O9PIx68h_G69Dh-D_OySB--ki7BlcLKCNRAwloEuSDrfbGbfz93u7r-ezg5Pu7CAsBIwpV32BGcXsjdTWc307d58FACLB7CmtODAeqSvlRW9y9rvff7qPhXpc-kaE0XzvRHPz_zXA-QmUfbIHk4z82q-tpafdTxik16KQ&__tn__=R%5d-R
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9 News: Facebook comments 

9 News · December 15, 2021  

After witnessing great evil, Holocaust survivor Eddie Jaku managed to find the positive. ... 

today Eddie was celebrated at a state memorial service. 

 

Comments: 

• Saif Masood Shah Meanwhile Palestinians are facing similar things but hey lets just 

forget about them and pretend they don't exist. What's jews went through wasn't right 

at all, what Palestinians arw going through for decades isn't right either. 

 

• Mick La Rosa His not a holocaust survivor because it did not happen . . The round up 

of Jews was a Zionist design plan to create Israel . . the same monsters behind this 

vaccine evil scam roll out . . 

 

• John Baker Missed the second Holocaust by that much 

 

 

9 News: Facebook comments 

https://www.9news.com.au/world/man-killed-swimming-pool-sinkhole-israel/af11a149-

590d-4866-9af1-f360fc991344 

On 22 July 2022, 9 News published an article “Man dies after sinkhole opens up underneath 

swimming pool in Israel”. The story was subsequently posted on the 9 News Facebook page. 

It elicited several antisemitic and offensive comments including the following: 

 

• “If only it swallowed all Zionists” 

• “Upsetting that it was only one man”  

• “Karma for being racist, land thieving dogs” 

• “Hopefully it sinks the rest of them”  

 

Source: https://www.australianjewishnews.com/jbd-counters-antisemitism/ 

 

 

9 News: Facebook comments 

9 News · August 6, 2022 

“Israel unleashed a wave of airstrikes in Gaza on Friday, killing at least eight people and 

wounding another 40, according to Palestinian officials.” 

 

Comments: 

• Dana Hijazi - Arabghani ... The Zionist regime is the terrorist here but because the west 

funds them they make you believe otherwise 

 

• Usman Awan Even US is their servant. All big businesses in US belongs to Jewish 

people. 

 

• Majestic Mark Zionist are the problem 

 

• Majestic Mark UN are run by the Zionist they just take the money and run. 

https://www.facebook.com/9News/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX3zX0gl9EvnLlh7cad6pDrOfI2EFM-4zELVc_rzcIXVI0Rvi9rQLTVLgCnPj28d_lR4keQlsbPdRjUw87K2-4FCXdYpVyN0opN2ntzuV154J_oRRQNNaHB--hXDb2mY2wmNyjxfKETskmSJj9Goi_jnbAezfBS1Ywh1TaLzYlVtQ&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/9News/videos/314468183859748/
https://www.facebook.com/saifi.sms?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MDc3Nzg4MTY4OTM1NjQ2XzUwNzc5MjEyOTU1ODkwMDA%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX3zX0gl9EvnLlh7cad6pDrOfI2EFM-4zELVc_rzcIXVI0Rvi9rQLTVLgCnPj28d_lR4keQlsbPdRjUw87K2-4FCXdYpVyN0opN2ntzuV154J_oRRQNNaHB--hXDb2mY2wmNyjxfKETskmSJj9Goi_jnbAezfBS1Ywh1TaLzYlVtQ&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/mick.larosa.5?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MDc3Nzg4MTY4OTM1NjQ2XzUwNzgwMTMxNzU1Nzk4MTI%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX3zX0gl9EvnLlh7cad6pDrOfI2EFM-4zELVc_rzcIXVI0Rvi9rQLTVLgCnPj28d_lR4keQlsbPdRjUw87K2-4FCXdYpVyN0opN2ntzuV154J_oRRQNNaHB--hXDb2mY2wmNyjxfKETskmSJj9Goi_jnbAezfBS1Ywh1TaLzYlVtQ&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100059724012291&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MDc3Nzg4MTY4OTM1NjQ2XzUwODA2MzY1Njg2NTA4MDY%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX3zX0gl9EvnLlh7cad6pDrOfI2EFM-4zELVc_rzcIXVI0Rvi9rQLTVLgCnPj28d_lR4keQlsbPdRjUw87K2-4FCXdYpVyN0opN2ntzuV154J_oRRQNNaHB--hXDb2mY2wmNyjxfKETskmSJj9Goi_jnbAezfBS1Ywh1TaLzYlVtQ&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.9news.com.au/world/man-killed-swimming-pool-sinkhole-israel/af11a149-590d-4866-9af1-f360fc991344
https://www.9news.com.au/world/man-killed-swimming-pool-sinkhole-israel/af11a149-590d-4866-9af1-f360fc991344
https://www.australianjewishnews.com/jbd-counters-antisemitism/
https://www.facebook.com/9News/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/9News/posts/pfbid031dU4dsvZuRuFqrZfc5hBJtzdAqzRxctGqdSAxR5hvYpoXCVYVMLRnJbTKfzty16Pl
https://www.facebook.com/dan.doun.73?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzU0NjQyMzQ4MTM2MTU5MjI%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/usman.muhammad.319452?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzExNTIyODUwODE5OTU4MTA%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100084148147895&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzEyMzQ0ODg5OTM5NzUzNzQ%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100084148147895&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzM3NTc5MTU4MTMwMDc4OQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
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• Kramer Ismail reality is a US backed apartheid terrorist state that targets innocent 

civilians … Those who support Israel’s crimes are also terrorists that need to be 

persecuted 

 

• Kramer Ismail the upcoming pharaoh or hitler will . History always repeats its self . 

Laugh now cry later 

 

• Neil Thomas Israel has nukes. N tells others not to. They are new fascists. 

 

• Ngaya Budyeri There would be nothing to 'defend' against if they weren't trying to 

dispossess and genocide INNOCENT Palestinians. 

 

• Marie Walsh  you are very good at spreading lies. Nazi Israel strikes again 

 

• Stevie Jobs Jewish liar lol 

 

• James Bullock ... And some of the similarities between what the nazis did to the jews 

is disturbingly similar to what israel is doing to palestine. 

 

• Jyoti J Skydancer exactly ! I can’t believe they have been behaving like Nazi’s & 

persecuting fior so long now and then spew misinformation and call their victims the 

baddies. They have become the same Evil that persecuted them. The world tried to save 

them … now they ARE that exact evil 

 

• Ælī Khâŋ Tørį Israel is a terrorist country they have no mercy even they are not 

human!!! 

 

• Jyoti J Skydancer Israel is the dehumanising persecutor. It does harm to others like 

others did to Jews in WW2. Now feel the same ignorant arrogant abusive evil 

entitlement to persecute for control domination and self gain. Shame shame shame 

 

• Kramer Ismail Israel is an apartheid and there supporters are criminals 

 

• Neil Thomas Go back to invading Europe... and being the discriminating ppl your Torah 

teach you... disgusting. 

 

• Jyoti J Skydancer utter lies - you persecute innocents. … you should have learnt by now 

that the harm done to Jews dehumanised in Nazi German - is the exact Dehumanisation 

Jewish Israeli’s are inflicting now. Shame on you. 

 

• Jyoti J Skydancer Israeli Jewish people have become controlling abusive persecutors. 

It’s disgusting. You have ben persecuted in WW2 then go on to be institutionalised 

persecutors and victimisers ok themselves. Truly deplorable. Israel is the Persecutor. 

Shame. … So disgusting. 

 

• Nita Rinaldi Israel is proving itself a rogue state 

 

https://www.facebook.com/sam.ismail.39142?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzEyNTA3NTkxMDU0NjUxMDk%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/sam.ismail.39142?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzExMjYwODc2MDQ2NTg2ODY%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/neil.thomas.7549?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzQyNzA4ODIwMjcxNTM0Mw%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100076810864313&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzcyNTI2MzM4NTIwNTQxOA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/marie.walsh2?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzM4ODU0OTc2MzM4ODYxMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100083927701851&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzczNDQyMzcxNDI2MDgyNA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100014079753845&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3Xzc4NzA4NDQ5MjcyOTk5MQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jyoti.jskydancer?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzYyNjI0NDg2MjA2NTQwNA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/alee.shanee?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzU5MTkyNTQ5OTEwMjExMQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jyoti.jskydancer?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzYwNTQ0ODQzNDQzODc0Mg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/sam.ismail.39142?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzYwNzk0MjQ3NzQxMTIwMA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/neil.thomas.7549?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzQ0MzM5NDg2NzY3NTYxNw%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jyoti.jskydancer?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzQxODQ3MDE0MDEwMDE5MA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jyoti.jskydancer?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3Xzc2NzE5MDY3NzkzNTU0Ng%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/nita.rinaldi.3?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzU4MzYyMDU1NjU2NjcyMw%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
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• Ngaya Budyeri Not as confused as someone who believes anything the genocidal land 

thieves of Israhell say. 

 

• Jyoti J Skydancer It has become like the Nazis that persecuted them in WW2 

 

• Neil Thomas Bye bye Zionists. The march is on... have a swim in the sea. 

 

• Michael Allen your mother should’ve been baked by Adolf 

 

• Craig Reeve Difference between a Jew and a pizza 

 

• Neil Thomas The 40s gas worked well. 

 

• Bua Nong It seems the Jewish people only remember one war. 

 

• Moe Dee This is israel. A bunch of cowards and rats. Always killing innocent people. 

Why not report the little kids they're locking up? 

 

• Majestic Mark Oh the Zionism no wonder the world is a mess 

 

• Sash Kosanovic Ummm sooooo where is everyone standing with Palestine? Putting 

Palestinian Flags on their facebook Where is all the sanctions against Israel? Nooo, You 

know why? BECAUSE THE JOOS RUN THE WORLD 

 

• HuSs Ghasham The terrorist apartheid occupation can’t go a day with out the taste of 

Palestinian blood 

 

• Peter Ariss The oppressed have become the oppressors!! 

 

• Tony Velevski Israel back to its old tricks killing innocent woman and children 

 

• Micheal A Edwards They are pretty good at genocide those Israeli's hey 

 

• Zack Sitlhou … This is actually an attack by the Neo-Nazi state of Israel that supports 

the Neo-Nazi autocrat, Zelensky …  

 

• Noor Hijazi This Zionist regime has to go, but sadly we live in a world that most super 

power countries are toothless to take action. 

 

• Buddy Semrani Typical from the western world, God will put an end to all this and first 

will be Israel 

 

 

9 News: Facebook comments 

9 News · August 7, 2022 

“Israeli airstrikes flattened homes in Gaza and Palestinian rocket barrages into southern Israel 

persisted for a second day, raising fears of another major escalation in the Mideast conflict.”  

 

Comments: 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100076810864313&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzQ4ODk2NTU3OTcwMzQzNA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jyoti.jskydancer?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzYzMzgzMzY1ODA4MTk0Nw%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/neil.thomas.7549?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzQ4MTgxMjE3Mzc4MDI3Mw%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/michael.ali.1048554?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzU5NjgzODQ0ODYzMzkyMQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/ausvo99?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzM1MTE0ODAzMzc1MDY0MA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/neil.thomas.7549?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzExMTA4MzA1NzMxOTYxNjc%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/bua.nong.12?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3Xzc3NTY5OTY0MDI3MzgzMA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100013501803919&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzE1MzM0Njk2ODA0MjIwMjU%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100084148147895&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzYzMzA5ODc1NTA3ODg2NQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/sash.kosanovic?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzMxODgwMDY5MzQ4NDczMzc%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/hussein.ghasham.9?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzQwMTAzMDI1ODc5NDYyMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/peter.ariss?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzQ1NzM0NTUwMjkyNjE1Ng%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/tony.kralevski?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzQ2ODg2OTQ3NDY5Mzg3MA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/micheal.edwards.98?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzgwNTY1ODc1Mzg5NzYyOQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/zacky.moon?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzgzOTAwMzM5NDA4MTI5Ng%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/noureldin.hijazi?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzU2MjI3MjA0OTAxNDY4Mw%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/buddy.semrani?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODA5NjI3ODE5MDg1MDA3XzExMDgxNjkxOTY3NzMwOTM%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWUTZW8NYAPNgnuDT6ArKEWkmU4qjpxuYpgZetf_MKEusizOIqcGLthfEdJv9Rod-89vigrJKxZz6Dx6UFYMGHY12RWCsxzVCiBOcxBKEcSuwywqlaTFZIvWG3_epQiY_OReZsnmjsRvWNcdavIq2j1ZkGi83BAi3ZI4fYXkj0UzakbrIhlCr21EzSjYXsJwBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/9News/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/9News/posts/pfbid0ZFSB1izCsxCM673RmbVQh8Vodqh3HvxCpY7bDHQNEeTaMg6MoBEMmvS4nsWMsrujl
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• Sean Blanch maybe they ain't calling it terrorism because they are jews 

 

• Jacob Goldbergstein Israel deserves all that land the Rothschild didn't do deals with the 

British for them to have to keep fighting against goyim for it. UK and its allies should 

honor the Balfour declaration and help Israel there greatest ally [irony] 

 

• Patrick Steinhaus Heavenly father will protect all the palestinians that get slaughtered 

by the antichristian zionists 

 

• Kevin Gibson Israel acts like a terrorist state, what sort of god agrees with that 

 

• Haidar Al Khafaji mountainofjew is a great drink especially in ww2 times  

 

• Tony Husari cant say anything negative about gods chosen tribe 

 

• Karl Nasrallah his a putrid kalb yahoodi khanzer [Arabic for dog Jew pig] 

 

• Travis Gorden Barrett Someone should Nuke Israel 

 

• Stuie Villis Israel would be fine without Jews 

 

• Tony Husari War and death and playing victim. Gods chosen tribe love it. 

 

• Ozdil Talat Nami in the meantime, fake zionist jews are killing innocent Palestinian 

women and children.. 

 

• Marie Marzovilla Because the US would step in & drag all their allies with them 

causing a world war. Remember US money=Jewish money  

 

• Jimmy Rima Israeli will have there day ,the dogs 

 

• Adrian Galizia Zionists at it again hey 

 

• Deena Ekermawi Zionist’s have destroyed the earth ! 

 

• Sanel Sokolic Poor palestinians suffer the crimes of europe in ww2, Germany suffered 

no where near that much, neither has the other ex Nazi nations. WHY???? 

 

• Vivienne Arranz-Boyle Israel= murderer 

 

• Adam Fosteer Someone bring hitler back… 

 

 

News.com: website comments 

https://www.news.com.au/national/victoria/melbourne-mum-finds-nazi-swastika-engraved-

at-popular-park/news-story/6695ab660289ba8cf2a61a63b529a653 

“Melbourne mum finds Nazi swastika engraved at popular park” - December 19, 2021 

 

https://www.facebook.com/sean.blanch.524?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1XzM0NDMyMzM2MTExNjg4NQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jacob.goldbergstein.1?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1XzMyNzMxMTQ0NzYyNjE0ODY%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/patrick.steinhaus.965?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1XzEzODkyNDg5NTgyMjM1Mzk%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/kevin.gibson.18041?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1Xzc3NzA1NDM3Njc1MzMwOQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/MrIraqI313?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1XzM3Mzc0MjQ1ODI0MjIyOQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/tony.huss.3?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1XzQ0NTg4ODg2NDEwNTE1Mg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100005733258750&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1Xzc0MjMzMTkxMDM4MDgwMQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/travis.g.barrett?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1XzEyNjI5OTQ5Mjc4MDc2MTE%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100010200018603&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1XzIyOTU5MTgyNDM5MjI3Nzk%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/tony.huss.3?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1XzU3ODEzODE5NzMxMTcxNg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/ozdiltalat.nami?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1XzQ1NDM1NjM2NjU1MjAyNA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008403420116&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1XzU3NDgxMTExNjUxOTg5MTg%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jamel.rima?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1XzM4MTYzNDc1NzI1MDA1OQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/adrian.galizia.3?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1Xzg0NzMwMjY5OTU3MjgyOQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/deena.ekermawi?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1XzQ0ODYwMDUwMzY0OTQxMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100018406607170&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1Xzc4MTExMjQzOTczNzE2NA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/vivienne.arranzboyle?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1XzYxMzQ3Njg5Njc4Nzk5NQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/yamumisyadad?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODEyNzE2NjA1NDQyNzk1XzYxOTQwMTk3NjIwNzI5MA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWscJGqTIbV3WsKQfumUwm8BwgW9SgzlL8n4RHdo3YudeYQ012y0O7FCh0e7TKLU9vvtYkbw2el5CcucHz4n2ViSeHt6GhjBi5dcFVFm_Wj7dINeEIkhnqSQeLjgNfXl4PfyCFsncFITPCGBLwAUnAI3147-Bk4VJOO6eKrgSI23RYZQSgRDS6Ngcv6LnTNjPg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.news.com.au/national/victoria/melbourne-mum-finds-nazi-swastika-engraved-at-popular-park/news-story/6695ab660289ba8cf2a61a63b529a653
https://www.news.com.au/national/victoria/melbourne-mum-finds-nazi-swastika-engraved-at-popular-park/news-story/6695ab660289ba8cf2a61a63b529a653
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Most of the comments mentioned that the swastika is a Hindu symbol (which it also is). Those 

comments are NOT reproduced below. Other comments called for Jews to get over it, while 

others posted antisemitic code words and symbols. 

 

Comments: 

• Bazinga If the premiers would stop emulating Josef Mengele then there would be no 

need for the swastika.  

 

• hEiL H Get over it [name implies Heil Hitler] 

 

• Oy Vey You can't make this stuff up. Except when you do. It's another shoah. :( 

 

• Gerry Make it 110. [referring to expulsion of Jews] 

 

 

SBS News: Facebook comment 

SBS News · October 30, 2021 

A Nazi flag seen displayed in a building neighbouring a Brisbane synagogue has prompted the 

Jewish community to again call for stronger laws banning the symbol. 

 

Comment: 

• Cam Johnston Ban the Star of David too. 

 

 

SBS News: Facebook comments 

SBS News · January 28, 2022 

“This 100 year old Holocaust survivor has hit out at anti-vaxxers for wearing yellow stars 

similar to the ones Jews were forced to wear to compare vaccine mandates to the Holocaust.” 

 

Comments: 

• Sadam Schwatsonegger Why were they so despised and hated by the germans and 

almost every country and nation in the world? Were they doing something wrong? Just 

curious.. so sad 

 

• Terence Shaw That so called Jewish Star is satanic and is not found in the Sanctuary of 

God ... 

 

 

SBS News: Facebook comments 

SBS News · February 17, 2022 

“The Morrison government will list the entirety of Hamas as a terrorist organisation as part of 

a sweeping update of Australia’s proscription of extremist groups” 

 

Comments: 

• Khaled Falastini One makes you wonder how much donations and who makes them out 

to these politicians to push such agendas. 

 

• Ramesh Singh Khaled Falastini lol jEwS cOntRoL tHe wOrLd  

 

https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVY4e8A4VWRex0RGQXRgRGdFwSIwE5bgBDT_tuoY9Am22l6L1yW9101PNffVNLTiEk18mBVVbSo8CXQgU2ONQ7yLfD8wXad09l0EntRorFKXMCzFlNoGvAzJX92DV-F8SDKGOXwnxf1R-AkOXWk7GJk&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/posts/5071584126194529
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1148036233&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MDcxNTg0MTI2MTk0NTI5XzUwNzE4Nzc0NDk0OTg1MzA%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVY4e8A4VWRex0RGQXRgRGdFwSIwE5bgBDT_tuoY9Am22l6L1yW9101PNffVNLTiEk18mBVVbSo8CXQgU2ONQ7yLfD8wXad09l0EntRorFKXMCzFlNoGvAzJX92DV-F8SDKGOXwnxf1R-AkOXWk7GJk&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVMJLuf_jZjDTaLhgqzDp00ocdPrGiz8e1gh-TssG8aIXYu-AkT29FD-mtF5JELjH9ML34DHkWggiwyQOpxqtP02aiJsCxdTUzoctIVX1OIuGI3sY3_BGciZ498_hvWN9ZHhJtL1pI6FwSLeipB_kLT81j1revh23aySW1nZcrKAQ&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/posts/pfbid0pA6aEjXTpJAHYZ3TxF4LG9d2B3ozqwDGZCzSUEqDbbArfD2L24WrHVUhWMypaj97l
https://www.facebook.com/sneakyyy?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1NDAxNzI3MjI2NTEzNTQ5XzU0MDYyODY1NTYwNTc2MTY%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVMJLuf_jZjDTaLhgqzDp00ocdPrGiz8e1gh-TssG8aIXYu-AkT29FD-mtF5JELjH9ML34DHkWggiwyQOpxqtP02aiJsCxdTUzoctIVX1OIuGI3sY3_BGciZ498_hvWN9ZHhJtL1pI6FwSLeipB_kLT81j1revh23aySW1nZcrKAQ&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100017301313869&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1NDAxNzI3MjI2NTEzNTQ5XzU0MDc2MzU1NjkyNTYwNDg%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVMJLuf_jZjDTaLhgqzDp00ocdPrGiz8e1gh-TssG8aIXYu-AkT29FD-mtF5JELjH9ML34DHkWggiwyQOpxqtP02aiJsCxdTUzoctIVX1OIuGI3sY3_BGciZ498_hvWN9ZHhJtL1pI6FwSLeipB_kLT81j1revh23aySW1nZcrKAQ&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXKmZkRgBItcn2MMUe6DmZGPhjeatsoImBBmehHlXYc4I1wjiHkgRAv1We7zwwQNWp09V1594fmtD4zolOyXdMscoYmadPEnIC3CHX2O4m_47pmAD9Wpiazp3WRexif2N75PcVc8la-muTRWUViPii0Qi9xw_WtfuJfxqI_pExmUyjP_U5aD-Cv1ytxhHu0JoI&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/posts/5467429429943328
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001409399028&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1NDY3NDI5NDI5OTQzMzI4XzU0Njc1NzgwMTk5Mjg0Njk%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXKmZkRgBItcn2MMUe6DmZGPhjeatsoImBBmehHlXYc4I1wjiHkgRAv1We7zwwQNWp09V1594fmtD4zolOyXdMscoYmadPEnIC3CHX2O4m_47pmAD9Wpiazp3WRexif2N75PcVc8la-muTRWUViPii0Qi9xw_WtfuJfxqI_pExmUyjP_U5aD-Cv1ytxhHu0JoI&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100077473640630&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1NDY3NDI5NDI5OTQzMzI4XzU0Njc4OTg3NzY1NjMwNjA%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXKmZkRgBItcn2MMUe6DmZGPhjeatsoImBBmehHlXYc4I1wjiHkgRAv1We7zwwQNWp09V1594fmtD4zolOyXdMscoYmadPEnIC3CHX2O4m_47pmAD9Wpiazp3WRexif2N75PcVc8la-muTRWUViPii0Qi9xw_WtfuJfxqI_pExmUyjP_U5aD-Cv1ytxhHu0JoI&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001409399028&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXKmZkRgBItcn2MMUe6DmZGPhjeatsoImBBmehHlXYc4I1wjiHkgRAv1We7zwwQNWp09V1594fmtD4zolOyXdMscoYmadPEnIC3CHX2O4m_47pmAD9Wpiazp3WRexif2N75PcVc8la-muTRWUViPii0Qi9xw_WtfuJfxqI_pExmUyjP_U5aD-Cv1ytxhHu0JoI&__tn__=R%5d-R
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• Jon Bond Khaled Falastini ask the Jewish organisations that got the grant money from 

the LNP, there could be a hint in there somewhere. Or ask the other puppet Immigration 

minister about the bias (not unconscious) in the decision. 

 

• Trista May Because israhell meets strayas genocidal ethnic cleansing standards. Oi Oi 

Oi. 

 

• Adrian Straw it’s strange how the most oppressed people in ww2 have become the 

oppresser and Garza has become the worlds largest open air prison 

 

• Kane Goldsworthy Interesting donors maybe 

 

• Andy Fletcher Palestine belongs to the Palestinians, Israel should not even exist!  

 

• Michelle Clifford Idiots. How much money are they been given by the Israeli govt? 

 

• Kyle Melville END ZIONISM. FREE PALESTINE !!! 

 

 

SBS News: Facebook comments 

SBS News · May 11, 2022  

“Veteran Al Jazeera journalist Shireen Abu Aqla was shot dead by Israeli troops on Wednesday 

as she covered a raid on Jenin refugee camp in the occupied West Bank.” 

 

Comments: 

• Dennis Flockton never ever will that occur from either yanks or Ozzies, they are after 

all the CHOSEN ONES, HAHAHA . Israelis forget there are races of peoples been 

one planet earth for over 65,000 yrs and still going in AUSTRALIA along with their 

culture. No guns required strange that ay. ELOHIM rings true 

 

• Irene Loring This is shocking,trigger happy jews 

 

 

SBS News: Facebook comments 

SBS News · June 2, 2022  

“Victoria has passed legislation banning the public display of the Nazi swastika, in a 

"thunderous blow" to white supremacists.” 

 

Comment: 

• Alan Waterhouse i think they jewish people just lean on it to much , Christ they own 

the world what more do they want 

 

 

SBS News: Facebook comments 

SBS News · August 7, 2022 

“Daily life in Gaza has come to a standstill amid the worst violence in a year.” 

 

Comments:  

https://www.facebook.com/jon.bond.3133?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1NDY3NDI5NDI5OTQzMzI4XzU0Njc5OTIwOTk4ODcwNjE%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXKmZkRgBItcn2MMUe6DmZGPhjeatsoImBBmehHlXYc4I1wjiHkgRAv1We7zwwQNWp09V1594fmtD4zolOyXdMscoYmadPEnIC3CHX2O4m_47pmAD9Wpiazp3WRexif2N75PcVc8la-muTRWUViPii0Qi9xw_WtfuJfxqI_pExmUyjP_U5aD-Cv1ytxhHu0JoI&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001409399028&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXKmZkRgBItcn2MMUe6DmZGPhjeatsoImBBmehHlXYc4I1wjiHkgRAv1We7zwwQNWp09V1594fmtD4zolOyXdMscoYmadPEnIC3CHX2O4m_47pmAD9Wpiazp3WRexif2N75PcVc8la-muTRWUViPii0Qi9xw_WtfuJfxqI_pExmUyjP_U5aD-Cv1ytxhHu0JoI&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100077363743169&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1NDY3NDI5NDI5OTQzMzI4XzU0Njc1NjM0NTY1OTY1OTI%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXKmZkRgBItcn2MMUe6DmZGPhjeatsoImBBmehHlXYc4I1wjiHkgRAv1We7zwwQNWp09V1594fmtD4zolOyXdMscoYmadPEnIC3CHX2O4m_47pmAD9Wpiazp3WRexif2N75PcVc8la-muTRWUViPii0Qi9xw_WtfuJfxqI_pExmUyjP_U5aD-Cv1ytxhHu0JoI&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/adrian.straw?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1NDY3NDI5NDI5OTQzMzI4XzU0NjgyNjg4Mjk4NTkzODg%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXKmZkRgBItcn2MMUe6DmZGPhjeatsoImBBmehHlXYc4I1wjiHkgRAv1We7zwwQNWp09V1594fmtD4zolOyXdMscoYmadPEnIC3CHX2O4m_47pmAD9Wpiazp3WRexif2N75PcVc8la-muTRWUViPii0Qi9xw_WtfuJfxqI_pExmUyjP_U5aD-Cv1ytxhHu0JoI&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/kane.goldsworthy.5?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1NDY3NDI5NDI5OTQzMzI4XzU0Njc3NzcwNjY1NzUyMzE%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXKmZkRgBItcn2MMUe6DmZGPhjeatsoImBBmehHlXYc4I1wjiHkgRAv1We7zwwQNWp09V1594fmtD4zolOyXdMscoYmadPEnIC3CHX2O4m_47pmAD9Wpiazp3WRexif2N75PcVc8la-muTRWUViPii0Qi9xw_WtfuJfxqI_pExmUyjP_U5aD-Cv1ytxhHu0JoI&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/stailmangki?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1NDY3NDI5NDI5OTQzMzI4XzU0Njk4OTU0ODMwMzAwNTY%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXKmZkRgBItcn2MMUe6DmZGPhjeatsoImBBmehHlXYc4I1wjiHkgRAv1We7zwwQNWp09V1594fmtD4zolOyXdMscoYmadPEnIC3CHX2O4m_47pmAD9Wpiazp3WRexif2N75PcVc8la-muTRWUViPii0Qi9xw_WtfuJfxqI_pExmUyjP_U5aD-Cv1ytxhHu0JoI&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/michelle.clifford?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1NDY3NDI5NDI5OTQzMzI4XzU0Njc4MjIyMDMyMzczODQ%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXKmZkRgBItcn2MMUe6DmZGPhjeatsoImBBmehHlXYc4I1wjiHkgRAv1We7zwwQNWp09V1594fmtD4zolOyXdMscoYmadPEnIC3CHX2O4m_47pmAD9Wpiazp3WRexif2N75PcVc8la-muTRWUViPii0Qi9xw_WtfuJfxqI_pExmUyjP_U5aD-Cv1ytxhHu0JoI&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/kyle.melville.1?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1NDY3NDI5NDI5OTQzMzI4XzU0Njc1MzQ3NTY1OTk0NjI%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXKmZkRgBItcn2MMUe6DmZGPhjeatsoImBBmehHlXYc4I1wjiHkgRAv1We7zwwQNWp09V1594fmtD4zolOyXdMscoYmadPEnIC3CHX2O4m_47pmAD9Wpiazp3WRexif2N75PcVc8la-muTRWUViPii0Qi9xw_WtfuJfxqI_pExmUyjP_U5aD-Cv1ytxhHu0JoI&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVgoU19zXkoKDtsprF7CKvKeGkYrFdCjZnMrOHJMzh4S5XOg4AodhPqsgXjYe8cYCZKRSQLJu8rhkjc2Iq2Bc2Ikw2VlwFemJo3p3Z4aoZiasXmt5Cg_4iRwZQ2GNgCsfq3HyKH17VvRKZ1aFnsQK4xtzHn-qTXda5LiJ5ftess0pP-TDB7Yu1CKXH1HoAOWeg&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/posts/pfbid0HzEiupfB4AKBeyqktBMaWh3Jg4njLYA52JdPg3E6y7YG7M7wYoCwrK73pypg6yTvl
https://www.facebook.com/dennis.flockton.56?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1Njk4NTY2OTMzNDk2MjQyXzM5MzU1ODE1OTMxMTU2Nw%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVgoU19zXkoKDtsprF7CKvKeGkYrFdCjZnMrOHJMzh4S5XOg4AodhPqsgXjYe8cYCZKRSQLJu8rhkjc2Iq2Bc2Ikw2VlwFemJo3p3Z4aoZiasXmt5Cg_4iRwZQ2GNgCsfq3HyKH17VvRKZ1aFnsQK4xtzHn-qTXda5LiJ5ftess0pP-TDB7Yu1CKXH1HoAOWeg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/iloring1?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1Njk4NTY2OTMzNDk2MjQyXzUyNzIxMjk3NTcxMDkyNQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVgoU19zXkoKDtsprF7CKvKeGkYrFdCjZnMrOHJMzh4S5XOg4AodhPqsgXjYe8cYCZKRSQLJu8rhkjc2Iq2Bc2Ikw2VlwFemJo3p3Z4aoZiasXmt5Cg_4iRwZQ2GNgCsfq3HyKH17VvRKZ1aFnsQK4xtzHn-qTXda5LiJ5ftess0pP-TDB7Yu1CKXH1HoAOWeg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXzUkctCuVg5WqsA1WjOIRa9qtGOg9JSKr5xQ4Uii_1EtxmPuvyjalIKvrFg9iSOPaAp0SM0DTQC4DKNKjgD4GJi1exMX_Dh6L5gPR8WDkZU7r-Uq0WGlOx4TjH_EeZnz905VwSkSi5jxBJbGgqXmYo&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/posts/pfbid02FcscoaV4uh116AhYrPFUqAzweTRqVU3rExXnNfHLcX1ffuK7tFVx7ddZpGUefpvul
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007318845938&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1ODIyMDcwMzIxMTQ1OTAyXzU1NDMzODgwNjE2MDgzOQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXzUkctCuVg5WqsA1WjOIRa9qtGOg9JSKr5xQ4Uii_1EtxmPuvyjalIKvrFg9iSOPaAp0SM0DTQC4DKNKjgD4GJi1exMX_Dh6L5gPR8WDkZU7r-Uq0WGlOx4TjH_EeZnz905VwSkSi5jxBJbGgqXmYo&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWf0HNSr1qI5rdGscujGBQ6ZyUWI4Z_VqdgRwvkOKNTd9acArFIQtGE5tyukW5W-m8PO95KJ2irXbFmVcBjMTIHiQATl4avFjQuU2AfFiUG3kp6GF7KrzLi7TBtZAhwUcJGtrany351R-ubLpsrnF3JGi9OIAKVpDMyKO93ZNLFpV1tWqg6tNTfPEyzLLAjdoE&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/posts/pfbid02tSiqHjVh61utBWkUdLRT4WUXQt7pohXxJys45gcKLtVVQd9MpuKoqce66YMP2Ypal
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• Russell Nankervis For a group of people who faced such horrible treatment in WWII 

they seem rather eager to be cruel to their neighbours 

 

• Carl Cleves the victims have become the perpetrators 

 

• James Conor Sadly it seems the israeli government learned all the wrong things from 

their ancestors treatment in World War II. their 6 million dead brothers and sisters 

would be ashamed if they could see how they behave. 

 

• Darik Darda Fake #ZionismIsTerrorism  

 

• Pam Gurner-Hall I’d like to see a world wide campaign against Israeli Zionism and it’s 

brutal murderous ideology 

 

• Bob Tat Murderous zionist criminals and nay a murmur of complaints from Australia 

or other western regimes, Sick disgusting hypocritical societies that support this 

malevolent depraved Jewish entity. 

 

 

Sky News Australia: Youtube comments 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZFIwN4oPlE 

Sky News Australia - 27 Jan. 2022 

“New candidate emerges in Wentworth. Calamity CEO Daniel Lewkovitz has revealed he will 

be contesting the seat of Wentworth for the Liberal Democrats. ...”   

 

Comments: 

• Jimmy Cook Dave Sharma is a security threat to the Commonwealth of Australia. This 

traitor should be deported back to Israel. He is an agent ( Mossad) of a foreign power. 

He should be heading for the Commonwealth Gallows. 

 

• Jimmy Cook Spy news 100% Israeli candidates propaganda news. The enemy of the 

Commonwealth of Australia. 

 

• Krupt Wilson Does he have Mossad links ? 

 

• Americo Simoes Jewprise jewprise! 

 

• Zombienomicon oy vey shut it down 

 

• Jake Walklate im not voting for the (((liberal democrats))) 

 

  

Sky News Australia: Twitter comments 

Sky News Australia made several Tweets about International Holocaust Remembrance Day on 

27 January 2022. These elicited various antisemitic comments.  

 

Sky News Australia@SkyNewsAust · 6:46 PM · Jan 27, 2022· 

 

• El Jíbaro Marx @prjibaromarx·Jan 27, 2022 

https://www.facebook.com/rnankervis?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1OTUxNDA2MDg4MjEyMzI0XzIxOTkyNzc4OTM1NzE3MzE%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWf0HNSr1qI5rdGscujGBQ6ZyUWI4Z_VqdgRwvkOKNTd9acArFIQtGE5tyukW5W-m8PO95KJ2irXbFmVcBjMTIHiQATl4avFjQuU2AfFiUG3kp6GF7KrzLi7TBtZAhwUcJGtrany351R-ubLpsrnF3JGi9OIAKVpDMyKO93ZNLFpV1tWqg6tNTfPEyzLLAjdoE&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/carl.cleves.7?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1OTUxNDA2MDg4MjEyMzI0XzYyNjQxMzM0NTM3NDg4Mg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWf0HNSr1qI5rdGscujGBQ6ZyUWI4Z_VqdgRwvkOKNTd9acArFIQtGE5tyukW5W-m8PO95KJ2irXbFmVcBjMTIHiQATl4avFjQuU2AfFiUG3kp6GF7KrzLi7TBtZAhwUcJGtrany351R-ubLpsrnF3JGi9OIAKVpDMyKO93ZNLFpV1tWqg6tNTfPEyzLLAjdoE&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/conor.smith1?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1OTUxNDA2MDg4MjEyMzI0XzE3NDQ2MTY5NDkyMjU2NjA%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWf0HNSr1qI5rdGscujGBQ6ZyUWI4Z_VqdgRwvkOKNTd9acArFIQtGE5tyukW5W-m8PO95KJ2irXbFmVcBjMTIHiQATl4avFjQuU2AfFiUG3kp6GF7KrzLi7TBtZAhwUcJGtrany351R-ubLpsrnF3JGi9OIAKVpDMyKO93ZNLFpV1tWqg6tNTfPEyzLLAjdoE&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/Darikhab?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1OTUxNDA2MDg4MjEyMzI0XzYyOTAzMzk0MTcwNjgxNg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWf0HNSr1qI5rdGscujGBQ6ZyUWI4Z_VqdgRwvkOKNTd9acArFIQtGE5tyukW5W-m8PO95KJ2irXbFmVcBjMTIHiQATl4avFjQuU2AfFiUG3kp6GF7KrzLi7TBtZAhwUcJGtrany351R-ubLpsrnF3JGi9OIAKVpDMyKO93ZNLFpV1tWqg6tNTfPEyzLLAjdoE&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/zionismisterrorism?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWf0HNSr1qI5rdGscujGBQ6ZyUWI4Z_VqdgRwvkOKNTd9acArFIQtGE5tyukW5W-m8PO95KJ2irXbFmVcBjMTIHiQATl4avFjQuU2AfFiUG3kp6GF7KrzLi7TBtZAhwUcJGtrany351R-ubLpsrnF3JGi9OIAKVpDMyKO93ZNLFpV1tWqg6tNTfPEyzLLAjdoE&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/pgurnerhall?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1OTUxNDA2MDg4MjEyMzI0XzI0Nzc5NTM3MDU2NzgyOTc%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWf0HNSr1qI5rdGscujGBQ6ZyUWI4Z_VqdgRwvkOKNTd9acArFIQtGE5tyukW5W-m8PO95KJ2irXbFmVcBjMTIHiQATl4avFjQuU2AfFiUG3kp6GF7KrzLi7TBtZAhwUcJGtrany351R-ubLpsrnF3JGi9OIAKVpDMyKO93ZNLFpV1tWqg6tNTfPEyzLLAjdoE&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/bob.tat.33865?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1OTUxNDA2MDg4MjEyMzI0XzM4NDIwMTMxNzE5OTcyNQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWf0HNSr1qI5rdGscujGBQ6ZyUWI4Z_VqdgRwvkOKNTd9acArFIQtGE5tyukW5W-m8PO95KJ2irXbFmVcBjMTIHiQATl4avFjQuU2AfFiUG3kp6GF7KrzLi7TBtZAhwUcJGtrany351R-ubLpsrnF3JGi9OIAKVpDMyKO93ZNLFpV1tWqg6tNTfPEyzLLAjdoE&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZFIwN4oPlE
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCO0akufu9MOzyz3nvGIXAAw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9-VDdnNk8K_hfrqw-nwAlw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9-VDdnNk8K_hfrqw-nwAlw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRB05OyA5ZrPNAq_cICWYnw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9xh9zfSyJpYHltdZy2fY9w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCL3vKHtnudrUlGHL4w_QHTQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkd7yj-wqi9VahO2EeIV5BA
https://accounts.google.com/ServiceLogin?service=youtube&uilel=3&passive=true&continue=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fsignin%3Faction_handle_signin%3Dtrue%26app%3Ddesktop%26hl%3Den-GB%26next%3D%252Fwatch%253Fv%253DcZFIwN4oPlE&hl=en-GB
https://accounts.google.com/ServiceLogin?service=youtube&uilel=3&passive=true&continue=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fsignin%3Faction_handle_signin%3Dtrue%26app%3Ddesktop%26hl%3Den-GB%26next%3D%252Fwatch%253Fv%253DcZFIwN4oPlE&hl=en-GB
https://twitter.com/SkyNewsAust
https://twitter.com/SkyNewsAust
https://twitter.com/SkyNewsAust
https://twitter.com/SkyNews/status/1486606588811038722
https://twitter.com/prjibaromarx
https://twitter.com/prjibaromarx
https://twitter.com/prjibaromarx
https://twitter.com/prjibaromarx/status/1486607903469420545
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Maybe Israel should not be acting like Nazi Germany, rebranding it with Zionism. 

Zionism is also antisemitism. 

 

• Keir Hardie @KeirHardie53·Jan 27, 2022 

Still killing Palestinians??? 

 

Sky News Australia@SkyNewsAust · 7:23 PM · Jan 27, 2022·  

 

• Peter lynch@Peterly63656015 · Jan 27, 2022·  

Rubbish they know the real Holocaust happening to the Palestinian people right now 

 

• Timoshi @_Timoshi_ · Jan 27, 2022·  

Ski News would not run these numerous bleeding hearts “Holocaust” stories without 

an ulterior motive. 

 

• Timoshi@_Timoshi_· Jan 27, 2022·  

Why all this Holocaust shit coming from ski news tonight. 

 

• Peter lynch@Peterly63656015 · Jan 27, 2022 ·  

Sorry the only REAL Holocaust is the one being experienced by the Palestinians 

everyday . 

 

 

SMH: website comments - Vic Alhadeff appointed to SBS Board  

https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/campaigner-against-anti-semitism-and-racial-

violence-appointed-to-sbs-board-20211003-p58wsc.html 

“Campaigner against anti-semitism and racial violence appointed to SBS board” – Oct. 4, 2021 

 

Comments: 

• Caduceus Whenever one criticizes Israel in any way, you are branded anti Semitic, Why 

is it that we should believe the jewish nation Never has done anything wrong! ... As an 

anglo, it seems to me that it is OK to criticise as long as it is not the jewish people. 

 

• Another Day Disappointing appointment and sad for the SBS bowing to Jewish 

pressures. Would like to see a Palestinian-born Australian appointed to SBS Board as 

a counter-balance. 

 

• Abraham Very disappointing appointment. I too would like a Palestinian born 

Australian on the board. The Jewish lobby has far too much power in this country. 

 

 

SMH: Facebook comments 

The Sydney Morning Herald · February 6, 2022  

“Whoopi Goldberg, her racism whopper and other right royal fools” 

 

Comments: 

• Trista May Also this all blew up on the same day Amnesty International declared israel 

an apartheid state. It's no coincidence this mountain has been made out of a molehill as 

deflection from the fact the oppressed became the oppressors.. 

 

https://twitter.com/KeirHardie53
https://twitter.com/KeirHardie53
https://twitter.com/KeirHardie53
https://twitter.com/KeirHardie53/status/1486622554261712897
https://twitter.com/SkyNewsAust
https://twitter.com/SkyNewsAust
https://twitter.com/SkyNewsAust
https://twitter.com/SkyNewsAust/status/1486615960463110151
https://twitter.com/Peterly63656015
https://twitter.com/Peterly63656015
https://twitter.com/Peterly63656015
https://twitter.com/Peterly63656015
https://twitter.com/Peterly63656015
https://twitter.com/_Timoshi_
https://twitter.com/_Timoshi_
https://twitter.com/_Timoshi_
https://twitter.com/_Timoshi_
https://twitter.com/_Timoshi_
https://twitter.com/_Timoshi_
https://twitter.com/_Timoshi_
https://twitter.com/_Timoshi_
https://twitter.com/_Timoshi_
https://twitter.com/Peterly63656015
https://twitter.com/Peterly63656015
https://twitter.com/Peterly63656015
https://twitter.com/Peterly63656015
https://twitter.com/Peterly63656015
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/campaigner-against-anti-semitism-and-racial-violence-appointed-to-sbs-board-20211003-p58wsc.html
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/campaigner-against-anti-semitism-and-racial-violence-appointed-to-sbs-board-20211003-p58wsc.html
https://www.facebook.com/sydneymorningherald/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXYAAbcwV_x2wzby1ocCvKhjZ1XVT3bZTGJG3Uj2-0JPwUNzdtKOG32P5Wt_wjp4Tft2Rge3JqJPG3XvSByAQ71ikTIOK312Y5hIt3gTxDz13W3jhUJa8OB8HDvBNbVitLZwTShM7tKT3xqVhiiLzTx1KcEwUwaHCe6FkaxyyjtCgK0PnEqlZhV3OHfmix7GiGziUIdH9hrXfb0rUZ4LP_l&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/sydneymorningherald/posts/10160476966531264
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100077363743169&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MDQ3Njk2NjUzMTI2NF8xMDE2MDQ3NzEwMzI4NjI2NA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXYAAbcwV_x2wzby1ocCvKhjZ1XVT3bZTGJG3Uj2-0JPwUNzdtKOG32P5Wt_wjp4Tft2Rge3JqJPG3XvSByAQ71ikTIOK312Y5hIt3gTxDz13W3jhUJa8OB8HDvBNbVitLZwTShM7tKT3xqVhiiLzTx1KcEwUwaHCe6FkaxyyjtCgK0PnEqlZhV3OHfmix7GiGziUIdH9hrXfb0rUZ4LP_l&__tn__=R%5d-R
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• Trista May It's not anti semitic and its not a conspiracy theory kid. You know what IS 

anti semitic? Zionists genociding Palestineans. 

 

• Trista May According to zionists no doubt   they're sure doing their best to 

silence those pointing out the oppressed became the oppressors. 

 

• Trista May Right? More like all the zionists have deliberately twisted the facts she 

spoke. 

 

• Trista May What's embarrassing is that she spoke the truth but it's been blown out of 

all proportion to deflect from the fact Amnesty International declared israel an apartheid 

state on the very same day.....but quick look over there at whoopi while ignoring 

genocide  

 

• Dean Harman Her racism against white people is ignored at best, applauded at worst 

but dare she say something against G-d’s Chosen People…… 

 

 

SMH: Facebook comments 

The Sydney Morning Herald · September 4, 2022 

“At least two high schools in the eastern suburbs are dealing with incidents of Nazi salutes and 

Jewish students being bullied.” 

 

Comments: 

• John Khoo They have no Reich to do that. 

 

• John Bakouris Saluting the Nazis is unacceptable but do they teach the horrendous acts 

on the Palestinians ….. 

 

• Ann Jarjoura How came the semetic people dont get treated the same. Palestinian 

Lebanese syrians Jordanian 

 

 

 

MAINSTREAM SOCIETY 
 

Although most Australians are tolerant and easy-going, and observe the Australian ethos of 

giving people a “fair-go”, there are segments of society which exhibit and express antisemitism 

in various forms. Some of the issues during the period in review are outlined below. 

 

 

Casual Antisemitism 

The Australian Human Rights Commission (AHRC) states: “Casual racism is one form of 

racism. It refers to conduct involving negative stereotypes or prejudices about people on the 

basis of race, colour or ethnicity. Examples include jokes, off-handed comments, and exclusion 

of people from social situations on the basis of race.” Some examples of casual antisemitism 

during the period in review follows. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100077363743169&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MDQ3Njk2NjUzMTI2NF8xMDE2MDQ3NzE1NTgxMTI2NA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXYAAbcwV_x2wzby1ocCvKhjZ1XVT3bZTGJG3Uj2-0JPwUNzdtKOG32P5Wt_wjp4Tft2Rge3JqJPG3XvSByAQ71ikTIOK312Y5hIt3gTxDz13W3jhUJa8OB8HDvBNbVitLZwTShM7tKT3xqVhiiLzTx1KcEwUwaHCe6FkaxyyjtCgK0PnEqlZhV3OHfmix7GiGziUIdH9hrXfb0rUZ4LP_l&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100077363743169&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MDQ3Njk2NjUzMTI2NF8xMDE2MDQ3NzE4MTY3NjI2NA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXYAAbcwV_x2wzby1ocCvKhjZ1XVT3bZTGJG3Uj2-0JPwUNzdtKOG32P5Wt_wjp4Tft2Rge3JqJPG3XvSByAQ71ikTIOK312Y5hIt3gTxDz13W3jhUJa8OB8HDvBNbVitLZwTShM7tKT3xqVhiiLzTx1KcEwUwaHCe6FkaxyyjtCgK0PnEqlZhV3OHfmix7GiGziUIdH9hrXfb0rUZ4LP_l&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100077363743169&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MDQ3Njk2NjUzMTI2NF8xMDE2MDQ3NzEwNDMyNjI2NA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXYAAbcwV_x2wzby1ocCvKhjZ1XVT3bZTGJG3Uj2-0JPwUNzdtKOG32P5Wt_wjp4Tft2Rge3JqJPG3XvSByAQ71ikTIOK312Y5hIt3gTxDz13W3jhUJa8OB8HDvBNbVitLZwTShM7tKT3xqVhiiLzTx1KcEwUwaHCe6FkaxyyjtCgK0PnEqlZhV3OHfmix7GiGziUIdH9hrXfb0rUZ4LP_l&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100077363743169&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MDQ3Njk2NjUzMTI2NF8xMDE2MDQ3Njk3NDQyMTI2NA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXYAAbcwV_x2wzby1ocCvKhjZ1XVT3bZTGJG3Uj2-0JPwUNzdtKOG32P5Wt_wjp4Tft2Rge3JqJPG3XvSByAQ71ikTIOK312Y5hIt3gTxDz13W3jhUJa8OB8HDvBNbVitLZwTShM7tKT3xqVhiiLzTx1KcEwUwaHCe6FkaxyyjtCgK0PnEqlZhV3OHfmix7GiGziUIdH9hrXfb0rUZ4LP_l&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/dean.harman.58?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MDQ3Njk2NjUzMTI2NF8xMDE2MDQ3NzI0MDgzNjI2NA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXYAAbcwV_x2wzby1ocCvKhjZ1XVT3bZTGJG3Uj2-0JPwUNzdtKOG32P5Wt_wjp4Tft2Rge3JqJPG3XvSByAQ71ikTIOK312Y5hIt3gTxDz13W3jhUJa8OB8HDvBNbVitLZwTShM7tKT3xqVhiiLzTx1KcEwUwaHCe6FkaxyyjtCgK0PnEqlZhV3OHfmix7GiGziUIdH9hrXfb0rUZ4LP_l&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/sydneymorningherald/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXHEsPquoCZJgOGTphsnqoRQAol9jQkZp9UfKoooiav_8pL3AluIiJxmC0rPz6mzFIK95NMJr0o4Z7OrcineR97suocxcPIDk3HQnEad7Ys_5G2ZhU8EZzSwL3DTFMVHu1PbOZs1mjV_xTm2qyUqIOg--IA7G8L3gFFD6wHW1150nWCt6RHuVdijcfq6vzFgLE&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/sydneymorningherald/posts/pfbid02KyJM7KDrrTHnXZVZd7khhbE6VAuBVtQNbjvK5TbaUd9RfNh7mtyq2a45WA5MHJxpl
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/eastern-suburbs-schools-grapple-with-nazi-salutes-and-anti-semitic-bullying-20220830-p5bdxg.html?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1Np6DpbBr-_61xxrWmA5E7MDRikTB-9ntIM0w5h2Rd9B2vf9csh_9cbnI#Echobox=1662217182
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/eastern-suburbs-schools-grapple-with-nazi-salutes-and-anti-semitic-bullying-20220830-p5bdxg.html?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1Np6DpbBr-_61xxrWmA5E7MDRikTB-9ntIM0w5h2Rd9B2vf9csh_9cbnI#Echobox=1662217182
https://www.facebook.com/john.khoo.1238?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MDg3OTYxODcyMTI2NF80NzUxNjA2MjExNDM3OTg%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXHEsPquoCZJgOGTphsnqoRQAol9jQkZp9UfKoooiav_8pL3AluIiJxmC0rPz6mzFIK95NMJr0o4Z7OrcineR97suocxcPIDk3HQnEad7Ys_5G2ZhU8EZzSwL3DTFMVHu1PbOZs1mjV_xTm2qyUqIOg--IA7G8L3gFFD6wHW1150nWCt6RHuVdijcfq6vzFgLE&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/john.bakouris?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MDg3OTYxODcyMTI2NF83NjQ4OTU5NzQ3NDQzNzM%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXHEsPquoCZJgOGTphsnqoRQAol9jQkZp9UfKoooiav_8pL3AluIiJxmC0rPz6mzFIK95NMJr0o4Z7OrcineR97suocxcPIDk3HQnEad7Ys_5G2ZhU8EZzSwL3DTFMVHu1PbOZs1mjV_xTm2qyUqIOg--IA7G8L3gFFD6wHW1150nWCt6RHuVdijcfq6vzFgLE&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/ann.jarjoura?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2MDg3OTYxODcyMTI2NF84NTgxMDAwMTUxNzA4ODQ%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXHEsPquoCZJgOGTphsnqoRQAol9jQkZp9UfKoooiav_8pL3AluIiJxmC0rPz6mzFIK95NMJr0o4Z7OrcineR97suocxcPIDk3HQnEad7Ys_5G2ZhU8EZzSwL3DTFMVHu1PbOZs1mjV_xTm2qyUqIOg--IA7G8L3gFFD6wHW1150nWCt6RHuVdijcfq6vzFgLE&__tn__=R%5d-R
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AFR story: “wealthiest family ... were Jewish” 

The Australian Financial Review (AFR) ran a story, titled ‘She failed high school English. 

Now she’s worth $267m’, and an accompanying Podcast interview with Sarina Russo, on 8 

August 2022. According to the AFR, Russo is “one of the richest women in the country after 

starting a typing school that has grown into an employment, training and education company, 

Sarina Russo Group.” At 3:40 minutes into the interview, Sarina Russo states: 

 

• “the wealthiest family in Brisbane – if not Queensland, and they were Jewish had the 

Rolls Royce, the Bentley, they had you know beautiful clothes…” 

 

The reference to the family being Jewish was irrelevant and gratuitous to the story, and was 

later recognised as such by the AFR Rich List Editor and author of the article. The Editor 

removed the reference to the family being Jewish from the podcast. Both Russo and the Editor 

apologised for any offence caused. Russo explained that her intention was to convey how she 

looked up to the family next door (the family referred to in the podcast) and aspired to be like 

them. Regardless of the intent, such words referencing a connection between Jews and wealth 

have a long history of promoting anti-Jewish stereotypes. 

 

 

Doctor: Jews "not really Australian" 

A Jewish man visited a doctor in western Sydney on 9 September 2022. She asked what his 

ethnicity was. When he replied that he was Jewish, the doctor responded "You're not really 

Australian then". A formal complaint was subsequently lodged with the NSW Health Care 

Complaints Commission, and the Australian Human Rights Commission (AHRC). 

 

 

Other forms of Antisemitism 

 

Opera Australia production: portraying Jews as “unforgiving, vengeful and violent” 

https://opera.org.au/productions/la-juive-sydney/ 

Opera Australia’s production of La Juive (The Jewess) was staged at the Sydney Opera House 

from 9-16 March 2022. There were many complaints that the production was antisemitic, 

without any modifications or editorial to explain the historic context. As expressed by Dr 

Rachael Kohn, broadcaster and author, who attended the opera: 

 

• “In a world of rising antisemitism, La Juive’s focus on the fraught relations between 

Christians and Jews delivers an unrelenting portrayal of Jews as unforgiving, vengeful 

and violent in service of an equally merciless God. It was textbook antisemitism where 

the loving Christian God is set against the Old Testament God of judgement and 

retribution.” 

 

• “In our time when an ever-growing list of titles, including Jane Austen’s Emma, is 

issued with trigger warnings and theatre productions of playwrights from Shakespeare 

onward are re-imagined and revised to express contemporary sensibilities, Opera 

Australia’s La Juive delivers the unalloyed bigotry of its original with no redemptive 

coda to rescue it from the fires of antisemitism.” 

https://www.australianjewishnews.com/no-redemption-for-la-juive-opera/ 

 

 

 

https://opera.org.au/productions/la-juive-sydney/
https://www.australianjewishnews.com/no-redemption-for-la-juive-opera/
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Apple Books: Protocols of the Elders of Zion 

https://books.apple.com/au/book/the-protocols-of-the-learned-elders-of-zion/id892449632 

Apple Books was selling the infamous fabrication “The Protocols of the Learned Elders of 

Zion” on its website in November 2021, and it was still available in October 2022. Its sale price 

was virtually free at $0.99. The Protocols is a notorious antisemitic conspiracy fiction claiming 

that “the Jews” are plotting to take over the world, but Apple Books is portraying it as a non-

fiction piece. The Protocols has been referred to as the “warrant for genocide” of the Jewish 

people, and has been used by antisemites for over a century to justify their hatred for Jews and 

support for the mass murder of Jews. The Apple product description does not warn readers that 

it is a forgery, long debunked in courts of law. Instead, it virtually reiterates the contents of the 

Protocols. Apple states: 

 

 

 
 

 

“Truth or hoax... read and decide by yourself... 

When the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion 

were first discovered, Freemasons and Zionist 

Jews everywhere screamed and complained that 

these 24 Protocols are a hoax, a forgery, even a 

blood taint against the Jews. But then came the 

brutal and barbaric Communist Bolshevik 

Revolution in Russia and its captive republics, 

led by covert Masonic Jews Lenin, Trotsky, 

Kaganovich, and others. The cruel and sinister 

crimes of the crypto-Jew revolutionaries seemed 

to have jumped off the pages of the Protocols. 

The Red Terror, with its torturous massacres of 

innocent people, its monstrous gulag 

concentration camps, and the setting up of a 

Jewish dictatorship, also followed the agenda of 

the Protocols as did the persecution everywhere 

of Christians and churches. The entire world 

witnessed horrors that were a direct result of the 

heinous prescriptions laid out earlier in the 

Protocols. Find out how the Protocols are still 

being worked in our day and how our freedoms, 

even our very lives, are in jeopardy.” 

 

 

 

Vehicle registration plates: 1488 

A vehicle registered in the ACT with the plates “1488” was spotted at Canberra airport on 13 

September 2022. The number “1488” is a combination of white supremacist and Nazi 

numerology. The number “14” refers to the 14 words of the White Supremacy credo by David 

Lane (“We must secure the existence of our people and a future for White children”); and the 

number “88” is code for the letters HH, which stand for ‘Heil Hitler’. 

 

161ABX@161albury · Sep 13, 2022·  

Seen at Canberra Airport. Please report here: https://accesscanberra.act.gov.au/s/feedback-and-

complaints… 

 

https://books.apple.com/au/book/the-protocols-of-the-learned-elders-of-zion/id892449632
https://twitter.com/161albury
https://twitter.com/161albury
https://twitter.com/161albury
https://twitter.com/161albury
https://twitter.com/161albury
https://t.co/yXUhFcFX7O
https://t.co/yXUhFcFX7O
https://twitter.com/161albury/status/1569654775926628354/photo/1
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Minimisation of antisemitism: antisemitism “things of the past” 

An opinion piece published in The Mercury on 24 January 2022, on the Religious 

Discrimination Act, by John Short, state secretary of the Australian Manufacturing Workers 

Union of Tasmania, erroneously implies that antisemitism no longer exists. Short wrote: 

 

• “The old sectarianism separating Catholic from Protestant, and anti-Semitism are 

generally things of the past. Apart from some anti-Islamic sentiment, which has become 

more prominent over the past decade or so.” 

https://www.themercury.com.au/news/opinion/discrimination-act-a-divisive-grave-

mistake/news-story/edc548aca5858ae6fe76174767e47b52 

 

 

Um_ Sue: Jews “control the world” 

During the Sydney Festival, held 6-30 January 2022, there was controversy over the Israeli 

Embassy in Canberra donating $20,000 towards the festival. Some anti-Israel artists withdrew 

from performing. There was much media publicity and discussion on social media. One Twitter 

account holder, um_sue, posted the identical comment on many Twitter accounts of those 

supporting boycotting the Sydney Festival, including the accounts of Jennine Abdul Khalik, 

Fahad Ali, Omar Sakr, Lee Rhiannon, Tom Ballard, and others, as well as tagging the Sydney 

Festival twitter page, at least seven people all within a minute of each.  

 

• Sue Wae Um@um_sue · Jan 7, 2022·  

You are right, we mustn't give in to the Jews. They control the world with money. 

Germany already knew it long time ago   

 

 

https://twitter.com/161albury/status/1569654775926628354/photo/1
https://twitter.com/161albury/status/1569654775926628354/photo/1
https://www.themercury.com.au/news/opinion/discrimination-act-a-divisive-grave-mistake/news-story/edc548aca5858ae6fe76174767e47b52
https://www.themercury.com.au/news/opinion/discrimination-act-a-divisive-grave-mistake/news-story/edc548aca5858ae6fe76174767e47b52
https://twitter.com/um_sue
https://twitter.com/um_sue
https://twitter.com/um_sue/status/1479329789743878145
https://twitter.com/161albury/status/1569654775926628354/photo/1
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Hot Copper: “LizzyBee” in World Politics Forum 

https://hotcopper.com.au/discussions/world-politics/ 

Hotcopper is an Australian stockmarket discussion forum, which also includes sub-forums for 

discussion of other issues such as politics. Members usually post under pseudonyms. The 

forums are generally not pro-actively monitored. One member, “LizzyBee”, is a prolific writer 

of anti-Jewish content. On various threads, comments by “LizzyBee” include: 

 

• “And the other side are exactly the same,… Globalist Zionist Puppets!... not one loyal 

Australian among them!” 19/11/2021 

 

• “Give her a one way ticket to Yiddrael,.. send her back home!” 24/11/2021 

 

• “whoever moderated my exposure post of Yid Banking….I get it…..” 2/12/2021 

 

• “FDR was a Jew so was Stalin and Churchill, they rewrote the…” 3/12/2021 

 

• “Don’t you understand where all the money came from to fund all these tyrants? … the 

Yid bankers is where!” 4/12/2021 

 

• “Russian Revolution - Yid Bolsheviks starved to death 60 million Christian Russians, 

that was a biggy!!! 3/4 of the first Duma was made up of Yids.” 4/12/2021 

 

• “…he knows full well the Yids killed 50 million Russian Christians.” 5/12/2021 

 

• “Yids are behind it all, they can’t help themselves they hide behind dictators, that’s 

their play. They install the maniacs, this is the reality. They are the atrocity, lying 

atrocities,.. as you well know, so don’t lie on here!.. With Yid propaganda!” 5/12/2021 

 

• “... they are the NWO, they don’t stop, their dna is demonic, they hate the rest of 

mankind, these are the real enemy of humanity. They trace their true identity to the 

moguls, and the false Jews of the once Baltic Nation of “Khazaria” who were the sons 

of Attila the Hun, an evil demoniac human. Christ calls them those who claim to be 

Jews which are not, and the “Synagogue of Satan’, soon about to be sorted out by JC 

himself! Revelation 3:9 and 2:9, the bible calls them out as the enemy of mankind. 

These ones control America and Britain, any wonder they spot patriotism but are in 

reality an inner cancer.” 5/12/2021 

 

• “You know it’s all there, don’t you. And Jewish disinformation…” 13/12/2021 

 

• “You presented NOTHING, liar, fake jew…Jesus has your number…” 14/12/2021 

 

• “You can delete my posts, obviously Jews are running this thread….” 14/12/2021 

 

• “Why do you want to moderate everything on here, so you Jews can…” 14/12/2021 

 

• “The Jews are moderating again,….lol Jews, I should say YIDS.” 14/12/2021 

 

• “Jews writing to Jews…lol’…funny silly YIDS!” 14/12/2021 

 

https://hotcopper.com.au/discussions/world-politics/
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Holocaust / Nazi minimisation 

 

Nazi Analogy: Qld Premier depicted as Hitler 

Annastacia Palaszczuk, Premier of Queensland, was depicted as Hitler in a placard at a protest 

in Brisbane on 23 February 2022. A woman held the large placard sign featuring Palaszczuk 

with a Hitler moustache, dressed in a grey army uniform, a Nazi swastika on her sleeve, another 

Nazi swastika composed of injecting needles, and the message ‘making human rights obsolete 

again’. The placard also had an image of Prime Minister Scott Morrison in a uniform, with the 

masonic symbol, which is often associated in antisemitic conspiracy theories, on the lapel.  

 

Nazi analogy: WA Premier depicted as Hitler 

An image of Mark McGowan, Premier of Western Australia, photo-shopped to look like Adolf 

Hitler, and giving the Nazi salute, was placed on the rear window of a Hyundai van, and driven 

around Perth in February 2022. It is thought to have been motivated by opposition to the WA 

border closure, lasting around 700 days, due to the Covid-19 pandemic. However, many 

people, as reported in the media found it disgusting to “compare the WA leader with the dictator 

responsible for the genocide of six million Jews.” 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10545077/WA-Premier-Mark-McGowan-depicted-

Hitler-gross-image-van-driving-Perth.html 

 

 

 

 
 

Placard of Qld premier as a Nazi,  

Feb. 2022 

 

 

 
 

Image of WA premier as a Nazi,  

Feb. 2022 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10545077/WA-Premier-Mark-McGowan-depicted-Hitler-gross-image-van-driving-Perth.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10545077/WA-Premier-Mark-McGowan-depicted-Hitler-gross-image-van-driving-Perth.html
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Nazi analogy: Scott Morrison and Hitler 

A satirical article, titled ‘Shock move: LNP and Labor Party to merge’, in an online magazine, 

Gumshoe News (based in Melbourne), was posted on 7 April 2022. It focussed on National 

Socialism (Nazism) and included an image of then Prime Minister Scott Morrison as Hitler 

with the words “No jab, no job”. Content of the article included: 

 

• “In a surprising move, the Liberal-National Coalition and the Labor Party have agreed 

to merge, Prime Minister Scott Morrison and Labor leader Anthony Albanese 

announced yesterday. New name: “Aussie National Socialists” Campaign 

slogan: “She’ll be Reich, mate!” … “Let’s call ourselves the National Socialists!” 

“National, to keep Barnaby Joyce happy,” said Mr Morrison. “And Socialists,” said Mr 

Albanese, “To remind people of what the Labor used to be, in the good old days when 

Labor actually represented the workers instead of Big Business.” “And I added 

‘Aussie’,” said Mr Morrison, “so people wouldn’t confuse us with the National 

Socialist party in Germany in the 1930’s.” “Though I admit we have borrowed a few 

of their policies, such as excluding a class of people from society and the workforce, 

and removing many of their human rights, like the right to earn a living. ...” 

 

 
 

https://www.australianjewishnews.com/nazi-imagery-anti-vax-theories/ 

https://gumshoenews.com/shock-move-lnp-and-labor-party-to-merge/ 

 

 

Analogy: death toll of Covid and the Holocaust 

In an article titled “The funny side of Covid” by Phil Jarratt, published on 13 January 2022, a 

section makes a comparison between the death toll of Covid-19 and that of the Holocaust. Such 

a comparison elicits the idea that the Holocaust was an unfortunate catastrophe that affected all 

people rather than the planned systematic murder of a particular people: 

 

• “After the tragic events of 9/11, the American entertainment community, and to a lesser 

extent entertainers all over the world, were trying to work out the taste boundaries of 

their new normal, in a similar situation to that which we find ourselves in now, although 

the death toll from Covid is more like the Jewish genocide of World War II than the 

3000 plus toll from 11 September, which is to take nothing away from the shock and 

horror felt around the world.” 

https://noosatoday.com.au/news/13-01-2022/the-funny-side-of-covid/ 

https://www.australianjewishnews.com/nazi-imagery-anti-vax-theories/
https://gumshoenews.com/shock-move-lnp-and-labor-party-to-merge/
https://noosatoday.com.au/news/13-01-2022/the-funny-side-of-covid/
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Nazi analogy: Seqwater operators and Goebbels 

https://www.kyfreepress.com.au/national/qld-columnist-panned-after-nazi-analogy-2/ 

In an article in the Courier-Mail on 21 March 2022, journalist Peter Gleeson, condemned the 

Wivenhoe Dam operators releasing water during Brisbane's floods in February. In doing so, he 

compared Seqwater, the Queensland Government Bulk Water Supply Authority, to Joseph 

Goebbels, the Propaganda Minister in Nazi Germany under Hitler. The line was later deleted 

from the online version of the article. Gleeson wrote: 

 

• "It was just following the manual, it says. That was German propagandist Joseph 

Goebbels' favourite line." 

 

 

Nazi analogy: Climate Change is Kristallnacht 

A post by Lucy Turnbull AO, businesswoman and spouse of former PM, on Twitter compared 

climate change with Kristallnacht (the pogrom in Nazi Germany in 1938 in which Jews were 

murdered, 20,000 Jews were incarcerated, hundreds of synagogues, Jewish homes and 

businesses set on fire). She wrote on 26 March 2022: 

 

• “It is tragic. It is like our #ClimateChange version of Kristallnacht – but instead of 

broken glass of sacked Jewish owned property, and burned books in Germany 1938, 

we have this. Destruction of treasured things, lives, homes smashed by storms, floods.” 

 

Jeremy Leibler, Zionist Federation of Australia president, replied to Turnbull that “As a friend 

of the Jewish community, I think if you reflect on this analogy you will realise it is completely 

inappropriate and should be deleted”. Turnbull replied, “I meant no offence. Anti-semitism, 

Nazism and The Holocaust was one of the very worst, horrendous catastrophes ever. So is 

climate change now. But I understand and respect that you do [not] want there to be any 

comparisons made. So I have deleted the tweet.” 

https://www.australianjewishnews.com/lucy-turnbull-deletes-kristallnacht-tweet/ 

 

 

Lyle Shelton: “Nazi-like to cancel debate” 

Lyle Shelton was the managing director of the Australian Christian Lobby (ACL) from 2013 

to 2018, and a candidate in 2019 federal election for Cory Bernardi's Australian Conservatives. 

In a tweet on 16 April 2022, during the 2022 federal election, in response to Scott Morrison’s 

support for Katherine Deves on the issue of transgender people, Shelton stated that: 

 

• Lyle Shelton@LyleShelton · Apr 16, 2022· 

Good to see @ScottMorrisonMP again supporting Katherine Deves. He is right to 

double down. He is WRONG to say she has been “insensitive”. Children ARE being 

“mutilated” & made “infertile” because of harmful ideology & “treatments”. And yes, 

it is Nazi-like to cancel debate. 

 

 

Nazi Memorabilia 

The display, promotion and sale of Nazi and Holocaust memorabilia, although not illegal, has 

been widely condemned as offensive and distressing, especially by Holocaust survivors and 

others who lived under the savagery that was Nazi Europe, and by ex-service people who 

fought and sacrificed so much to defeat Nazi tyranny. Such items have often been used to 

https://www.kyfreepress.com.au/national/qld-columnist-panned-after-nazi-analogy-2/
https://www.australianjewishnews.com/lucy-turnbull-deletes-kristallnacht-tweet/
https://twitter.com/LyleShelton
https://twitter.com/LyleShelton
https://twitter.com/LyleShelton
https://twitter.com/LyleShelton
https://twitter.com/LyleShelton
https://twitter.com/ScottMorrisonMP
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promote or glorify racism, bigotry, hatred and even violence. Many businesses will not sell 

Nazi or Holocaust memorabilia, but some auction houses and other commercial outlets do.  

 

There were several businesses across Australia which were involved in the display or sale of 

Nazi/Holocaust memorabilia during the period in review, including: Luger pistols, replica Nazi 

pistol, medals, medallions, metal badges, cloth badges, Luftwaffe badge, Luftwaffe service 

medal with swastika, replica Nazi badges, mother’s cross, coins with swastikas, flags, 

armbands, pennants, Third Reich gas canister, 1932 Coburg badge (the first badge recognised 

as a national award by the Nazi party), Third Reich Luftwaffe flak uniform, Nazi uniforms, a 

Luftwaffe general’s set of rank boards and collar tabs, a general’s cockade and wreath, a 

Luftwaffe pilot’s patch, books, photos of Hitler, SS regalia book, a signed photo of Hitler, 

posters and photographs of Hitler, sunglasses worn by Goering at the Nuremberg trials, letters 

written by Himmler as a child, ceramic Third Reich soup bowl, hand-painted soup bowl, and 

an antisemitic children’s book (Fuchs auf grüner Heid und keinem Jud auf seinem Eid or Trust 

No Fox on his Green Heath and No Jew on his Oath).  

 

Nazi memorabilia being sold at shops or auctions include:  

 

• Cleaver Firearms, Brisbane – Oct. 2021 

 

• JB Military Antiques, Perth – 16-17 Oct. 2021 

 

• Danielle Elizabeth Auctions, Brisbane – Dec. 2021 

 

• Dirty Jane’s Antique Market, Bowral, NSW – Jan. 2022 

 

• Snowball Auctions Albany, WA – Feb. 2022 

 

• Danielle Elizabeth Auctions, Gold Coast, Qld – May 2022 

 

• Oldies Collectibles, Melbourne - 4 June 2022 

 

• Campbell’s Store in Morpeth, NSW – July 2022 

 

 

Some of the items for sale: 

 

 

 
replica Nazi pistol and Nazi badges, 

Snowball Auctions, Albany WA, Feb. 2022 

 

 

 
Nazi memorabilia: Campbell’s Store, 

Morpeth, regional NSW, July 2022 

https://cdn.newsapi.com.au/image/v1/497549692711e4cda69725454de43bd6
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Nazi children's book, 

Danielle Elizabeth Auctions, Qld Dec. 2021 

 

 

 
WWII German military award, 

JB Military Antiques, Perth, Oct. 2021 

 

 
‘Third Reich Hand Painted Soup Bowl’, 

sold for $600 – 

Oldies Collectibles, Melbourne, June 2022 

 

 

 

 
Selection of Nazi items, 

Oldies Collectibles, Melbourne, June 2022 

 

 

 
Badge: Nazi eagle, swastika and Death’s 

Head, Oldies Collectables, 

Melbourne, 4 June 2022 

 

 

 
Mother’s Cross, 

Oldies Collectables,  

Melbourne, 4 June 2022 

  

 

Responses to the sale of Nazi memorabilia: 

https://static.timesofisrael.com/ajn/uploads/2021/12/book_92289.jpg
https://static.timesofisrael.com/ajn/uploads/2021/10/Naziclasp_75712.jpg
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Peter Wertheim, co-CEO of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry, stated, 1 Aug. 2022: 

“Cashing in on the notoriety associated with a mass murderer like Hitler is about as low as it 

gets as a way of doing business. The fact that there is a market for Nazi memorabilia is not 

only a sad reflection on the ghoulish tastes and amorality of collectors but also of the coarsening 

of contemporary popular culture and the dilution and dumbing down of history, whose lessons 

are increasingly lost in the process. This iniquitous trade is an insult to the memory of the 

millions who died and suffered under Nazi tyranny and to the sacrifices made by the brave men 

and women of the Allied forces to rid the world of this evil. Those who engage in this trade 

need to ask themselves whether turning a dollar is worth sacrificing their integrity, humanity 

and sense of decency.” 

https://www.jwire.com.au/jewish-leaders-slam-sale-of-hitlers-watch-for-1-1-million/ 

 

Julie Nathan, Executive Council of Australian Jewry research director, 4 June 2022, stated:  

“With rising levels of hate incidents against Jews, and with neo-Nazis becoming more active 

in Australia, we would prefer to see all commercial operators voluntarily stop this trade, rather 

than being compelled to do so. These items belong in museums, not on people’s mantelpieces.”  

https://amp.brisbanetimes.com.au/national/victoria/melbourne-based-online-auction-of-nazi-

memorabilia-draws-outrage-20220603-p5aqti.html 

 

 

EDUCATION 
 

The education system, through its curriculum, text books, teaching materials and the like, plays 

a major role in influencing young people, whether at primary, secondary or tertiary levels, or 

whether in state or privately-run institutions. Over many years, antisemitism has been present 

in the education system, through some teaching materials, and through antisemitic incidents 

directed against Jewish students or Jewish teachers, by other students or staff.  

 

 

Schools 

During the year in review, several incidents of antisemitic bullying of Jewish students within 

schools came to light. Where these were verbal or physical incidents, they have been placed in 

chapter 2 Incidents; where antisemitic bullying occurred online, the events are described in this 

chapter. In response to the level of antisemitic bullying at schools, the NSW Jewish Board of 

Deputies launched an online portal for Jewish students and their families across NSW to report 

incidents of antisemitic bullying - https://www.nswjbd.org/bullying/. Many previously 

unreported incidents were reported. 

 

Survey of Victorian state schools 

A Jewish student group, J-Voice, conducted a survey on the experiences of Jewish students 

studying in Victorian state schools. The survey covered 13 schools and involved 74 students 

from Year 7 to Year 12. The survey’s report, Being Jewish in a non-Jewish School, found that 

33% of Jewish students, who had participated in the survey, had experienced occasions of 

Jewish stereotyping, anti-Jewish jokes or anti-Israel comments. It also found that Holocaust 

studies were either tokenistic or, in some cases, completely overlooked. A presentation of the 

report was given at the B’nai B’rith’s Australia and New Zealand Triennial Convention in 

September 2022. 

https://www.jwire.com.au/being-jewish-in-a-non-jewish-school/ 

 

https://www.jwire.com.au/jewish-leaders-slam-sale-of-hitlers-watch-for-1-1-million/
https://amp.brisbanetimes.com.au/national/victoria/melbourne-based-online-auction-of-nazi-memorabilia-draws-outrage-20220603-p5aqti.html
https://amp.brisbanetimes.com.au/national/victoria/melbourne-based-online-auction-of-nazi-memorabilia-draws-outrage-20220603-p5aqti.html
https://www.nswjbd.org/bullying/
https://www.jwire.com.au/being-jewish-in-a-non-jewish-school/
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Knox Grammar School students: “Hitler is always stay in my heart” 

Knox Grammar School is an elite Uniting Church private boys high school located on the north 

shore in Sydney, founded in 1924. Some students set up a chat room called ‘Gang Gang,’ on 

the messaging app Discord in 2020. The closed chat room involved mostly Knox students, 

some former students, and friends. Students posted racist, including antisemitic, comments, 

images and videos, as well as those of an overtly homophobic, sexist, misogynist, and 

paedophile (eg raping children) nature. Although the group was set up two years ago, it was 

only brought to the attention of the school administration in July 2022 and was disbanded in 

August. Material from the chat room was provided to the police. Some students were suspended 

from the school, while others left the school after being spoken to by police. User names 

included: ‘Nigger Removal Service’ and ‘Faggothater3000’. The matter went public in the 

media on 31 August 2022. Examples of chat content included:  

 

• “I hate fems I hate gays, jews, people who don’t play fortnite, furries, niggers, I love 

titties, feet abortion, rape, drugs …” 

 

• “Hitler is always stay in my heart” 

 

 

Universities 

During the past 12 months, several university student unions passed resolutions condemning 

Israel. Although such resolutions are not antisemitic per se, some contained antisemitic content, 

and created an atmosphere hostile to Jewish students and Jewish university staff. 

 

The resolutions often contained incorrect information, erroneous claims and fabrications, for 

example, claims that Israel is guilty of ethnically cleansing Palestinian Arabs, is an apartheid 

state, commits massacres, is a colonialist state, and that Zionism is racism. Accordingly, these 

motions not only demonised Israel, but sought to erase Jewish history and identity. They 

vilified Jews who support the continued existence of the State of Israel (ie the overwhelming 

majority of Jews) as being supporters of racism and genocide, and portrayed them as deserving 

of exclusion, ostracism and in some instances violence. The wording sought to impose on 

Jewish students a fabricated definition of Jewish identity without any input from Jewish 

students themselves. As well, often the wording tended to minimise or ignore antisemitism, 

past and present. 

 

Some university chancellors publicly condemned the antisemitism inherent in such a process. 

The Australian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS) was active in opposing these motions, and in 

exposing the fallacies on which they were based and explaining how the content and context 

of such motions adversely affected Jewish students.  

 

Covered in this section are activities of student unions at the University of Adelaide, University 

of Melbourne, University of Sydney, University of Western Australia, and Australian National 

University.  

 

 

University of Adelaide: On Dit student magazine 

At the University of Adelaide, the student newspaper On Dit (French: “we say”) is the official 

organ of the Adelaide University students’ union, renamed as YouX. YouX is a separate body 

from, and over-sees, the Student Representative Council. On Dit has an online magazine, 

Facebook and Twitter pages. During 2022, under the leadership of Habibah Jaghoori as editor, 
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and contributor, On Dit published content which overtly supported violence against Israeli 

Jews. Jaghoori is a self-proclaimed Islamic fundamentalist from Iran.  

 

Of most concern are articles and Facebook posts proclaiming “Glory to the Intifada” and 

“Death to Israel”. “Intifada” is an Arabic word, it refers to acts of violence against Israeli Jews, 

including by shooting, stabbing, car-ramming, bombing, and similar acts. Jaghoori’s “Glory to 

the Intifada” included the statement “InshAllah it will be merciless”.   

 

 

On Dit Magazine: “Glory to the Intifada”  

On Dit Magazine · Apr 15 · 2022 

All Coloniser Hands on Deck as Al-Aqsa Mosque is Once Again Under Attack.  

Words by Habibah Jaghoori 

• “The illegitimate and genocidal state of Israel is carrying on its tradition of apartheid, 

of ethnic cleansing and of settler colonial violence... This dirty and anti-human 

behaviour is the culture of Israel. ... There is no resistance like the Palestinian resistance. 

The world may be burning, ... there is a divine resistance among the people. ... Glory 

to the Intifada. InshAllah it will be merciless.” [emphasis added] 

 

 

On Dit Magazine: “Palestine from the river to the sea” 

On Dit Magazine · Jun 14 · 2022 

One Nation come for our Free Speech and Democracy.  

Words by Habibah Jaghoori 

• “... The South Australian Legislative Council by introducing a motion that calls for the 

Upper House to adopt and endorse the backwards International Holocaust 

Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition of antisemitism. ... In reality, this motion is 

... to force the Upper House to extend unwavering allegiance to the genocidal state of 

Israel. It’s a lowbrow attempt at giving impunity to Israeli politicians, armed forces or 

settlers to commit ongoing colonialism, ethnic cleansing and apartheid. This motion 

... is an attack on our democracy and it’s an attack on the fight for sovereignty both 

abroad and here, on stolen land. It’s part of the constant endeavour to normalise the 

Australian imperialism and capitalistic goals at the cost of peace, free speech, 

Australian working-class demands and Palestinian freedom. There is no anti-semitism 

in criticising and oppoing Israel. ... they would come to know that Palestinians are 

actually semites. ... Solidarity with Palestine will always be an action in the hearts of 

every anti-capitalist, anti-imperialist, freedom-fighting person. Every day, more and 

more people are realising Israel’s illegitimacy and war crimes. ... The inspiring 

resistance of the Palestinians and the global solidarity behind them will not be halted 

by the rich and powerful. ... bring forth whatever motion they please, but it will never 

stop the inevitable and near freedom of Palestine from the river to the sea.”  

[emphasis added] 

 

 

On Dit Magazine: “Death to Israel”  

On Dit Magazine · Aug 8 · 2022  

For Palestine, There is No Ceasefire.  

Words by Habibah Jaghoori 

• “The recent bloodshed in Palestine represents what Zionism is. A military occupation, 

a colonial project, a Western capitalist endeavour and ethnic cleansing in practice. ... 

https://onditmagazine.medium.com/all-coloniser-hands-on-deck-as-al-aqsa-mosque-is-once-again-under-attack-68c20cfd428e
https://onditmagazine.medium.com/one-nation-come-for-our-free-speech-and-democracy-c8931da477bf
https://onditmagazine.medium.com/for-palestine-there-is-no-ceasefire-2174a721e5ab
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As long as Israel exists then the genocide and occupation of Palestine will exist. ... The 

solution to achieving peace and bringing forth justice for Palestine is to demand the 

abolition of Israel. Free Palestine and Death to Israel.” [emphasis added] 

 

The article was then shared on Facebook with the added words "Glory to the Intifada".  

 

On Dit Facebook post: “Glory to the Intifada”  

• On Dit · August 8, 2022 ·  

“For Palestine, there can be no ceasefire. 'The recent bloodshed in Palestine represents 

what Zionism is. A military occupation, a colonial project, a Western capitalist 

endeavour and ethnic cleansing in practice.' Glory to the Intifada. Glory to the 

resistance. On Dit stands with Palestine through and through and so should you.” 

[emphasis added] 

 

The antisemitism inherent in the article is articulated by AUJS: 

AUJS · August 30, 2022 

• “The article actively calls for and encourages the destruction of the world's only Jewish 

state. The explicit call for 'death to Israel' does nothing to advance the peace process, 

and further targets Jewish students for whom Zionism is a legitimate expression of 

identity. The majority of Jewish students identify with Zionism. Rather than seeking to 

understand the religious and cultural connection Jewish students have to the Land of 

Israel and encouraging productive conversations, the divisive and hateful speech in the 

On Dit article sends a dangerous message to Jewish students. The demonisation of 

Zionism has resulted in Jewish students feeling scared and uncomfortable in spaces on 

campus as they are barred out of conversations pertinent to their Jewish identity. Calling 

for the death to Israel and 'glory to the Intifada' is a call to violence and a reference to 

the First and Second Intifada, a wave of terror attacks against Israelis. The article ... 

actively calls for the abolition of the world's old (sic) Jewish state and by nature its 

population. ... Rhetoric like we have seen in On Dit encourages hostility towards Jewish 

and Israeli students. ... The On Dit article...  openly incites hate calling for the 

destruction of the Jewish state, placing Jewish students in the crossfire.” 

 

Response by Jewish student at Adelaide University, reported in Adelaide Now, 31 Aug. 2022: 

• “I do not feel safe or welcomed on my campus as a Jew, knowing that these anti-semitic 

views are shared by many students. I am terrified knowing that many students on my 

campus are calling for the annihilation of the only Jewish state and proudly calling for 

the incitement of violence against Jews.”  

https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/university-of-adelaides-on-dit-

student-magazine-article-calls-for-death-of-israel-as-students-say-antisemitism-rising-on-

campus/news-story/f5e95d6a065ada4ddd450f9ea46b6c7e  

 

 

Habibah Jaghoori: Twitter posts 

• Habibah Jaghoori @HabibahJaghoori · Aug 6, 2022·  

Israel is bombing Palestine again and killing children so ergo for mainstream media to 

ignore it and for our politicians to clutch their pearls and cry for diplomacy. But a 

genocidal colonial apartheid project will always be a genocidal colonial apartheid 

project (1) 

 

• Habibah Jaghoori @HabibahJaghoori · Aug 6, 2022·  

https://www.facebook.com/onditmagazine?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXZ-0EN_1UhFYgXWhPHRtxcc7mOL9hjLCdmm2Alwj14XdHCCDvirMgO73ZZuE0e0UJorbt5K79mt0bTLzG1iSDOQ1f_rZvoaYLz9L24lPWO5FPHefN0gLq-a3erA4m-xQmq7XFFx1NT6xO_VYh6UkfG&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/onditmagazine/posts/pfbid029w6dLFFcqUeaRbApZmJA3fo6ZeVqaY6riv8f83QmpCS757bW7AaNfHL5BdqLGs4el
https://www.facebook.com/aujsfb/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSnHrFd8ogACOnr8gDdiDa05ygwUi0EWoHXAdSEOKjLMd--Qwd1in9B2A_T--YMA4m5B9IqNh12e2vjTIp6UzWVwNkaQf-tK5VktzwMfX27pDHP3qzWodl6EzuGu7MC1okWV-6em0AtTaBfLRheMCTZlUeNu-nppTdRzTQDtZkow&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/aujsfb/posts/pfbid02vrCLBvLg17Fj4QSqJANFACisyB2b2QmZuk1aByHMtzZb9AdVe5JbraJdhtgXJ9Yfl
https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/university-of-adelaides-on-dit-student-magazine-article-calls-for-death-of-israel-as-students-say-antisemitism-rising-on-campus/news-story/f5e95d6a065ada4ddd450f9ea46b6c7e
https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/university-of-adelaides-on-dit-student-magazine-article-calls-for-death-of-israel-as-students-say-antisemitism-rising-on-campus/news-story/f5e95d6a065ada4ddd450f9ea46b6c7e
https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/university-of-adelaides-on-dit-student-magazine-article-calls-for-death-of-israel-as-students-say-antisemitism-rising-on-campus/news-story/f5e95d6a065ada4ddd450f9ea46b6c7e
https://twitter.com/HabibahJaghoori
https://twitter.com/HabibahJaghoori
https://twitter.com/HabibahJaghoori
https://twitter.com/HabibahJaghoori/status/1555843407880556544
https://twitter.com/HabibahJaghoori
https://twitter.com/HabibahJaghoori
https://twitter.com/HabibahJaghoori
https://twitter.com/HabibahJaghoori
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Unless we annihilate it. Freedom for Palestinians is only guaranteed by their resistance 

and a global solidarity movement that is rock solid in revolution ideology and principle. 

Death to Israel. Death to America. (2)  

 

• Habibah Jaghoori @HabibahJaghoori · Aug 24, 2022· 

Annihilate means to abolish the genocidal & apartheid state that Israel is & to 

decolonize and un-occupy Palestine. It means to Free Palestine & put an end to 

Zionism. This has nothing to do with Jewish people. I think you are saying it’s okay to 

ethnically cleanse Palestinians.  

 

 

SRC meeting: motion and “Death to Israel till I die"   1 Sep. 2022 

At the University of Adelaide SRC meeting on 1 September 2022, in response to the On Dit 

content by Habibah Jaghoori, a motion was put. Motion 1: “The SRC calls upon Habibah 

Jaghoori to remove her [‘Death to Israel’] article from the On Dit website and publicly 

apologise to those she has offended with her hate speech” – the motion was defeated. 

 

During the meeting, Jaghoori repeatedly shouted:  "Death to Israel, Death to Israel and I'll say 

it again Death to Israel. I do not recognise Israel as this "Jewish Utopia" as Zionists claim. ... 

Death to Israel, Death to Israel till I die."  

 

The way that Jewish students were treated during the meeting and subsequent motions was also 

of concern. During the SRC meeting Jewish students were talked over and not allowed to speak 

about their concerns and experiences. Their attempts to speak were met with snickering and 

hostile side comments. See full video of the meeting here: https://fb.watch/fgrS5KLEbO/ 

 

A student attending the SRC meeting made the following observations: “Jewish Student starts 

speaking asking people not to speak for the Jewish community as the whole discussion has 

been saying what is or isnt antisemitism. Then Habibah (On Dit Editor) buts in and goes "Did 

I do that?" ... "No I was talking about Israel, not Jewish students." Then when the Jewish 

student said she lived in Israel for two years, the whole room goes "Ew" "Shame". Then the 

editor starts laughing at everything the Jewish student says. When the Jewish student says: 

"Not everyone is educated and will take your words 'death to Israel' literally", Habibah the 

editor responds with "and I mean it Death to Israel" and starts laughing. Then when the Jewish 

student says: "If you aren't going to condemn her then you are standing with her" and the room 

laughs and says "yeah we are". When a Jewish student says calling for violence against any 

country is not productive, the On Dit editor interrupts with "Death to Israel."..."  

 

The Australian Jewish News reported the following. A Jewish student who attended the SRC 

meeting of 1 Sep. described the scene as: “Everyone laughed and ridiculed us when we were 

trying to explain how we actually felt. We didn’t feel like they listened to us at all.” The AUJS 

president was “laughed at when citing the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism.” A 

Jewish student was “ridiculed while asking the SRC to not speak for Jews.” After the motion 

was rejected and the student says, “This is so sad for Jewish students,” a voice can be heard 

saying, “Oh, cry about it.” 

https://www.australianjewishnews.com/scared-to-attend-campus/ 

 

After the first motion failed to pass, and after the constant “Death to Israel” shouts above by 

Jaghoori, a second motion was put - supporting Habibah Jaghoori, the On Dit Editor, and 

standing in solidarity with her, which was passed. 

https://twitter.com/HabibahJaghoori
https://twitter.com/HabibahJaghoori
https://twitter.com/HabibahJaghoori
https://twitter.com/HabibahJaghoori
https://twitter.com/HabibahJaghoori
https://fb.watch/fgrS5KLEbO/
https://www.australianjewishnews.com/scared-to-attend-campus/
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On Dit Facebook: comments under video of SRC meeting 

On Dit was live. · September 1, 2022 

 

Comments: 

• Stasi Kapetanos … Israel is essentially carrying out a genocide against the Islamic and 

Arab world through its genocide of Palestinians. … Clearly AUJS and their Young 

Liberal tools. I think this extremist group should be shunned on all campus and 

excluded from student affairs over this, all their stochastic incitement against Habibah 

and God knows whatever else they get up to. … 

 

• Stasi Kapetanos I know exactl what AUJS and other 21st century zionists stand for, its 

essentially pure evil. You complain about words. I complain about genocide, 

oppression and apartheid. You are the real phoney. 

 
• Stasi Kapetanos [referring to a Jewish student] You are so cartoonishly racist. Average 

Zionist freak over here folks. 

 
• Stasi Kapetanos [in response to Jewish student] does this upset you little pig? 

 
 

On Dit Facebook: “Glory to the Intifada” 

‘Medium’, the digital publishing platform used by On Dit, removed the article of 8 August. 

On Dit · September 2, 2022 ·  

• “Medium has removed our article 'For Palestine, there is No Ceasefire' so here are 

screenshots of the article. ... Glory to the Intifada. Glory to the resistance. ...” 

 

Comment: 

• Alice Bardot … But hey, let's stop this unnecessarily holocaust industry and anti-

semitism card as a shield. …  Jewish people are among the richest and most influential 

people anywhere they are with a strong lobby group. For example, there are many 

Jewish billionaires among the top richest Australians, Australia's current AG is a Jew, 

former Treasurer was a Jew, Ukrainian President is a jew etc. They are well over 

represented compared to their numbers, because I don't disagree that they're smart, but 

also, there's no more fundamentalist, nationalistic, religious and tribal group than the 

Jews. No other group collectively identifies so much with their ethnicity, religion, only 

state with the religious/ethnic majority etc. than the Jews which helps them become 

well organised and they indeed are! 

 

 

YouX: removes Jaghoori as On Dit editor     13 Sep. 2022 

Adelaide University’s student YouX, the University’s elected Student Union, Board removed 

Habibah Jaghoori from her position as an On Dit Editor, on 13 September 2022, and issued the 

following statement. “Statement regarding On Dit Editor: Following a detailed investigation 

and referral from the YouX Student Media Independent Committee, the YouX Board has made 

the decision to remove Adelaide University Student Media Director, Habibah Jaghoori from 

her position as an On Dit Editor effective immediately.” However, her removal was “not 

against her article For Palestine, there is No Ceasefire, the investigation specifically related to 

her conduct and behaviour since the article's publication. ... she has continued to use language 

https://www.facebook.com/onditmagazine?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXSacLaSjKP4W4u2JWAXaMj0noCwCRim9rU5UeuNjsa349BURbD4I-wDGk-yXWutxSyTjTvKcyyH-u64OoNKoIumc1tT8iI3rondMDpOK1whIrn-kCxuIGo0okOzvQIE2WF8el0JlONSYnv8VCqM7fbjzQ9EAudapgmineruUrpmFmBao7kKx0lFGGmdpUHahg&__tn__=-%5dC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/onditmagazine/videos/1062199004482052/
https://www.facebook.com/anastasi.kapetanos?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDYyMTk5MDA0NDgyMDUyXzU1ODA3MjA1MTg2Mzg1NDQ%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXSacLaSjKP4W4u2JWAXaMj0noCwCRim9rU5UeuNjsa349BURbD4I-wDGk-yXWutxSyTjTvKcyyH-u64OoNKoIumc1tT8iI3rondMDpOK1whIrn-kCxuIGo0okOzvQIE2WF8el0JlONSYnv8VCqM7fbjzQ9EAudapgmineruUrpmFmBao7kKx0lFGGmdpUHahg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/anastasi.kapetanos?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDYyMTk5MDA0NDgyMDUyXzM4ODUzNzQ5Njc3MzA4OA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXSacLaSjKP4W4u2JWAXaMj0noCwCRim9rU5UeuNjsa349BURbD4I-wDGk-yXWutxSyTjTvKcyyH-u64OoNKoIumc1tT8iI3rondMDpOK1whIrn-kCxuIGo0okOzvQIE2WF8el0JlONSYnv8VCqM7fbjzQ9EAudapgmineruUrpmFmBao7kKx0lFGGmdpUHahg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/anastasi.kapetanos?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDYyMTk5MDA0NDgyMDUyXzEyMTg4MzYxODg2NzgwNjQ%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXSacLaSjKP4W4u2JWAXaMj0noCwCRim9rU5UeuNjsa349BURbD4I-wDGk-yXWutxSyTjTvKcyyH-u64OoNKoIumc1tT8iI3rondMDpOK1whIrn-kCxuIGo0okOzvQIE2WF8el0JlONSYnv8VCqM7fbjzQ9EAudapgmineruUrpmFmBao7kKx0lFGGmdpUHahg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/anastasi.kapetanos?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDYyMTk5MDA0NDgyMDUyXzQ5MTAzMjAxMjM2NzM5MA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXSacLaSjKP4W4u2JWAXaMj0noCwCRim9rU5UeuNjsa349BURbD4I-wDGk-yXWutxSyTjTvKcyyH-u64OoNKoIumc1tT8iI3rondMDpOK1whIrn-kCxuIGo0okOzvQIE2WF8el0JlONSYnv8VCqM7fbjzQ9EAudapgmineruUrpmFmBao7kKx0lFGGmdpUHahg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/onditmagazine?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXtrbKXdzc2BtAvqcmP5eXaRRB1ZGuN-KHSo9GLwwoDmzmGtCbJRJQzyoWXxT19lGCTeQ2GPsMKvvTIU_wjtvOYq2htnwhlkEtkpGhfE1De11mZjNDJzW8xGHcJ0sL4ZtnEt0hbjd6WqyvBig5wu8tBTbbk0zmYiGAdnuiz8Q5W-A&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/onditmagazine/posts/pfbid02ea5PaoDRcEGQzXjtydAgzSFFDYxaynEqgwUfY4g3JpDMwbqf93eiSURFCHJ5sYrrl
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100085423503818&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1Mjk4MDY1OTI0ODA2NTdfNDA2NDIzMTA0OTUyOTA5&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUJSzhQ6B54pVwquxRWrt2dCrrrj2z8dxySwp-R5ltyP2dSy47X2PMbZ5REE_9vPz2I7DMAgpZYP3nbr9HFymqIbhTJAbbtHE0VNcrCXjjtnFNDJqHyXhvWJOHQx6M5_0DdfWDUpZXsNri3Jq9HfJFOC51JdZ39bThaWu2_23AFBA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2294606750679949&set=p.2294606750679949&type=3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXSacLaSjKP4W4u2JWAXaMj0noCwCRim9rU5UeuNjsa349BURbD4I-wDGk-yXWutxSyTjTvKcyyH-u64OoNKoIumc1tT8iI3rondMDpOK1whIrn-kCxuIGo0okOzvQIE2WF8el0JlONSYnv8VCqM7fbjzQ9EAudapgmineruUrpmFmBao7kKx0lFGGmdpUHahg&__tn__=R%5d-R
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in public forums that can be clearly construed to support actions that could threaten the welfare 

of students. ...” https://youx.org.au/onditstatement/ In addition, YouX adopted the IHRA 

Working Definition of Antisemitism at this meeting, enshrining it into the YouX Roles and 

Responsibilities rules.  

 

 

Jaghoori: working to oppose AUJS admission to YouX as a student organisation  

It came to light that, prior to her removal, Habibah Jaghoori had been actively involved in 

trying to prevent the Jewish students’ union, AUJS, from being approved as a student body on 

campus. Evidence is a Twitter conversation initiated by Jaghoori with ‘Rabbi Linda’, a parody 

Twitter account which poses as the Chief Rabbi of Gaza (a territory where no Jews are allowed 

to enter), where Jaghoori is requesting support to oppose AUJS.  

https://www.israellycool.com/2022/09/14/habibah-jaghoori-removed-as-on-dit-editor-had-

been-planning-to-sabotage-aujs-admission-bid/ 

 

 

University of Melbourne: Student Union (UMSU) 

 

UMSU motion: ‘UMSU stands with Palestine - BDS and Solidarity Policy’ 29 Apr. 2022 

The University of Melbourne Student Union (UMSU) proposed and passed (10 votes to 6) a 

resolution on 29 April 2022 titled ‘UMSU stands with Palestine - BDS and Solidarity Policy’. 

The motion was based on a number of demonstrably dishonest and erroneous premises. 

However, the motion originally included support for “armed struggle” but this wording was 

replaced. 

 

The motion originally included the following but were removed from the final version:  

 

• “UMSU supports the self-determination of the Palestinian people and their right to 

engage in armed struggle against their occupiers” [later amended to “engage in self-

defence against…”]  

• “UMSU recognizes Palestinians as the true owners of the territories” [thus denying any 

Jewish connection or rights to the land]. 

 

The motion that was adopted included the following wording of particular concern:  

 

• “the Indigenous Palestinians … This colonial project… Israel has been deemed as a 

settler colonial apartheid state ...  the ongoing ethnic cleansing of Palestinians … 

UMSU supports the self-determination of the Palestinian people and their right to 

engage in self-defence against their occupiers. UMSU deems Zionism as a racist, 

colonial ideology. … ” 

 

UMSU then added statements about Jews and antisemitism: 

 

• “UMSU condemns any and all forms of anti-semitism against students of the Jewish 

faith, and stands in solidarity with Jewish students. UMSU recognises that Israel’s 

actions are not representative of the Jewish community. Similarly, Israel's crimes are 

its responsibility alone and not that of Jewish people worldwide. UMSU strongly 

endorses that Judaism and Zionism are not to be conflated as one.” 

 

https://youx.org.au/onditstatement/
https://www.israellycool.com/2022/09/14/habibah-jaghoori-removed-as-on-dit-editor-had-been-planning-to-sabotage-aujs-admission-bid/
https://www.israellycool.com/2022/09/14/habibah-jaghoori-removed-as-on-dit-editor-had-been-planning-to-sabotage-aujs-admission-bid/
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While the resolution said it “supports the self-determination of the Palestinian people”, it 

denied that same right of self-determination to the Jewish people. 

 

In response to the motion, the Australasian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS) and the 

Melbourne University Jewish Students Society (MUJSS) wrote, 29 April 2022: 

https://www.facebook.com/aujsfb/posts/10158125259227047 

 

• “The motion is outrageous as it misrepresents Jewish students’ beliefs, misconstrues 

Zionism and incites hate. It is blatantly antisemitic. 

 

However, AUJS and MUJSS are most disgusted by the line that states, “that Judaism 

or Zionism are not to be conflated”. The UMSU has no mandate to speak for the Jewish 

community on what constitutes Judaism. The movers of the motion did not reach out 

MUJSS or consult the Jewish community about the views and beliefs of the large 

Jewish student population at the University of Melbourne. Similarly, the throwaway 

line about standing in solidarity with Jewish students is hypocritical and tokenistic at 

best, given there was no attempt to hear the experiences and opinions of Jewish 

students.  

 

The explicit support for the BDS movement, specifically the call for an academic 

boycott of staff, institutions and organisations, and other Jewish voices from spaces on 

campus where they should feel free to express their diverse and nuanced perspectives. 

The BDS movement normalises the targeting of Jewish students for their inherent 

historical, cultural and religious connection to the land of Israel.  

 

AUJS and MUJSS commend those who acknowledged the blatant antisemitism of this 

motion and voted against it” noting that “Students representing the Australian Labor 

Party left and Right factions all voted against this motion.” 

 

The University of Melbourne, via a spokesperson, publicly responded on 4 May 2022 with this 

statement:  

 

• “The University of Melbourne Student Union (UMSU) is a self-governing body and 

operates as a separate entity to the University.  

 

This anti-Semitic motion, narrowly passed in a vote by 16 members of the UMSU 

Students’ Council, is not the position of the University of Melbourne; nor is it one that 

is endorsed or supported by the University. 

 

The University of Melbourne is deeply committed to the values of inclusion and 

respect, and all members of our community must feel welcome and safe from 

discrimination or racism. Any form of anti-Semitism is antithetical to who we are and 

what we stand for. Tackling it and its damaging effects is a responsibility of all 

members of our community. Jewish students and staff are valued members of our 

University, along with our Jewish alumni and friends. We are proud of our relationships 

with the Jewish community in Australia and across the world, and our academic 

partnerships with Israeli universities and scholars. Similarly, academic freedom and 

freedom of speech are core values of the University of Melbourne as outlined in 

our Freedom of Speech Policy, which applies to students, staff and visitors of the 

https://www.facebook.com/aujsfb/posts/10158125259227047
https://policy.unimelb.edu.au/MPF1342
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University. We expect all members of our community to exercise these rights 

respectfully.” 

https://www.jwire.com.au/university-of-melbourne-antisemitic-motion-is-not-the-position-of-

the-university/ 

 

Australian Jewish leaders from many mainstream organisations responded on 5 May 2022: 

• “We stand with our students, we unite in the face of antisemitism, we will not allow 

myths and mistruths to fan the flames of bigotry. … While denying the Jewish people 

their right to self-determination, in a blatant display of discrimination and double 

standards, the UMSU resolution advocated for the Palestinian right to self-

determination. … The real, intended, harm is to smear Israel before as wide an audience 

as possible. … Ultimately, the culture of a university is determined by its leadership. A 

culture which permits antisemitism of the kind we have seen with this resolution should 

be anathema to any university with pride in its reputation. …” 

 https://www.australianjewishnews.com/a-display-of-discrimination-and-double-standards/ 

 

 

Graffiti at Melbourne University campus on 22 May 2022 

 

 
 

 

UMSU motion: rescind ‘UMSU stands with Palestine - BDS and Student Policy’ 

The University of Melbourne Students Union (UMSU) rescinded the motion (which was 

passed on 29 April) on 26 May 2022, by 10 votes to six. There were several contributing 

factors: AUJS’ opposition, the threat of being sued, and the University of Melbourne 

condemning the motion as antisemitic. 

 

AUJS stated that UMSU decided to rescind the motion “after countless meetings between 

AUJS and UMSU and after the legal action taken by Melbourne University student Justin 

Riazaty against UMSU for racial discrimination ... The original UMSU motion was put forward 

over the objections of Jewish students. UMSU attempted to define Judaism, Zionism and 

antisemitism in a way that solely reflects the views of a fringe group of Israel-haters but bears 

no relationship to the lived experience of the Jewish people.” 

https://www.facebook.com/318218457046/posts/10158165502662047/ 

 

Peter Wertheim, co-CEO of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry, remarked: “In a major 

victory against growing antisemitism on Australian campuses, the Australasian Union of 

Jewish Students (AUJS) has helped bring about the rescission of an anti-Israel resolution 

https://www.jwire.com.au/university-of-melbourne-antisemitic-motion-is-not-the-position-of-the-university/
https://www.jwire.com.au/university-of-melbourne-antisemitic-motion-is-not-the-position-of-the-university/
https://www.australianjewishnews.com/a-display-of-discrimination-and-double-standards/
https://www.facebook.com/318218457046/posts/10158165502662047/
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passed in late April by the University of Melbourne Students Union. The resolution was 

subsequently condemned as antisemitic by the University administration.” 

 

In response to the rescission, Fahad Ali, an advocate for Palestine, likened Jewish students to 

“TERFs, homophobes, white nationalists”, and also asserted that Jewish national self-

determination is not a peoples’ movement but rather an ideology. TERF is an acronym for 

“Trans-Exclusionary Radical Feminist.” 

 

• Fahad Ali | فهد علي@fahad_s_ali · 4:10 PM · May 26, 2022·  

UMSU has just voted to rescind a motion in solidarity with Palestine, following a legal 

threat from a Young Liberal. This sets a dangerous precedent by validating lawfare 

tactics against student organisations, and leaves UMSU open to legal attack in the 

future. 

 

• Fahad Ali | فهد علي@fahad_s_ali · 4:15 PM · May 26, 2022·  

One can conceive of a situation where any ideological group — TERFs, homophobes, 

white nationalists, etc. — can sue UMSU in response to any motion they don’t like. By 

taking this decision today, UMSU has given those groups a green light. 

 

 

UMSU motion: ‘UMSU stands with Palestine - BDS and Student Policy’    15 Aug. 2022 

https://umsu.unimelb.edu.au/pageassets/about/studentscouncil/council-

minutes/Minutes_13_22.pdf 

A motion, based on the one from 29 April (which was adopted, then rescinded on 26 May), 

and rewritten was moved and voted on at an UMSU meeting on 15 August 2022, and passed. 

The motion was as problematical as the original motion that had been rescinded, and for the 

same reasons.  

  

Responses to the motion: 

Prior to the vote, AUJS expressed its views on 13 August 2022, including: 

 

• “The motion lays bare the real objective of this campaign, which is the disappearance 

of Israel as a Jewish state and the removal from the land of most of its Jewish population 

by one means or another. The motion strips the Jewish people of their right to national 

self-determination and dignity. Like previous motions, it will lead to a further increase 

in antisemitism on campus. Jewish students are determined to fight against this 

insidious form of racism and fight back against anyone who is making Jewish students 

feel unsafe on Australian university campuses with every legal means at our disposal. 

We commend the University administration for having condemned a similar motion 

earlier this year, and we call upon it to take much more decisive action against this 

singling out of one nation and one people for vilification and abuse.” 

https://www.facebook.com/aujsfb/posts/pfbid0Xp7PQyEyFaH3KbWUtVVKXGJsfG

3aw4UAQmYQE3F8nzCKexsi8rxjXd57VZRC8Mwjl 

 

Natalie Gunn, president of the Australasian Union of Jewish Students said she vehemently 

opposed the new motion and rejected the “utterly false and ludicrous version of history” set out 

in the motion. She said it would lead to “further anti-Semitism on campus”. 

https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/national/victoria/student-union-doubles-down-on-anti-

semitism-with-fresh-boycott-call-20220812-p5b9aa.html 

 

https://twitter.com/fahad_s_ali
https://twitter.com/fahad_s_ali
https://twitter.com/fahad_s_ali
https://twitter.com/fahad_s_ali
https://twitter.com/fahad_s_ali
https://twitter.com/fahad_s_ali
https://twitter.com/fahad_s_ali
https://twitter.com/fahad_s_ali
https://umsu.unimelb.edu.au/pageassets/about/studentscouncil/council-minutes/Minutes_13_22.pdf
https://umsu.unimelb.edu.au/pageassets/about/studentscouncil/council-minutes/Minutes_13_22.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/aujsfb/posts/pfbid0Xp7PQyEyFaH3KbWUtVVKXGJsfG3aw4UAQmYQE3F8nzCKexsi8rxjXd57VZRC8Mwjl
https://www.facebook.com/aujsfb/posts/pfbid0Xp7PQyEyFaH3KbWUtVVKXGJsfG3aw4UAQmYQE3F8nzCKexsi8rxjXd57VZRC8Mwjl
https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/national/victoria/student-union-doubles-down-on-anti-semitism-with-fresh-boycott-call-20220812-p5b9aa.html
https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/national/victoria/student-union-doubles-down-on-anti-semitism-with-fresh-boycott-call-20220812-p5b9aa.html
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Five major national and state Jewish organisations - Executive Council of Australian Jewry, 

Australia/Israel & Jewish Affairs Council, Zionist Federation of Australia, Jewish Community 

Council of Victoria and Zionism Victoria - condemned the Melbourne University Student 

Union motion on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, stating: 

  

• “It is disingenuous to suggest that this motion is simply about criticism of the Israeli 

government or support for the Palestinians. It effectively advocates the eradication of 

Israel as a state and thus denies the basic right of national self-determination of the 

Jewish people. The motion is imbued with racism and its language drips with venomous 

hatred. When student representatives falsely deny the Jewish connection to Israel, they 

deny to Jewish students the right to their own identity. When they promote hatred of 

Israel so unrelentingly, they are telling Jewish students and faculty that they don’t 

belong on campus unless they willingly forego their own identity. Only one country is 

singled out. Only one ethnicity is vilified. This has real-world implications. Jewish 

students are facing increasing intimidation, including death threats, and a planned 

stabbing. ... Motions like this do nothing for Palestinians, but they make life on campus 

more dangerous for Jews.” 

https://www.ecaj.org.au/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/UniMelb-Student-Union-

Motion-August-2022-Joint-statement.pdf  

 

 

University of Sydney: Student Representative Council (USyd SRC) 

 

USyd SRC motion: Sydney Festival boycott    2 Feb. 2022 

University of Sydney SRC passed a resolution on 2 February 2022 in support of a boycott of 

the Sydney Festival, which had received a $20,000 sponsorship from the Israel Embassy in 

Canberra for a dance routine to be performed at the festival by the Sydney Dance Company. 

The dance had been devised by a renowned Israeli choreographer. The motion included the 

following statements: 

 

• “artwashing of apartheid, plain and simple. Israel is an apartheid state…” 

 

• “Any corporation that sided with Israel is no friend of students”  

 

https://srcusyd.net.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/1_Council-Minutes_02Feb22.pdf 

 

As expressed by AUJS, on 3 Feb. 2022: “This comment explicitly isolates Jewish voices and 

intends to exclude AUJS, as a representative body of Jewish students, from the student body 

and their goals. Additionally, this statement ostracises any student with a connection to Israel 

by excluding them from their definition of students.” 

https://twitter.com/AUJS/status/1489001402974470148 

 

In addition, Jewish students were heckled, intimidated and silenced during the debate on the 

motion. The AUJS political affairs director Gabrielle Stricker-Phelps was told ‘go back to your 

rich eastern suburbs home’. 

 

 

USyd SRC motion: ‘Al-Nakba, Solidarity With Palestine’  4 May 2022 

https://srcusyd.net.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/4_Council-Minutes_04May22.pdf 

https://www.ecaj.org.au/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/UniMelb-Student-Union-Motion-August-2022-Joint-statement.pdf
https://www.ecaj.org.au/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/UniMelb-Student-Union-Motion-August-2022-Joint-statement.pdf
https://srcusyd.net.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/1_Council-Minutes_02Feb22.pdf
https://twitter.com/AUJS/status/1489001402974470148
https://srcusyd.net.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/4_Council-Minutes_04May22.pdf
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University of Sydney SRC passed a motion on 4 May 2022, to “Commemorate Al-Nakba, 

Solidarity With Palestine.” The motion was passed with 16 votes in favour, three against and 

three abstentions. The motion included:  

 

• “… apartheid in Israel was brutally established through the expulsion of 85 per cent of 

the Palestinian population and the murder of 15 000 people… The Israeli state’s 

repression of the Palestinians… Israel’s genocide against Palestine.”  

 

• “The USYD SRC stands in solidarity with Palestinians, fighting back against daily 

repression and violence” 

 

• “[a student] proposed an amendment to the action points to add: ‘4. The USYD SRC 

stands against all acts of terrorism and violence against civilians.’ It was not amenable 

to the movers” and lapsed. 

 

In response, Australasian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS) vice-president Alissa Foster said, 

“Picking and choosing from a series of complex historical events misleads the general student 

population, and is insensitive to those students directly impacted. While expressing solidarity 

with Palestinians is one thing, the motion rather falsifies the story of the land of Israel. This 

comes after the Student Union passed a motion commending the boycott of the Sydney Festival 

in February. Since then the Student Union has been reluctant to engage with AUJS, leaving 

Jewish students feeling unheard by and uncomfortable with their representative body.” 

https://www.australianjewishnews.com/another-hateful-student-motion/ 

 

 

USyd SRC motion: ‘From The River To The Sea’   1 June 2022 

The SRC at the University of Sydney passed a motion “From the River to the Sea: The Sydney 

University SRC Stands in Solidarity with Palestine” on 1 June 2022. It included the following:  

 

• “… apartheid. … ongoing ethnic cleansing of Palestinians. To champion the cause of 

Palestine is a basic anti-imperialist and anti-racist act. … support of Palestinian 

resistance. … Solidarity protests and campaigns such as Boycott, Divestment, 

Sanctions are central to this fight. The council calls on Sydney University to divest from 

Israeli institutions and uphold the academic boycott of Israeli universities. … Israeli 

occupation of Palestine and its system of militarised apartheid and ethnic cleansing. … 

support for the Palestinian struggle for liberation, justice and self-determination. The 

SRC supports a free Palestine. … The Sydney University SRC endorses the 

international Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement targeting Israeli aparthied.” 

 

Then it stated: 

• “The Sydney University SRC rejects the idea opposition to Israel is anti-Semitic. Not 

all Jewish people support Israeli apartheid. The council opposes both anti-semitism and 

the actions of the Israeli state.”  

https://www.facebook.com/287412797993075/posts/5293329420734696/ 

 

In response: Peter Wertheim, co-CEO of Executive Council of Australian Jewry, on 9 June 

2022, said the term “From the River to the Sea” is “an overt denial of the right of Israel to exist, 

a call for the extinguishment of a nation-state ... It is a denial of the right of national self-

determination of the Jewish people, a crude form of antisemitism. The supporters of the 

https://www.australianjewishnews.com/another-hateful-student-motion/
https://www.facebook.com/287412797993075/posts/5293329420734696/
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resolution patronisingly assert that they know better than Jews what antisemitism is. This 

assertion itself is antisemitic, and founded in ignorance.”  

https://www.australianjewishnews.com/this-motion-is-awash-with-lies/ 

 

The University of Sydney vice-chancellor Mark Scott in a letter to NSW JBD on 24 June 2022 

stated that “the SRC’s motion does not represent the position of the University of Sydney. The 

University of Sydney deeply values our Jewish community members, and the close ties we 

share with the broader Jewish community. As an institution, we do not consider the Boycott, 

Divestment and Sanctions policy appropriate. It is not a University-endorsed policy… racist, 

intimidating, abusive or threatening behaviours are not tolerated. … We do not tolerate anti-

Semitic language or behaviour on our campuses and take any complaints extremely seriously.” 

https://www.nswjbd.org/letter-to-nsw-jbd-ceo-darren-bark-from-sydney-university-vice-

chancellor-mark-scott/ 

 

 

USyd SRC motions: on antisemitism     3 Aug. 2022 

At the University of Sydney SRC meeting on 3 August 2022, three motions concerning 

antisemitism were moved.  

 

The first motion ‘The SRC Opposes Anti-Semitism’ focussed mostly on combatting the “far-

right” and “fascistic politics” and of “collaboration with other anti-racist, anti-fascist and left-

wing organisations” to fight the far right; antisemitism was only mentioned almost as an 

afterthought, as ammunition to condemn the far right. Notably, the only source of antisemitism 

mentioned was the far-right. This motion only paid lip service to antisemitism. The motion was 

carried. 

 

The second motion ‘BDS bad? More inside’ called for the SRC to condemn the Boycott, 

Divestment and Sanctions’ (BDS) controversy in Boston (which listed the names and addresses 

of Jewish organisations in Boston USA), noting that “This motion condemns the racist actions 

of the BDS who... often overstep the bounds into inciting violence against Jewish people.” The 

motion provided evidence of left-wing antisemitism, and the threat it poses to Jews. The motion 

failed. 

 

The third motion ‘USYD SRC report into action against antisemitism’ called for the SRC to 

“publish a full report outlining what this SRC has done against antisemitism on campus”. The 

motion failed.  

https://srcusyd.net.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/7_Council-Minutes_03Aug22.pdf 

 

 

Australian National University: Student Association (ANUSA) 

 

ANUSA motion: in solidarity with the UMSU    18 May 2022 

https://anusa.com.au/pageassets/about/meetings/MINUTES-SRC-4.docx.pdf  

The Australian National University Student Association (ANUSA) passed a motion on 18 May 

2022 titled “Solidarity with UMSU”, referring to the UMSU motion of 29 April 2022 (referred 

to above). The motion included: 

 

• “ANUSA rejects the argument that criticism of Israel is antisemitic. The attempt by the 

Melbourne University admin, a Liberal Party member and right-wing media 

commentators to intimidate students into silence using this accusation is shameful. We 

https://www.australianjewishnews.com/this-motion-is-awash-with-lies/
https://www.nswjbd.org/letter-to-nsw-jbd-ceo-darren-bark-from-sydney-university-vice-chancellor-mark-scott/
https://www.nswjbd.org/letter-to-nsw-jbd-ceo-darren-bark-from-sydney-university-vice-chancellor-mark-scott/
https://forward.com/news/506878/boston-jewish-leftists-map-bds/
https://srcusyd.net.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/7_Council-Minutes_03Aug22.pdf
https://anusa.com.au/pageassets/about/meetings/MINUTES-SRC-4.docx.pdf
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stand in solidarity with students ... against these slanderous accusations. ANUSA 

supports Palestinian resistance, including the international BDS campaign. Israel is an 

internationally recognised apartheid, settler-colonial state engaging in the ethnic 

cleansing of Palestinians. The Israeli government has committed innumerable war 

crimes… using false accusations of antisemitism in order to discipline the left and 

misconstrue and justify Israel’s apartheid regime is disingenuous and dangerous …” 

 

In response, AUJS on 24 May 2022 stated on Twitter and Instagram: 

AUJS@AUJS · May 24, 2022·  

• “Standing in solidarity with another student council should never come at the expense 

of Jewish students. The Australian National University Student Association 

@anustudents passed a motion last week in solidarity with the UMSU. See our 

statement below.” 

 

• “Both the UMSU and ANUSA motions are antisemitic, not because they “criticise 

Israel” but because their supporters have arrogated to themselves the right to define 

Judaism, Zionism and antisemitism in a way that conveniently meets their own views, 

over objections of Jewish students and the vast majority of Jewish people, and is 

contrary to the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism. ...   

 

• AUJS rejects the idea that antisemitism only exists on the political “right”, and 

condemns the hypocrisy of those people who have no difficulty condemning racial 

forms of antisemitism and Holocaust denial from neo-Nazis and other white 

supremacists, but seem to be emotionally and ideologically incapable of recognising 

more contemporary forms of antisemitism from the “progressive” side of politics. This 

includes the rejection of Jewish peoplehood and the Jewish people’s collective right to 

national self-determination.” 

https://www.instagram.com/p/Cd7-4rbrSpE/  

 

 

University of Western Australia: Student Guild (UWASG)  

 

UWA Student Guild motion: violence and death in Palestine   25 May 2022 

https://pelicanmagazine.com.au/2022/06/29/may-guild-council-report/ 

The University of Western Australia (UWA) Student Guild passed a motion on 25 May 2022 

in support of the UMSU motion of 29 April 2022. In addition, this motion accused Israel of 

murder without there having been a trial: 

 

• “journalist Shireen Abu Akleh, who was murdered by Israeli forces … woeful acts of 

violence by Israeli forces … to show support to Middle Eastern & Palestinian students 

on campus affected by this crisis. … to commemorate Shireen Abu Akleh and the 

Palestine Nakba.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/AUJS
https://twitter.com/AUJS
https://twitter.com/AUJS
https://twitter.com/AUJS
https://twitter.com/anustudents
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cd7-4rbrSpE/
https://pelicanmagazine.com.au/2022/06/29/may-guild-council-report/
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COVID-19 related antisemitism 
 

The COVID-19 pandemic, which began in Australia in January 2020, has produced its own 

forms of antisemitism. Many antisemites used the impact of the pandemic as part of their 

arsenal of false claims against Jews. Much of this was documented and exposed in an extensive 

article in May 2020: Covid-19 and the plague of online antisemitism. The claims, posted online, 

on extremist sites, included assertions that Covid-19 was created by Jews, spread by Jews, part 

of a Jewish plot to control the world, is a Jewish hoax, is a Jewish money-making scam, that 

Jews are receiving divine punishment, as well as mocking the Holocaust, and expressing joy at 

Jewish deaths.  

 

Since then, the antisemitism related to COVID-19 has become much more public and is 

expressed in the mainstream (as well as on extremist online sites) by politicians, street 

protesters, anti-vaxxers and others. Only antisemitism expressed on mainstream sites, eg 

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, is included in this section.  

 

A trend developed whereby COVID denialists and those opposed to government health 

measures, such as vaccinations and lockdowns, adopted the false belief that they are being 

treated in the similar or same manner as Jews were treated under Nazi German rule. For 

example, they appropriated the yellow star that Jews were forced to wear by the Nazis in the 

1940s, and wore them as a protest against government regulations; they also wore striped 

clothing similar to that worn in Nazi concentration camps. While this practice is not necessarily 

done as an act intended to be hostile towards Jews, it impliedly minimises and trivialises the 

Nazi persecution of Jews and the Holocaust. 

 

 

Insights 

Nina Bassat, former president of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry, former president 

of the Jewish Community Council of Victoria, child survivor of the Lvov Ghetto, in response 

to anti-vaxxers who wear yellow stars or striped pyjamas as a sign of protest, 27 Jan. 2022: 

 

“The problem is not only the hurtful appropriation of Shoah symbolism, but it is also, and even 

more so, the distortion of it. ... Jews were not having their freedom taken away, when they were 

wearing a yellow star, they were at risk of being killed. They were not having just their freedom 

taken away when they were in Auschwitz in striped pyjamas; they were a second or a 

millisecond away from death. ... Lockdown is not exactly being in the ghetto scrambling for 

potato peels or being in a concentration camp, wondering if you’ll survive the night in the cold 

with the hunger and the disease. ... What it really highlights is the complete and utter ignorance 

of what the Holocaust was because in order to make those comparisons, it shows no knowledge 

whatsoever.”  

https://www.australianjewishnews.com/campaign-against-shoah-trivialisation-launched/ 

 

 

Analogies 

The following are a selection of comments made by people comparing the COVID regulations, 

such as vaccine mandates, mask-wearing, and lockdowns, to the Holocaust. 

 

Unvaccinated couple: “Segregation of Jewish People” 

Frew@IAmFrew · Dec 23, 2021· 

https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/covid-19-and-the-plague-of-online-antisemitism/
https://www.australianjewishnews.com/campaign-against-shoah-trivialisation-launched/
https://twitter.com/IAmFrew
https://twitter.com/IAmFrew
https://twitter.com/IAmFrew
https://twitter.com/IAmFrew
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“My Husband I Were Refused Service at the Coffee Club in Hervey Bay Mall QLD Yesterday 

As Being UnVaxed. I've Never Felt More Humiliated In My Life & What Came To My Mind 

Instantly Was the History of WW2 and The Segregation of Jewish People. Today Its The 

Unvaxed I'm Broken.” 

 

Nazi analogy: Covid mandates and the Holocaust 

The deputy president of the Fair Work Commission, in October 2021, commented on an image 

on social media of a post by another woman, who had posted it on Facebook on 2 October 

2021. The image showed a Jewish couple in Nazi Germany wearing the yellow Star of David, 

to identify them as Jews, on their coats, and text underneath the photo. The deputy president’s 

comment, using her professional LinkedIn account, was: “I fully agree Tania”. 

 

 
https://thenewdaily.com.au/news/coronavirus/2021/10/27/vaccine-malcolm-roberts-one-

nation/ 

 

Unvaccinated Restaurant owners: “being segregated like the Jews in Germany” 

After a restaurant owner and her daughter were arrested on 7 February 2022 and charged for 

breaching the WA Emergency Management Act for allegedly working despite not being 

vaccinated, the husband stated that unvaccinated West Australians are “being segregated like 

the Jews in Germany”, according to The West Australian. Unlike the Jews of Germany, the 

restaurant owners were charged not for who they are, but for what they did, or failed to do, ie 

they had a choice of whether or not to comply with the law. 

https://www.news.com.au/world/coronavirus/australia/cafe-owner-and-daughter-marched-

out-of-restaurant-by-cops-in-perth-for-working-while-unvaccinated-and-serving-nonjabbed-

customers/news-story/3e2a44db6bfe2ff768f037be7cd42983 

 

Café: Mask mandates akin to the Holocaust 

A man in a cafe in Perth in early February 2022, when a staff member asked him to wear a 

mask indoors, stated that it was akin to how the Jews were treated during the Holocaust. As 

expressed by the journalist: “the Holocaust was the systematic persecution and murder of six 

https://thenewdaily.com.au/news/coronavirus/2021/10/27/vaccine-malcolm-roberts-one-nation/
https://thenewdaily.com.au/news/coronavirus/2021/10/27/vaccine-malcolm-roberts-one-nation/
https://www.news.com.au/world/coronavirus/australia/cafe-owner-and-daughter-marched-out-of-restaurant-by-cops-in-perth-for-working-while-unvaccinated-and-serving-nonjabbed-customers/news-story/3e2a44db6bfe2ff768f037be7cd42983
https://www.news.com.au/world/coronavirus/australia/cafe-owner-and-daughter-marched-out-of-restaurant-by-cops-in-perth-for-working-while-unvaccinated-and-serving-nonjabbed-customers/news-story/3e2a44db6bfe2ff768f037be7cd42983
https://www.news.com.au/world/coronavirus/australia/cafe-owner-and-daughter-marched-out-of-restaurant-by-cops-in-perth-for-working-while-unvaccinated-and-serving-nonjabbed-customers/news-story/3e2a44db6bfe2ff768f037be7cd42983
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=211629264287466&set=a.105865531530507&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU8C5FJHrRR3U3xbGNwWztvJWqw-jojT81AmaUvh9bOUlch9LeTAB3ZRc5oBLXUMN-DHlqvA091faLH4kVn2G8wvI47CiJzKGQwudhsGC7RNHo4nNqnpyL3LJSdS-TqN1KJHKfVJH6MQnbppdxisfBCkXNaV0myvfZUWPS6guCMUg&__tn__=EH-y-R
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million Jews by the Nazi regime using brutal mistreatment, mass shootings and specially 

designed killing centres.” 

https://www.perthnow.com.au/opinion/ben-oshea-proper-mask-wearing-is-becoming-the-iq-

test-of-the-covid-pandemic-in-western-ausrtalia-c-5598463 

 

Pro-vaccination person: “same disquiet Jews might have felt in Germany in the 1930s.”  

In a letter to the editor of the Byron Shire Echo, on 9 February 2022, a person wrote of how he 

felt that he was being marginalised for his pro-vaccination views, and wrote that “I feel 

alienated from most of my neighbours. I just don’t raise the subject… don’t mention ‘the V 

word’. It’s a bit like the same disquiet Jews might have felt in Germany in the 1930s.” The 

analogy is false and offensive. No one is going to arrest a person for holding pro-vaccination 

(or even anti-vaccination) views and taken to a concentration camp. 

 

Nazi analogies: wearing yellow stars and striped shirt with number 

The two Facebook posts below provide good examples of content by an anti-vaxx campaigner 

making analogies between COVID counter-measures, and the persecution of Jews under the 

Nazi regime. In the post of 10 October 2021, the woman is wearing a striped shirt, with a 

number sewn on it, reminiscent of Nazi concentration camp uniforms, and uses language that 

reinforces that analogy. In the post of 11 October 2021, the woman and her three children are 

each wearing a yellow star (forced upon Jews by the Nazis) with the words ‘No Vax’ inside, 

and the words comparing unvaccinated people being excluded from public places (because 

they chose not to be vaccinated) with Jews under Nazi rule, who lost jobs, homes, and 

eventually their lives, regardless of any choices they had made. 

 

 

Sarah Mills - Amongst the Stars 

· October 10, 2021 

... Does anyone know where we get our full 

uniform? I’ve found the shirt but wasn’t 

sure if there’s anywhere you can get them as 

a set? or are we just provided them upon 

arrival? … 

 

 
 

 

Sarah Mills - Amongst the Stars 

· October 11, 2021 

As of today I may no longer enter 

Restaurants, Cafes, Theatres, ... Clothing 

stores, or anything deemed “non essential”. 

... They say history always repeats itself ... 

they are not wrong. ... To those out there 

feeling segregated and judged, you are not 

alone. 

 

 

https://www.perthnow.com.au/opinion/ben-oshea-proper-mask-wearing-is-becoming-the-iq-test-of-the-covid-pandemic-in-western-ausrtalia-c-5598463
https://www.perthnow.com.au/opinion/ben-oshea-proper-mask-wearing-is-becoming-the-iq-test-of-the-covid-pandemic-in-western-ausrtalia-c-5598463
https://www.facebook.com/mamaquaintrelle
https://www.facebook.com/mamaquaintrelle/posts/280109930781322
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=280109907447991&set=a.136033455188971&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWmsMRc8V-xqrHO9CfIeqPzqaHhPBzSISp2C97TDm5Mi9iJ9MGYK4Ld-gvuMzqCK9I6nOjK9NPXa_tKPgNpIMEXadDvq2XzA2QXsOdTEMLVY_O2LBMIrPWjhKW2OrVIcpIXRKphC1G5sBPz8vCj4HIn&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=280109907447991&set=a.136033455188971&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWmsMRc8V-xqrHO9CfIeqPzqaHhPBzSISp2C97TDm5Mi9iJ9MGYK4Ld-gvuMzqCK9I6nOjK9NPXa_tKPgNpIMEXadDvq2XzA2QXsOdTEMLVY_O2LBMIrPWjhKW2OrVIcpIXRKphC1G5sBPz8vCj4HIn&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/mamaquaintrelle
https://www.facebook.com/mamaquaintrelle/posts/280955954030053
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=280109907447991&set=a.136033455188971&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWmsMRc8V-xqrHO9CfIeqPzqaHhPBzSISp2C97TDm5Mi9iJ9MGYK4Ld-gvuMzqCK9I6nOjK9NPXa_tKPgNpIMEXadDvq2XzA2QXsOdTEMLVY_O2LBMIrPWjhKW2OrVIcpIXRKphC1G5sBPz8vCj4HIn&__tn__=EH-R
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Placards at protests 

 

At street protests against vaccinations and/or lockdowns, some protesters held placards making 

analogies of COVID-19 counter-measures with Nazi Germany and/or the Holocaust. The 

protest material often included direct reference to the Holocaust, images of the yellow star 

badges or armbands Jews were forced to wear by the Nazis, image of the sign over Auschwitz 

“Arbeit Macht Frei” (Work Makes Free), and wearing the striped uniform of Nazi 

concentration camp prisoners. The following is a selection. 

 

 

 
 

protest placard “Freedom from medical 

apartheid / medical tyranny” 

20 Dec. 2021, Perth CBD 

 

 
 

protest placard “Holocaust was a Sunday 

picnic compared to todays censored vax 

rape carnage on the world”  

18 Dec. 2021, Melbourne 

 

 

 
 

placard protest,  

“Vax Free are the new 1940s Jews”  

15 Jan. 2022, Sydney 

 

 

 
 

protest placard  

“Vaccine. Arbeit Macht Frei” 

19 Nov. 2021, Melbourne 

 

... 
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protest, double-sided placard: 

“Let us Work” and “End Arpartheid” (sic) 

using yellow stars, Canberra, 1 Feb. 2022 

 

 

 
Jewish armband posted on Instagram by a 

Hillsong church singer, 3 Dec. 2021 

 

 

 
protest placard 

“Medical malfeasance = Nuremberg 2” 

25 Dec. 2021, Townsville, Qld 

 

 

 
protester in Nazi concentration camp 

uniform, with placard of “History Repeats”, 

Melbourne CBD, 30 Oct. 2021 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=10160276367259131&set=a.10150199795859131&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWga9ZZVlt7QRQ-HyFSi-V6NS5Zxb_fOp57Mdh2OIEWLMOYejd__6dOBLI7Vu-OroIGyBLPks0gn6LYKdesceJmjzcAV4U6p7D8V0VYtRKC6oIfyPqfLGwhUWYjtO5DatI&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=10160276367259131&set=a.10150199795859131&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWga9ZZVlt7QRQ-HyFSi-V6NS5Zxb_fOp57Mdh2OIEWLMOYejd__6dOBLI7Vu-OroIGyBLPks0gn6LYKdesceJmjzcAV4U6p7D8V0VYtRKC6oIfyPqfLGwhUWYjtO5DatI&__tn__=EH-R
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4. ORGANISATIONS and ONLINE  
 

Introduction 

This chapter aims to highlight the main themes and expressions of anti-Jewish hatred found in 

the online content of certain Australian organisations and individuals. This chapter, although 

far from comprehensive, provides only an intimation of the volume of online antisemitic 

content generated or elicited by organisations and individuals which is freely and directly 

accessible to any member of the public.  

 

Organisations 

There are many types of groups and organisations operating within Australia which openly 

espouse and promote an antisemitic ideology, sometimes intermixed with white supremacist 

and other racist themes. Antisemitic and other extremist organisational activity has changed 

over the years. It was once primarily sourced from actual organisations of people meeting and 

acting together. In more recent years, it has become much more common for people to form 

virtual groups of “online communities” consisting of like-minded people who may never meet 

physically but who combine together to disseminate hate propaganda online, and reinforce one 

another’s extremist views. There were some groups at this time, however, notably neo-Nazi, 

who maintained a physical presence and connection to members.  

 

Previous antisemitic groups promoted a motley assortment of ideologies, ranging from civic 

patriotism, nationalism, and racism, including National Socialism (Nazism). These 

organisations and groupings have focused primarily on articulating and promoting societal 

fears, hatreds and resentments, the targets of which vary according to social conditions, but 

have typically included minority groups which are portrayed as ‘the other’. These include 

immigrants, Australians of Asian, African, Indigenous or Muslim background, sexually- and 

gender-diverse people, and the perennial ‘other’, Jews. Some groups subscribed to conspiracy 

theories about a monolithic global Jewish elite who conspire together to exercise inordinate 

power over the world’s governments, banks and media. 

 

During 2021 and especially 2022 some right-wing extremist organisations expanded in their 

membership and activities, and new organisations appeared. Many of these new groups are 

neo-Nazi in ideology, and are closely connected with each other. As they often tend to be 

geographically concentrated, they form, in effect, local branches of a broad neo-Nazi 

movement. There is cooperation between different groups in different states, and their members 

visit one another. Members meet up locally and engage in activities together, including 

‘physical training’, and dissemination of propaganda material such as leaflets, posters, and 

stickers. Many of these organisations and individuals use two or more online platforms. Some 

have websites. Most use various extremist social media sites in order to showcase their 

presence, promote propaganda material, advertise their activities, and recruit members and 

supporters.  

 

There is also a distinct overlap between the ideology and rhetoric of sections of the far Right 

and far Left when it comes to Jews and/or Israel. Nazi-style Jew-hating comments have 

frequently been posted on anti-Israel or pro-Palestinian social media pages of ostensibly left-

wing organisations, and elicit supportive posted comments. Left-wing antisemitism tends to be 

expressed in anti-Zionist or anti-Israel terms, frequently deploying the tropes of classical 

antisemitism. A proportion of those who are vocal or involved in political activity directed 

against Israel have frequently expressed themselves in terms which are coarsely derogatory of 

https://www.abc.net.au/religion/the-rise-of-australias-activist-far-right-how-far-will-it-go/10095024
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Jews and fall well within the criteria specified in the IHRA Working Definition of 

Antisemitism. (See Chapter 7 – ‘Antisemitism in the anti-Israel Movement’.)  

 

 

Online   

The internet has caused a revolution in producing, disseminating and accessing information. 

The internet provides a relatively cheap and easy means of publication, giving anyone with a 

computer or mobile phone potentially a global reach. Items posted on the internet are 

potentially accessible not just in one local area or country, but throughout the world. Internet 

publishers have operated with far less stringent editorial guidelines and standards than those 

which constrain publishers in the print and electronic media. 

 

With the internet, vilification and other forms of racism are easily and widely propagated, often 

with few restraints, and often anonymously. Avowedly antisemitic organisations and 

individuals have been able to express and propagate their views on websites, social media 

platforms, video channels, and even via online mainstream media sites. Even websites and 

mainstream social media sites ostensibly espousing an anti-racist agenda often fail to uphold 

their own principles when it comes to vilification of Jews, whether directly or with regard to 

the State of Israel.  

 

However, there has been a concerted effort over the last few years by many organisations and 

individuals to counter hate on the internet. This has included efforts by Jewish organisations 

and others, and increasingly by social media platform providers and internet service providers, 

such as Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Youtube and Twitter. In the last few years these 

companies have devoted significantly more resources to detecting and eliminating content 

which breaches their community standards, and also to tightening their standards. This includes 

removing the accounts of some individuals and groups who are gross or persistent offenders. 

However, racism continues to be expressed on these platforms and many racists have moved 

over to newer platforms that allow racist and other hate content, notably Bitchute, Gab, 

Odyssey, Parler, Telegram, VK, and others – these platforms are the main online vehicles for 

driving antisemitism. 

 

To illustrate the influence of social media, and how it can amplify hate: Kanye West (now 

known as Ye), American rapper, songwriter, record producer and fashion designer, Tweeted a 

threat against Jews on 8 October 2022: "I’m a bit sleepy tonight but when I wake up I’m going 

death con 3 On JEWISH PEOPLE." At that time, West had over 31 million followers on 

Twitter and over 18 million on Instagram – a massive audience. Online, West/Ye reaches more 

than three times the total number of Jews in the world, which stands at only 15 million. There 

are many such ‘influencers’ on social media who have multiple millions of followers and who 

post anti-Jewish content online. 

 

 

Insight into online antisemitism 

 

Mike Burgess, Director-General of Security, Australian Security Intelligence Organisation 

(ASIO), 9 Feb. 2022: 

“The internet is the world’s single most potent and powerful incubator of extremism. Online 

radicalisation is nothing new, but COVID-19 sent it into overdrive. Isolated individuals spent 

more time online, exposed to extremist messaging, misinformation and conspiracy theories. 

Social media platforms, chat rooms, and algorithms are designed to join up people who share 
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the same views, and push them material they will ‘like’. It’s like being in an echo chamber 

where the echo gets louder and louder, generating cycles of exposure and reinforcement. More 

time in those online environments—without some of the circuit breakers of everyday life, like 

family and community engagement, school and work—created more extremists. And in some 

cases, it accelerated extremists’ progression on the radicalisation pathway towards violence. ... 

We are seeing a growing number of individuals and groups that don’t fit on the left–right 

spectrum at all; instead, they’re motivated by a fear of societal collapse or a specific social or 

economic grievance or conspiracy.” 

https://www.asio.gov.au/resources/speeches-and-statements/director-generals-annual-threat-

assessment-2022  

 

 

UNESCO report on Holocaust denial / distortion online 

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000382159 

A report by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 

and the UN Department for Global Communications (released on 13 July 2022) detailed the 

proliferation of Holocaust denial and distortion online. Its Executive Summary states: 

 

• “Holocaust denial and distortion is dangerous. It is an attack on truth and knowledge. 

It feeds on and spreads antisemitic tropes and prejudices, and threatens our 

understanding of one of the most tragic and violent histories: The genocide of six 

million Jews by Nazi Germany, its allies and collaborators. In countries across Europe, 

people became complicit in the persecution and murder of their neighbours. Holocaust 

denial and distortion can prevent society from reckoning with this past. It impedes our 

comprehension of the causes and warning signs of genocide, and that might strengthen 

efforts for genocide prevention. It is insulting to the victims and survivors of the 

Holocaust, and risks the rehabilitation of violent, antisemitic ideologies. At its most 

extreme, it celebrates and glorifies this history, inciting violence against Jews and 

calling for another genocide.”  

 

• “This report ... is based on a manual review of almost 4,000 pieces of content collected 

in June and July 2021 that related to Jews, the Holocaust, antisemitism and Holocaust 

denial and distortion from five major online platforms and messenger apps. It looks at 

content posted on Facebook, Instagram, Telegram, TikTok and Twitter: some of the 

world’s largest online platforms and collectively home to billions of users. It addresses 

content in four different languages: English, French, Spanish and German” 

 

It found that of content which discusses the Holocaust, on the five platforms, the following 

percentage of those discussions “either deny or distort” the Holocaust: 

 

• Facebook 8% 

• Instagram 3% 

• Telegram 49% 

• TikTok 17% 

• Twitter  19% 

 

That is, “Nearly half (49 per cent) of all content on public Telegram channels that discusses 

the Holocaust either denies or distorts its history.” NB Telegram is not moderated. 

 

 

https://www.asio.gov.au/resources/speeches-and-statements/director-generals-annual-threat-assessment-2022
https://www.asio.gov.au/resources/speeches-and-statements/director-generals-annual-threat-assessment-2022
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000382159
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Stanford University: Study on Gab 

https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:ns280ry2029/20220601_gabufacturing_dissent.pdf 

The Stanford Internet Observatory Cyber Policy Center, at Stanford University, conducted a 

study on Gab, a popular online platform. A table of the groups with the highest number of 

posts, shows ‘Australia’ is in 9th place (page 20). A graph, Figure 13, shows the exponential 

growth in the number of users on Gab from 2021 onwards. Extracts of the study follow.  

 

“Gabufacturing Dissent: An in-depth analysis of Gab”, by David Thiel and Miles McCain, 

Stanford Internet Observatory Cyber Policy Center, June 1, 2022. 

 

• “Founded in 2016, Gab positions itself as an alternative “free speech” social media 

platform.” [p3] “Gab ... differentiates itself by refusing to remove the most extreme racist, 

violent, and bigoted content. Gab’s content enforcement only prohibits content that is 

explicitly illegal within the US.” [p21] 

 

• “Common themes are the vilification and encouragement of violence toward Jews, as well 

as the narratives that LGBTQ people are pedophiles and that children are being groomed 

by communists, Jews, and gay people in schools (sometimes all at once). In addition, there 

is an abundance of “black on white crime” posts, as well as explicit racism against Black 

people, screeds against multiculturalism, the promotion of the narrative of “white 

genocide” orchestrated by Jews, and incitement to begin a “racial holy war.”” [p23] 

 

• “The volume of hateful content present on Gab is essentially analogous to sites founded 

with the explicit purpose of inciting hatred and violence—it differs from those sites 

primarily by a layer of more mainstream content on top. Unfortunately, this combination 

makes Gab a fertile recruiting ground for extremists, as larger right-wing audiences that 

have migrated from more mainstream platforms are repeatedly exposed to hateful content 

that would not have been allowed on their prior platforms.” [pp23-25] 

 

• “... The constant vilification and dehumanization of Jews and other minorities on Gab 

makes further real-world attacks against these groups increasingly likely, even without 

centralized efforts to organize attacks or specific instructions to do so. Indeed, while it is 

common to attribute lone-wolf attacks by white supremacists (such as the Pittsburgh 

synagogue shooting) to single individuals, such attacks are fed by a broader pattern of 

online ideological extremism.” [p25] 

 

 

Poll on Gab 

A poll conducted on Gab by user “SamParkerSenate”, on one of the most active Gab groups, 

and open for one week (from 8 Sep. to 15 Sep. 2022), elicited over 2,500 votes. The poll 

question was: “Who’s the greatest threat to the United States?” with the choice of 7 answers 

being: “Whites, Blacks, Hispanics/Latinos, Jews, Chinese, Middle Easterners/Muslims, 

Indians.” The responses in descending order of votes were: Jews 81%, Blacks 7%, Chinese 

5%, Middle Easterners/Muslims 4%, Whites 2%, Hispanics/Latinos 1%, and Indians 1%.  

 

The result overwhelmingly shows the high level of antipathy towards Jews, and that Jews are 

considered the biggest threat by users of Gab, and more than ten times a threat than the group 

with the second highest score, namely Blacks. 

https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:ns280ry2029/20220601_gabufacturing_dissent.pdf
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Definitions of ‘far-right extremism’   

 

The Victorian Legislative Council Legal and Social Issues Committee, in its Inquiry into 

extremism in Victoria Report (released 30 August 2022) defined ‘far-right extremism’, on 

pages 4-5, as referring to people or organisations who:  

“• oppose democratic principles and processes • favour authoritarianism • favour exclusionary 

nationalism, which ‘openly advocates against the principle of egalitarianism’ and ‘advances a 

selective, often ethnically/racially/sexually/religious restrictive view of the citizen’ • consider 

violence to be a legitimate way to achieve ideological goals (regardless of whether followers 

are specifically instructed to engage in violence).” 

https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/4a54fe/contentassets/d355f0bcfd494132aa8ae0391cc4eb33

/lclsic-59-12_extremism-in-victoria.pdf 

 

The Institute for Strategic Dialogue (ISD) report (released 7 April 2022), states on page 10:  

“ISD defines far-right extremism as a form of nationalism characterised by its reference to 

racial, ethnic or cultural supremacy. Right-wing extremism is the advocacy for a system of 

belief in inequality based on an alleged difference between racial/ethnic/cultural groups. Far-

right extremists commonly exhibit these features: nationalism, racism, xenophobia, anti-

democracy and strong state advocacy. ISD defines Salafi-jihadism as the implementation of 

puritanical interpretations of Islamic governance achieved specifically through a violent 

interpretation of jihad.”  

https://www.isdglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Anti-Semitism-Online-Guide.pdf 

 

Lydia Khalil, 2022, in ‘Rise of the Extreme Right’, states at pp 30, 105 and 184: 

The “ingredients of right-wing extremism ... [are]: exclusionary ethno-nationalism, 

conspiratorial beliefs, hostility to democracy, notions of racial or religious supremacy, and the 

justification of violence.”, “Antisemitism forms the backbone of right-wing extremist 

conspiracy theories...” and “Right-wing extremist movements are defined by their rejection of 

electoral democracy in favour of revolutionary violence.” 

https://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/rise-extreme-right-new-global-extremism-threat-

democracy 

https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/4a54fe/contentassets/d355f0bcfd494132aa8ae0391cc4eb33/lclsic-59-12_extremism-in-victoria.pdf
https://new.parliament.vic.gov.au/4a54fe/contentassets/d355f0bcfd494132aa8ae0391cc4eb33/lclsic-59-12_extremism-in-victoria.pdf
https://www.isdglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Anti-Semitism-Online-Guide.pdf
https://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/rise-extreme-right-new-global-extremism-threat-democracy
https://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/rise-extreme-right-new-global-extremism-threat-democracy
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Ideologies embracing antisemitism 

The main ideologies which espouse and exhibit, to varying levels, overt antisemitism in 

Australia today include the following, listed in alphabetical order. There is often overlap 

between one or more ideologies. 

 

Christian Identity: 

“Christian Identity is an antisemitic, racist theology that rose to a position of commanding 

influence on the racist right in the 1980s. “Christian” in name only, it asserts that white people, 

not Jewish people, are the true Israelites favored by God in the Bible. The movement’s 

relationship with evangelicals and fundamentalists has generally been hostile due to the latter’s 

belief that the return of Jewish people to Israel is essential to the fulfillment of end-time 

prophecy.” – Southern Poverty Law Centre (SPLC)  

https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/ideology/christian-identity  

 

A strand within Christian Identity holds to the belief that Europeans are the descendants of 

Adam and Eve, while Jews are the descendants of Eve and Satan (often personified through 

the serpent). There are various versions of this strand, which are used to explain and justify 

belief in non-Europeans, notably Jews and sub-Saharan Africans, as being of a lesser humanity 

or even sub-human, and therefore deserving of inhumane treatment.  

 

Christian Nationalism:  

“At its core, Christian nationalism is a political ideology that advocates for the fusion of a 

particular form of Christianity and a country’s civic and political life, and for a privileged place 

for Christianity in the public realm. ... Christian nationalists believe that their countries are 

defined by Christianity and that their governments and citizens should take steps to keep it that 

way. ... Christian nationalism has also been linked to a host of alarming attitudes among self-

professing Christians — including racist, misogynistic, authoritarian, homophobic, and violent 

views.” - Nilay Saiya, Assistant Professor at Nanyang Technological University in Singapore. 

https://www.abc.net.au/religion/christian-nationalism-is-a-global-problem/13968062 

 

Christian Nationalism as a movement was founded by Gerald K Smith in the US in the 1950s. 

Over the last few years, many Australian extremists, who are racists and antisemites, but who 

had not previously expressed any religious belief, or were self-declared atheists, have adopted 

Christianity as a religion, but usually in the form of Christian Nationalism, often equating 

Christianity with Western civilisation and European ethnicity. This is a merger of traditional 

Christian antisemitism and militant white nationalism. A prominent Christian Nationalist is 

Andrew Torba, owner of Gab. 

 

Cultural Marxism: 

The "Cultural Marxism" thesis is a conspiracy theory claiming that Jewish academics 

associated with the Frankfurt School of social theory and philosophy conceived a plot to 

undermine and destroy European Western culture. This plot is said to be implemented through 

the promotion of equality, human rights, civil rights, feminism, homosexual rights, abortion, 

multiculturalism, secularism and internationalism. In this way, "Cultural Marxism" is portrayed 

as the ideological weapon by which "traditional" Western societal values and national identities 

are being undermined, and the resilience of "white people" to maintain their own traditional 

culture is being diminished.  

 

 

 

https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/ideology/christian-identity
https://www.abc.net.au/religion/christian-nationalism-is-a-global-problem/13968062
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Eco-fascism: 

“Eco-fascism draws a link between the environmental effects of climate change and 

overpopulation and global migration. ... Eco-fascism has also become a vehicle to promote 

antisemitism, with Jews presented as a de-racinated, corrupt, cosmopolitan elite destroying the 

land through industrialisation, mass migration and global capitalism at the expense of ‘real 

people’.” – Lydia Khalil, 2022, ‘Rise of the Extreme Right’, pp60-61. 

 

Identitarianism:  

The Identitarian Movement, or Identitarianism, is a pan-European ethno-nationalist movement 

which focuses on the preservation of European culture and identity. Identitarians subscribe to 

the view that immigration to Europe (and to other ethnic-European majority countries) by non-

white people and Muslims is a threat to “European identity”. Identitarians therefore are 

opposed to non-Europeans residing in Europe and in the majority ethnic-European countries of 

North America and Australasia. Many subscribe to the Great Replacement concept (see White 

Replacement below). 

 

Identitarian policies to ensure the continuation of European culture and identity include: 

stopping non-ethnic-European immigration to European lands; opposition to multiculturalism; 

and remigration (that non-ethnic Europeans should migrate from European lands and return to 

their ancestral lands). Identitarians oppose multiculturalism within nations, and instead claim 

to believe in ethnopluralism (the idea that each ethnic population should live in their own 

lands). Identitarians use the Greek letter lambda (ʌ) as a symbol, with the lambda usually 

encased in a circle, and typically black on yellow or yellow on black. 

 

National Socialism (Nazism):  

National Socialism (Nazism), under Hitler and in its contemporary manifestation (often 

referred to as neo-Nazism), is a race-based ideology. National Socialism is constructed around 

a racial theory and a conspiracy theory. At its core, Nazi ideology subscribes to the racial theory 

of a superior “Aryan race” and a sub-human “Jewish race”; that humanity consists of a 

hierarchy of biological races; and that all people are categorised and defined by their biological 

“race”. In addition, Nazi ideology subscribes to conspiracy theories that “the Jews” are evil 

and powerful, and manipulate and control governments, finance and media, with the aim of 

totally dominating the world. Nazism therefore designates “the Jews” as the most dangerous 

threat to the “natural supremacy” of the “Aryan race”. Nazis also believe there is an existential 

and eternal battle between the “Aryan race” and the “Jewish race”. Nazis believe that for the 

“Aryan race” to assert its “natural supremacy” and triumph in this apocalyptic battle, Jews must 

be annihilated from the earth. Neo-Nazism, like its earlier incarnation under Hitler, is thus a 

totalitarian and genocidal ideology. In their attempt at total genocide, the Nazis and their 

collaborators rounded up and murdered six million Jews.  

 

QAnon: 

“at its core, QAnon is an antisemitic, anti-establishment, fascist conspiracy theory that 

dovetails with right-wing extremist beliefs and goals. The core myth of QAnon is that a secret 

cabal is taking over the world by kidnapping children and drinking their blood to gain power, 

and that this cabal is composed of individuals in high positions financed by Jewish money. 

This is a rehashing of the old ‘blood libel’ conspiracy theory outlined in The Protocols of the 

Elders of Zion, which animated Nazi Germany. In fact, it is a modern internet version of the 

same antisemitic conspiracies around ritual murder and harm of children that have existed since 

the twelfth century. ... QAnon t-shirts read, ‘Camp Auschwitz: Work brings freedom’, the 

slogan that greeted prisoners at Nazi concentration camps. Another Q slogan, ‘6MWE’, stands 
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for ‘Six Million Wasn’t Enough’, a reference to the number of Jews killed in the Holocaust.” 

– Lydia Khalil, 2022, ‘Rise of the Extreme Right’, pp57-58. 

 

Sovereign Citizens: 

Sovereign Citizens, colloquially SovCits, encompass a range of groups. In summary, Sovereign 

Citizens do not recognise the legality or authority of government, state or federal, often viewing 

modern government as an illegitimate corporation, and therefore believe that laws do not apply 

to them, including imposing taxes or enforcing laws. Sovereign Citizen ideology embraces 

antisemitic conspiracy theories. Sovereign Citizens may include a white supremacist element, 

but also tends generally to not be racially based, apart from the antisemitism, and includes 

people of diverse ethnic backgrounds, including some indigenous Australians. People opposed 

to the COVID-19 countermeasures, such as vaccinations and lockdowns, have been attracted 

to the Sovereign Citizen movement. Australian Sovereign Citizens have adopted the Red 

Ensign flag, the official Australian maritime flag, to indicate their Sovereign Citizen beliefs. 

 

In Australia, according to Toni Hassan, there appears to be a loose confederation of various 

groups, including the Original Sovereign Tribal Federation (OSTF - formed in 2010 by Mark 

McMurtrie); the Great Australian Party (which declared in a media release “the current state 

and federal governments of Australia are operating without license”); Reignite Democracy 

Australia (a major anti-vaccine lobby group); the United Australia Party’s Craig Kelly and 

Clive Palmer; and an assortment of others with fringe ideas. 

https://theconversation.com/who-are-the-original-sovereigns-who-were-camped-out-at-old-

parliament-house-and-what-are-their-aims-174694 

 

“White Replacement” / “White Genocide” ideology:  

The concept of "White Replacement" (sometimes called "White Genocide") is the false belief 

that there is a global conspiracy, usually described as created and orchestrated by "the Jews," 

to "import" non-Europeans ― especially Africans, Asians and Arabs ― into Europe, North 

America and Australasia for the express purpose of subjugating and decimating the European 

races and destroying Western civilisation. Those who subscribe to the "White Replacement" 

myth believe that through such mass immigration, people of ethnic European background will 

become a minority group, outnumbered and dominated ― that is, replaced ― in countries 

where once they were a majority of the population. This concept is sometimes euphemistically 

referred to as ‘Ethnic Replacement’ or ‘Demographic Replacement’. Those who subscribe to 

the "White Replacement" myth often view both Jews and Muslims as the prime enemies ― 

Jews as the plotters and instigators, Muslims as the means. Or, as one white ethno-nationalist 

phrased it: Jews are "the disease," Muslims are "the symptom." 

 

"White Revolution" / "Race War":  

Those who subscribe to the "White Replacement" myth often see the solution in terms of what 

they term "White Revolution" and "Race War." They advocate violence with the aim of 

instigating a civil war in Western countries between the majority ethnic Europeans and the 

various minorities of non-European ethnicity. Acts of terrorism and mass murder, such as 

occurred at the synagogue in Pittsburgh in 2018 and the mosques in Christchurch in 2019, aim 

at sparking this "Race War." The ultimate aim is the “ethnic cleansing”, by deportation or 

murder, of all people who are not of European ethnicity from Europe, North America and 

Australasia. They envisage mass hangings (referred to as “the day of the rope”, as glorified in 

the book ‘The Turner Diaries’) of “white” people who have “betrayed” their race by opposing 

racism. The term "Race War" is often used in the acronym GTKRWN ("Gas The Kikes, Race 

War Now"), as a signal and code that "the Jews" (derogatively referred to as "kikes") are the 

https://originalsovereigntribalfederation.com/blog/oqm4qklijhbn4x0f2hb5bwprl2bmyt
https://theconversation.com/who-are-the-original-sovereigns-who-were-camped-out-at-old-parliament-house-and-what-are-their-aims-174694
https://theconversation.com/who-are-the-original-sovereigns-who-were-camped-out-at-old-parliament-house-and-what-are-their-aims-174694
https://www.abc.net.au/religion/the-deadly-myth-of-white-genocide/10917562
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prime enemy, and hence are the ones to be targeted and annihilated in order to win the "Race 

War." 

 

White Sharia: 

“"White Sharia" is a misogynistic white nationalist slogan that began as a meme & evolved 

into an anti-feminist vision of extreme patriarchy, where women are subjugated to the extent 

they are nothing more than white baby factories.” - Southern Poverty Law Centre (SPLC)  

https://twitter.com/splcenter/status/1123935222855340034 

 

The concept of “White Sharia” was formally introduced in 2017 by white supremacist, Andrew 

Anglin in the USA. Since then, the idea has developed, and expanded. It is now common to see 

it referring to a real or perceived convergence of ideas and beliefs between European ethno-

nationalists and other right-wing extremists, including neo-Nazis, and Islamic law / militant 

Muslims, notably around three core issues: the subservient role of women in the family and 

society; Jews, including Israel, as the prime enemy; and homosexuality as an expression of 

societal decadence. It is often expressed in memes by right-wing extremists that: “Islam is right 

about Women,” “Islam is right about Faggots,” and “Islam is right about Jews.”  

 

 

Codes and Terms for “Jew” 

Antisemites often use coded words, symbols and terms in referencing Jews. Some use them in 

an attempt to evade a crackdown on racist speech by some platform providers. Others use these 

terms to highlight their hostility towards Jews, or to denigrate Jews, or as a signal to others to 

indicate their antisemitic beliefs or political alignments. 

 

Numbers, corresponding to letters of the alphabet, are used as code, eg the number 1 

corresponds to the letter A as it is the first letter in the alphabet. For example: “18” is code for 

the letters AH, which stand for ‘Adolf Hitler’; “88” is code for the letters HH, which stand for 

‘Heil Hitler’. Other numbers have their own meanings, eg: “420” is code for “April 20”, 

Hitler’s birthday; “109” is code for the number of countries from which Jews allegedly have 

been expelled over the last 2000 years, and “110” includes a threatened future expulsion of 

Jews (presumably from western countries) advocated by these groups. The number “14/88”, 

and its variations, is one of the most popular white supremacist slogans. “14” refers to the 14 

words of the White Supremacy credo by David Lane (“We must secure the existence of our 

people and a future for White children”). A more recent code is “83” which refers to “Heil 

Christ”. 

 

The use of older terms such as ‘cosmopolitans’, ‘globalists’, ‘internationalists’, ‘Rothschilds’, 

and newer terms such as ‘Soros’, ‘Cultural Marxist’, ‘European-Style Socialist’ (coined by 

neo-Nazi Andrew Anglin), “Chosenite”, “the Tribe”, and “lizard-people”, “small hats” or “little 

hats” (in reference to the Jewish male head-covering), can, in context, be used as code to 

convey the meaning of “Jew”, and/or supposed Jewish wealth and power, but without saying 

the word “Jew”. Examples of other commonly-used codes and symbols follow. 

 

The triple parentheses or ‘Echoes’ symbol ((( ))) is placed by antisemites around the name of 

a person who is, or is thought to be, Jewish, or around an entity considered to be controlled by 

Jews, to identify them as Jewish, eg (((Rosenberg))), (((media))).  

 

“GTKRWN” stands for "Gas The Kikes, Race War Now".  

 

https://twitter.com/splcenter/status/1123935222855340034
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“JQ” = Jewish Question. Alternatively, sometimes “JP” = Jewish Problem. 

 

“Jew/Jews” may be spelt incorrectly and denigratingly as ‘Joo’ ‘Ju’ ‘j3w’ ‘jwz’ ‘j€w$’ ‘)ew’ 

‘Juze’ and other variants in order to avoid being picked up by online hate speech detectors.   

 

“Kike” is an intensely derogatory word for Jew. It originated in the USA, and has been 

culturally assimilated into the online vocabulary of Australian antisemites.  

 

“Qui?” (French for “who”) became a new code for “Jews” in June 2021 when Dominique 

Delawarde, a retired French General, made references in support of antisemitic conspiracy 

theories on a live television interview, then when asked to clarify, he responded “Qui?”, as in 

“Who [controls...]”; the implied answer to the question “Qui?” is “the Jews”; it is recognised 

under French law as referring to Jews and is considered an expression of racist hate.  

 

“Red Pill” and “Blue Pill” are terms derived from the film The Matrix (1999) and are used as 

metaphors by white supremacists. Taking the Red Pill refers to “waking up” and seeing the 

world as it ‘truly’ is (according to racist ideologies) eg the Jews control the world, feminism is 

destructive of societies etc. Taking the Blue Pill refers to remaining in one’s current state of 

blissful ignorance or current illusion of the world (according to far-right ideologies).   

 

“WN” = White Nationalist. This is the term by which white supremacists usually refer to 

themselves.  

 

“ZOG” is the acronym for “Zionist Occupied Government” implying that “the Jews” control 

the government. 

 

Hebrew and Yiddish words are used online by antisemites as to mock and denigrate Jews. The 

commonest example is the use of the ancient Hebrew word “goyim” which simply means 

“nations” (“goy” is the singular, meaning “nation”), and is often translated as “gentiles”. 

However, antisemites falsely claim that “goy/goyim” means “cattle” in order to promote the 

myth that Jews believe they are superior to all other peoples. Other Hebrew or Yiddish words 

and expressions are used by antisemites to convey the message that they are ethno-nationalists 

who are awake to the “Jewish Question”. Some antisemites also use mock Hebrew words as 

online names eg “MosheShekelRod” or “Shabbos Shekels”. 

 

Further codes and terms used for Jews, and an explanation of why or when they are antisemitic, 

can be found at https://www.ajc.org/translatehateglossary 

 

“Shlomo” - antisemitic meme  

 

A common method to caricature Jews is through the image 

of the cartoon stereotype, originally known as “The Happy 

Merchant” and later as “Shlomo” (Hebrew for Solomon). 

The character is a caricature, depicted as a bearded, thick-

lipped hook-nosed male wearing a skullcap, rubbing his 

hands together in glee. It portrays Jews as greedy, 

deceptive, scheming, manipulative, conspiratorial, 

controlling – all antisemitic stereotypes. The character has 

been used on social media and elsewhere, and has been 

embellished with colour and various backgrounds.  

 

 

https://www.ajc.org/translatehateglossary
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Antisemites and others freely acknowledge that there are various codes used for “Jew”. Below 

are two images posted on Gab identifying some of these codes. 

 

 

 
 

Reposted by Ryan Fletcher · Apr 5, 2021· 

 

 
 

Reposted by Ryan Fletcher · Mar 25, 2021· 

 

 

 

Nazi symbols 

The following are some symbols used by Nazis and/or neo-Nazis, including by Australian neo-

Nazis 
 

 

 
 

Nazi hakenkreuz  
(hooked cross or swastika) 

 

 
 

Double Sig rune (SS lightning 
bolts) used by the 

SchutzStaffel (SS), who 
primarily perpetrated the  

mass killings of Jews 
 

 

 
 

Totenkopf (Death’s head) 
used by the Nazi SS from 1934 

to 1945 

 

 
 

Sonnenrad (Black Sun/Wheel) 
 

 

 
 

Broken Sun Cross, or 
Sun Cross swastika 

 

 
 

Celtic Cross (unstylised) 
 

https://gab.com/RyanFletcher1589
https://gab.com/Fashbird2814/posts/106010196083453889
https://gab.com/RyanFletcher1589
https://gab.com/ArabSocialNationalist/posts/105945468977027212
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun_cross
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/070/722/155/original/5c17db88fbb1abe6.jpg
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/069/189/450/original/587fbe727468d891.jpg
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Algiz rune - symbol of 
protection, defence 

 

 

 
Tyr rune - symbol of combat 

 

 
Othala/Odal rune - symbol of 
heritage, estate, possession 

 

 
 

Antisemitism Online - by individuals and groups 

The following is a reproduction of content authored mostly by individuals, and some by groups. 

Many of the posted comments are on Gab or Telegram - sites which allow virtually free reign 

to all kinds of rhetoric on their platforms, including racist hate-speech and incitement to 

violence. When major platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Youtube, closed the 

accounts of thousands of racist extremists, many of them moved to Gab, Telegram and 

elsewhere.  

 

As with all social media, some people use their real name, others use pseudonyms or code-

names. In reproducing the following posts here, the names of page owners and authors have 

been left as posted, and may not be genuine. Many groups and individuals have several 

accounts, eg on Gab and Telegram, and often post the exact same, or similar, content on most 

of their sites. Many of them also post images along with textual comments. It became 

increasingly common in 2022 for these people to post hate music, either video or audio, on 

their pages.  

 

The content below is only a tiny proportion of the many hundreds of accounts and thousands 

of comments seen online and documented over the past twelve months for this report. Several 

individuals and groups have been selected, reproducing a page or two of content by each (rather 

than selecting a few posts each by a hundred people), as it provides a better overall view of the 

types of beliefs espoused by those who are hostile towards Jews. Entries below are generally 

in alphabetical order. 
 

 

Australian Meditations 

Australian Meditations is run by Stefan Eracleous, who is known as ‘Medi’ on Gab and 

Telegram and in right-wing extremist circles. 

 

• https://t.me/ausmed51/5250 Australian Meditations 51, [13/05/2022] 

This Jew is a satanic blood sucking paedo dog cunt.  

 

• https://t.me/ausmed51/5743 Australian Meditations 51, [3/06/2022] 

... That the Jewish community and their oligarchy here in Australia act as a foreign entity 

with their own exclusive task forces to target, menace, harass and imprison White 

Australians. ... This is the so called democracy we live under in Australia, a Jewish 

controlled system reinforced by shabbos goys willing to work with foreign entities to 

undermine the freedoms of White Australians. The state of affairs will change and all 

traitors and foreigners will be dealt with accordingly. The time of the White man is coming. 

https://t.me/ausmed51/5250
https://t.me/ausmed51/5743
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• https://t.me/ausmed51/5977 Australian Meditations 51, [15/06/2022] 

OK oven dodger  

 

• https://t.me/ausmed51/5992 Australian Meditations 51, [15/06/2022] 

Why do Jew's exist?  If they ever wonder they were removed it's because of their behavior 

particularly in underminingbthe sovereignty of white nations 

 

• https://t.me/ausmed51/6243 Australian Meditations 51, [24/06/2022] 

The rat joo strikes again.  

 

• https://t.me/ausmed51/6605 Australian Meditations 51, [21/07/2022] 

Keep seething kike 

 

• https://t.me/ausmed51/6630 Australian Meditations 51, [21/07/2022] 

Dvir is a filthy rat kike oven dodging queer vampire fagget cunt 

 

• https://t.me/ausmed51/7152  Australian Meditations 51, [10/08/2022] 

Jew's are responsible for the spread of covid just like the black plague. 

 

• https://t.me/ausmed51/7153 Australian Meditations 51, [10/08/2022] 

The Jew's are telling fibs again. ...  Ya Fukn joos 

 

• https://t.me/ausmed51/7175 Australian Meditations 51, [10/08/2022] 

You christkilling dog. 

 

• https://t.me/ausmed51/7219 Australian Meditations 51, [11/08/2022] 

U fukn Christ killer. 

 

• https://t.me/ausmed51/7321 Australian Meditations 51, [17/08/2022] 

Jews destroy everything that is sacred 

 

• https://t.me/ausmed51/7735 Australian Meditations 51, [2/09/2022] 

... Some boys chuck a few roman's outside a holohoax mueseum the next day an inquiry 

into extremism is launched and police are investigating. 

 

• https://t.me/ausmed51/8205 Australian Meditations 51, [21/09/2022] 

Aussie teenage kids are sending roman salutes to their Christ killing peers on snapchat.  

Snapchat nationalism is here.      . 

 

 

Australian Sovereignty Alliance 

The Australian Sovereignty Alliance (ASA) was founded by Sam Packer and Dane Pritchard. 

They are based in Queensland, and have been active in speaking at street protests, including 

the so-called ‘Freedom’ rallies. ASA has a website and Telegram channel. The ASA heavily 

promotes the pro-Nazi, antisemitic “Europa: The Last Battle” series of videos. 

 

• https://www.australiansovereigntyalliance.com/post/cultural-marxism-in-australia 

ASA Admin, Nov 26, 2021 - Cultural Marxism in Australia 

https://t.me/ausmed51/5977
https://t.me/ausmed51/5992
https://t.me/ausmed51/6243
https://t.me/ausmed51/6605
https://t.me/ausmed51/6630
https://t.me/ausmed51/7152
https://t.me/ausmed51/7153
https://t.me/ausmed51/7175
https://t.me/ausmed51/7219
https://t.me/ausmed51/7321
https://t.me/ausmed51/7735
https://t.me/ausmed51/8205
https://www.australiansovereigntyalliance.com/post/cultural-marxism-in-australia
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... the history of Australia. ... Europeans were brought here in chains, made slaves by the 

Crown, after they were forced into poverty by the global Jewish bankers. Uprooted from 

their homeland and their families. The Crown, in debt to Jewish bankers, prospered through 

Jewish owned slave ships and colonial enterprises which brought these convicts to this 

country ... None of this was contrived by the hands of everyday European people, however, 

the Crown and Jewish Bankers ensured, just like many times throughout history, that the 

attention was not on them, but on the “white race”. ... 

 

• https://t.me/australiansovereigntyalliance/585 [6/12/2021] 

... Hitler fought the real communists. He took Germany out of the clutches of the Jewish 

global bankers and turned Germany into one of the wealthiest, happiest nations on earth. 

Which quite obviously did not sit well with the Jewish global bankers. ... the winners of 

WWII were the Jewish global bankers, the real communists. ... the Jewish global bankers 

bribed and blackmailed other nations into fighting a war that wasn’t theirs to fight; to 

completely destroy the enemy of globalism.  

 

• https://t.me/australiansovereigntyalliance/669 [17/03/2022] 

Russia Vs Ukraine ... Russia has been completely owned and operated by Jewish oligarchs 

since they violently overthrew the Russian Tzar during the Bolshevik revolution ... Ukraine 

has been controlled by Jewish oligarchs also for some time. Ukraine’s current president, 

Volodymyr Zelenskyy is Jewish and is funded by a Jewish oligarch by the name of Igor 

Kolomoisky. ... The European Union, the UN and NATO come from the one communist 

mindset and remember, communism is a Jewish creation. ... Don’t get sucked into Jewish 

theater. We’re not interested in any more brother wars, that is, European vs European as 

this will only divide and weakens us further, ultimately delaying the real battle, which is 

defeating international finance, communism, the Jewish Oligarchs and their New World 

Order. 

 

• https://t.me/australiansovereigntyalliance/696 [28/07/2022] 

Marxism was created by a prominent Jewish Rabbi by the name of Karl Marx, also known 

as the father of Communism. Their purpose: world control. 

 

 

Blair Cottrell 

Blair Cottrell is a former leader of the United Patriots Front, a predominantly anti-Islam group 

formed in 2015. In 2017, Cottrell, along with two others, was convicted of inciting hatred 

toward Muslims after staging a mock beheading with a dummy in Bendigo in 2015. Over the 

last couple of years, Cottrell has focussed, at least publicly, on making body-building videos 

of himself, and occasionally posting antisemitic comments online. He posts on both Gab and 

Telegram. 

 

• Blair Cottrell@RealBlairCottrell · Feb 2, 2022·  

The Jews are a lot more open these days, about the fact their “religion” is actually just a 

race-cult and a programme for preserving and advancing that race in spite of all others. 

There was a time where they got awkward about being acknowledged as a race, and they’d 

promise they weren’t actually a race, just white with a different religion. I suppose now 

that they’ve successfully made whites the most pathetic and hated race on Earth, they’re 

proud to openly distinguish themselves and admit that this whole time they were actually a 

different race pretending to be white. 

 

https://t.me/australiansovereigntyalliance/585
https://t.me/australiansovereigntyalliance/669
https://t.me/australiansovereigntyalliance/696
https://gab.com/RealBlairCottrell
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• Blair Cottrell@RealBlairCottrell · Mar 13, 2022·  

Zelenskyy further proving my point: … Because when you're Jewish for example, like 

Ukraine’s President and Prime Minister are; when you're not even a member of the nation 

you’re leading and only wearing that nationality like a skin-suit and for your own purposes, 

then what sense of duty could you have towards the dumb masses you’ve duped? When 

you’re a foreign interloper who through swindling and tricks has acquired leadership over 

a nation of people to whom you don't belong, those people are like cannon fodder to you. 

Your concern for them is comparable to a concern for excess livestock. Even if you lose 

this stock, you can still retreat to one of your many other farms where there’s plenty more 

stock to work with. 

 

• https://t.me/realblaircottrell/3309 · Blair Cottrell, [1/03/2022] 

While learning about the crisis between Ukraine & Russia, I've come to understand that it's 

more accurate to regard the crisis as being between Russia and the United States or, more 

accurately still: between the Eastern and Western oligarchies, of which the west seems 

more fundamentally Judaic and degenerate but this is only my current understanding. ... 

Basically, the rootless oligarchs who control the western world from out of the US use 

NATO to control what the majority of Europe's military forces do. ...  

 

• https://t.me/realblaircottrell/3617 · Blair Cottrell, [5/09/2022] 

My interest in astrology ... Saturn for example in old terms is Chronos (or Kronos) the God 

of time. ... In controversial theory, the Jews are said to worship “Satan” or “Saturn” 

(Chronos). There’s some disagreement among astrologers whether Satan is Saturn. But it’s 

always been my view that the Jews may indeed favour “Saturn” and this simply means they 

appreciate and favour time over force. Their power in the world is all based on time 

consideration, money-lending and interest/ wealth/power accumulated over time. Results 

based psychological-warfare, relying heavily on thinking and planning “ahead of time”. ... 

 

 

Caucasian Cache 

The Caucasian Cache account on Telegram belongs to Jimeone Roberts. It is one amongst 

several accounts he holds on Telegram. Roberts is linked to the neo-Nazi group National 

Socialist Network, and was arrested in May 2022 for a spate of Nazi swastika stickering on 

Jewish community buildings and elsewhere in Caulfield, Melbourne.  

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/145 Caucasian Cache, [24/01/2022] 

We struggle for a free White Australia. ... This struggle is global ...  A Global White 

Revolution is the only solution to our troubles. ... It only took a small team of hard-working 

Jews to dismantle White Australia and create a Jewish hegemony of power. Power over 

Government. Power over banking. Power over media. Power over thought. Power of 

culture. It will take a team of hard-working Aryans to dismantle this Jewish power and 

create a White Australia. ... Our enemies are poisoning us. They are poisoning the food and 

the farm. They are poisoning the water and the wells. They are poisoning the culture. They 

are poisoning the race! They are poisoning the soul! This Corona-vaccine is a poison that 

is slipping into us, no different than how the Jew slipped into our nations. Everyone sees 

the poison that is in our society, in a different way. Our mission is to explain to everyone 

that it all comes from the same source. ... We are here to fight a Great Satan, and we are 

not here to compromise to this Great Satan! 

 

 

https://gab.com/RealBlairCottrell
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• https://t.me/caucasiancache/146 Caucasian Cache, [24/01/2022] 

We will have our victory! ... We are now awake to their lies. We know who is destroying 

us and we know why they are destroying us. ... We want to lift up our race! We are in a 

fight between life and death! A fight for life is a fight for eternity! The Aryan is the only 

one that fights for life - the Jew fights for death! The Aryan serves the upwards force, the 

lifeforce, the Godforce! The Jew serves the downward force, the deathforce, a Devilforce! 

... We are made of blood and of honour! ... We stand and fight and live! Blood & Honour! 

Blood & Honour! Blood & Honour!" - Thomas Sewell, Manningham Speech. 

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/243 Caucasian Cache, [28/01/2022] 

In case there is any confusion over who controls Australia - these people [Jews] are 

everywhere on the upper echelons in societies worldwide. ... They are dug in like ticks, no 

matter where you are. 

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/902 Caucasian Cache, [2/03/2022] 

Jews subvert ... Jews lie. It's what they do, it's what they've always done, it's what they will 

always do. ... The lie of COVID was told. ... Now a war between Russia and Ukraine ... 

This is how Jews operate. They lie, they lie some more, and with each lie, they become 

larger, greater, more extravagant, simply to distract and disarm you. Like a magician using 

patter to distract from the actual mechanics of a trick he is performing, these Jews use larger 

and larger scale events to distract from what is truly occurring. They know the COVID 

narrative has lost its legs, the uprisings worldwide was proof of this, but they still had to 

brute force legislations involving less freedoms for the people and more power for the 

governments they occupy - so a greater lie was needed, a larger distraction. This is why 

there is war in Eastern Europe. ... 

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/924 Caucasian Cache, [2/03/2022] 

It doesn't matter how far down the rung the Jew is: At the end of the day they support the 

same goals. The Jews down the street want hate speech laws and they consider themselves 

chosen (they refer to us as goyim or cattle). The left-wing Jews want us to ... The right-

wing Jews want us to ... The rich and powerful Jews think of us as goys and they want us 

dead or submissive courtesy of the Holocaust narrative, which has been proven false. The 

Jews have always denied their atrocities and their subversive actions and they always claim 

the eternal status of victimhood. ... the Jew uses the Holocaust as a cudgel to beat us down 

to accept diversity and tolerance. ... I am not allowed to say "I am proud to be White" 

because it is in the Jewish interest for me to never say those words. 

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/926 Caucasian Cache, [2/03/2022] 

If you want to know the truth of the racial soul of the Jew, if you want to know why nearly 

a million children go missing in the U.S every year, if you want to know why these satanic 

paedophile rings drain the blood of these children, look up Tay-Sachs syndrome or as 

Browning called it "The Kings Disease." Once you understand what this is, and why Israel 

is the only place it can be cured, you will understand more than you wish you did.  

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/1408 Caucasian Cache, [27/03/2022] 

Tom Sewell: "Jews are disproportionately in positions of power and seemingly have an 

agenda to slander, demoralize, and destroy White People in their own homelands using 

different arms of this Globohomo ZOG system like Mainstream Media and Intelligence 

Agencies." 

 

https://t.me/caucasiancache/146
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• https://t.me/caucasiancache/1651 Caucasian Cache, [20/04/2022] 

I believe Adolf Hitler represented exactly what he spoke about, what he strove for. He was 

a prophet, an Aryan, an Ubermensch, the first of us - the first of what is to come. ... Happy 

Birthday, Mein Fuhrer. Hail Hitler! Hail Victory! Blood & Honour! 

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/2015 Caucasian Cache, [3/05/2022] 

I like to remind myself where jews belong. Under my boot 

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/2281 Caucasian Cache, [12/05/2022] 

A hate-fueled, bloodsucking, parasitic, Jewish Vampire that has lobbied the Victorian 

Government ... banning our most ancient and sacred symbol.  

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/2855 Caucasian Cache, [3/06/2022] 

... The point is this - we are being genocided en masse - and we are very close to being 

extinct. ... I am an Aryan. This is what I am. This is my blood, my soil, my loyalty, my 

honour, my faith, and my religion. Hail Victory! 

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/2865 Caucasian Cache, [4/06/2022] 

Jewish Assassins and Agents operating within our borders under the guise of 'community' 

while exclusively protecting filthy kikes and targeting, harassing, and wrongly persecuting 

Patriotic White Australians. ... Can you say ZOG? 

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/2867 Caucasian Cache, [4/06/2022] 

You want to know how much power these Jews hold in your own city? Open your eyes. 

They have their own infrastructure, their own systems, their own strong bonded 

community, and are racially aware and hell bent on your destruction. If we do not unify 

and build parallel infrastructure and systems in the name of White Power than we are soon 

to be extinct. 

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/2974 Caucasian Cache, [8/06/2022] 

tfw someone asks you who controls all the banks, all the media, all politics, and influences 

society to degenerate your culture and deracinate your people 

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/2995 Caucasian Cache, [8/06/2022] 

Fuck Jews. Become a God-Animal. Train & Tribe. 

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/3143 Caucasian Cache, [15/06/2022] 

kikes want to target "the best of the gentiles", so they created video games to have young 

boys start wasting their talent.  

 

• https://t.me/caucasiancache/3323 Caucasian Cache, [19/06/2022] 

Fucking Jews. You just know it. 

 

 

Dan The Oracle 

 

• DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle · Oct 24, 2021·  

… jews and their shithole glabalist slave network ... the globalist jews are using white taxes 

to import these 3rd world savages into our western lands to suck more of our welfare.... 
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• DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle · Oct 29, 2021·   

… the jewish bolshevik takeover of poland after the war that went on to slaughter mostly 

white christians to the tune of 60 to 100 million europeans outside of war time? did she 

know of the jew stalins slaughter of tens of thousands of white polish christians before 

poland was liberated from stalin in the early 40's?... 

 

• DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle · Oct 29, 2021·  

… nuremberg was a jewish show trial organised and run by a jewish coalition from jew 

controlled france, england, united states and the jewish bolshevik ussr. … 

 

• DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle · Nov 15, 2021·  

… fascism is the european spirit as its finest building up what no other peoples can. 

communism is jewish in nature and its about destruction of everything that is european in 

favour of the lowest 3rd world consumer to replace what is beautiful and majestic in this 

world. 

 

• DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle · Nov 20, 2021·  

gas the kikes, race war now... but unironically. 

 

• DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle · Nov 28, 2021·  

these jews will try and poison every well they can if you let them. 

 

• DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle · Dec 2, 2021·  

this shit makes me wana do a holocaust.... 

 

• DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle · Dec 11, 2021·  

damn it thianks for the reminder... these lazy jew STILL havnt released this years report... 

should have been released days ago... fucking lazy jews... 

 

• DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle · Dec 17, 2021 

gas the jews, the kikes are at the head of everything that is evil in this world and the world 

will not see peace until we remove this scum, these parasites at the very least from all 

positions of power but more likely from the planet. 

 

• DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle · Jan 25, 2022·  

everyone just hates the fucking jews... 

 

• DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle · Feb 9, 2022· 

there are 2 choices the way i see it 1) the holocaust really happened, australians, americans, 

canadians and the english came to their rescue and now these same jews are at the forefront 

of genociding those people thus hitler was right about the jews and their genocidal nature 

and the jews have thus proven they need to be genocided 2) the holocaust is simply an anti-

white blood libel used as an excuse to genocide people... 

 

• DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle · Feb 17, 2022·  

fucking kikes... 

 

• DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle · Feb 18, 2022·  
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jews are a tiny yet way over represented percentage and have as a group targeted and made 

themselves enemies of the white man. appealing to people like me isnt going to save you 

from the real gas chambers this time. 

 

• BullyTheWeak@DanTheOracle · Apr 10, 2022·  

you kike faggot. the holocaust never happened, but it should have.... and it will. 

 

• BullyTheWeak@DanTheOracle · Apr 16, 2022·  

we need to gas all the jews.  

 

• BullyTheWeak@DanTheOracle · Jun 18, 2022·  

isis is literally a jewish invention supported by their soldier farm located between canada 

and mexico... 

 

• BullyTheWeak@DanTheOracle · Jul 17, 2022·  

the jews stole our white australia policy here in australia. … i always knew jews werent 

"us" and were working against us and that the racial trash should also have never been 

allowed in here. if you look into the history of australia the first australians were "convicts" 

who were so against jewish tyranny in england the government had no idea what to do with 

them so they sent them to "terra australis" just to get them out of england. 

 

• BullyTheWeak@DanTheOracle · Sep 26, 2022·  

and if you disagree you will lose your job, bank accounts, social media accounts and 

anything of value, because jews dont hold undue positions of power or work against you.... 

you filthy goyim.... 

 

 

David Cole 

David Cole of Darwin, Northern Territory (NT) Australia, self-identifies as Aboriginal, and 

uses the tribal name of Lurnpa Lurnpa. He says he is part of the Larrakia Sovereign Tribal 

Council, (not connected to the Larrakia Nation representing the indigenous people of that 

land). Cole is an anti-vaccination activist, and claims that indigenous people in the NT were 

forcibly vaccinated, with deaths resulting. He also believes in antisemitic conspiracy theories.  

 

Cole produced a video with an antisemitic segment - a call to action against Jews. The video 

was posted on his Facebook page, on 20 November 2021, and was shared over 2,500 times on 

Facebook in the first 48 hours. The post was removed by Facebook. Cole’s full 27-minute video 

was then posted on another Facebook page (‘Dean Philip Leslie’) on 22 November 2021, and 

a 5-minute segment (including the section on Jews) was uploaded on Bitchute (a video channel) 

on 22 November 2021, titled ‘AUSTRALIAN MILITARY BEGIN FORCE VACCINATING 

ABORIGINALS’ https://www.bitchute.com/video/Qf4vIyyAOvtc/ 

 

Transcript of video: 

• "They’re happy to wipe out 15 million Australian people in the process... Ernest 

Rothschilds... keepers of the planet... The ones who control the keepers... banking 

system... corporate agents... The Freemasons are nothing but the foot-soldiers for the 

Zionist Jews that are running this shit. To all you Zionist Jews that look at us as Goyim, 

trying to wipe out us the people, and trying to take out my sovereign tribal people in 

the process - your days are numbered too. People will be coming for you. Justice will 

be served. You think you can wipe out the entire planet? And genocide 95% of the 
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planet and get away with it? ... We are standing against the tyranny that you Zionist 

Jews, and Freemason, you child raping dogs."  

 

 

David Hiscox  

David Hiscox is the editor of the XYZ website, which is based in Melbourne and was setup in 

2015. He writes many articles for the site. Hiscox’s articles have increasingly contained 

antisemitic content, particularly conspiracy theories about Jews controlling the world. XYZ 

publishes articles each day, from a small cohort of people such as Ryan Fletcher, Stephen 

Wells, Thomas Sewell and others. XYZ has a presence on Gab and Telegram, often posting 

links to articles on the website. David Hiscox is reported to be a member of the neo-Nazi group 

National Socialist Network. The following quotes are by Hiscox in his articles on XYZ.  

 

• David Hiscox - February 25, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/02/soros 

Remember George Soros? He was the head spokesjew for the Cabal before Rothschild 

family member Klaus Schwab let him take a breather after the knowing intensified a little 

too much for Soros’ liking.  

 

• David Hiscox - March 28, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/03/oscars 

We made the mistake of letting jews into our civilisation who have since spread the lie that 

only White violence was evil but everybody else’s was either justified or never happened. 

… Hollywood ... transmits White guilt and White replacement into everything ... The jews 

need Hollywood, not for the money, but for the power it gives them  

 

• David Hiscox - April 5, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/04/vaccine-carnage 

It’s the jooce. Remember, we’re just seeing the tip of the iceberg here. The data for the rest 

of the population is trickling out. 

 

• David Hiscox - April 5, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/04/zionist-bankers 

All the White populations of Europe, North America, Australia and New Zealand are being 

replaced. This is orchestrated, planned a century ago by jew Richard von Coudenhove-

Kalergi, upon whose ideas the European Union’s immigration policies are based. It also 

suits the desires of the Zionist bankers and their acolytes in the European nobility who want 

to mix all the races together, destroying ethnic diversity to create a slave race to serve a 

master race (basically the jews) who will live forever thanks to genetic engineering. 

 

• David Hiscox - April 8, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/04/malcolm-roberts 

One Nation Senator Malcolm Roberts ... Roberts has built on this, pointing out by proxy 

that jews are responsible not just for World Wars 1 & 2 but for all major wars, including 

the current one in the Ukraine. 

 

• David Hiscox - May 2, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/05/melbourne 

… Similarly, we know that the scamdemic was used as a money-making exercise for 

multiple jewish-owned Big Pharma companies, and that their not-vaccines are killing 

people by the millions. 

 

• David Hiscox - May 17, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/05/kyle 

Which goes to show that if White men can commit to round the clock suicide bombings, 

we will destroy jewish power in about three days. 
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• David Hiscox - May 21, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/05/monkeypox 

Covid either doesn’t exist, or it was merely the first salvo in a series of bioweapon attacks 

by (((Western))) globalists whose purpose is to thin us out and weaken us so that we’ll eat 

the bugs. 

 

• David Hiscox - May 29, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/05/avi 

Imagine that, a small cosmopolitan clique determined to control the actions of every 

government on the planet from behind the scenes. 

 

• David Hiscox - June 7, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/06/the-australian-government 

It’s the Jews. ... Jewish elites have been instrumental in imposing the policies of mass 

immigration and multiculturalism upon Australia against the will of the Australian people. 

Whilst pushing this mass immigration and multiculturalism upon Australians, jewish elites 

work to explicitly advance the interests of their own ethnicity. In order to do so, they work 

to criminalise the explicit advancement of White Australian interests by White Australians. 

... When native Australians point out the undue influence of jewish interests on Australian 

politics they are dealt with. ... It is an axiom that the definition of a democracy is a country 

controlled by jews, and the evidence collected here demonstrates that Australia is well and 

truly a democracy. ... we are effectively under control by that foreign power and its agents. 

This pattern of foreign control is global. This is why Australian nationalists point out the 

tyranny of modern Australia and the harm caused by jewish influence, regardless of the 

cost. Halting this government tyranny and removing this influence from our land is vital 

for the freedom and survival of our people. 

 

• David Hiscox - June 9, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/06/berlin 

The crypto-jewish faction known as the Young Turks were responsible for the genocide of 

one million Christian Armenians during World War One. 

 

• David Hiscox - June 22, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/06/west-gate 

... the so-called “holocaust” which has become the greatest historical fraud in human 

history.  

 

• David Hiscox - July 19, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/07/superjab 

The only way to break free of Covid Tyranny is to bring down the entire system of Liberal 

Democracy which currently dominates the (((Western))) Empire. 

 

• David Hiscox - August 9, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/08/peter 

The antiwhite globalist establishment of city aboriginals, White Liberals and jews 

is using aboriginal identity politics to destroy Australian culture, take complete power over 

every aspect of Australian life and deracinate both Australians and aborigines. 

 

• David Hiscox - September 11, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/09/piss-off 

If I am to say anything in defence of Queen Elizabeth II it stems from this last point. She 

was rendered powerless by the democratic system. Democracy is a sham, utilised 

by elites and jewish bankers to control all the affairs that matter under the pretext of 

representing the people. It is democracy which has bankrupted us and which is replacing 

us. 

 

• David Hiscox - September 30, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/09/white 
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Furthermore, jewish “intellectuals” pushed unnatural transgender research during the 

interwar years before suffering setbacks in the 1930’s. 

 

 

European Australian Movement (EAM) 

The European Australian Movement (EAM) is a neo-Nazi organisation formed by Thomas 

Sewell in January 2021. EAM is intimately connected with the National Socialist Network. 

EAM members are active in Qld, NSW, Victoria, Tasmania, and SA. EAM posts on Telegram 

are mostly photos of EAM members on mountain hikes, posing with the EAM flag, but with 

very little text. Often posts end with “Tribe and Train” or “Blood and Honour!” EAM posts on 

Telegram note their hiking trips, for example at: Port Adelaide and Mt Lofty in SA; White 

Rock at Ipswich, and Glass House Mountains, Mount Mee in D'Aguilar National Park in Qld; 

Mt Hotham in Victoria. EAM posts also show some EAM activity in leafletting letterboxes.  

 

• https://t.me/EuropeanAustralianMovement/63 [20/02/2022] 

Tribe and Train. The lying Jews in the media would have you believe that the last 12 months 

of Political Police Terror has disrupted and broken apart our White Australian Community. 

The opposite is true, we continue to stand united for a Free White Australia. Blood & 

Honour! 

 

• https://t.me/EuropeanAustralianMovement/110 [31/07/2022] 

Despite attempts to deter us, by the jewish press and their anti-White, traitor accomplices, 

we remain resolute in our mission of building a White Australia. It is in our blood to 

strengthen when faced with adversity and hardship. Tribe & Train. 

 

 

IA148461 

Note: ‘IA148461’ was the license plate number of a motor vehicle in Hitler’s official fleet. 

 

• IA148461@IA148461 · Oct 7, 2021 

Kikes are fucking cancer.!!! 

 

• IA148461@IA148461 · Nov 19, 2021 

Jews are fucking cancer 

 

• IA148461@IA148461 · Dec 6, 2021 

what has gone wrong is that Germany lost WWII and now we have jewish communism in 

every White country on Earth.! 

 

• IA148461@IA148461 · Dec 15, 2021  

I do not support these kike fucked jewish jabs one bit,  

 

• IA148461@IA148461 · May 2, 2022  

Fuck jews are fucking filthy.!!! Sie sind alle Untermenschen.!!!  

[Translation: They are all subhumans]. 

 

• IA148461@IA148461 · May 4, 2022  

Every cancerous jew on this planet needs to be wiped out... they are truly a disease... pure 

Untermensch. 
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• IA148461@IA148461 · May 9, 2022  

Kikes have always been pure Untermensch. 

 

• IA148461@IA148461 · Jul 26, 2022 

He means the filthy jews subverting the US and Europe... 

 

 

Illawarra Activ88 

Illawarra Activ88 is a neo-Nazi organisation, based in the Illawarra region of NSW around 

Wollongong, south of Sydney. The group became active in May 2022, through a spate of 

placing stickers with neo-Nazi propaganda around Wollongong, including Wollongong 

University, and in Sydney. Many of their posts on Telegram are about their stickering 

campaigns. 

 

• https://t.me/illawarraActiv88/10 Activ88 Illawarra, [14/05/2022] 

             The clock is ticking. European race is in danger like never before. Being 7% of 

the worlds population we are being told that non-whites are minorities. This is a LIE. ... 

Rise up! Victory or death! Heil Hitler! 

 

• https://t.me/illawarraActiv88/35 Activ88 Illawarra, [21/05/2022] 

卐 - SMASH MARXISM! 卐 - FIGHT DEGENERACY! 卐 - DISMANTLE ZOG! 

 

• https://t.me/illawarraActiv88/75 Activ88 Illawarra, [13/06/2022] 

Heil Victory the second flyer run a great success              With hundreds of various Flyers 

placed throughout Wollongong NSW 🇦🇺 Keeping the Gong strong with national socialism 

 

• https://t.me/illawarraActiv88/106 Activ88 Illawarra, [26/06/2022] 

Heil national socialism. Martin Place Sydney 🇦🇺. Activ              are everywhere 

 

• https://t.me/illawarraActiv88/122 Activ88 Illawarra, [4/07/2022] 

Out and about stickering. Not even the rain can stop us.                Spreading the message. 

The White race will not be replaced. 

 

• https://t.me/Activ88ns/160 [14/08/2022] 

Another fake article from the anti-white Jew Nick McKenzie @ The antifa age & 

Communist Morning Herald. Trying his hardest to make up a story but seems they can't 

even get their facts right it's laughable this zog McKenzie seems hellbent on defamation on 

our Aryan race. Activ              is love of your family nation and race. Heil Victory & be 

proud of your Aryan race. All this zog media have done is expose their true anti-white 

communist colours Activ              = love of your nation/race. McKenzie Jews          = Racist 

white Hate. No matter what they say know that we are winning the war never give up never 

give in to zog the fight goes on. heil Activ              

 

• https://t.me/Activ88ns/189 [17/09/2022] 

Activ88 Squadron. Out & about around Sydney today seizing on the opportunity to secure 

our existence. Heil Victory to our glorious nation 
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Jaz Searby  

Jarrad (Jaz) Searby is a neo-Nazi, and a member of National Socialist Network. He produces 

rap music, including some with antisemitic lyrics. Searby has multiple channels on Telegram, 

and an account on Gab. Many of his posts are replicated on his other accounts.  

 

• Jaz Searby@Jaz_Searby · Nov 26, 2021·  

These sadistic devil worshipping Jews are still implementing their war on Aryan culture 

and some twisted "revenge" of the German population. We can not let distractions take our 

attention away from the genocide they are forcibly commiting. That survival of humanity 

rest on what we do now! 

 

• Jaz Searby@Jaz_Searby · Dec 18, 2021· 

THE JEWS ARE COMMITTED TO WHITE GENOCIDE! The Amalekites where 

described in the bible as "the first amongst nations". They are the eternal enemy of the 

Jews, who believe God has given them an eternal command to wipe them and their 

decendants from the earth. This quest was apparently started by David and is still 

continuing to this day. Who the Jews consider Amalek is a closely guarded secret these 

days, and one they avoid talking about at all cost but the truth is, it is and always has been 

the white man. 

 

• Jaz Searby@Jaz_Searby · Dec 20, 2021· 

Jews are running stalking operations in all western countries … this is some sort of jew 

game they play on the goyim, its the centre of their social activities, its the glue that holds 

them together... stalking and psychologically terrorizing Whites while hiding behind 

plausible deniability... This is the kind of things jews are into … this is how kikes have 

been destroying our people for millennia. 

 

• Jaz Searby@Jaz_Searby · Jan 18, 2022· 

jew hatred is ALWAYS justified 

 

• Jaz Searby@Jaz_Searby · Jan 30, 2022· 

The juden fears the torch rallies. #Canada 

 

• Jaz Searby@Jaz_Searby · Jan 31, 2022· 

The Swastika has always been a sign of hope and strength for the Aryan people and it shall 

forever remain that way. No amount of kike subversion will make me feel any different, 

And I will throw a Roman every time it flies 

 

• https://t.me/JazSearby1488/3 Jaz Searby, [14.12.21] 

The google kikes are rushing to suppress the rise of the Aryan and are continuing to censor 

our channels. But the race war must continue! Sub to my new channel. Warning content 

promotes antisemitism and white power! 

 

• https://t.me/JazSearby1488/38 Jaz Searby, [17/12/2021] 

The Jew of today is the same Jew Adolf Hitler warned us about. 

 

• https://t.me/JazSearby1488/47 Jaz Searby, [18/12/2021] 

The Jews have never been allied to anything but their own self serving ambitions. Now 

they feel the pressure rising they are looking for sympathizers anywhere the can get them. 

They will find none. 
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• https://t.me/JazSearby1488/118 Jaz Searby, [29/12/2021] 

No mention of the hwolocwauz?!..this book was published before jews bought up all the 

publishing houses with the money they stole with the Central Bank/Federal Reserve 

swindle. 

 

• https://t.me/JazSearby1488/181 Jaz Searby, [6/01/2022] 

Normies are starting to name the Jew.... oy vey! 

 

• https://t.me/JazSearby1488/253 Jaz Searby, [22/01/2022] 

Joseph Goebbels - Where You Look For Evil, You Will Find Jews. This time our victory 

will be final! 

 

• https://t.me/JazSearbyHardKnocks/1618 Hard Knocks Combat, [4/03/2022] 

Ukraine and Russia are two sides of the same coin to me, it is jew vs jew which equates to 

tradegy for the White race.  

 

• https://t.me/JazSearbyHardKnocks/1676 Hard Knocks Combat, [22/03/2022] 

Dealers of hard drugs must viewed as agents of the juden, as destroyers of our people. 

 

• https://t.me/HardKnocksCombat/1574 Jaz Searby's Hard Knocks Combat, [18/10/2021] 

The relevance of Mein Kampf to today's society is not something that has failed to astound 

me. Many of the issues faced by the Germans at that time are the same that we find 

ourselves facing now. As is the agenda of those responsible which is and always has been 

the enslavement of mankind and the destruction of the white race. 

 

• https://t.me/HardKnocksCombat/1679 Jaz Searby's Hard Knocks Combat, [6/11/2021] 

Melbourne anti vax rally today... Oy vey the goyim are starting to rise! 

 

• https://t.me/HardKnocksCombat/1748 Jaz Searby's Hard Knocks Combat, [19/11/2021] 

The nerve of these fucking kikes admitting they are responsible for the decline of Aryan 

culture in white countries while insulting a white man for pointing it out! I look forward to 

the day the smile is wiped from their faces 

 

• https://t.me/HardKnocksCombat/1800 Jaz Searby's Hard Knocks Combat, [23/11/2021] 

Check out this anti Hitler propaganda from the 40s. The Jews really haven't changed there 

tactics. They have always used the media to manipulate the masses. They rely on our short 

attention spans to run the same rhetoric over and over again..and all these bootlickers fall 

for it hook,line and sinker 

 

• https://t.me/HardKnocksCombat/2324 Jaz Searby's Hard Knocks Combat, [21/02/2022] 

This entire system is a lie. It is a distraction created by zionist jews and their freemason 

minions who's purposes is to destroy Aryan nations and Aryan culture, while allowing them 

to suck whatever blood they can from the dying corpses that they leave in their wake. 

 

• https://t.me/HardKnocksCombatt/1837 [9/09/2022] 

I know a lot of lads hate Elizabeth, I consider myself as one of them but, I do believe it's 

possible her and all her family have been held hostage by the jews, no different than what 

the kikes did to Tsar Nicholas... 
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Matthew Roebuck 

Matthew Roebuck, aka Matty Rose, self-describes as a “Christian nationalist.” He was a 

prolific poster on Gab and Telegram. Over the years, he wrote many articles which were 

published on the XYZ website, and had a weekly video show. His Gab account was closed by 

Gab in January 2021. He has not posted on Telegram since December 2021, and he is no longer 

published on XYZ. He provides a clear example of antisemitism within the ideology of 

Christian Nationalism.  

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5122 Matty’s Life, [9/10/2021] 

Separation and secession from jewish tyranny and parasitism is now mandatory for the 

survival for Western kind. All new white nations must have a “no jew” policy enshrined in 

their constitutions for all time. 

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5142 Matty’s Life, [12/10/2021] 

whites need a permanent divorce from the jew parasite. 

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5177 Matty’s Life, [14/10/2021] 

The ruling class is jewish in every way shape and form, thus wants to destroy everything 

about those it rules. 

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5452 Matty’s Life, [11/11/2021] 

jews are not only the most evil nation ever to exist, they are also the most fragile and 

pathetic. If Satan hadn’t given them so much wealth and power we’d all just laugh at them. 

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5456 Matty’s Life, [11/11/2021] 

white people are waking up to the fact that they are living in an occupied territory under 

oppressive jewish rule. 

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5473 Matty’s Life, [12/11/2021] 

in the next world there will need to be an explicit, unchangeable, written law that says: no 

jews allowed under any circumstances and anyone who would attempt to change this law 

will be guilty of a capital crime. 

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5484 Matty’s Life, [13/11/2021] 

jews always bring the curse of God. 

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5568 Matty’s Life, [18/11/2021] 

What more will it take for our people to wake up and realise that we cannot live with the 

jews? Only a complete separation from the parasite nation will suffice. 

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5576 Matty’s Life, [18/11/2021] 

The more jews you have in a country, the worse it is for the common folk. 

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5621 Matty’s Life, [23/11/2021] 

Suddenly this jew isn't "white" ... These snakes will shapeshift whenever they want, perhaps 

a star of Remphan tattoo on their foreheads isn't such a bad idea... 

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5640 Matty’s Life, [24/11/2021] 

jews are the problem, jews need to go. 
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• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5647 Matty’s Life, [24/11/2021] 

Whites and jews should not live together, ever. 

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5654 Matty’s Life, [24/11/2021] 

jews will only accept worship, they think they are God on Earth, so in their collective mind 

any criticism of them is criticism of God. We cannot live with them. 

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5776 Matty’s Life, [2/12/2021] 

jews have no place in the West ... That makes you an invader, jew, but also worse than an 

invader, a subversive parasite hell bent on taking us away from the true God, stealing our 

wealth and killing us in the process; therefore, Westerners have a duty to expel you from 

our lands ... God's wrath is coming to your nation, jews, repent and accept Christ as the 

only true messiah or he will remove you from before his face 

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5849 Matty’s Life, [5/12/2021] 

Unless we can name the jew we don't care what you produce, let us tell the truth about who 

actually runs the world or we won't use your platform. 

 

• https://t.me/mattysmoderntelegram/5860 Matty’s Life, [6/12/2021] 

the jew ... They truly are the most evil and perverse nation ever to exist. God’s wrath is on 

them to the utmost and he will one day wipe them all out and laugh about it. 

 

 

National Socialist Movement (NSM) 

National Socialist Movement Australia/New Zealand (NSM) is led by Christian Boyle in 

Queensland, and became active in 2022. NSM states it is “the Aus/Nz arm of the National 

Socialist Movement of the USA. NSM is the oldest and largest NS [National Socialist] 

organisation on earth with close ties to Rockwell himself, operating under the guidance of 

Commander Burt Colucci.” NSM members have letterboxed NSM leaflets in Sydney, 

Brisbane, and the Gold Coast; have placed antisemitic posters at a synagogue in the Gold Coast; 

and held a banner over a freeway. NSM joined Telegram in Feb 2022, and Gab in May 2022. 

NSM and its leader appear to be highly disliked by other neo-Nazi groups. 

 

• NSMAustralia@NSMAustralia · May 22, 2022·  

Our recent activism had the jews in Australia kevetching HARD!!! Just like in the rest of 

the world, they dominate our media, so its no surprise we were featured in multiple 

newspapers and on tv 

 

• NSMAustralia@NSMAustralia · Jun 27, 2022·  

NSM Australia will be doing a livestream … Come say hello and lets name some jews. 88 

 

• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/175 National Socialist Movement, [13/03/2022] 

we need to expel the jews from our nations for the final time. HITLER WAS RIGHT. HAIL 

VICTORY!!!! 

 

• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/185 National Socialist Movement, [13/03/2022] 

we cant allow Australia or New Zealand to get dragged into a similar "union" ... our nations 

are ridiculously kiked already 
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• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/266 National Socialist Movement, [19/03/2022] 

Regarding hate speech laws in Australia ... hate speech law exemptions ... section 18D ... 

So yes YOU CAN name the jew in Australia 

 

• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/311 National Socialist Movement, [23/03/2022] 

Who controls freemasonry and what is it based on? Here is your answer, jews control it and 

it’s based on the Kabbalah. It’s essentially Judaism for non Jews, and how they corrupt 

gentile business people and politicians, so they can then be used as puppets to subvert our 

nations from within 

 

• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/375 National Socialist Movement, [26/03/2022] 

Apparently genocide is technically LEGAL to do in Australia  

 

• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/642 National Socialist Movement, [1/05/2022] 

The JEWS of a glamorous multimillion dollar neighbourhood in Surfers Paradise, 

Queensland, Australia.....Got the NEWS this morning that “THE GOYIM KNOW” they 

control both sides of major political parties in Australia. Marxist Jewish supremacists on 

the left aka Labour, Zionist Jewish Supremacists to the right aka LNP. 

 

• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/933 National Socialist Movement, [21/05/2022] 

this is why i drew swastikas on my vote at the federal election today and wrote "No suitable 

candidate when they are all marxists and zionists.....say no to jewish tyranny" 

 

• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/951 National Socialist Movement, [23/05/2022] 

Gee, i wonder why they arent proposing to ban the communist hammer and sickle hmm 

....perhaps because it would annoy the JEWS who support and have been behind 

communism since its very beginning 

 

• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/1072 National Socialist Movement, [2/06/2022] 

The jews and their shabbos goy helpers know a mass awakening is taking place, and they 

are TERRIFIED. Its why they are in a do or die moment and accelerating their plans, going 

mask off. What they dont realize is that its playing into our hands, and will cause yet more 

people to wake up as the collapse happens. Get going jews, you are literally proving us 

right 

 

• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/1286 National Socialist Movement, [5/07/2022] 

Jews have been betraying the nations they live in and the people they hide amongst for 

centuries, in order to benefit themselves. Jews have no loyalty to the nations they live in or 

the people around them, their loyalty is to themselves only & they will always do what 

benefits their own race, so why don’t we? 

 

• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/1303 National Socialist Movement, [6/07/2022] 

When are you going to realize it doesnt matter which party is in power, because they are 

completely controlled by the JEWS!!! WAKE UP 

 

• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/1319 National Socialist Movement, [8/07/2022] 

So a survey in the USA has shown 70+ % of right wing voters know that “white 

genocide/replacement “ is happening, but only 12% are aware that it’s the Jews behind it. 

I would suggest the numbers are similar in Australia 
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• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/1381 National Socialist Movement, [13/07/2022] 

When you need to go back in time to tell Hitler to actually holocaust all the jews, instead 

of putting them in work in camps to expel them after the war...cos hey, his gonna get false 

accused of it anyways 

 

• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/1635 21 Aug. 2022 

make no mistake folks, we are being GENOCIDED and its the jews who are to blame 

 

• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/1686 23 Aug. 2022 

Feminism is created by the Zionist Jews to destroy our families and bring forth a jewish 

New World Order     

 

• https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/1719 25 Aug. 2022 

Paddy Tarleton - The Naming of the Jew. You know you have to do it. Name the jew or 

continue living in this hell we live in. 

 

 

National Socialist Network (NSN) 

National Socialist Network (NSN) began public operations on 8 January 2020, and became a 

story in the mainstream media in May 2020. Although NSN is an innately antisemitic 

organisation, many of its activities and propaganda materials promote white nationalism and 

“white revolution” rather than overtly antisemitic themes. NSN beliefs, as expressed in public 

statements, include: that “the Jews” control governments, media, universities, are behind non-

white immigration into ‘white’ countries. NSN members, clad in black clothes, and with faces 

covered by balaclavas, have photographed themselves, often with the NSN flag, in public 

places, eg at the Adelaide Holocaust Museum on 27 August 2022. NSN has placed a variety of 

stickers regularly around many cities; and members have done banner drops at overpasses on 

freeways. NSN posts on Telegram, through several channels, but sparingly, and these often are 

copies of messages from Thomas Sewell, NSN leader.  

 

• https://t.me/nationalsocialistnetwork/450 National Socialist Network, [9/02/2022] 

Australia for the White man! 

 

• https://t.me/nationalsocialistnetwork/454 National Socialist Network, [28/02/2022] 

We look upon the struggle in Ukraine as an example of two brother nations who are 

controlled by, on one side, heartless bureaucrats, and on the other, an oligarchy of Jews. 

We do not stand with either country or its governments, but its White men and women who 

fight for our White struggle of liberation against the anti-Aryan tyranny. ... Glory to the 

Aryans. 

 

• https://t.me/nationalsocialistnetwork/456 National Socialist Network, [6/03/2022] 

White Revolution is The Only Solution! 

 

• https://t.me/nationalsocialistnetwork/458 National Socialist Network, [25/03/2022] 

"There is no political solution” 
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• https://t.me/nationalsocialistnetwork/460 National Socialist Network, [26/03/2022] 

All our activists have one consistent experience with the beast system: the reaction is 

always the most unhinged when we put a spotlight on the jew. No other issue prompts such 

a knee-jerk reaction from the system pigs than when we put a target on these vermins' 

backs. The one rule ZOG has for the White man: You can complain all you want about 

what they're doing in this country, but you can never complain about who is doing it. 

 

• https://t.me/nationalsocialistnetwork/462 National Socialist Network, [1/04/2022] 

NSN is already training for the challenge. May the Great One Adolf Hitler guide our game 

against these vile traitors led by Semites! 

 

• https://t.me/nationalsocialistnetwork/476 National Socialist Network, [25/04/2022] 

The ZOG's propaganda may have convinced our folk that the ANZACs fight was for 

freedom against Teutonic Tyranny and the German Empire, but this is simply untrue. 

Australians fought during WWI to preserve their White Nation by securing British support 

... Lest We Forget. Australia for the White Man. 

 

• https://t.me/nationalsocialistnetwork/482 National Socialist Network, [21/05/2022] 

Our Election Message. Political Terror Police harassed Melbourne Activists last weekend 

for attempting to legally put forward our worldview. The Terror cops acting under orders 

from their Jewish masters threatened to intimidate us at our homes for daring to share our 

sacred symbol after the Jewish controlled Victorian Parliament voted to ban the Swastika. 

... the sham Federal Election taking place today in Australia, and the Jewish subversion of 

our Governments and Society. We will not be intimidated by these traitors and Jewish 

mercenaries, you can not stop what is inevitable. ... Our Race, Our Religion. 

 

• https://t.me/nationalsocialistnetwork/507 National Socialist Network, [17/08/2022] 

As a result of powerful jewish lobbyists complaining and kvetching to their fellow jews 

that occupy our government, the ZOG system in New South Wales has managed to ban the 

Swastika, with displays punishable by up to 12 months imprisonment. This endeavour by 

organised jewry to ban an ancient, 5000+ year old Aryan symbol is a frantic maneuver by 

these terrified jews in a futile attempt to quash the inevitable rise of National Socialism. ... 

Our Race, Our Religion 

 

• https://t.me/nationalsocialistnetwork/509 National Socialist Network, [31/08/2022] 

Why a holocaust museum exists in Adelaide is anyone's guess. National Socialists pay 

respect to the 60 million Europeans who fell defending their homelands instead. 

 

• https://t.me/nationalsocialistnetwork/512 National Socialist Network, [3/09/2022] 

To us, it is hilarious to watch the frantic panicking of the jewish press and the jewish 

security services, over a group of White men who stood and saluted proudly in front of a 

"museum" full of lies.  ... as the political terror police is weaponised once again upon White 

Australians, and Swastika bans are pushed in yet another state by screeching jewish MP's. 

... The escalation in insane language used by these jewish groups, and the jewish press, 

proves that they are terrified and becoming increasingly paranoid. As more White men 

awaken to the lies they have been fed, and realise they are being replaced, the beast system 

will only become more desperate. The only part these lying vermin actually got correct, 

was calling us "The Modern Faces of Hitler", to us this is a compliment, as we consider it 

the highest of honours to carry forward the spirit of Adolf Hitler. National Socialist 
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Network Activists disregard all this screeching and kvetching, lighting up crosses hailing 

Adolf Hitler and our inevitable victory instead! 

 

• https://t.me/nationalsocialistnetwork/516 National Socialist Network, [19/09/2022] 

Queensland and New South Wales National Socialist Network activists stand strong in 

support of their politically persecuted brothers in South Australia. These men who have 

been jailed without trial by a tyrannical jewish regime will be remembered for their utmost 

honour, dedication and loyalty to their brothers and to the National Socialist struggle, in 

the face of extreme persecution. 

 

 

Oz Pat 

“OzPat” has self-declared on Gab that he is a “holocaust denier and bigot and anti semitic”.  

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Oct 23, 2021·  

In my personal opinion the world would be much better without jews. My opinion is based 

on historical knowledge and facts. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Dec 3, 2021· 

The holocaust lie is falling apart. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Dec 18, 2021· 

Am I ever going to find the six million? 

o No because it's a jewish lie. 68% 

o No because it's a Soviet lie by the Bolshevik jews. 29% 

o Yes there is a mass grave out there even though it hasn't been found. 0% 

o Yes just believe the jews and stop investigating you anti semitic racist White 

supremacist. 4% 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Jan 17, 2022· 

Niggers are low IQ apes, kikes belong in gas chambers and sensitive snowflakes like you 

should go back to Twatter. Heil Hitler cunt.  

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Jan 19, 2022· 

And we wouldn't be subjected to the big lie of the holocaust if it wasn't for the greedy 

jewish community extorting the good German people for reperations for something that 

didn't happen and is a lie.  

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Jan 23, 2022·  

Holocaust is one of the biggest lies ever. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Jan 23, 2022· 

Yes it's jews who are behind the Anti White agenda. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Jan 26, 2022·  

The kikes should be forced to pay back the money they stole from the German people. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Jan 27, 2022·  

So today is holocaust memorial day. The only memorial day based on an event that has 

never been proven. 
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• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Jan 27, 2022· 

Yeah the fuckin jews have too much power. Time for a real holocaust to get rid of the 

scourge once and for all. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Jan 28, 2022· 

Jews are filthy creatures that should be removed from our planet. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Jan 29, 2022· 

The holocaust is a hoax. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Feb 5, 2022·  

Jews are parasites. They wouldn't survive without foreign aid prove me wrong. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Mar 3, 2022· 

Jews are the most evil species on planet earth. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Mar 4, 2022· 

Volodymyr Zelenskyy is a jew. Why is a jew in charge of a White European country? 

Jews don't care about White people. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Mar 6, 2022· 

I'm fed up with the jew world order. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Mar 6, 2022· 

Jews are not White. Jews are not even human. Jews are subhuman. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Mar 8, 2022· 

The jewish president of the Ukraine … he's just another filthy jew. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · May 13, 2022· 

I think it's about time to ban the israeli flag in Australia and deport all jews. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · May 13, 2022· 

Jews are Satan's chosen people and Satan worshipers. Jews seem to think us Whites are 

Goym or cattle and according to them we're supposed to be their slaves. I say no. Fuck the 

jews. Deport them them all from our White Nations. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · May 18, 2022· 

The great replacement theory is antisemitism.          … Could it be that the filthy satan 

worshiping jews are the architects of the Great Replacement? … the filthy satan worshipers 

are our worst enemy. Hitler understood that fact. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Jun 7, 2022· 

We should try National Socialism again. The first time it was tried it was successful until 

the jews convinced other countries to destroy it. Jews are a problem we need to deal with. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Jun 9, 2022·  

Jews are evil Satan worshipers. 
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• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Jun 30, 2022· 

Jews are evil. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Jul 19, 2022· 

Jewish supremacy is the biggest problem in our White Western countries. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Aug 14, 2022· 

Because jews don't like to do any real work they just exist as parasites on our societies.  

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Aug 15, 2022·  

The time has come for Sweden to gass all jews with zyclon b. 

 

• Pure Blood Baby Führer@OzPat · Aug 18, 2022· 

There's no such thing as holocaust denial. How can anyone deny something that never 

happened? 

 

 

Ryan Fletcher 

Ryan Fletcher has for many years openly espoused and promoted anti-Jewish themes and 

consistently called for the killing of Jews. His articles are published on the ‘XYZ’ website, 

often alongside cartoon illustrations in his name. These have been reproduced on Gab, and 

more recently on Telegram. He has also produced many short videos, usually of 2-3 minutes 

in length, with text, often antisemitic, and these have been published on XYZ and Gab. Fletcher 

writes books for children, one of which, published in July 2021, was listed by the US-based 

international organisation, Terrorism Research & Analysis Consortium (TRAC). Early in 2022, 

Fletcher began posting about Christianity and the Bible, something he had not done before. He 

edited his profile on Gab to self-describe as a “Supersessionist Christian.” 

 

In December 2020, Fletcher posted online that he had been arrested on 9 November 2020 by 

the Victoria Police Security Intelligence Unit (SIU) for an offence under the Victorian Racial 

and Religious Tolerance Act 2001 - Serious Religious Vilification and Incitement, and a second 

offence under the Commonwealth Criminal Code of “Use Telecommunications Device to 

Menace”. This did not stop Fletcher from advocating violence against Jews, and continuing to 

call for the murder of Jews. In May 2022, Victoria Police dropped all charges against Fletcher 

without publishing a reason or reasons.  

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Oct 2, 2021· 

Daily reminder that #Jews are vermin  

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Oct 4, 2021· 

Daily reminder that the #Holocaust didn't happen but it should have! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Oct 30, 2021· 

The ONLY solution to #Jewish pollution is #WhiteRevolution! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Oct 31, 2021· 

#Jews deserve death! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Nov 12, 2021· 

It's time to destroy #Jews 
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• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Nov 21, 2021· 

DEATH TO THE KIKES! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Dec 6, 2021· 

Daily reminder that you can't "murder" #Jews because they aren't human. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Dec 7, 2021· 

I say it's not even murder to put a Jew to #death because the Jew throughout it's entire 

existence on this earth has yet to show an once of #humanity. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Dec 7, 2021· 

The #Jews … have an innate compulsion to exterminate and destroy all that is beautiful 

and good. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Dec 8, 2021· 

The vast majority of the world hates #Jews for the way they subvert, slander, sleaze and 

slaughter EVERY #gentile nation on earth.  

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Dec 10, 2021·  

If we had 1,381,818 #RobertBowers in the world you literally wouldn't have a #Jewish 

problem. Food for thought. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Dec 21, 2021·  

#Jews are the only things that deserve to be truly hated on this earth 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Dec 25, 2021· 

All #Jews deserve death! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Dec 29, 2021·  

Daily reminder that Dvir Abramovich and Julie Nathan are willfully evil! 

#Jews #ECAJ #ADC #ADL #Zionism 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jan 4, 2022·  

#Jews like Jonathan Greenblatt (ADL), Dvir Abramovich (ADC), Julie Nathan (ECAJ), 

and David Adler (AJA) all believe that White gentile infants should be killed 

as #antisemitism is considered a "biological defect" of ALL White gentiles. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jan 4, 2022·  

#Jewish supremacist parasitic plutocracy made up of usury, central banking, market 

manipulation, perversion, organized crime, wars, slavery, blood libels, espionage, 

assassinations, false flags, terrorism, organ harvesting, kritarchy, transnational vulture 

crony capitalism, political correctness, feminism, transgenderism, anti-White 

exterminationist "socialism", gun control and a myriad of other deceptions and death 

worship which summarizes the intrinsic nature of the Jew. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jan 17, 2022·  

Remember you can't murder #Jews as kikes aren't human 
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• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jan 17, 2022·  

Shows that #Jihadis are the good guys. Death to the #Jewish vermin.  

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jan 18, 2022·  

The #Jews fear alliances between #Whites and #Muslims 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jan 19, 2022·  

Death to the #Jews! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jan 21, 2022·  

Exterminating #Jews has never been more urgent! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jan 23, 2022·  

Every #Jew deserves to die an agonizing death! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jan 26, 2022·  

Daily reminder that #Jews are the enemy of gentiles.  

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jan 28, 2022·  

Daily reminder that killing #Jews is NOT #murder as Jews are NOT human! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jan 28, 2022·  

Results are in... #Jews are officially the most destructive force on earth!  

 

Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jan 21, 2022· 

What's more destructive to the planet? 

o Jews 89% 

o Niggers 7% 

o Faggots 3% 

o Natural Disasters 2% 

330 votes· Closed 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Feb 3, 2022·  

The greatest crime of last century is that the #Holocaust didn't happen.  

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Feb 4 2022·  

Daily reminder that Hitler did nothing wrong  

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Feb 10, 2022·  

The Religious Discrimination Bill 2021 spawned by the #Zionist Occupation Government 

(ZOG) in #Australia has ONLY one group of usurious, thieving, murdering, war-

mongering extortionist bloodsuckers in mind. I'll leave it up to you to determine who that 

is. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Feb 12, 2022·  

Always remember that the Synagogue of Satan is real. The #Jew is the enemy of mankind. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Feb 13, 2022·  

#Supersessionism is REAL #Christianity! The #Jews sold their souls and bloodlines to 

#Satan and they personify all the evils which God hates! … these Christ killing demons  
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• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Feb 15, 2022·  

until the Christ killer parasites are purged the nation will remain in a state of destruction. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Feb 16, 2022·  

#Jews are verminous demonic Christ Killers.  

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Feb 18, 2022·  

the demon spawn of the Synagogue of Satan … the #Jews are not human. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Feb 20, 2022·  

Better get ready for the REAL #Holocaust! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Feb 23, 2022·  

#Jews are your enemy. The ONLY solution is to purge the parasite. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Feb 23, 2022·  

If it were up to me all these #AntiChrist #Jew #fags would be locked in their synagogues 

of Satan and burnt alive.   

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Feb 28, 2022·  

The ONLY #war worth fighting is against the #Jews! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Feb 28, 2022·  

Kikes be killed! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Feb 28, 2022·  

The #Jews are behind ALL the #wars in the world!  

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Mar 14, 2022·  

Always remember there is good reason to condemn the #Jews to hell. They are a diseased 

race of destroyers whom committed deicide against our Lord #Jesus Christ and 

manufactured a faux genocide (aka the #Holocaust) in which to construct their empire of 

lies. May Almighty #God crush these verminous demonic #AntiChrist parasites! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Mar 23, 2022·  

(((Zelenskiy))) reminding us that it is okay to put every fucking #Jew to death 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Apr 29, 2022·  

Daily reminder that the schizophrenic #Moloch worshipping "Mitzvah" #mafia known 

as #Jews are the epitome of bloodsucking vampires that only know how to parasite and 

oppress. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · May 6, 2022·  

The extermination of the #Jew is a virtue.! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · May 7, 2022·  

If there were any justice there would be an actual Holocaust against these Jews  

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · May 10, 2022·  
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Burn down every synagogue on the face of the planet! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · May 10, 2022·  

When it comes to the Moloch worshipping Jews you can't "dehumanize" that which is not 

human. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · May 11, 2022·  

The #Holocaust depicted by #Hollywood is a fantastic idea that has yet to be implemented. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jun 9, 2022·  

You can't really blame people for thinking the Holocaust happened. It's a totally plausible 

impulse to want these parasites eradicated off the face of the earth. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jun 19, 2022·  

Daily reminder that Jews are the enemy. Never hesitate to put down the enemy with lethal 

prejudice. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jun 27, 2022·  

Never will be human because Jews aren't human 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jul 12, 2022·  

Death to the Jews! 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jul 19, 2022·  

These arrogant, condescending, gross, parasitic, perverted, exterminationist, schizophrenic 

Tay Sachs carriers are literally the destroyers of nations... Jews are and always have been 

the enemy of mankind. Treat them as such. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jul 25, 2022·  

The Jew is intrinsically a bloodsucking exterminationist parasite that knows only how to 

destroy. Ergo to defend yourself against it is not initiatory violence. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Jul 30, 2022·  

Jews are intrinsically a suppressive, parasitic, anti-human, Talmudic tyrannical monster 

which needs to be cut out before it's bloodsucking cancer destroys the world entirely. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Aug 31, 2022·  

Daily reminder Jews aren't White. 

 

• Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 · Sep 25, 2022·  

Daily reminder that the Holocaust didn't happen but it should have! 

 

Telegram  

 

• https://t.me/FashyFletcher/984 Lord Ryan Fletcher, [03/10/21] 

Either exterminate the schizophrenic Tay Sachs (((assassins))) or watch your societies fall 

deeper into kosher certified shit. 

 

• https://t.me/FashyFletcher/1007 Lord Ryan Fletcher, [5/10/2021] 

If you want to view paradise simply round up the Jew and expel it! 
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• https://t.me/FashyFletcher/1047 Lord Ryan Fletcher, [15/10/2021] 

Robert Bowers did nothing wrong [Bowers murdered 11 Jews in Pittsburgh in 2018] 

 

• https://t.me/FashyFletcher/1069 Lord Ryan Fletcher, [19/10/2021] 

卐 The ONLY solution to Jewish pollution is White Revolution 卐 

 

• https://t.me/FashyFletcher/1840 Lord Ryan Fletcher, [24/03/2022] 

The Jew Zelenskiy reminds us that Jews are evil, that they are liars, thieves, extortionists, 

perverts, and murderers whom deserve to burn in hell! 

 

• https://t.me/FashyFletcher/1887 Lord Ryan Fletcher, [31/03/2022] 

Daily reminder that the #Jews are cheats, thieves, extortionists, pornographers, perverts, 

spies, murderers and deicidal Christ killers! 

 

• https://t.me/FashyFletcher/2112 Lord Ryan Fletcher, [15/05/2022] 

Daily reminder that Jews are worse than cancer! 

 

• https://t.me/FashyFletcher/2309 Lord Ryan Fletcher, [23/06/2022] 

Daily reminder that the Jews are destroyers 

 

• https://t.me/FashyFletcher/2354 Lord Ryan Fletcher, [3/07/2022] 

Daily reminder that Jews are vermin 

 

 

Stephen Wells 

Stephen Wells has spoken at public protests, including at the Rally for Freedom in Perth in 

2021. He posts on Telegram, and his articles are published on XYZ. Stephen Wells self-

describes as a Christian, and claims that Europeans are the real Israelites, and not the Jews.  

 

• https://t.me/triggereveryone/569?comment=7464 Stephen Wells triggers everyone! Chat, 

[5/12/2021] 

The ancient Israelites were Gods chosen people, but their genetic descendants are not 

modern day Jews. At least no more than any European is. Judaism was born a couple of 

hundred years after Christ and the Talmud is basically a series of arguments between 

Rabbis that all contradict each other over minutia in the Books of Moses.  

 

• https://t.me/triggereveryone/586 Stephen Wells triggers everyone!, [9/12/2021] 

An actual holocaust rather than an invented one 

 

• https://t.me/triggereveryone/625 Stephen Wells triggers everyone!, [18/12/2021] 

Organised Jewish groups and wealthy Jewish individuals have a large influence on the 

politics of today because of that history ... Any Jews who are currently exploiting us, only 

do so because we let them.  

 

• https://t.me/triggereveryone/791 Stephen Wells triggers everyone!, [17/01/2022] 

Jewish ideology is not compatible with Christian ideology. Marxism on the one side, Usury 

based capitalism on the other. Both propped up by a religious background of seeing non 

Jews as “Goyim” or cattle to be exploited are not conducive to living together or to allowing 

those in our countries to hold positions of power or influence over people in power. ... After 
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WW2 ended a propaganda campaign was started to justify the tens of millions of dead in 

that war. That propaganda campaign was called “The holocaust”. It is a fabrication. It didn’t 

happen. But it has been the main tool of propaganda used by the Globalist elite to 

manufacture a world of Globalism ... 

 

• https://t.me/triggereveryone/1013 Stephen Wells triggers everyone!, [25/02/2022] 

The Bolshevik Revolution was a Jewish Revolution. The Soviet Government leadership 

was primarily a Jewish leadership. In the USA Jewish finance controls US politics and 

global media. In Ukraine most of the leaders are Jewish. War benefits Jews. All wars. 

Between all nations. 

 

• https://t.me/triggereveryone/1321 Stephen Wells triggers everyone!, [4/05/2022] 

The Jewish Globalism plans to destroy the Nations of white skinned people through 

immigration is one of their most insidious but also it is their most protected and supported. 

No, political Party will name the Jew. Every media company will vilify anyone who does. 

Anti terrorism agencies will engage in midnight break the door down raids on anyone who 

puts together any white Nationalist organisation. ...  

 

• https://t.me/triggereveryone/1722 Stephen Wells triggers everyone!, [26/07/2022] 

Jews as a collective are still my enemy. I do not want to live under their rule, I do not want 

them having positions of power or influence in the country I live in and I don’t want any 

part of their Globalist and Central Banking financial system. I reject their God, I reject their 

lies about the Holocaust. I don’t want them in charge of the news that my brethren get 

shown on TV, etc, etc.  

 

• https://t.me/triggereveryone/1832 Stephen Wells triggers everyone!, [20/08/2022] 

Why “free speech” has never existed anywhere and why it’s a Jewish invention used only 

to deceive and exploit the Goyim into letting Jews destroy their civilisations. 

 

• https://t.me/triggereveryone/1984 Stephen Wells triggers everyone!, [29/09/2022] 

It’s the joooooos! American ones at least 

 

• Stephen Wells - August 14, 2022 https://xyz.net.au/2022/08/is-donald 

The Jewish messiah has not yet come. He is a Christ who will give the Jews dominion over 

all the world. All other races will be their servants and slaves. They are promised worldly 

power, not eternal life in heaven.  

 

 

Thomas Sewell 

Thomas Sewell has a long history of right-wing extremist political activism. Sewell was an 

active member of the United Patriots Front, an anti-Islam group, formed in 2015. Later, along 

with others he formed the Lads Society in 2017, which was basically a front for neo-Nazis and 

other right-wing extremists. Sewell became a self-proclaimed National Socialist (Nazi) and 

admirer of Hitler. Sewell was instrumental in forming, and leading, the National Socialist 

Network (NSN) in 2020 and the European Australian Movement (EAM) in 2021. He has also 

written articles for the XYZ website, often related to his Telegram posts. Most of his content 

is on Telegram, under a few channels, including a backup channel – content from three 

channels appear below. Sewell often gives ideological sermons on western civilisation and 

National Socialism. He joined Gab in May 2022, where he self-describes as “Aryan”. 
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• https://t.me/thomassewell/2411 Thomas Sewell, [13.11.21] 

The only vanguard that has the power to save White Australia will be one of pure National 

Socialism. 

 

• https://t.me/thomassewell/2465 Thomas Sewell, [19/12/2021] 

What is it going to take to be free from jewish enslavement? When are the jews finally 

going to get the message that we don’t want them in our civilisation anymore. 

 

• https://t.me/thomassewell/2470 Thomas Sewell, [19/12/2021] 

The Australian Government wants to make it illegal to advocate for White People ... who 

dare speak out against our systematic racial replacement by this Judeo-Globalist system. 

 

• https://t.me/thomassewell/2478 Thomas Sewell, [20/12/2021] 

The Jews are upset that we have worked out their lies and we aren't backing down. 

 

• https://t.me/thomassewell/2499 Thomas Sewell, [24/12/2021] 

Advocating for the White race in Britain (and soon to be Australia), is "propaganda". ... 

The Jewish system continues to go full mask off. 

 

• https://t.me/thomassewell/2501 Thomas Sewell, [24/12/2021] 

Jews seething that I continue to legally expose Jewish tyranny in Australia.  

 

• https://t.me/thomassewell1/2426 Thomas Sewell backup, [31/01/2022] 

White Power is my religion you faggot kikes. 

 

• https://t.me/thomassewell1/2428 Thomas Sewell backup, [31/01/2022] 

The holohoax is a jewish lie. 

 

• https://t.me/thomassewell1/2476 Thomas Sewell backup, [31/01/2022] 

the White dissident community lead the charge against ZOG ... use their platform for the 

main issues like the JQ, White replacement, and Aryan unity. 

 

• https://t.me/thomassewell1/2500 Thomas Sewell backup, [31/01/2022] 

White nationalism is going to be hegemonic in the White masses within ten years. … Jews 

and their coffee-coloured pets will get more repressive, violent and intolerable.  

 

• https://t.me/thomassewell1/2526 Thomas Sewell backup, [31/01/2022] 

White Unity at every opportunity! These kikes fear us all working together to expose their 

evil plans to genocide Whites. 

 

• https://t.me/thomassewell1/2528 Thomas Sewell backup, [31/01/2022] 

Jew West gearing up for war against Jew East. In the end the goal is to murder as many 

White Men on both sides as possible. Solidarity with White Ukraine and White Russia! 

Only when we defeat International Jewry will there be NO MORE BROTHERS WARS! 

 

• https://t.me/thomassewell1/2700 Thomas Sewell backup, [24/02/2022] 

The only fight we have is to free ourselves from the Jews who rule over us. 

 

• https://t.me/thomassewell1/2704 Thomas Sewell backup, [24/02/2022] 
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... It is possible the evil Jewish regime in Australia is using global political instability to 

lock up political dissidents in prepare for full scale war. 

 

• https://t.me/thomassewell1/2927 Thomas Sewell backup, [25/03/2022] 

do everything you can to starve the parasitic system that oppresses us. This will be a 

difficult and slow process, but the (((juice))) is definitely worth the squeeze.  

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/29 Thomas Sewell, [17/02/2022] 

Australian Jew controlled Government bans (a third) non existent group ...  US neo-Nazi 

group listed as terror organisation.  

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/30 Thomas Sewell, [17/02/2022] 

Move proof Covid is a scam and being used by an international jewish order to enslave 

Whites. 

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/344 Thomas Sewell, [27/03/2022] 

Tom Sewell: "Jews are disproportionately in positions of power and seemingly have an 

agenda to slander, demoralize, and destroy White People in their own homelands using 

different arms of this Globohomo ZOG system like Mainstream Media and Intelligence 

Agencies." 

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/435 Thomas Sewell, [19/04/2022] 

Hero puts Swastika on oval. With this sign we conquer. 

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/465 Thomas Sewell, [24/04/2022] 

Blood sucking leech and jewish supremacist vampire ... These jews and communist traitors 

want to have a monopoly on information, they hate anyone who opposes them and they 

demand all opposition be asphyxiated. 

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/581 Thomas Sewell, [12/05/2022] 

Yesterday the Jewish controlled Victorian Government decided to ban the public display 

of the most racially and religiously significant symbol for White Aryan people in the entire 

35,000 plus year history of White Aryan Peoples. ... The Jew cries out in pain as he strikes 

you. 

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/638 Thomas Sewell, [18/05/2022] 

Jew controlled UK government sending more proud White Men to prison for not accepting 

their own Genocide. 

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/656 Thomas Sewell, [21/05/2022] 

Jews rule America 

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/747 Thomas Sewell, [5/06/2022] 

This was my third ever telegram post, made ... 2 years ago today. "My thoughts on defeating 

the jew ... The Jews refer to the non-jews as “goyim” which means cattle... The Jews believe 

themselves to be a superior being, not a superior race, they believe themselves to be an 

ascended, higher form of being. A being that has full control over the “cattle”, who have 

only been placed on earth to serve them as slaves. ... They have performed human sacrifice 

for over 4000 years ... This blood libel is a vengeance ritual where they drain the blood of 
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a goyim child or baby in order to achieve dominance over the “innocent” European soul. 

The Jews believe that the “messiah” will come to them when they have drained the goyim 

of all his blood and wealth. This is mostly done materially through the subversion of our 

culture and our economic systems. ...” 

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/947 Thomas Sewell, [3/07/2022] 

Jews subverting and destroying Australia. Then jews lobby to have the resistance to their 

subversion labelled terrorists. 

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/985 Thomas Sewell, [13/07/2022] 

They still want to inject you with the jew bio weapon death injections. 

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/1057 Thomas Sewell, [29/07/2022] 

The jewish controlled media and jewish controlled police pretend it's illegal to expose 

jewish subversion, until the jewish controlled politicians catch up and make it illegal to 

expose jewish subversion. 

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/1200 Thomas Sewell, [27/08/2022] 

The jews enslave us with usury, they poison our culture with filth, the subvert and control 

our institutions with anti-White hatred. … Blood and Honour. 14 words. 

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/1262 Thomas Sewell, [2/09/2022] 

The jews are mad that White people don't believe their holohoax lies anymore, so they send 

their police attack dogs and parliament prostitutes to try and stop us. Nothing can stop the 

truth you lying little jewish rats. 

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/1269 Thomas Sewell, [2/09/2022] 

Traitors and jews have destroyed our Nation but cry out in pain as we Roman salute their 

faggot museum of fake deaths and lies. 

 

• https://t.me/Thomas_Sewell/1360 Thomas Sewell, [11/09/2022] 

Reminder that jews did 9/11. 

 

• Thomas Sewell@Thomas_Sewell · Jun 9, 2022·  

Jews are guilty for the destruction of White Civilisation. 

 

• Thomas Sewell@Thomas_Sewell · Jul 3, 2022·  

Jews need a host to survive, cutting them off from White people is equivalent to genocide.  

 

 

Various Posts: Gab  

 

• Blayne@Blayne · Feb 8, 2022· 

The Kike's worst nightmare. Actual Muslim Nazis When are these guys making a 

comeback? 

 

• Blayne@Blayne · Feb 28, 2022·  

The Jew cannot help being a Jew, undermining nations while laughing at their citizens. 

Rats need to be exterminated. 
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• Erika Müller✠ᛋᛋ@EricaMuller · Jan 3, 2022·  

Another century but the jewish methods of White extermination are still the same. Only 

this century White Resistance will have not one Hitler but many of them! In every White 

country! Sieg Heil!   

 

• Erika Müller✠ᛋᛋ@EricaMuller · Jan 22, 2022 

Sure, filthy jewish trick - to blame innocent German National Socialism for crimes Against 

Humanity committed by jew-Globalists. 

 

• Erika Müller✠ᛋᛋ@EricaMuller · Jan 28, 2022·  

Jews are afraid of Humanity that (((they))) can't control any longer! 

 

• Furious Folly@FuriousFolly · Jan 27, 2022·  

The worst thing to ever befall humanity was the emancipation of the jews. 

 

• Furious Folly@FuriousFolly · Aug 14, 2022· 

Every race is allowed to have race-based ethnostates. Except Whites. Why? Because jews. 

 

• Furious Folly@FuriousFolly · Sep 19, 2022·  

Jews have spearheaded the mongrelisation of every White country on the planet because 

they hate White people. Flooding White countries with an overwhelming number of non-

White foreigners is a guaranteed way of destroying those countries forever. We have a right 

to our own countries without interference from meddling vengeful hateful jews. Damn them 

all to hell. 

 

• AnthonyFarnshawSmythe@Kismeyarse · Jul 15, 2022· 

I've got a better idea, Carol. Let's get rid of all the JEWS in the United States!   

 

• AnthonyFarnshawSmythe@Kismeyarse · Jul 24, 2022·  

Remember when bi-sexual, Coke snorting Zelensky was the Jewish Jesus Christ....the 

Scourge of Russia, … this slimy Kike cunt just HAD to be utterly corrupt. After all, he was 

born from a long line of squalid Kike cockroaches; consequently, this oleaginous little slug 

is genetically programmed to be a gangster and a racketeer! It won't be long before this 

greasy little Yid … And I have no doubt Zhidlensky gave biddable shabbos goys, like the 

Biden crime family, their customary cut of his ill-gotten gains. 

 

• Kruger@KrugerOZ · Feb 2, 2022 

The 'holocaust' didn't happen, kike. 

 

• Kruger@KrugerOZ · Apr 20, 2022 

111+ countries and counting. Mass Jewish expulsions are going to happen again in the not 

so distant future. And this time it will be permanent (they will never again be allowed back 

into our countries to be leeches). And there's not a damned thing the kikes can do about it. 

 

• Kruger@KrugerOZ · Jun 18, 2022 

Only the yellow star was a good thing and was only stuck on a minority of people; a 

minority of people who exploited and corrupted the German people. 
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• Kruger@KrugerOZ · Jul 20, 2022 

America will not become "strong again" in a national sense so long as you keep bowing 

down to the Jewish lobby and banksters. 

 

• Lou Stung@loustung · Feb 7, 2022· 

Scott Morrison likes to yap about strong economies. That fucking kike treasurer does too. 

 

• Lou Stung@loustung · May 6, 2022· 

The kike governor turns the other way whilst the thievery occurs. Where the fuck are the 

police on this one aye? 

 

• Lou Stung@loustung · Aug 14, 2022·  

Yep, you can't vote them [ECAJ] out either because they don't even have a party. Whatever 

cunt is elected in the flawed democracy has to implement whatever they say. 

 

• Lumen Viper@LumenViper · Feb 6, 2022·  

1. The Western Nations are owned and controlled by International Jewish Bankers 2. The 

is no democracy in Australia and there is no political solution nor party to end all this. 

Nothing will change it is Jewish interest left/right. … 4. The Holocaust is mostly fraudulent. 

Homicidal gas chambers never existed. 5. The holodomor was a genocide of over 3 million 

people that was committed by Jews. 

 

• Muzzlehatch.@Muzzlehatch · Jul 8, 2022·  

The definitive analysis of the (((neo con))) Solomon Option where the chosen take the loot 

and the ghastly Goyim die and leave Paradise for the Cloud People. 

 

• Muzzlehatch.@Muzzlehatch · Jul 8, 2022·  

Wadda (((we))) do now that war with Russia turns tits up? I know !! start a war with China 

and get Australia to bleed out. ... I didnt have a clear view of the JQ before this but the 

mask has slipped beyond any excuse or pardon. 

 

• Kurt Taylor@Rottenfuhrer · Jun 9, 2022  

Jews are committing a slow genocide against the White Race. 

 

• Warrior Path Active Club@WarriorPathAus · Sep 10, 2022·  

Warrior Path Active Club. We are an Australian National Socialist Organisation. … we 

seek to shape the Modern Political nvironment and give White Australians an alternative 

to the oppressive Jewish New World Order. 

 

 

Various Posts: Telegram 

As of June 2022, Telegram has over 700 million monthly active users. 

 

• https://t.me/AustraliaFirst/719 AustraliaFirstParty, [7/08/2022] 

Yet again, the Jewish lobby wants to tell Australians what they can and cannot buy, sell, or 

own. A free-Australia lobby needs to target these individuals and the groups they represent 

as being un-Australian and pushing censorship.                                          

 

• https://t.me/AustraliaFirst/733 AustraliaFirstParty, [10/08/2022] 
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Australian nationalists do not go about displaying swastikas. But we also do not go about 

banning them. Yet again the Jewish lobby decides the rules for the white man, according 

to their needs and desires.                                                             

 

• https://t.me/SchutzStaffelAustralis/108 15 Sep. 2022 

Just a daily reminder this is not the 1930s, There Is No Political Solution. Adolf Hitler's era 

was one in which the Jewish race did not hold the reins as tightly as they do now. Hence, 

they participated in the Democratic system, and fucked with the Jews and the Jewish 

puppets in the Reichstag. 

 

• https://t.me/SchutzStaffelAustralis/114 17 Sep. 2022 

The struggle we are involved in now is against our eternal enemy, the Jew. The Jew turns 

his nose up at true labour, instead he buys and sells and invests capital. He cries out in pain 

as he strikes you. The Aryan Renaissance will end this. No more screaming about a Shoah, 

no more Anti-White Propaganda. 

 

• https://t.me/AUSichStreitenChannel/4125 1 Oct. 2022 

[ Video - image of Merkel and Zelensky side by side]  

when there is a jew next to you but you aren't allowed to put them in the oven. 

 

• https://t.me/dennis_huts/269 12 Sep. 2022 

There’s no contradiction between 9/11 being an inside job and the fact that Jews did 9/11. 

Why? Because Jews control America. 

 

• https://t.me/jewsdotcomau/99 jews.com.au, [19/10/2021] 

Basically if you start thinking you're being oppressed by a cabal of liberal elites with 

disproportionate power who are pushing lies through the media you're running headlong 

into the Jewish Question and Jews are going to start viewing you as a modern day Haman 

from the book of Esther whether you're aware of the JQ yet or not. 

 

• https://t.me/jewsdotcomau/142 jews.com.au, [23/12/2021] 

On current evidence, the Australian government is (close to being) utterly captured by the 

Zionist lobby, the US alliance and blindness towards racial apartheid in the occupied 

territories. 

 

• https://t.me/jewsdotcomau/185 jews.com.au, [3/06/2022] 

The Australian Federal Police came under the control of our new Attorney General, Jew 

Mark Dreyfus yesterday. 

 

• https://t.me/joeldavisx/756 joeldavis, [10/08/2022] 

… this "Aboriginal Voice" will be appointed and what powers it will have … to approve 

whatever the jews and anti-white libtards behind this initiative have planned … So this is 

a very dangerous thing, basically it will be used for Jews to establish bureaucratic oversight 

on the democratically elected officials of the Australian government under the auspices of 

"Aboriginal Sovereignty" …  

 

• https://t.me/joeldavisx/850 joeldavis, [31/08/2022] 

"Antisemitism is slave morality, you just resent Jews because they're successful" This is a 

misdirection, because the fact that they are successful is itself only a problem because they 
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leverage that success to become politically powerful in white countries and subvert our 

political systems to serve their interests. … that's why Jewish power is a problem. 

 

• https://t.me/joeldavisx/935  joeldavis, [24/09/2022] 

Jews run all the major social media companies in the US except Twitter, Jews also run all 

the major media conglomerates except Fox … the majority of the chairmen of the largest 

American asset management firms, private equity funds and hedge funds are Jewish. … 

There is no fucking way you can explain this shit away, sorry. 

 

• https://t.me/senatorslayer/713 Neil Erikson, [31/12/2021] 

I’ve had time to reflect on the AboWaffen resistance yesterday. I legit don’t care, that 

building represents homosexuals and joos now. 

 

• https://t.me/senatorslayer/797 Neil Erikson, [2/02/2022] 

So Whoopi Goldberg suspended from the view for 2 weeks for insulting the Jews and the 

holohoax. ... How many other groups of people has she insulted? White republicans? 

Christians? Etc Why are the Jews protected and not you? 

 

• https://t.me/senatorslayer/893 Neil Erikson, [27/03/2022] 

Tom Sewell and the NSN said that powerful Jews working with our government were 

trying to destroy them, I didn’t believe them until I seen powerful Jews working with our 

government try to destroy them on Stan. Mind blown! 

 

• https://t.me/NSCrows/603 17 Sep. 2022 

More hikes less Kikes 

 

• https://t.me/WerwulfHQ/247 18 April 2022 

Once again the Jewish System is making garbage charges against Australian National 

Socialists. This is a sign that the system is scared of the work that Australian Nationalists 

are doing, when they have to start rounding up activists for thought crimes and book 

charges in order to suppress us. … White power. 1488. 

 

• https://t.me/WLM_AUSTRALIA/819 WLM_AUSTRALIA, [5/03/2022] 

The holodomor is the real holocaust. 

 

• https://t.me/thexyztelegram/4626 XYZ News, [20/06/2022] 

Not sure the Jews had this one in mind when they kicked off 9/11. 

 

 

Hate Music Online 

Today, with the internet, the racist music scene is changing. There is a proliferation of music 

with racist, and especially antisemitic, lyrics being promoted and shared online. These are 

posted as videos on video channels such as YouTube, Bitchute, Odysee, and on social media 

platforms such as Gab and Telegram. Racist lyrics combined with emotive melodies and vivid 

visuals, can inspire and incite racist acts. Hate music can be just as inciting, or more so, than 

even the most riveting hate speeches by demagogues. See the article “Music as a Medium of 

Antisemitism” (February 2022) in Chapter 9 Articles below. The following hate music has 

been posted by individuals named above, during the period in review; some music below was 

posted by multiple individuals or groups named above. It is generally in chronological order.  
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Ovens of Auschwitz - (from The Sound of Silence) 

DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle · Nov 24, 2021· 

Ovens of Auschwitz Fashy Simon Garfunkel by White Hot Takes, April 5th, 2021.  

[Lyrics] “Hello merchant, you old fiend / we have grown tired of your greed / in the darkness, 

always creeping / Looting our nations while we’re sleeping / And know cattle cars lie empty 

on the line / we’ll bide our time / heating the ovens of Auschwitz / In restless dreams I walked 

alone / Newer streets of cobblestone / 'Neath the halo of a street lamp / I raised my right arm 

and began Mein Kampf / When our backs were stabbed by the flames of the Reichstag fire / a 

funeral pyre / then lit the ovens of Auschwitz / And in the fire’s light I saw / Six million 

Hebrews, maybe more / Lying even without speaking / poisoning young minds with false 

teachings /  time we tell it that we all had to share / No one dared / to send the trains to 

Auschwitz / "Fools" said I, "You do not know / Jewry like a cancer grows / Hear my words 

that I might teach you / Raise right arms that I might reach you” / But the allied bombs like 

heavy raindrops fell / And cooled the ovens of Auschwitz / And the people bowed and prayed 

/ To the volcano god in flames / but one man left his warning / In our hearts it is yearning / And 

the man said, "The lies of the rabbis / can only be stopped by force / And gas of course / And 

in the ovens of Auschwitz.”  

 

American History X segment - (from The Battle Hymn of the Republic) 

Jaz Searby@Jaz_Searby · Nov 25, 2021·  

[Lyrics] “My eyes have seen the glory of the trampling at the zoo, We washed ourselves in 

niggers’ blood and all the mongrels too. We’re taking down the ZOG machine, Jew by Jew by 

Jew. The white man marches on.” [extract from the movie "American History X", segment of 

song sung by the character "Seth"] 

 

Naming of the Jew - (from The Rising of the Moon)  

DanTheOracle@DanTheOracle ·Dec 17, 2021   

2021 Australian anti-semitism awards presented by the Executive Council of Australian kikery, 

December 17th, 2021 ... my hatred of the fucking parasitic kikes. ... Naming of the Jew - by 

Paddy Tarleton. 

[Lyrics] “Oh come hither saddened children of the occident low tide / Our heads may hang low 

this time round / But onwards will we strive / Against the shysters, crooks and shylocks, / 

Infiltrators, traitors too / And you won’t see the sun rise now until you name the Jew / Oh the 

naming of the Jew / Oh the naming of the Jew / And you won’t see the sun rise now until you 

name the Jew / In 1290, our dear Longshanks had tossed them in the bin / ‘til that roundhead 

scoundrel Oliver had let the kikes back in / Since those days the sludge had seeped in / Even 

slightly out of view / And the anglosphere won’t be mucked up until it names the Jew / Oh the 

naming of the Jew / Oh the naming of the Jew / And the anglosphere won’t be mucked up until 

it names the Jew / For years these shameless bastards have gone by many names / From the 

oligarchs to upper one percent, its all the same / They have taken far more than they give, 

demand high status too / So stand, be heard and say the word, it’s J E W / Oh the naming of 

the Jew / Oh the naming of the Jew / So stand, be heard and say the word it’s J E W / And 

while brave ... maintains the stronghold in the east / We’ll keep up the pressure in the west / 

Until we bleed the beast / Oh the hours late and the time is now, but it all starts with you / Rope 

and Throw your chains off now and proudly name the Jew / Oh the naming of the Jew / Oh the 

naming of the Jew / I rope and Throw your chains off now and proudly name the Jew / Oh the 

naming of the Jew / Oh the naming of the Jew / And you won’t see the sun rise now until you 

name the Jew.”  
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Oy Vey, Shut It Down   

https://t.me/thomassewell/2477 Thomas Sewell, [20/12/2021] 

Give it a like and share, support our troops. 

Oy Vey, Shut It Down - Original Song. Dec 19, 2021, foundring 

[Extract of lyrics] “you always know when you get close to the viper’s den cuz you can hear 

them scheming / don’t even jest or the hornet’s nest will descend upon you with a Shock and 

Awe / they fudge the scores they fund the wars it’s how they knew in Waterloo who was the 

loser / it’s Protocol to hoax it all like each pathogenic menace they design / don’t believe these 

lying eyes there’s no conspiracy comprised of lies and history’s alibis this timeline isn’t right 

/ oy vey shut it down the goyim know too much / we rule the land with mighty hands that have 

the Midas touch / call me meshuggeneh for noticing a trend / there’s certain things you cannot 

say so sing them all instead / ... oy vey shut it down you’re shoahed now good luck /...” 

 

Fascist - (an original by “Mr Bond”)  

https://t.me/illawarraActiv88/8 Activ88 Illawarra, [14/05/2022] 

[Lyrics] “Rolling through the Reich, slow, Gassing the Kikes, Yo, Lebensraum for Whites, Put 

Kebabs on Spikes, Fresh up out the Beerhall ... Give a Jew Long-shanks, For an all-White 

nation, free of hooknose banks, I go roarrrr, like a Stuka Flieger, I’m from Austria, home of 

the original leader...”   

[‘Mr Bond” is Philip Josef Hassler, of Austria – a neo-Nazi rapper, convicted and sentenced to 

10 years in prison for inciting violence and glorifying Nazism, in April 2022].  

 

Everybody Wants a Jew-free World - (from Everybody Wants To Rule The World) 

https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/1427 National Socialist Movement A/NZ, [19/07/2022] 

[ Video ] Everybody Wants A Jew Free World @DKNATsturm 

[Lyrics] “Welcome to the Reich / There’s no Jews or Blacks / Even while we sleep / We despise 

you / Judging by your past behavior / Deception is in your nature / Everybody wants a Jew free 

world / Whites are in decline / It’s Jews’ fault of course / Help protect our kind / Help us bake 

them / Put those demons under pressure / Eradicate Kikes forever / Everybody wants a Jew 

free world / There’s a room where the gas will find you / More than Zyklon will come falling 

down / When we’re through humankind won’t mind you / Since Adolf didn’t make it / Those 

bastards had to fake it / Everybody wants a Jew free world / Usury and circumcision / Will earn 

you a crucifixion / Everybody wants a Jew free – / They say we’ll never never never never beat 
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[Lyrics] “Hey Jew, don’t tell me lies / About gas chambers in Auschwitz / Six million scheines 

are alive / With their circumcised sons, ugly daughters and wives / Hey Jew, the new Reich is 

here / And this time it is for real / We have to stop your worldwide desecration of man / Youre 

Satans spawn and not the Chosen / Hey Jew, in your synagogue / Preaching hatred for the 

Gentile / Remember we know what youre up to, you Jew / Zionism is communism, theres no 

denial / Hey Jew, you hooked nosed kike / With your dreams of world domination / We will 

fight until the glorious end / And the end is your extermination/ Hey Jew, please stay away / I 

don’t need you to cry on my shoulder / Now I know what youre all about / Now that I am just 

a little bit older / Hey Jew don’t tell me lies / About the gas chambers in Auschwitz / Six million 
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https://gab.com/Amalek_4_Life/posts/108649619140721776
https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/152
https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/2091
https://gab.com/DanTheOracle
https://gab.com/DanTheOracle
https://gab.com/DanTheOracle/posts/107264111228547109
https://gab.com/DanTheOracle/posts/107804882543797252
https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/981
https://gab.com/RyanFletcher1589
https://gab.com/RyanFletcher1589
https://gab.com/RyanFletcher1589/posts/107049190655062853
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/111/136/040/original/7cec7b17f7f9ad99.jpeg
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/098/849/554/original/58fa0f4551a3ab79.png
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/086/859/444/original/dcd951e63e2b3a14.jpg
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Nazi comparisons of Nazism vs Jews 

 

 
https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/1465 

National Socialist Movement [24/07/2022] 

 

 
Thomas Sewell@Thomas_Sewell 

Jul 21, 2022· 

 

 
https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/105 

National Socialist Movement [8/03/2022] 

 

 
https://t.me/StormTroopers88/91 
STORM TROOPERS, [22/02/2022] 

 

 
NSMAustralia reposted 

Jul 8, 2022· “Expel the Jews” 

 

 
Lord Ryan Fletcher@RyanFletcher1589 

Oct 26, 2021· 

https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/1465
https://gab.com/Thomas_Sewell
https://gab.com/Thomas_Sewell
https://gab.com/Thomas_Sewell/posts/108682764182511375
https://t.me/NSM88AusNz/105
https://t.me/StormTroopers88/91
https://gab.com/NSMAustralia
https://gab.com/NSMAustralia
https://gab.com/WHITEPRIDEMYERS/posts/108607926615922081
https://gab.com/RyanFletcher1589
https://gab.com/RyanFletcher1589
https://gab.com/RyanFletcher1589/posts/107163025154118864
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/111/566/282/original/844eb140725e3e2d.png
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/110/584/525/original/c4032ed4fa8d94cd.jpg
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/088/698/647/original/0941c9964d31798b.jpg
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Australian neo-Nazis 

 

 
https://t.me/illawarraActiv88/50 
Activ88 Illawarra, [25/05/2022] 

 

 

 
https://t.me/FashyFletcher/1979 comment 

thedoomed gamer, [19/04/2022] 
“Time to make Australia jew free” 

 

 

 
https://t.me/illawarraActiv88/19 
Activ88 Illawarra, [15/05/2022] 

 

 

 
 

https://t.me/illawarraActiv88/38 
Activ88 Illawarra, [24/05/2022] 

 

 

 
https://t.me/nationalsocialistnetwork/508 
National Socialist Network, [31/08/2022] 

[outside Adelaide Holocaust Museum] 

 

 
https://t.me/bbqnationalism/237 

20 Sep. 2022 

 
 

https://t.me/illawarraActiv88/50
https://t.me/FashyFletcher/1979
https://t.me/illawarraActiv88/19
https://t.me/illawarraActiv88/38
https://t.me/nationalsocialistnetwork/508
https://t.me/bbqnationalism/237
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Australian neo-Nazi organisations – flags and emblems 

 

 
National Socialist Network (NSN) flag 

 

 

 
European Australian Movement flag 

 

 
National Socialist Network (NSN) 

symbol/sticker 
 

 

 
European Australian Movement 

(EAM) symbol/sticker 
 

 

 
 

National Socialist Movement (NSM) flag 
 
 
 

 

 
National Socialist Movement (NSM) symbol 
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5. CHRISTIAN  
 

 

Christian authority figures and institutions have a past history over many centuries of 

promoting antagonism and hatred towards Jews and Judaism. In recent decades most churches 

have moderated, negated and even reversed these positions; many have sought reconciliation 

with Jews and promoted respect for Judaism, and are very supportive of the Jewish people and 

Israel. However, some churches, or some of their religious leaders, maintain hostility towards 

Jews and Judaism, perpetuate the view that Judaism has been “superseded” by Christianity and 

is no longer a valid faith; while others have developed their supersessionist beliefs about Jews 

and Judaism into hostility and active opposition to the existence of a Jewish state.  

 

In general, mainstream Christians in Australia in recent years have not published overt and vile 

antisemitic expressions, or been involved in antisemitic activities, of the kind that have been 

expressed by some Christian clerical figures in Europe and the Americas. However, there have 

been a small number of exceptions. 

 

There were several instances, in the mainstream media, of articles published in Australia which 

made derogatory commentary about Jews as a group, including the trope that there is an 

intrinsic Jewish quality of “smugness”, which deprives Jews of the ability to see the divinity 

of Jesus and that Jews terrorised early Christians (who, incidentally, were all Jews). In addition, 

one article drew an analogy between euthanasia and “the consignment of ethnic groups to the 

concentration camps”.  

 

Extremist, ostensibly Christian, discourse also continues to exist on the fringes of society.  

 

In this chapter, examples of antisemitism from an extremist, supposedly “Christian” site, and 

from mainstream Christian publications are included. 

 

 

Bible Believers 

Bible Believers is a fringe website run by Anthony Grigor-Scott, who is based in regional 

NSW. The content of the website includes a proliferation of antisemitic conspiracy theories 

cloaked in his version of Christian theology. Extracts from three Newsletters follow showing 

typical content on this site.  

 

Bible Believers' Newsletter 1177 

http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/nl1177.htm  

• “With the fall of the Roman Empire, Jewish predominance was established and the 

nations of Europe entered into the Dark Ages. ... History is repeating itself. Presently, 

whole nations are being enslaved by their money-power. ... The funding Lenin 

received... Clearly the Bolshevik movement was the expression of a general Jewish 

movement with certain Jewish Banking-Houses interested in the organization of this 

movement. ... The actions of the Rothschild's and other Satanic "Jewish" bloodlines 

during countless wars and revolutions prove their first allegiance is not to "Jews," 

Hebrews, Scripture, or even to the Talmud, but to Lucifer himself. ...” 

 

Bible Believers' Newsletter 1200 

http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/nl1200.htm 

http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/nl1177.htm
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/nl1200.htm
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“Putin is not waging War vs. Ukrainians, but against this Special Group” 

• “March 3, 2022 — Russia is not waging war on the Ukrainian people, but on a small 

group of people within the US power that has transformed Ukraine without its 

knowledge, the Straussians.  ... Let us stop for a moment to consider this group, the 

Straussians, about whom Westerners know little. They are individuals, all Jewish ...” 

 

Bible Believers' Newsletter 1207 

http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/nl1207.htm 

“The Secret Ukrainian Military Programs” 

• “May 31 2022 — ...the objective of the war is global depopulation and the economic 

collapse of Europe to bring the world under dominion to the Jewish banksters.”  

 

• “June 5, 2022 — the Biden Idiot and his neoconservative controllers have turned over 

to Zelensky, a Jew allied with Nazis, the decision whether there will be Armageddon.”  

 

 

Catholic Leader: “hid from the Jews” 

https://catholicleader.com.au/life/faith/the-good-news-that-jesus-practised-and-preached-is-

always-powerful/ 

An article, “The good news that Jesus practised and preached is always powerful”, published 

in the Catholic Leader, the Catholic newspaper of the Archdiocese of Brisbane, on 15 April 

2022, portrayed “the Jews” in general as dangerous and a threat to others, without any context: 

 

• “We know from the Gospels that within just a few days of the death of Jesus, the 

disciples who hid from the Jews in the upper room and then fled Jerusalem in terror 

(Mark 14:50), began to experience Jesus as raised from the dead. Their terror turned to 

renewed faith and courage.” 

 

 

Catholic Weekly: “smug piety of “the Jews” kept them blind” 

https://www.catholicweekly.com.au/saving-blindness-blessed-sight/ 

An article, “Saving blindness, blessed sight”, published in the Catholic Weekly, the Catholic 

newspaper of the Archdiocese of Sydney, on 3 April 2022, made several generic claims about 

Jews as a group, without qualification, including the imputation that Jews in general, by reason 

of their non-belief in Jesus, personify and exemplify “self-righteousness, moral superiority”, 

“smug piety”, and are “blind”.  

 

• “They [the Jewish leaders] had also decided that Jesus was a sinner and could not be 

from God because he did not keep God’s commandments (John 9:16, 24). John is not 

being antisemitic by his criticism of “the Jews” however, he is being critical of a 

religious attitude, personified and exemplified in them, that is so secure in its own 

self-righteousness, moral superiority and theological worldview that it falsely 

imagines it has no need of God’s saving mercy.”  

 

• “It was the extreme need of the blind man that gave him the humility and openness to 

reach out to Christ while the smug piety of “the Jews” kept them blind to the Light 

of what God was doing in history. The theme of the “sinner” getting it right and the 

“righteous” getting it wrong is one of the major themes of the Gospels.” 

 

(Emphases added). 

http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/nl1207.htm
https://catholicleader.com.au/life/faith/the-good-news-that-jesus-practised-and-preached-is-always-powerful/
https://catholicleader.com.au/life/faith/the-good-news-that-jesus-practised-and-preached-is-always-powerful/
https://www.catholicweekly.com.au/saving-blindness-blessed-sight/
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Catholic Weekly: euthanasia comparison 

https://www.catholicweekly.com.au/drop-dead-disgrace/ 

An editorial article, “Drop dead disgrace”, published in the Catholic Weekly, the Catholic 

newspaper of the Archdiocese of Sydney, on 25 May 2022, in discussing the debate around 

NSW legalising voluntary euthanasia, made a comparison between voluntary euthanasia and 

“the consignment of ethnic groups to the concentration camps”.  

  

• “Premier Dominic Perrottet ... said the journey toward the passage of laws allowing 

euthanasia had ‘brought people together.’ ...  The process of legalising the ending of 

human life had ‘brought people together’? ... Somehow, Mr Perrottet went on, that the 

political debate had been far more non-confrontational than might otherwise have 

occurred was some kind of a positive. ... “I think it’s brought us more together.” Yet 

we could not, for example, ever contemplate that a debate over slavery in which those 

in favour of its barbarism won could ever be characterised as “okay” or a “bringing us 

together.” No-one could call a debate over the consignment of ethnic groups to the 

concentration camps and which ended in that outcome a ‘unifying’ experience.” 

 

The Australian newspaper, in an article ‘Catholic Weekly condemned for invoking Holocaust 

in euthanasia debate’, 26 May 2022, reported that “The Catholic Weekly newspaper has 

denounced Premier Dominic Perrottet over assisted dying laws in NSW and compared 

voluntary euthanasia to the Holocaust, sparking a rebuke from Jewish community leaders.” 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/nation/catholic-weekly-condemned-for-invoking-

holocaust-in-euthanasia-debate/news-story/d228d01c1544f8b2b4e5cc4f62c8101c 

 

The Executive Council of Australian Jewry Co-CEO Peter Wertheim provided The Australian 

with the following comment, which was only partially quoted: 

 

“Whilst the Nazis did indeed murder several hundred thousand people with disabilities through 

their infamous ‘euthanasia program’, there was nothing remotely voluntary about it on the 

part of the victims or their families. The same is true of the Nazis’ industrial-scale genocide of 

the Jewish, Roma and Sinti peoples. To make any kind of comparison of these mass atrocities 

to the recently passed voluntary assisted dying legislation in NSW is fatuous, whether or not 

one agrees with the legislation or with statements made by members of parliament. Such 

comparisons also insult the memory of the millions of innocent people who perished at the 

hands of the Nazis and are callously insensitive to the ongoing trauma of the survivors.” 

 

 

  

https://www.catholicweekly.com.au/drop-dead-disgrace/
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/nation/catholic-weekly-condemned-for-invoking-holocaust-in-euthanasia-debate/news-story/d228d01c1544f8b2b4e5cc4f62c8101c
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/nation/catholic-weekly-condemned-for-invoking-holocaust-in-euthanasia-debate/news-story/d228d01c1544f8b2b4e5cc4f62c8101c
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6. MUSLIM  
 

 

The Muslim communities within Australia are religiously, ethnically, and politically diverse. 

There are many excellent and successful interfaith programs and forms of dialogue between 

Muslims and Jews which seek to break down barriers and create better mutual understanding. 

 

However, there are individuals and groups who self-identify as Muslims and who in the name 

of Islam have expressed and promoted anti-Jewish views, either from a religious or political 

perspective, or a confused amalgam of both. 

 

In addition, publications or organisations describing themselves as Muslim have described 

Israel or its laws or policies as “apartheid”, but have not referred to analogous laws and policies 

in Muslim-majority countries or western countries in those terms. In this regard, we note that 

one of the criteria listed in the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism is “Applying double 

standards by requiring of [Israel] a behaviour not expected or demanded of any other 

democratic nation”. 

 

This is not to suggest that statements positing the themes referred to in this Chapter necessarily 

give expression to an authentic or legitimate Islamic belief, or are generally representative of 

the views of Muslims or Muslim organisations in Australia. 

 

Statements published by two self-described Muslim organisations are reproduced in this 

section. 

 

 

Australasian Muslim Times  

The Australasian Muslim Times (AMUST) publishes, in hard copy and online, many articles 

and news items of interest to Australian Muslims. As a rule, AMUST does not publish or 

encourage antisemitic content. However, articles by various authors do occasionally contain 

antisemitic content, including those below.  

 

 

• Dr Aslam Abdullah | 1 Feb, 2022  

https://www.amust.com.au/2022/02/pegasus-spyware-zionist-and-hindutva-alliance-

for-world-wide-spying/ 

“The emerging alliance between the world’s two most dangerous ideologies is a matter 

of concern for all. India’s current rulers promote the Hindutva ideology that believes in 

the supremacy of upper-castes while Israel is under the control of Zionism that believes 

in the divine origin of Israel based on the Biblical assertion that God gave the ownership 

of the land to His chosen people. Jewish religious belief defined the land where Jewish 

religious law prevailed and excluded territory where it did not apply. According to the 

Book of Genesis, God first promised the land to Abraham’s descendants. The followers 

of replacement theology (or supersessionism) do not accept the Old Testament 

prophecies. ... These two ideologies are reminiscent of Hitler’s Nazi Germany that 

brought genocide and holocaust to millions of its non-Arayan citizens. Moreover, both 

Zionism and Hindutva aim to eliminate Palestinians and non-upper castes.” 

 

https://www.amust.com.au/2022/02/pegasus-spyware-zionist-and-hindutva-alliance-for-world-wide-spying/
https://www.amust.com.au/2022/02/pegasus-spyware-zionist-and-hindutva-alliance-for-world-wide-spying/
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In our view, the following example in the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism applies 

to the above passage: 

 

Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis. 

 

Abdullah asserts that the national self-determination movement of the Jewish people, known 

as Zionism, is one of the “world’s two most dangerous ideologies.” He then makes false claims 

about Zionism and about Judaism. Abdullah then compares Zionism to Nazism, ie to the Nazi 

genocide, and accuses Zionism of aiming to eliminate Palestinian Arabs living in Israel and the 

Territories, whose population has increased more than five-fold since 1948. Abdullah also 

distorts Hitler’s “genocide and holocaust” by claiming that it was aimed generally at “non-

Arayan” (sic) people, when it was in fact principally aimed at eliminating Jews.  

 

 

• Dr Aslam Abdullah | 20 May, 2022 

https://www.amust.com.au/2022/05/why-will-israel-get-away-with-the-murder-of-

shireen/ 

“the state of Israel ... What else do you expect from a rogue state that has robbed the 

people of Palestine of their life, dignity, and property ever since it illegally occupied 

the land? The inhabitants of the Zionist entity base its claim on Palestine on a mythical, 

biblical notion that the God of Israel gave the so-called holy ground to his chosen one. 

When they regard God as their main backer, they can justify everything. The apartheid 

state has justified every act of brutality as an act of God. ...”  

 

In our view, the following example in the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism applies 

to the above passage: 

 

Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about 

Jews as such 

 

Abdullah’s statement misrepresents Jewish peoplehood and history and the concept of the 

Chosen people, in a way that traduces Jewish people generally.  

 

 

• Professor Shahjahan Khan | 30 May, 2022        

https://www.amust.com.au/2022/05/australias-recognition-of-palestine-long-overdue/ 

“In its National Conference in Adelaide from 16-18 December 2018, the ALP passed a 

resolution calling that the next Labor government recognise Palestine as a state ... If 

Australia genuinely believes in ‘two-state’ solutions, why has the Government 

recognised only one state? Why the Australian Government has been turning blind eyes 

... In spite of Zionist media control and undue influence on western political 

institutions, 138 countries have already recognised the State of Palestine including 

European countries. Unfortunately, Australia is a laggard. In my recollection, the only 

time the Australian Government did not blindly side with the USA in all UN resolutions 

supporting the Israeli apartheid state is when Kevin Rudd and Bob Carr were Foreign 

Ministers, two ALP champions and great Australians. ... This is where the Australian 

Government could play an important role to ensure that “Palestinians have a right to 

self-defend” and deny all occupation and apartheid rules imposed on them by the 

foreign illegal settlers.” 

 

https://www.amust.com.au/2022/05/why-will-israel-get-away-with-the-murder-of-shireen/
https://www.amust.com.au/2022/05/why-will-israel-get-away-with-the-murder-of-shireen/
https://www.amust.com.au/2022/05/australias-recognition-of-palestine-long-overdue/
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In our view, the following example in the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism applies 

to the above passage: 

 

Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about 

Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not 

exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, 

economy, government or other societal institutions.  

 

Khan’s statement, in reference to an ALP resolution, repeats an antisemitic trope, namely the 

falsehood which asserts Jewish/Zionist control of the media and undue influence on 

governments.  

 

 

• Dr Aslam Abdullah | 2 Aug, 2022  

https://www.amust.com.au/2022/08/why-does-the-world-need-khalistan/ 

“A substantial number of Sikhs seek to create a homeland for their community, 

Khalistan. ...  Christians generally expect the beneficiaries of their social work to 

convert to their faith while Jews are primarily concerned about Jewish life.  ... 

Christianity failed to distance itself from racism and white supremacy, and Judaism 

refused to see the humanity of Palestinians regardless of their faiths. Through their 

organizations like VHP, RSS, and BJP in India, Hindus promoted a worldview built on 

hatred and violence.” 

 

In our view, the following example in the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism applies 

to the above passage: 

 

Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about 

Jews as such 

 

Abdullah’s statement, in an article about Indian Sikhs’ desire for a homeland, Khalistan, 

includes false and derogatory generalisations about Jews and Judaism, as well as Christians 

and Christianity, Hindus and Hinduism.  

 

 

Ismail al-Wahwah - Hizb ut-Tahrir  

Ismail al-Wahwah (Abu Anas) is reportedly the spiritual leader of Hizb ut-Tahrir in Australia. 

After HT held a street protest in Lakemba, Sydney, on 11 May 2021 where HT speakers 

publicly called to “Destroy the Jews”, "Oh Allah, give us the necks of the Jews!", and similar 

calls for violence, Al-Wahwah posted the following on his Facebook page, after this was 

exposed in the media.  

 

  October 21, 2021 · [Ismail al-Wahwah] اسماعيل الوحواح •

“Professionals in Laying and twisting words .” (sic)  

 

https://www.amust.com.au/2022/08/why-does-the-world-need-khalistan/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100012004263294&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVW7Q_Xn7tFxw5kjh1GW1DRrOMSZMu5ija0v0c_saEHwftkUqg06DNN7fCgHqNdGGT96z8XujZ4ZZB9zgeuOt-dZWXk2g6jeqdDPhv822DWuyrDQO03OQq76Kr3Ap2Hjg_5Fx1oQsJNnn5YveOVJQZB&__tn__=-%5dC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1198083403935124&id=100012004263294
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=1198083113935153&set=pcb.1198083403935124&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX1GVQ34gPQZ0rlUpR0UCqrE3MwLhwTFt7mJ-K_jRT-UFgZR5I43CqeNEQo_Qx3-gaNiuL5cu3qXm22DEskGZRZGen2i9h-XsmgCgMBUMoruwmpTEHoAS8R41ay0XYaVXI&__tn__=*bH-R
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 ,shared a memory. 5 Years Ago · November 1 [Ismail al-Wahwah] اسماعيل الوحواح  •

2016  ·  

“Classical Jewish Cross Alliance!! ... All this dominance and influence for the Slabians and 

Jews and on all the legal, political, military, economic, educational, social, occupation, military 

rules, Jerusalem and Aqsa ... Then how do you believe that those who live with the cross and 

Jewish influence are still able to confront the Iranian secular influence supported by the cross 

and Jewish influences. ... Islam and the Nation ... And save her from the trilogy of the triple 

alliance... The Crusade, Jewish and Infinity...” 

 

 · July 15, 2022 · [Ismail al-Wahwah] اسماعيل الوحواح •

“And until the Jews escape any pressures on them to walk in the so-called peace operation, ...  

Then their dodgy minds miss a thought that says... And who knows the Jews knows that they 

will never rest and never be satisfied... And the Satan's obsession will remain until the promise 

of the Hereafter comes to them, and the servants of God will forget them.” 

 

In our view, the following example in the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism applies 

to the above passage: 

 

Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about 

Jews as such 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=1198083113935153&set=pcb.1198083403935124&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX1GVQ34gPQZ0rlUpR0UCqrE3MwLhwTFt7mJ-K_jRT-UFgZR5I43CqeNEQo_Qx3-gaNiuL5cu3qXm22DEskGZRZGen2i9h-XsmgCgMBUMoruwmpTEHoAS8R41ay0XYaVXI&__tn__=*bH-R
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=1198083113935153&set=pcb.1198083403935124&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX1GVQ34gPQZ0rlUpR0UCqrE3MwLhwTFt7mJ-K_jRT-UFgZR5I43CqeNEQo_Qx3-gaNiuL5cu3qXm22DEskGZRZGen2i9h-XsmgCgMBUMoruwmpTEHoAS8R41ay0XYaVXI&__tn__=*bH-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100012004263294&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVW7Q_Xn7tFxw5kjh1GW1DRrOMSZMu5ija0v0c_saEHwftkUqg06DNN7fCgHqNdGGT96z8XujZ4ZZB9zgeuOt-dZWXk2g6jeqdDPhv822DWuyrDQO03OQq76Kr3Ap2Hjg_5Fx1oQsJNnn5YveOVJQZB&__tn__=-%5dC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1205058259904305&id=100012004263294
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1205058259904305&id=100012004263294
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100012004263294&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUGFIDyqKTYKiw3bhkf2AEkL8n09ttxadhG5B7hSWsRuUibUAQIqMhtYNKrTpUop6ruL3IRLI7fFyEGlvBL3LXsRxh9OTVej4sb1sMRnyEIi673hIlsgecY7RMGD-HImJOAc-VpQpX-fRInq9ipua9t&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid02SJynrntjH26aEUkFQ4ZmFm4e34tgpHP4DU525F21gHWBagPApgt1ErBydW3Tqedl&id=100012004263294
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Hizb ut-Tahrir Australia  

https://www.facebook.com/hizbaust/  

Hizb ut-Tahrir Australia (HT) (Party of Liberation) is the Australian chapter of the global 

Islamic political movement Hizb ut-Tahrir. HT is an organisation which campaigns for the 

establishment of a caliphate in Australia and throughout the world. A caliphate is a theocracy 

in which ultimate power rests with Muslim clerics applying their interpretation of shari’a 

(Muslim religious law) to all facets of public and private life. HT is banned in many countries, 

including some with a majority Muslim population.  

 

Hizb ut-Tahrir opposes the existence of the State of Israel on the grounds that it is a Jewish 

state in what they consider to be exclusively Muslim-owned lands. HT is so vehemently 

opposed to the existence of the state of Israel that it does not refer to it by its proper name or to 

the fact that it is a state, instead consistently calling it the “Jewish entity”. HT calls for the 

destruction of Israel, because it is a sovereign State of the Jewish people where over half of the 

world’s Jewish population lives, located on what HT considers to be “Islamic lands”.  

 

The following are extracts of content posted by HT on its Facebook page, including opposition 

to Jews praying at Jewish holy sites (the Al-Aqsa Mosque is located on the Temple Mount, the 

holiest site in Judaism), claims that Jews desecrate Muslim sites simply by their presence at 

these sites and hence that the sites need to be purified of Jews, and multiple quoting of Islamic 

religious texts in support of HT’s call for the killing of Jews. In our view, other statements in 

the extracts below meet the following example in the IHRA Working Definition of 

Antisemitism: 

 

Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews 

as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the 

myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, 

government or other societal institutions 

 

 

• HT Australia · October 12, 2021 ·  

“Hizb ut Tahrir Calls for Armies to Move in response to the Occupation’s Decision to Allow 

Jews to Perform their Prayers in the Blessed Al-Aqsa Mosque ... the occupation’s decision to 

allow the Jews to perform their prayers in the courtyards of the Blessed Aqsa Mosque. ... the 

Al-Aqsa Mosque is exposed to a serious attempt and a severe and malicious attack by the 

Jewish entity to impose their biblical rituals in Al-Aqsa Mosque in preparation for the 

establishment of their alleged temple on the entire area of Al-Aqsa Mosque.” 

 

• HT Australia · October 13, 2021 ·  

“One of the main objectives of World War I was the destruction and dismembering of the 

Uthmani Khilafah. The Battle of Haifa was one of the series of battles to capture #Palestine 

from the Ottomans and pave the way for the British project which was to implant a foreign 

Jewish entity in the Middle-East. ...  

 

“𝐴𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑙𝑦, 𝑦𝑜𝑢 𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚 (𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐽𝑒𝑤𝑠) 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒 

𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑟) 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝑤ℎ𝑜 𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑎ℎ (𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑜 𝑛𝑜𝑡 
𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 - 𝑀𝑎𝑗𝑢𝑠, 𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑠, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠).” [2:96] 

 

The Jews and the Mushrikeen have always allied against Islam and Muslims right from the 

Battle of Ahzab to the present day alliance of the Hindu Mushrikeen and the Jews.”  

https://www.facebook.com/hizbaust/
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• HT Australia · October 21, 2021 ·  

“On September 30, [President] Shavkat Mirziyoyev received the Rothschild delegation. ...  The 

Rothschilds are considered one of the richest families in the world. This family is of Jewish 

origin and one of the most prominent representatives of the cruel capitalist system. We must 

sound the alarm when such a Jewish family business arrives in our country, which holds 

nothing sacred but its own interests. ... there is a certain interest behind it, especially the Jews 

who are ahead of everyone else in this regard. Just as they hate #Muslims in #Palestine, they 

also hate us in the same way. There is no difference in that. Allah Almighty says: 

 

“𝑂 𝑦𝑜𝑢 𝑤ℎ𝑜 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑, 𝑑𝑜 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐽𝑒𝑤𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐶ℎ𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑎𝑠 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠. 

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑦 𝑎𝑟𝑒 [𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡] 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟. 𝐴𝑛𝑑 𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑔 

𝑦𝑜𝑢 - 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑑, ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑠 [𝑜𝑛𝑒] 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚. 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑑, 𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑎ℎ 𝑔𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑑𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑔 

𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒.” [𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑎ℎ 𝐴𝑙-𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑑𝑎ℎ 5:51]” 

 

• HT Australia · October 25, 2021 ·  

“Does the #Aqsa Not Have a Salah ud-Din to Purify it from the Desecration of the Jews?... the 

Jewish entity approves a law that opens the door wide to convert Al-Aqsa Mosque into a Jewish 

synagogue in which they perform their rituals and prayers. ... O Muslims: Al-Aqsa Mosque is 

subjected to a serious attempt and a severe and malicious attack by the Jewish entity to impose 

their biblical rituals in Al-Aqsa Mosque in preparation for the establishment of their alleged 

temple on the entire area of Al-Aqsa Mosque ... The announcement by the Jewish entity’s 

courts of the settlers’ right to perform their prayers in Al-Aqsa Mosque is a declaration of war 

against you, and it is a dangerous move to take control of Al-Aqsa Mosque. ... Should Al-Aqsa 

be left, O Muslim armies, to turn it into a synagogue for those who have been subjected to 

humiliation and misery!! ... O Muslim Armies, O Muslims everywhere, Al-Aqsa Mosque is 

calling you and seeking your support, so will you answer the call? ... The Prophet (saw) said:  

 

“The last hour would not come unless the Muslims will fight against the Jews and the 

Muslims would kill them until the Jews would hide themselves behind a stone or a tree 

and a stone or a tree would say: Muslim, or the servant of Allah, there is a Jew behind 

me; come and kill him; but the tree Gharqad would not say, for it is the tree of the Jews”. 

 

O Muslims, ... for you are the descendants of Salah ud-Din, so bring forth from among you a 

new Salah to purify Al-Aqsa from the desecration of the Jews.” 

 

• HT Australia · January 21, 2022 ·  

“The Jewish Entity’s Big-Money Smear Campaign to Demonise #Muslims. The Zionist entity 

has been pumping billions of dollars into US-based groups to portray Muslims as a community 

of terrorists ... As if US tax payers aren’t doing enough to help the Zionist entity crush 

Palestinian Muslims with even more cruelty. ... The principle is the same for all countries that 

arm and sponsor this terrorist Jewish entity. ... When the true Khilafah (Caliphate) returns, 

Muslims will liberate Palestine from the usurpers, and all our lands from the vile and 

subservient tools of the colonialists along with their minions.” 

 

• HT Australia · January 31, 2022 ·  

“the Jewish Entity, for they are the Enemy... they know that the Muslim people of Sudan will 

not accept, like other Muslims in all parts of the earth, the normalization with the monstrous 

Jewish entity, that usurped Al-Aqsa Mosque, ... Communication with the Jewish entity is a 

betrayal to Allah, His Messenger and the believers ... when the Islamic State is established ... 

The Khilafah that will return soon, Allah willing, will remove the kuffar.” 
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• HT Australia · February 2, 2022 ·  

“#Hijacked by #Hate”, a new report by the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) 

where they analyzed tax records of 50 anti-Muslim organizations in the US. ... In some cases, 

monitoring how things are being said in order to manipulate public opinion in support of 

Zionism or against Islam. There are also organizations that are benefiting from these donations 

who are supporters of the Jewish entity.”  

 

• HT Australia · February 5, 2022 ·  

“An Open Letter ... to the Minister of #Education ... With regard to the curricula, the previous 

amendments that were made in response to the instructions of the American administration and 

the Jewish entity under the pretext of preventing “extremism” or incitement against the Jewish 

entity are known far and wide... O Minister ... you work for the benefit of the Jewish entity in 

corrupting generations, and that you stand with them in the same trench, against everyone who 

defends this Ummah honestly and sincerely.... We sent a letter to the Prime Minister on 

14/12/2021 and said, "Perhaps you will understand and will stop, except that you have followed 

Satan and Satan's guardians!”   

 

• HT Australia · February 12, 2022 ·  

“In a step towards normalization with the Jewish occupiers of Palestine... Instead of taking 

steps to eradicate the Jewish occupation, Pakistan’s rulers familiarize the enemy with our 

weapons, capabilities and tactics, even though Allah (swt) commanded, 

 

“𝐴𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑙 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑦 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑦𝑜𝑢, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑎ℎ 𝑖𝑠 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑒 

𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔.” [𝑇𝑀𝑄 𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑎ℎ 𝑎𝑙-𝐵𝑎𝑞𝑎𝑟𝑎ℎ 2:191]. 

 

O Muslims of Pakistan! Islam obliges military response to occupation of any Islamic Land ... 

Did Allah (swt) leave us weak and deprived of armed force, such that we need military 

normalization with the Jewish occupation? How so? 176,000 cowardly soldiers of the Jewish 

entity, clinging to this life, are no match for the 2,787,500 troops of the seven largest Muslim 

armies, yearning for martyrdom. ... Abdul Hamid II, repelled Zionist financial bribes regarding 

Palestine by saying, “Let the Jews keep their millions. If the Khilafah is destroyed in the future, 

they can then take Palestine without a price. ...”” 

 

• HT Australia · February 17, 2022 ·  

“Amnesty International published the report “Israel's apartheid against Palestinians”. ... 

Furthermore, the report suggests that there is only a nationalist conflict. A conflict just between 

the Zionists and the Palestinians. However, this is an Islamic issue as there is physical 

occupation of Islamic territory, oppression of Muslims and occupation of one of the three Holy 

Sites of Islam. ... The Zionist occupation entity is not being held accountable for their crimes 

and because of this, the world has contributed to encourage the occupation entity to continue 

committing worsening crimes (with impunity). ... Nevertheless, the real solution for the 

Muslims does not lie with the West, nor by advocating a two-state solution, or going through 

a cumbersome bureaucratic process invented by the lame United Nations. The solution for 

Palestine comes from Islam. #Palestine must be liberated from its occupier and merged by the 

armies of the Muslims into the domain of Islam...”  

 

• HT Australia · February 28, 2022 ·  

“In a heinous crime no less heinous than the face of the monstrous Jewish entity ... The crime 

of the Jewish entity today, as it was its crimes of yesterday, is a sin and a crime as well on the 

necks of the rulers in the governments of shame and the regimes of indifference. They are the 
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ones who allowed this cowardly entity to dare and do what it does by demeaning them, 

conspiring and normalizing with them ... the #Ummah of Islam to uproot this entity from its 

roots and put an end to its crimes once and for all” 

 

• HT Australia · March 29, 2022 ·  

“President of the Invader #Jewish Entity to #Turkey is a Great Crime and #Betrayal ... The 

president of the occupying Jewish entity President Herzog, visited Turkey to hold official 

contacts. ... Murderer Herzog, Kafir with its disgrace, the head of Jewish entity, was welcomed 

with red carpet treatment in Turkey. He stepped on the territory of Turkey with his feet smeared 

with the blood of our Palestinian Muslim brothers. Again with its bloody and dirty hands shook 

the hands of the Muslim leaders in Turkey. However, the so-called President of the extortionate 

Jewish entity Herzog, which is also the representative of the bandit entity ... But even more 

humiliating than this was that the Invading Jewish presence recited Surah Inshirah at President 

Erdogan's group meeting before President Herzog set foot in Turkey with his dirty feet. 

However, a ruler who fears Allah should have recited this verse instead of Surah Inshirah: 

 

“𝑌𝑜𝑢 𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑒 

𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠 [𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑒] 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐽𝑒𝑤𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝑤ℎ𝑜 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑎ℎ” [𝐴𝑙-
𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑑𝑎ℎ: 82]. 

 

... The state that knows best to kill infants is no doubt Israel. ... In the same way, he made the 

blood of Muslims a subject of negotiation for the benefit of Americans and Jews. He sacrificed 

the Holy land to the policy of “normalization”. ... What you need to do is not to welcome the 

murderers of Muslims and invade our lands, but to expel them. Cancel all treason agreements 

signed with the Jews! Stop all relations with this so-called state “Israel” and make sanctions 

that will shake them up! Expel the ambassadors of the Jewish entity, consulates, and 

intelligence agencies from the country! Mobilize armies that will purge all Jews from the lands 

of Palestine to solve the problem on our land! It is time to mobilize armies instead of incapable 

messages of condemnation.” 

 

• HT Australia · March 29, 2022 ·  

“... the visit of the head of the usurper Jewish entity Herzog to Turkey at the invitation of 

President Erdogan. ... the Jewish entity that usurped the blessed land in 1948. ... No occupying 

entity can be accepted on Islamic lands. ... What the rulers of Islamic countries, especially 

Turkey, should do is to cut all ties with this usurping entity and declare war against it. Allah 

(swt) says: 

 

“𝑌𝑜𝑢 𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑒 

𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠 [𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑒] 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐽𝑒𝑤𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝑤ℎ𝑜 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑎ℎ” [𝐴𝑙-
𝑀𝑎’𝑖𝑑𝑎: 82].”  

 

• HT Australia · April 7, 2022 ·  

“It has become open and clear to the Islamic #Ummah in general and the people of Palestine 

in particular that these regimes that are agents of the West, those normalizing relations with the 

Jewish entity ... attending a conference on the soil of the Blessed Land, usurped by the Jewish 

entity, and to condemn any legitimate action targeting the entity and its occupying soldiers, in 

a clear confirmation of the “right” of the Jewish entity to exist on all of the Blessed Land and 

to stigmatize everyone who defends their land, Deen and sanctities with terrorism! ... The 

meeting of this junta and the visit of this king will not be able to protect the Jewish entity from 

the promised day of its removal by the Muslim armies...” 
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• HT Australia · April 8, 2022 ·  

“At a time when martyrdom operations in #Palestine are alarming the Jewish entity and shaking 

its foundations, the head of the Jewish entity, Isaac Herzog, was received at the King of 

Jordan’s palace ... after 11 Jews were killed ... the people of Jordan towards the Jews and their 

entity, they consider it the first enemy and will not rest until its demise. ... dealing with the 

Jewish entity can only be through fighting and jihad. ... from the usurpers (of Al-Aqsa), but 

rather work to liberate it and the whole blessed land from them and purify it from their impurity. 

... nor stop their legitimate heroic actions that make Jews lose their sleep ... O Muslims ... Will 

you establish the state of Islam, the Khilafah Rashidah (rightly-guided Caliphate) State whose 

army, Allah willing, will uproot this entity and those behind it, the kaffir American and British 

Western colonial states... It is a true promise, mentioned by the truthful and trusted (saw): 

 

“You will fight against the Jews and you will kill them until even a stone would say: 

Come here, Muslim, there is a Jew (hiding himself behind me) kill him.”” 

 

• HT Australia · May 7, 2022 ·   

“The #Ummah expects you to mobilize the armies that will extirpate the Jewish entity that has 

slaughtered thousands of Muslims, invaded our lands, polluted our first qiblah with its boots..  

 

“𝑂 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠! 𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝐽𝑒𝑤𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑟 𝐶ℎ𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑎𝑠 𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠—𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑦 𝑎𝑟𝑒 

𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟. 𝑊ℎ𝑜𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑜 𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚. 

𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑎ℎ 𝑑𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑔𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑑𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒.’ [𝐴𝑙-𝑀𝑎’𝑖𝑑𝑎ℎ 51]. 

 

While especially the situation of the Jews is steadfast with an ayah regarding hostility against 

Muslims, cooperating with them is not political but a real derogation. The history gives the 

rulers and armies of Muslims a great opportunity. They have the honor of eliminating the 

occupying Jewish entity from the holy land at their fingertips. ... will clean the Jewish entity 

from the holy land...” 

 

• HT Australia · May 10, 2022 ·  

“Hiding behind Stones In a Sahih hadith, in Muslim, number 2921, ‘Al Sadiq al Maqsood the 

honest and the trustworthy’, messenger of Allah (saw) said ...  

 

“You will fight against the Jews and you will kill them until even a stone would say: 

Come here, Muslim, there is a Jew (hiding himself behind me) kill him”. 

 

... Without these treacherous partners in crime, even a militarised Zionist state would be 

extremely vulnerable in the face of proper Islamic rule and the Muslim armies of jihad ... once 

again uproot any foreign occupation and return the sanctity of the Blessed Land to the 

supervision of the #Muslims. ... This return to Islamic rule is not a fantasy.  

 

The hadith is a beautiful prophecy that proves beyond doubt that our beloved prophet 

Mohammad saws is a true messenger of Allah - because this 1400 year old prophecy details 

that the Jews will occupy Palestine, and this is the very reality we are faced with today! 

Likewise, the rest of the hadith which mentions how the Muslims will fight the Jews in 

Palestine and be victorious over them is also a divine truth that will definitely happen! The 

return of the #Khilafah upon the way of the Prophethood will bring about this battle, which 

will uproot the entity of Jews that has desecrated the pure Palestine, eventually returning it 

completely to the lands of Islam. Because during this great battle the hadith describes a war or 

https://www.facebook.com/hizbaust/
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combat between the Muslims and the Zionists, and that the trees and rocks will speak to the 

faithful Muslim Mujahideen telling them that “there a Jew behind me, so kill him”!” 

 

• HT Australia · May 19, 2022 ·  

“1. The occupation of Palestine by the Jews ... the plans of global Zionism and the kaffir West 

behind it, to seize Palestine. ... since the entry of the Jewish gangs with the support of the 

English and the French in the 1920’s and until today ... Today Palestine waits for someone to 

liberate it from the abomination of the Jews. 3. The duty of Muslims is to return it to the lands 

of Islam, and thus to know how to solve it, in a radical and correct way by Islam, represented 

in an Islamic army that raises the banner of jihad and demolishes the fortresses of the Jews into 

ruins. ... we want an action that makes the Jews forget the whispers of Satan. 5. the fools of the 

Gulf at the shoes of the Jews, normalizing relations with them. ... install a caliph for the 

Muslims ... and rid them of this humiliation of the Jews, the most debased people on the earth 

in the sight of Allah.”  

 

• HT Australia · May 20, 2022 ·   

“Jewish forces, after dozens of settlers belonging to the so-called “extremist alleged temple 

groups” stormed Al-Aqsa Mosque ... the cowardly Jews’ attacks on Al-Aqsa Mosque ... the 

Jewish entity ... subordination of these regimes to the American and British colonialist and 

their daughter-in-law, the state of the Jews. ... The solution is through the legal solution that 

Allah (swt) has enjoined upon the Muslims, which is to move the armies of the Ummah after 

its unification into one Islamic state, led by the Caliph of the Muslims and eradicating the 

monstrosity of the Jewish entity from its roots. 

 

“𝑂 𝑦𝑜𝑢 𝑤ℎ𝑜 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑, 𝑑𝑜 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐽𝑒𝑤𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐶ℎ𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑎𝑠 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠. 

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑦 𝑎𝑟𝑒 [𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡] 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟. 𝐴𝑛𝑑 𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑔 

𝑦𝑜𝑢 - 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑑, ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑠 [𝑜𝑛𝑒] 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚.” [𝐴𝑙-𝑀𝑎’𝑖𝑑𝑎: 51]” 

 

• HT Australia · June 4, 2022 ·  

“Under the government's hearing and sight, hundreds of Jews who hold the nationality of the 

Jewish entity entered the pure land of #Tunisia under the pretext of performing the pilgrimage 

to the El Ghriba Synagogue in Djerba ... a Jewish pilgrimage with a Zionist flavour, at a time 

when the Jews slaughter our brothers in Palestine every day, besiege the Al-Aqsa Masjid ... the 

Jews who hold the nationality of the usurping Jewish entity are soldiers in its criminal army. ... 

the pilgrimage to Zionist Jews ... Isn't that an insult to all Muslims in Tunisia?! Isn't that an 

insult to our officers and soldiers who were subjugated by their government and their supreme 

commander of the armed forces to protect the fiercest and the most venomous enemies of 

Muslims and the murderers of Muslims, especially women and the elderly?! ... Jews kill 

Muslims in Palestine and desecrate Al-Aqsa Mosque!” 

 

• HT Australia · June 10 2022 ·  

“However, let the rulers know that the Ummah will not accept anything less than the complete 

eradication of the Jewish occupation. Al-Masjid Al-Aqsa and its surroundings have been 

blessed by Allah (swt), whilst no kafir authority has a right to even a hand-span of it. It is only 

a matter of time before those who extend normalization to the Jewish occupation, under 

American pressure, will be overthrown. ... every inch of Palestine must be liberated ...”  

 

• HT Australia · July 7, 2022 ·  

“The head of kufr, America, the master of the regime in Syria and the parent of the Jewish 

entity in the blessed land of Palestine ... trample on the Islamic feelings of the Islamic Ummah, 
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against the usurping entity of the Jews. ... the Jewish entity, blind to the occupation of the land 

of the Blessed Palestine by the Jews ... they are still blind to the tyranny of the Jews, which 

extends until people, stones and trees were not spared from them... mandates the victory of 

Muslims over the entity of the Jews ... The Messenger of Allah (saw) said, 

 

“The Hour will not come until you fight the Jews, until the stone behind him will say, ‘O 

Muslim, there is a Jew behind me, so kill him’” [Bukhari and Muslim].” 

 

• HT Australia · July 17, 2022 ·  

“US President Joe Biden ... All this is to ensure that the votes of the Jewish lobby in the midterm 

elections will be in his favour. To show more support than Trump and his party for the Jewish 

entity... This is how Biden wants them to be normalizing instead of in jihad to remove the 

Jewish entity! And then those rulers applaud Biden without fear of Allah, His Messenger and 

the believers! Instead of America and the Jewish entity being the enemy:  

 

“They are the enemy, so beware of them. May Allah destroy them; how are they 

deluded?” [Al-Munafiqun: 4].” 

 

• HT Australia · August 17, 2022 ·  

“Eradicating the Criminal #Jewish Occupation... Worse, these rulers are even appealing to the 

very scoundrels and terrorists, the Western states and their so-called ‘international community,’ 

upon which the Jews depend, whilst committing these crimes, uninterrupted. ... You see that 

whenever the Jewish existence wants, it bathes the Muslims of Palestine in their own blood. 

Should not the Jewish entity fear that due to its crimes, if even a single army of Muslims moves, 

it will result in the end of existence, despite its support from Western states? Should it not fear 

and desist, because it is surrounded by Muslim Lands and their armed forces? No! The Jewish 

entity has no fear of military response, because it knows that the rulers of Muslims are agents 

of colonialism ... Give Nussrah for the Khilafah (Caliphate) on the Method of Prophethood, 

that will annihilate the Jewish occupation. Allah (swt) said, 

 

“𝐴𝑛𝑑 𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑜𝑢 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑙 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑦 

𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑦𝑜𝑢” [𝑇𝑀𝑄 𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑎ℎ 𝐴𝑙-𝐵𝑎𝑞𝑎𝑟𝑎ℎ 2:191].” 

 

 

Mujaddidi Naqshbandi  

 

The following posts on Twitter by “Mujaddidi Naqshbandi” are comments made in response 

to Twitter posts by Julie Nathan, of ECAJ. Note the use of the terms and concepts “apes and 

pigs” (a reference to Jews in the Quran), “Dajjalic” (the Islamic anti-Christ figure), “rocks and 

the trees” (from an Islamic hadith about the extermination of the Jews in the end days). As 

well, referring to Israelis as “nazi-like” and referring to Jews as “treasonous people who owe 

their loyalty to a foreign state” are both examples that are covered in the IHRA Working 

Definition of Antisemitism. 

 

• Mujaddidi Naqshbandi@MujaddidiNaqshb·Oct 22, 2021·  

Israel is officially a Jewish state, so don't cry foul when the synonymous identity of the 

occupying baby-killer state is mentioned. Besides,no one has any right to tell us what 

we can or can't ask Allah. Indeed we beseech Allah to destroy the siblings of apes and 

pigs. 
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• Mujaddidi Naqshbandi@MujaddidiNaqshb·Nov 16, 2021·  

These devil worshippers believe they have the right to violate the human rights of the 

Palestinians and they are above criticism. WE WILL NOT STOP ADVOCATING FOR 

JUSTICE IN AL-QUDS AND CALLING OUT THESE DAJJALIC WAR 

CRIMINALS FOR WHAT THEY ARE. 

 

• Mujaddidi Naqshbandi@MujaddidiNaqshb·Nov 22, 2021·  

Notice the language used hy the bloody liars. Criticism of the illegitimate state is being 

a "hater"; and these poor innocent lambs are the ones who "struggle" with the 

Palestinians. It's the Palestinians who face aggression and war crimes by these nazi-like 

occupying terrorists. 

 

• Mujaddidi Naqshbandi@MujaddidiNaqshb·Dec 3, 2021· 

Will this lying scum teach us who or what is or isn't Muslim and what can and can't be 

said in the name of Islam? Imagine them squealing like pigs if someone taught them 

what is and isn't "anti-semitism"! Allah's la'anah strike these hypocrites & their children 

& parents! Aameen. 

 

• Mujaddidi Naqshbandi@MujaddidiNaqshb·Dec 21, 2021· 

We can talk to Allah and ask Him whatever we want. Why are the brothers and sisters 

of apes and pigs, those who do not believe in Him, irked by our prayers to Allah? 

 

• Mujaddidi Naqshbandi@MujaddidiNaqshb·Feb 3, 2022· 

Around the world there are apartheidal and treasonous people who owe their loyalty to 

a foreign state. 

 

• Mujaddidi Naqshbandi@MujaddidiNaqshb·Aug 8, 2022·  

Their lies never cease to amuse us, but it's the rocks and the trees that point out their 

names that will catch them by surprise. 
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7.  Antisemitism in the ANTI-ISRAEL MOVEMENT  
 

All governments are legitimately the subject of criticism for their policies and actions, 

including the governments of Israel as much as those of Australia or any other country. 

However, some ostensible criticisms of Israel cross the line from ordinary political discourse 

into antisemitic hate speech. Often this is through demonisation, delegitimisation, and double 

standards used against Israel (as explained in Natan Sharansky's article below). Other 

discourse, which is dressed up as ordinary political criticism, is framed within older anti-Jewish 

motifs, most commonly the Blood Libel, deicide claims, and conspiracy theories of Jews as a 

group supposedly controlling or aiming to control the media, economy, government or other 

societal institutions.  

 

Thus, contemporary antisemitism, especially in the anti-Israel movement, is often expressed 

using classical anti-Jewish motifs and themes which have been given a modern cloak. For 

example, where once it was said that the Jews seek to control the world, now it is said that 

Israel, conceived as a Jewish collectivity, seeks to control the world; where once it was said 

that Jews lusted after Christian/gentile blood, now it is said that Israel, conceived as a Jewish 

collectivity, lusts after Arab/gentile blood; where once it was said that Jews/Judaism were 

Satanic, now it is said that Israelis/Zionists are Satanic. 

 

It is this nexus which can infuse seemingly ordinary political discourse about Israel or Zionism 

with an antisemitic subtext, as the negative qualities traditionally attributed by antisemites to 

the Jewish people collectively are transferred to Israel as the contemporary symbol of Jews as 

a group. The use of the word “Zionist” can in some contexts be taken as an epithet against Jews 

collectively. All such discourse is to be assessed according to its objective meaning when 

considered in context, rather than exclusively on the basis of the professed subjective motives 

or intentions of those who engage in that discourse.  

 

There are other ways in which antisemitism is sometimes expressed as anti-Zionism. To deny 

only the Jewish people the right to self-determine their own collective identity, or to assert that 

the Jewish people have inferior collective rights to other people, is clearly discriminatory and 

therefore antisemitic. Taking into account the overall context, the IHRA Working Definition 

of Antisemitism recognises the following as examples of antisemitism even if expressed as 

anti-Zionism: 

 

• Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the 

Holocaust.  

 

• Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of 

Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations.  

 

• Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the 

existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor.  

 

• Applying double standards by requiring of it a behavior not expected or demanded of 

any other democratic nation.  

 

• Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews 

killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.  
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• Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.  

 

• Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.  

 

 

 
· Feb 7, 2022 · 

 

 
 · May 28, 2022 · 

 

 
Source: Steve Greenberg, artist 

 

 

 
 

 · May 27, 2022 · 
 

 
Cartoon by Barnett, sourced from The Australian Jewish News, 9 May 2014 
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When Legitimate Criticism Crosses the Anti-Semitism Line 

by Alan Dershowitz 

1 July 2005 

 

 

As Thomas Friedman of The New York Times accurately put it,  

"Criticizing Israel is not anti-Semitic, and saying so is vile. But singling out Israel for 

opprobrium and international sanction -- out of all proportion to any other party in the Middle 

East -- is antisemitic, and not saying so is dishonest"  

 

I have set out a list of criteria that distinguish antisemitism from legitimate criticism. Here 

are my criteria:  

 

A CHECKLIST of factors that tend to indicate antisemitism:  

 

1. Employing stereotypes against Israel that have traditionally been directed against "the 

Jews." For example, portraying Israel as devouring the blood of children or characterizing 

Israeli leaders with long hook noses or rapacious looks.  

 

2. Comparing Israel to the Nazis or its leaders to Hitler, the German army, or the Gestapo.  

 

3. Characterizing Israel as “the worst,” when it is clear that this is not an accurate 

comparative assessment.  

 

4. Invoking anti-Jewish religious symbols or caricaturing Jewish religious symbols.  

 

5. Singling out only Israel for sanctions for policies that are widespread among other nations, 

or demanding that Jews be better or more moral than others because of their history as 

victims.  

 

6. Discriminating against individuals only because they are Jewish Israelis, without regard 

to their individual views or actions.  

 

7. Emphasizing and stereotyping certain characteristics among supporters of Israel that have 

traditionally been used in antisemitic attacks, for example, “pushy” American Jews, Jews 

“who control the media,” and Jews “who control financial markets.”  

 

8. Blaming all Jews or “the Jews” for Israel’s policies or imperfections.  

 

9. Physically or verbally attacking Jewish institutions, such as synagogues or cemeteries, as 

a means of protesting against Israel.  

 

10. Stereotyping all Jews as fitting into a particular political configuration (such as “neo-

conservatives,” Zionists, or supporters of Sharon).  

 

11. Accusing Jews and only Jews of having dual loyalty.  

 

12. Blaming Israel for the problems of the world and exaggerating the influence of the Jewish 

state on world affairs.  

 

http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=FB0C1EFF3D590C758DDDA90994DA404482&incamp=archive:search
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13. Denying, minimizing, or trivializing the Holocaust as part of a campaign against Israel.  

 

14. Discriminating against only Israel in its qualification for certain positions or statuses, 

such as on the Security Council, the International Court of Justice, and the International Red 

Cross.  

 

15. Blaming the Jews or Israel, rather than the antisemites, for antisemitism or for increases 

in anti-Jewish attitudes.  

 

16. Taking extreme pleasure from Israeli failures, imperfections, or troubles.  

 

17. Falsely claiming that all legitimate criticism of Israeli policies is immediately and widely 

condemned by Jewish leaders as antisemitic, despite any evidence to support this accusation.  

 

18. Denying that even core antisemitism—racial stereotypes, Nazi comparisons, desecration 

of synagogues, Holocaust denial—qualifies as anti-Semitic.  

 

19. Seeking to delegitimate Israel precisely as it moves toward peace.  

 

20. Circulating wild charges against Israel and Jews, such as that they were responsible for 

the September 11 attacks, the anthrax attacks, and the 2005 tsunami.  

 

 

A CHECKLIST of factors that tend to indicate legitimate criticism of Israel:  

 

1. The criticism is directed at specific policies of Israel, rather than at the very legitimacy of 

the state.  

 

2. The degree and level of criticism vary with changes in Israel’s policies.  

 

3. The criticism is comparative and contextual.  

 

4. The criticism is political, military, economic, and so forth, rather than ethnic or religious.  

 

5. The criticism is similar to criticism being raised by mainstream Israeli dissidents.  

 

6. The criticism is leveled by people who have a history of leveling comparable criticisms at 

other nations with comparable or worse records.  

 

7. The criticism is designed to bring about positive changes in Israeli policies.  

 

8. The criticism is part of a more general and comparative criticism of all other nations.  

 

9. The criticism is based on objective facts rather than name calling or polemics.  

 

10. The critic subjects his favorite nation to comparable criticism for comparable faults.  

 

Source: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/alan-dershowitz/when-legit-criticism-cros_b_3524.html 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/alan-dershowitz/when-legit-criticism-cros_b_3524.html
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Antisemitism in 3-D 

by Natan Sharansky  

21 January 2005 [extract] 

 

 

I offer a simple “3-D” test for differentiating legitimate criticism of Israel from antisemitism. 

This “3-D” test applies the same criteria to the new antisemitism that for centuries identified 

different manifestations of classical antisemitism. 

 

The first “D” is the test of demonization — as noted in the State Department report. Jews 

have been demonized for centuries as the embodiment of evil, whether in the theological 

form of a collective accusation of deicide or in the generalized depiction of Jews as money-

grubbing Shylocks. Today we must take note when the Jewish state or its leaders are being 

demonized, with their actions being blown out of all rational proportion. 

 

For example, the comparisons of Israelis to Nazis and of the Palestinian refugee camps to 

Auschwitz — comparisons heard frequently throughout Europe and on North American 

university campuses — are clearly antisemitic. Those who draw such analogies either are 

deliberately ignorant regarding Nazi Germany or, more commonly, are deliberately 

depicting modern-day Israel as the embodiment of evil. 

 

The second “D” is the test of double standards. From discriminatory laws many nations 

enacted against Jews to the tendency to judge their behavior by a different yardstick, this 

differential treatment of Jews was always a clear sign of antisemitism. Similarly, today we 

must ask whether criticism of Israel is being applied selectively. In other words, do similar 

policies pursued by other governments produce similar criticism? 

 

It is antisemitic discrimination, for instance, when Israel is singled out for condemnation by 

the United Nations for perceived human rights abuses while proven obliterators of human 

rights on a massive scale — like China, Iran, Cuba, Saudi Arabia, Sudan and Syria, to name 

just a few — are not even mentioned. Likewise, it is antisemitism when Israel’s Magen David 

Adom, alone among the world’s ambulance services, is denied admission to the International 

Red Cross. 

 

The third “D” is the test of delegitimization. Traditionally, antisemites denied the 

legitimacy of the Jewish religion, the Jewish people, or both. Today, they attempt to deny 

the legitimacy of the Jewish state, presenting it as, among other things, the prime remnant of 

imperialist colonialism. 

 

While criticism of an Israeli policy may not be antisemitic, the denial of Israel’s right to exist 

is always antisemitic. If other peoples, including 21 Arab Muslim States — and particularly 

the many states created in the postcolonial period following World War II — have the right 

to live securely in their homelands, then the Jewish people has that right as well, particularly 

given the sanction of the United Nations in setting up and recognizing the country at its 

founding. Questioning that legitimacy is pure antisemitism. 

 

Source: http://forward.com/articles/4184/antisemitism-in--d/ 

 

 

 

http://forward.com/articles/4184/antisemitism-in--d/
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Insights into Antisemitism and Anti-Zionism 

 

Amanda Berman, founder and executive director of Zioness, 15 March 2022: 

“Without Israel, without sovereignty, Jews would be plunged back into a state of total systemic 

powerlessness, our self-determination and our communal security ripped away.” 

 

Ben Cohen, journalist, 10 July 2022: 

“... the main victims of anti-Zionist activism, particularly the BDS campaign seeking to 

quarantine Israel from the international community, have not been Israeli companies, but Jews 

living in Diaspora communities. Especially in campus settings, calls to boycott Israel have 

frequently involved harassment of individual Jews who, while they might well sympathize with 

the Jewish state, are not its citizens. ... the slogan “Free Palestine” became inseparable from 

the physical attacks on Jews, anti-Semitic chants ... the boundary between anti-Zionist rhetoric 

and hate speech is blurred indeed, while the causal relationship between such rhetoric and anti-

Semitic violence has, sadly, become firmly established.”  

 

Bren Carlill, director of public affairs, Zionist Federation of Australia, 13 Jan. 2022: 

“What seems obvious is that these [BDS] boycotters are only interested in Palestinian rights 

when Jews are involved. There’s a word for that.” 

 

Colin Rubenstein, executive director, Australia/Israel & Jewish Affairs Council, 7 Jan. 2022:  

“BDS is an insidious movement whose tactics, strategies and aims, as stated by its leaders, 

make it clear that they don’t want a Palestinian state alongside Israel, but to replace Israel. It is 

in this sense that the BDS movement is inherently antisemitic, not motivated by desires of 

peace or reconciliation but by intense animosity and an obsessive desire to deprive Jews of the 

right to self-determination afforded to other peoples.” 

 

David Collier, journalist, ·Aug 27, 2022·  

“Zionism is a part of Jewish identity. The vast majority of Jews are Zionists - even those who 

are critical of some Israeli policies. Being a Zionist simply means that you believe in Israel's 

right to exist. When 'zionism' is deplatformed - the Jews are deplatformed.” 

 

David Hirsh, Senior Lecturer in Sociology at University of London, 12 Jan. 2022: 

“...people who are hostile to Zionism have given the word "Zionism" a meaning that reflects 

their own hostility. ... Antizionism is essentialist. It understands every material reality in Israel 

as though it was caused by Israel’s putative inner essence. ... But in our day the word “Zionism” 

itself often functions as an antisemitic curse word, which hurts and discredits Jews. ... The word 

“Zionism” in antizionist usage conveys a familiar mixture of contempt and fear, as have 

previous words that have been used against Jews. ... The word “Zionism,” which still resonates 

for many people as an expression of hope for Jewish survival and liberation, has also become 

a weapon in the antisemitic arsenal. ... 

 

The “Zionism,” against which the antizionists build their worldview, is constructed out of their 

own imaginations; and it also draws upon older antisemitic elements and tropes. That Zionism, 

meaning racism, meaning apartheid, symbolizing everything bad in the world, is invented by 

antizionists and is only tangentially related to the actual histories and realities of Zionism, or 

to the ways in which actual Jews relate to Israel. ... The antizionist definition of Zionism as 

racism is hostile and it is thrust upon Jews without their consent or their collaboration. ... It 

defines Zionism as racism and as support for apartheid. In so doing it defines most Jews as 

https://twitter.com/mishtal/status/1563194374548099072
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alien to any decent community of human beings. ... Antizionism goes on to define a whole 

worldview on that hostile and largely fictional foundation. ...  

 

Antisemitism always positioned its own notion of “the Jews” at the center of everything bad in 

the world. Antizionism’s propensity to universalize its Zionism, or its picture of Israel, as the 

“other” of good things, is not so different. ... This characterisation of Zionism creates and 

legitimizes ways of thinking that cast Jews as evil, even if there are notional exemptions for 

exceptional Jews. Those ways of thinking are antisemitic. ... Antisemitism treats “the Jews” as 

an idea rather than as a collectivity of actual human beings. ... the antizionism that constructs 

“Zionism” to be evil in its essence: this antizionism is, in our day, an ideology that demonizes 

Jews. ...” 

https://www.degruyter.com/document/doi/10.26613/jca.4.2.83/html 

 

Einat Wilf, former Israeli MP, ·May 1, 2022·  

“The BDS movement, by its own definition, is anti-Zionist. It denies the Jewish people their 

equal and universal right to self-determination in any borders whatsoever. The tool to negate 

Jewish self determination is its demand for "return"…” 

 

Emily Shrader, the CEO of Social Lite Creative LLC, 17 Jan. 2022: 

“While the [Boycott, Divest and Sanction (BDS)] movement self-identifies as a progressive 

human rights cause which is non-violent, in fact, its goals, as stated by co-founder Omar 

Barghouti, are to destroy the State of Israel. ... The blatant lies of Barghouti and BDS are just 

another attempt at gaslighting Jews and all minorities in the Middle East who have suffered 

under Arab colonialism for hundreds of years. There’s nothing progressive about erasing 

indigenous identity and any person of conscience, progressive or not, should not fall for the 

deceit of BDS.” 

 

Eve Barlow, journalist, ·Nov 17, 2021·  

“The only thing the BDS movement has been successful at is making the West less safe for 

Jewish civilians. That is it. It hasn't made any positive impact upon peace in the Middle East 

because it was not born with that intention.” 

 

Jamie Hyams, Senior Policy Analyst, Australia/Israel & Jewish Affairs Council, 13 Jan. 2022: 

“the true aim of the BDS movement, as shown by many statements from its leaders, is not the 

end of Israel’s occupation; it’s the end of Israel. ... The movement, therefore, denies for Jews 

the right to a state in the Jewish homeland, where Jews are indigenous and have lived for 

thousands of years, while demanding that right for others. This is one reason it has been widely 

described as antisemitic.”  

 

Jonathan A. Greenblatt, CEO, Anti-Defamation League, 12 June 2022: 

“Zionism is a belief that the Jewish people have the right to self-determination and statehood 

in their ancestral homeland. The yearning to return to Zion (the biblical term for the land of 

Israel) has been central to Judaism and Jewish identity for thousands of years. Anti-Zionism, 

in its current form, is not just the intellectual opposition to this idea. It is a belief system 

predicated on the negation of Jewish nationhood and the Jewish right to self-determination. 

These anti-Zionist groups deny the historic and spiritual connection that Jews have to the land 

of Israel and seek to de-legitimize and extinguish the existence of the world’s only Jewish state. 

... activists may be calling out “Zionists,” but this is just how they whitewash their attacks on 

Jews.”  

 

https://www.degruyter.com/document/doi/10.26613/jca.4.2.83/html
https://twitter.com/EinatWilf/status/1520465044630351874
https://twitter.com/EinatWilf/status/1520465044630351874
https://twitter.com/EinatWilf/status/1520465044630351874
https://t.co/fR2OFG9s9M
https://t.co/fR2OFG9s9M
https://www.jpost.com/opinion/article-691793
https://twitter.com/Eve_Barlow/status/1460735133569277952
https://twitter.com/JulietMosesNZ
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Juliet Moses, spokesperson NZ Jewish Council, ·Jan 19, 2022·  

“Next time you hear that BDS is about peace and human rights, remember its leader’s own 

words. It is about dismantling Jewish self-determination and the one state in the ME where 

Jews can live free and protected and replacing it with another Arab state that Jews will have to 

flee.” 

 

Mark Regev, former spokesperson for Israel, 25 Nov. 2021: 

“First, on the substantive level, anti-Zionist activists deny Jewish peoplehood and reject the 

Jews’ right to national self-determination. This while championing the very same right for 

others, the Palestinians. When you uphold a universal principle, but oppose it for the Jews, 

what is that called?”  

 

Noa Tishby, Israel's Special Envoy for Combatting Antisemitism, ·Jun 9, 2022·  

“On Friday, the Mapping Project and @BDSBoston published a map of local Jewish 

synagogues, schools, and individuals, blaming them for the world's evils. This type of 

scapegoating and use of antisemitic conspiracy theories has led to violence against Jews for 

millennia.” 

 

Oren Jacobson, co-founder of Project Shema, in the US, 26 Oct. 2021: 

“That’s why when people attack Zionists, we hear “Jews.” We hear them saying that the 80-

90% of Jews who believe Israel has a right to exist are unacceptable, and that Israel, a country 

that came into existence with the vote of the international community and today is home to 7 

million Jews, must be ended. Why is that antisemitism?  

 

First, it singles out Jews when most people believe Israel has the right to exist. ... Second, it 

seeks to deny Jewish people the right to self-determination by erasing our peoplehood and 

connection to the land. Third, it declares that a national movement for Jews is uniquely 

unacceptable, while at the same time advocating in support of another national movement. 

Fourth, it divides Jews into good and bad. Only those who oppose their own national movement 

can stay. Only Jews who reject Zionism are allowed. Replace “Jew” with any other group and 

ask if that would be acceptable. ... It says that Jews must be a perpetual minority on this earth 

subject to the whims and bigotries of the societies they live in.” 

 

Philip Mendes, professor, Department of Social Work at Monash University, 3 May 2022: 

“In contrast, the BDS movement demands the end of Israel’s existence as a Jewish state, and 

its replacement by an ethnocentric Arab State of Greater Palestine in which Jews at best would 

be allowed to remain as a tolerated religious minority. The global guru of the BDS movement, 

Omar Barghouti, has consistently emphasised that they demand ‘a Palestine next to a Palestine, 

rather than a Palestine next to Israel’. 

 

Ritchie Torres, US Congressman, ·Jul 12, 2022·  

“BDS is not merely a “protest.” It takes the sinister position that Israel should no longer exist 

as a Jewish state. It’s an eliminationist movement at its core, one that should itself be protested 

by any public official professing a concern for peace.” 

 

Yoseph Haddad, Israeli-Arab, 3 Nov. 2021: 

“The people in the BDS movement who refer to Israel as an apartheid state – either they know 

they’re lying, or they are simply ignorant, and are taking the definition of apartheid and 

completely changing it.” 

 

https://twitter.com/JulietMosesNZ
https://twitter.com/JulietMosesNZ
https://twitter.com/JulietMosesNZ
https://twitter.com/noatishby
https://twitter.com/noatishby
https://twitter.com/noatishby
https://twitter.com/BDSBoston
https://twitter.com/RitchieTorres/status/1546504904956678145
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An example of Antisemitism cloaked as Anti-Zionism 

An example of the use of the term ‘Zionist’ as a cloak to refer to Jews in an antisemitic way: 

 

• Khamenei.ir@khamenei_ir · Jun 8, 2022· 

“Today, #Zionism is an obvious plague for the world of #Islam. The Zionists have 

always been a plague, even before establishing the fraudulent Zionist regime. Even 

then, Zionist capitalists were a plague for the whole world. Now they’re a plague 

especially for the world of Islam.” 

 

As stated by Yair Rosenberg@Yair_Rosenberg · Jun 9, 2022·  

“I will translate this extremely lazy antisemitism from Iran's Supreme Leader for you: 

"The Jews have always been a plague, even before establishing the fraudulent Jewish 

regime. Even then, Jewish capitalists were a plague for the whole world." He thinks 

you're dumb. Don't be.” 

 

 

An example of BDS targeting the Jewish Community: BDS Boston Mapping Project 

 

Jeff Jacoby, columnist at Boston Globe, ·Jun 14, 2022·  

“An antisemitic "Mapping Project" accuses every Jewish entity in Massachusetts of causing 

harm to society and has posted their names and addresses alongside calls for them to be 

"dismantled." …” 

 

Jeff Jacoby, columnist at Boston Globe, 14 June 2022: 

“...The Mapping Project was unveiled last week by far-left extremists associated with BDS 

Boston. ... It consists of an interactive map of Massachusetts on which are linked nearly 500 

public and private entities of every description. Its creators call it “an organizing tool” for 

“fighting back against Zionism, US imperialism, and other interlocking systems of 

oppression.” They claim that the organizations it highlights represent the “local institutional 

support for the colonization of Palestine.” In the age-old manner of antisemitic conspiracy-

mongers, The Mapping Project purports to show that a sinister web ties the Bay State’s Jewish 

schools, synagogues, cultural groups, and charities to the politicians, media, police, and local 

governments they supposedly influence. ...   

 

“Our goal in pursuing this collective mapping was to reveal the local entities and networks that 

enact devastation, so we can dismantle them,” the project’s home page declares. Ponder that 

for a moment: so we can dismantle them. To facilitate that “dismantling,” it provides the street 

address of every organization it lists, and in many cases the names of key staff members. Who 

and what does The Mapping Project hope to dismantle? For starters, every organization with 

the word “Jewish” in its name ...  

 

In the world according to The Mapping Project, all these entities share in the collective guilt 

imparted by their Jewishness. ... “plan ways to disrupt these systems and one day dismantle 

them altogether.” ... They are placing a target on American Jews — declaring that anything and 

everything associated with Jewish life in this country is fair game for false accusations of 

crimes against minorities, delegitimization, and, at the very least, hounding out of the public 

square and, perhaps, ultimately violence. ...” 

https://aish.com/placing-a-target-on-american-jews/ 

 

 

mailto:Khamenei.ir
mailto:Khamenei.ir
https://twitter.com/khamenei_ir
https://twitter.com/khamenei_ir
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Zionism?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Islam?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/Yair_Rosenberg
https://twitter.com/Yair_Rosenberg
https://twitter.com/Yair_Rosenberg
https://twitter.com/Yair_Rosenberg
https://twitter.com/Jeff_Jacoby
https://twitter.com/Jeff_Jacoby
https://twitter.com/Jeff_Jacoby
https://twitter.com/Jeff_Jacoby
https://twitter.com/Jeff_Jacoby
https://aish.com/placing-a-target-on-american-jews/
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Survey Finding: Double Standards 

New Zealand Jewish Council ‘Survey of Antisemitism in New Zealand 2021’, published in 

March 2022, included a question to determine the level of double standards against Israel. 

 

 

Countries’ right to exist. We asked people “The State of Israel has every right to exist as a 

majority Jewish state” (Section 4.5.3.1), and by way of comparison “The State of Pakistan 

has every right to exist as a majority Muslim state”. 

 

Israel and Pakistan were founded within months of each other in 1947/8 and each were 

formed on the basis of being a home for a particular ethno-religious group. It is important to 

highlight that Jews are an ethnic and religious group who have also been an indigenous 

national group in history; whereas Muslims are only a religious group. ... Israel’s right to 

exist is regularly challenged, while the same cannot be said for Pakistan. 

 

• No Green Party voters are against the right of Pakistan to be a majority Muslim state, 

but 10% reject the right of Israel to exist as a Jewish majority state; and  

 

• People with a postgraduate degree are more than 6.6 times as likely as someone with 

no formal education to be against Israel’s existence as a Jewish nation and not against 

Pakistan’s existence as a Muslim nation. 

 

 

https://nzjc.org.nz/wp-

content/uploads/2022/03/AntisemitismInNewZealand2021_FullReport.pdf 

 

 

 

Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions (BDS) campaign 

A small number of Australian groups and their supporters, some of whom are referred to in this 

chapter, support and promote the BDS campaign against Israel. Some supporters openly call 

for the elimination of Israel as a Jewish state; while others are less open about the final outcome 

they envisage. Many BDS supporters deny that BDS is antisemitic, claiming to be ‘only’ anti-

Zionist and/or anti-Israel. This claim does not stand up to scrutiny. BDS aims at eliminating 

the State of Israel and replacing it with another Arab state. Links to a comprehensive analysis 

of BDS, and three relevant articles appear below.  

 

• Inside BDS – http://www.ecaj.org.au/2016/inside-bds/  

 

• BDS in a Nutshell – http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/bds-in-a-nutshell/ 

 

• Understanding BDS - https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/understanding-bds/ 

 

• The Antisemitism of BDS - http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/the-antisemitism-of-bds/ 

 

 

Antisemitism in Anti-Israel Groups 

Across Australia, there are several groups which express support for the Palestinian cause. Of 

itself this is unexceptional.  However, much of this support is expressed as trenchantly negative 

polemical commentary not merely about Israeli government policies and actions, but about 

https://nzjc.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/AntisemitismInNewZealand2021_FullReport.pdf
https://nzjc.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/AntisemitismInNewZealand2021_FullReport.pdf
http://www.ecaj.org.au/2016/inside-bds/
http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/bds-in-a-nutshell/
https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/understanding-bds/
http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/the-antisemitism-of-bds/
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Israel’s very existence, and right to exist, as an expression of the Jewish people’s right to 

national self-determination. The members of these groups are sometimes an uneasy alliance of 

people of mainly Western background from secular far-Left groups such as Socialist 

Alternative and Socialist Alliance, and those of Arab and/or Muslim background with 

purportedly religious and conservative views, as well as some coming from a purportedly 

Christian perspective. Some groups have websites, most have social media pages, particularly 

Facebook and Twitter. Some universities have a Students for Palestine group, with varying 

levels of activism. There are also other individuals with social media pages which are dedicated 

to opposition to Israel.  

 

Among the following posts and comments on sites that are ostensibly critical of Israel are 

generalised accusations that Jews/Zionists/Israelis are affected by bloodlust, target children, 

control governments and the media, have inordinate power and influence, are intrinsically evil 

and satanic, behave the same as or worse than the Nazis, are ‘Christ-killers’, poison water, 

harvest body organs, present a mortal threat to the whole of humanity and cause antisemitism. 

The posts and comments express other canards which have been classically applied to Jews 

collectively but are now applied to Israeli Jews and to diaspora Jews merely for supporting the 

right of Israel to exist.  

 

Some of the main themes and generic claims made in anti-Israel discourse include: 

 

• Inordinate power of the “Jewish lobby” or “Zionist lobby” or “Israel lobby” to 

influence, bribe, cajole, and intimidate politicians and governments to support Israel  

 

• Jewish or “Zionist” control of the media, thus ensuring only the Israeli narrative is heard 

 

• Jews are “colonialists” and therefore have no claim to any of the territory of Israel 

 

• Israel is a Nazi state, and Israel is committing genocide against Palestinian Arabs 

 

• Holocaust denial, and Jews learnt nothing from their suffering during the Holocaust 

 

• Jews collectively, both Israeli and in the diaspora, are evil 

 

• Israel, conceived as a Jewish collectivity, must be destroyed, for the sake of humanity 

and for world peace. 

 

 

IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism – opposition to 

The IHRA definition is widely accepted within the UN, and by governments and other bodies, 

and Jewish communities throughout the world, as a non-legally binding standard and 

educational tool to combat antisemitism. Although it is not antisemitic per se to oppose or 

criticise the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism, such opposition is often expressed in 

a way that downplays the extent and severity of antisemitism, or suggests that the concerns of 

the Jewish community about antisemitism should be dismissed or minimised, or implies that 

Jewish organisations which support the IHRA Working Definition are necessarily acting in a 

duplicitous manner and with malicious intent. Examples are provided in this Chapter.  
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Amnesty International Australia 

Amnesty International Australia (AIA), on its website, claims that “We’re an independent, 

global movement of people who campaign courageously for human rights.” Despite this claim, 

and despite originally being an organisation that specialised in seeking freedom for political 

prisoners, Amnesty International Australia has taken partisan positions in national disputes, 

promotes anti-Israel themes, and tolerates antisemitic comments posted on its social media 

pages.  

 

On 1 February 2022, Amnesty International (AI) released its 280-page report “Israel’s 

Apartheid Against Palestinians”, sub-titled “Cruel System of Domination and Crime Against 

Humanity”. Two responses to the report are below. 

 

NGO-Monitor reviewed the AI report and stated: 

• “Statements by Amnesty officials and the report’s recommendations highlight that 

Amnesty’s objective is the end of Israel as a Jewish state. ... the Amnesty publication 

is fundamentally flawed, using lies, distortions, omissions, and egregious double 

standards to construct a fraudulent and libelous narrative of Israeli cruelty. A careful 

examination of the text shows that Amnesty conducted almost no primary research. ... 

Amnesty also liberally uses the term “Jewish domination” to refer to Israel’s policies 

... a concept... that directly evokes antisemitic tropes of Jews seeking to wield power 

over others. When these accusations are made by relying on hundreds of deliberate 

factual errors and misrepresentations, mixed in with gross application of double 

standards, it is akin to historical libels of the Jewish people.” 

https://www.ngo-monitor.org/reports/amnesty-internationals-cruel-assault-on-israel/  

 

Alfred Ngaro, New Zealand MP 2011-2022, of Pacific Islander descent, co-director of the 

Indigenous Coalition for Israel, condemned the Amnesty International report:   

• “Jews have more than three thousand years of continuous connection to the land of 

Israel. If, as the AI [Amnesty International] demands, self-determination and 

indigeneity must be denied to Jews, one of the world’s most ancient indigenous peoples, 

what rights remain for other indigenous peoples?” 

 

The following are some posts by Amnesty International Australia which, although not 

antisemitic of themselves, elicited anti-Jewish comments from others and remained 

unmoderated on its social media pages. In each case, for the sake of completeness and to 

provide necessary context, we have reproduced both the AIA post and the comments it elicited.  

 

AIA posted on its Facebook page over a dozen posts on the AI report on Israel throughout 

February to May 2022, and many of the antisemitic comments are in response to the AI report.  

In our view, those comments fall within one or more of the following examples listed in the 

IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism, including: 

  

Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.  

 

Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.  

 

Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing 

committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.  

 

https://www.ngo-monitor.org/reports/amnesty-internationals-cruel-assault-on-israel/
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Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews 

as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the 

myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, 

government or other societal institutions.  

 

Amnesty International Australia · October 13, 2021 ·  

... Israel thinks they can get away with these crimes... put pressure on Israel to stop violating 

human rights and help keep Palestinian families safe. ... Add your name to the petition now. 

 

• Neal Hennessy They learnt nothing from ww2 

 

• Philip Sullaphen And we are supposed to feel sorry for holocaust survivors…. 

 

• Julie Marsh You do realise that Australia is the country that has the most powerful 

effect on journalism by the Israel lobby. ie we mostly get the Israeli side. 

 

• Eric Bruton Israel has no shame, they are disgraceful, pity the media spotlight wasn't 

on israel rather than China, or perhaps that is why it's on China all the time... letting the 

israelites continue their plunder of palestine...shows who controls the media 

 

Amnesty International Australia · February 1, 2022 · 8.00pm 

Israeli authorities must be held accountable for committing the crime of apartheid against 

Palestinians. Our damning new investigation...   

 

Amnesty International Australia · February 2, 2022 · 2.02am 

... Israel deliberately oppresses Palestinian people to benefit Jewish Israelis. It’s a violently 

racist system called apartheid ... Add your name to the petition now. 

 

• Genevieve La Plage why do the jews oppress others when they went through that 

themselves? where is their empathy and compassion?? 

 

• Sy Hu yes one side have guns and came from Europe... the other side have rocks are 

victims of a zionist holocaust. 

 

Amnesty International Australia · February 2, 2022 · 11.07am 

#Apartheid is dispossession. Successive Israeli governments have created and maintained a 

system of laws, policies, and practices designed to oppress and dominate Palestinians.  

 

• Elias Drakakis Do unto others what was done to you 

 

• Neil Walker Apartheid Israel which is currently committing a holocaust against the 

Palestinians should be heavily sanctioned, Gaza is the worlds largest concentration 

camp and is now known by the UN as as the new Warsaw Ghetto for this reason, support 

the Palestinians in their fight against the racist, fascist apartheid Israeli State - 

remember that the United Nations has called Zionism 'a crime against humanity'  

 

Amnesty International Australia updated their cover photo. · February 2, 2022 · 3.17pm 

#EndIsraeliApartheid 

 

https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/posts/10165554129230632
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100006658487598&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTU0Mjk3MjExNTYzMl8xMDE2NTU1MzYxNDY4MDYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVU_d2irzjkwgdTMXPxhha0aqeJ4nccln15OLXHQw43ow1YQ9_zzFMu3QiOkHE-cC_Topd5fwLya3P9jCjH9X8ylnLSETFuU2_njJ-G5bF_dWzjszgaGzc4WaByL1-PV5Ih9zgfNbU91pKgAGgbp0sbZtCsiRqx-BUJovWbVUxYOWk4otT6mnA91c1V1W09jLD3WiM3LKTiadKegHRaoUHEhVvvHvdLU9GsefEOkrPKGvhO-y0HXia6T8MuPoWmotGc_1FNr1cH6nn8Tq7e0eTp5HUR78OC69Tsecmu8CMeWw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/philip.sullaphen?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTU0Mjk3MjExNTYzMl8xMDE2NTU1MzYwMTU0MDYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVU_d2irzjkwgdTMXPxhha0aqeJ4nccln15OLXHQw43ow1YQ9_zzFMu3QiOkHE-cC_Topd5fwLya3P9jCjH9X8ylnLSETFuU2_njJ-G5bF_dWzjszgaGzc4WaByL1-PV5Ih9zgfNbU91pKgAGgbp0sbZtCsiRqx-BUJovWbVUxYOWk4otT6mnA91c1V1W09jLD3WiM3LKTiadKegHRaoUHEhVvvHvdLU9GsefEOkrPKGvhO-y0HXia6T8MuPoWmotGc_1FNr1cH6nn8Tq7e0eTp5HUR78OC69Tsecmu8CMeWw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/julie.marsh.39?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTU0Mjk3MjExNTYzMl8xMDE2NTU0NzQ3ODkxNTYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVU_d2irzjkwgdTMXPxhha0aqeJ4nccln15OLXHQw43ow1YQ9_zzFMu3QiOkHE-cC_Topd5fwLya3P9jCjH9X8ylnLSETFuU2_njJ-G5bF_dWzjszgaGzc4WaByL1-PV5Ih9zgfNbU91pKgAGgbp0sbZtCsiRqx-BUJovWbVUxYOWk4otT6mnA91c1V1W09jLD3WiM3LKTiadKegHRaoUHEhVvvHvdLU9GsefEOkrPKGvhO-y0HXia6T8MuPoWmotGc_1FNr1cH6nn8Tq7e0eTp5HUR78OC69Tsecmu8CMeWw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/ebruton.mfc?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTU0Mjk3MjExNTYzMl8xMDE2NTU0NDUzMzQwMDYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUKGuG6SnsC7lMgW1yesd1aSOnKM7Djl4rZVMmFLTpshqyGsqRJcogxa_giLPxHNX_SLWNb_rcdxDorTKNwriDWqs0_abESjFQfDBnCb8SPNOJqaFg6dowmnEXLe3wwngA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/photos/a.10150341512485632/10165903740495632/
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/posts/10165904345535632
https://action.amnesty.org.au/act-now/demolish-apartheid-not-palestinian-homes-j?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=jalt_leadgen&utm_content=petition_stepup&fbclid=IwAR31TGVXlT-9O0za_M-tbMUJxN0Khx0f2wtTooTepTU1wvhcCbJCu9xHajE
https://action.amnesty.org.au/act-now/demolish-apartheid-not-palestinian-homes-j?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=jalt_leadgen&utm_content=petition_stepup&fbclid=IwAR31TGVXlT-9O0za_M-tbMUJxN0Khx0f2wtTooTepTU1wvhcCbJCu9xHajE
https://www.facebook.com/genevieve.oconnell.39?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTkwNDM0NTUzNTYzMl8xMDE2NTkwNjU4MTc2NTYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUfq_xiCP0Ao1eckPP7x5hmhdyioJFGQweJzAnacbuUz5FbfMIdflmdSD-y6XmT5vKlY4a4Kw46GK5gx2LKLt-yLC6gUpVpD5y2vUleC5OHjMepULk-EgBj_MXAl_iBuyw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/baksh90?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTkwNDM0NTUzNTYzMl8xMDE2NTkwNjYxOTk3MDYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUfq_xiCP0Ao1eckPP7x5hmhdyioJFGQweJzAnacbuUz5FbfMIdflmdSD-y6XmT5vKlY4a4Kw46GK5gx2LKLt-yLC6gUpVpD5y2vUleC5OHjMepULk-EgBj_MXAl_iBuyw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/posts/10165905566220632
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/apartheid?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWblgvb_v-GjFSuhaZsPnP6nyMaXIAAXrjUdzLCF_dRAvs2OvRnf2Cg6Pd4FkBy3ZD5TBuDsPz8xCq_7iTNHIIt-teeExdbsCzMSw-k_x4oNwl7JSYPcxWuqT7Enp9sU9XO3Y-4z0XFEcoLZgcUEN5D&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/elias.drakakis?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTkwNTU2NjIyMDYzMl8xMDE2NTkwNTY1MzMxMDYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWblgvb_v-GjFSuhaZsPnP6nyMaXIAAXrjUdzLCF_dRAvs2OvRnf2Cg6Pd4FkBy3ZD5TBuDsPz8xCq_7iTNHIIt-teeExdbsCzMSw-k_x4oNwl7JSYPcxWuqT7Enp9sU9XO3Y-4z0XFEcoLZgcUEN5D&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007356436119&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTkwNTU2NjIyMDYzMl8xMDE2NTkzNTc0MzI2NTYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWbV165eGbQfwmiaRyAkYy6YgPwneU510TcJyHWcS7iqo7vxOhhP8wi6SarH90PD_pC7ezMMzO8sC3Cwp6_Qmh5D_Fd8LGjByKKGEhd4CUJwakavE2Secs3cH4FUoUzOlwchuevY_OsLaqdumi8W2yn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/posts/10165906105325632
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/endisraeliapartheid?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW74Yk4pbtW0T5fNftAwrQ3iYTmu06gQf_RA6SH6qdlkVrQpImh-JPodrv5JTW1mU1kvq56BrmH81F98fbqtBgcVr8KWDLgYeEURNHtI3PzllWRbM2SYvhr9UFbKE5fQ1y6D6ftdrlQgdZv3npdcZzef21ayL-IaZyd1I-gV1EITQ&__tn__=*NK-R
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• Christopher Thomas I’m when Israel has the nuclear weapons and young trained 

soldiers being shipped in from Jewish suburbs around the world I can’t see this 

changing until the last Palestinian is dead and their homes bulldozed for Jewish 

colonists. 

 

• Lachlan Chandler The crime of apartheid is defined by the 2002 Rome Statute of the 

International Criminal Court as inhumane acts of a character … So yeah, EXACTLY 

what Israel is doing. Really reminds you of a certain time in the mid 20th century 

Europe doesn't it? 

 

Amnesty International Australia · February 2, 2022 · 3.28pm 

"The only reason he was denied his dying wish was because he wasn't Jewish". ... It's time to 

#EndIsraeliApartheid. Learn more, and take action via the link in our comments  

 

• Susan Bow I would have thought that Jewish people above all would be against any 

type of racism. 

 

• Patric Green Susan Bow What on earth would make you think that? They've been 

trashing other cultures for 5000 odd years. 

 

• Autismus Nicator Loxism is one of the oldest and strongest forms of racism still 

practiced today, but even talking about it will have people call you all sorts of "isms". 

i wonder why   

[Note: “Loxism” is a term used by antisemites to claim that Jews hate White people.] 

 

Amnesty International Australia · February 4, 2022 ·  

"Those who support apartheid, will be on the wrong side of history". #EndIsraeliApartheid  

 

• Christopher Thomas they’re not accusations, they’re facts. There was no Israel before 

1948, now it’s an over populated nuclear regime. You can cry crocodile tears over the 

Holocaust but then think it’s ok for Palestinians to be living under apartheid. Not your 

land. Give it back. 

 

• Neil Walker Apartheid Israel which is currently committing a holocaust against the 

Palestinians should be heavily sanctioned, Gaza is the worlds largest concentration 

camp and is now known by the UN as as the new Warsaw Ghetto for this reason, support 

the Palestinians in their fight against the racist, fascist apartheid Israeli State - remember 

that the United Nations has called Zionism 'a crime against humanity'  

 

Amnesty International Australia · March 31, 2022 ·  

Palestinians are living under a violent, cruel and racist system called apartheid. ... Add your 

name to the petition now. AMNESTY.ORG.AU Sign the petition now! End apartheid 

 

• Chaaban Omran you conveniently did not mention the 2 million Muslims are actually 

natives and actually have a right to be there on their own land. Apartheid is one 

oppressive system that puts Zionists up there with the Nazis. 

 

• Adam Mohamed you wouldn’t either, you and your people are the manipulators of the 

truth. It’s in your blood to be twisted 

https://www.facebook.com/ChristophSeddon?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTkwNjEwNDk3MDYzMl8xMDE2NTk0OTk5NzE3NTYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWTMjdRIZuGhFyQG2k-W_hWK5_7i7iLNPREtfCIRpZptbgszdp5TxMZ9XRlVCBI-tskeCMCiYNdvA0gQmXK8yJ8VN3KbnY0md73WX613sr6v2vXwyTK50wXBpWXJv4BWA5zFSSZTprkMnu1EU3uCbOY2-s0KXp6t6FYCkoPf3Lcvg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/OmniusPrime?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTkwNjEwNDk3MDYzMl8xMDE2NTkwODExMTAzNTYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWTMjdRIZuGhFyQG2k-W_hWK5_7i7iLNPREtfCIRpZptbgszdp5TxMZ9XRlVCBI-tskeCMCiYNdvA0gQmXK8yJ8VN3KbnY0md73WX613sr6v2vXwyTK50wXBpWXJv4BWA5zFSSZTprkMnu1EU3uCbOY2-s0KXp6t6FYCkoPf3Lcvg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/posts/10165906135140632
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/endisraeliapartheid?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXURUeeBi-rDVGP_K2kV6f_Grs-DqOX1lOX2UM9g0Y9WOrv9fH0ZpCu-NHlQQkehA6oaXPRWXNGyR-IPvt7sTZUepHRADHSsnknOx9zNXlWmdodJCrf7pF84-86Qfke9pgcMbeegJCJByyihoha10N2&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/photos/a.10150341512485632/10165906133610632/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXURUeeBi-rDVGP_K2kV6f_Grs-DqOX1lOX2UM9g0Y9WOrv9fH0ZpCu-NHlQQkehA6oaXPRWXNGyR-IPvt7sTZUepHRADHSsnknOx9zNXlWmdodJCrf7pF84-86Qfke9pgcMbeegJCJByyihoha10N2&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/photos/a.10150341512485632/10165906133610632/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXURUeeBi-rDVGP_K2kV6f_Grs-DqOX1lOX2UM9g0Y9WOrv9fH0ZpCu-NHlQQkehA6oaXPRWXNGyR-IPvt7sTZUepHRADHSsnknOx9zNXlWmdodJCrf7pF84-86Qfke9pgcMbeegJCJByyihoha10N2&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/susan.bow.54?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTkwNjEzNTE0MDYzMl8xMDE2NTkwNzkzNDU1NTYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU9WFFdjN88ceW0FU4QU5oPjox2pbxbpCKIkJcn48ajXXDDaqFnAEf62YSGTcxtY9IY6VOr_6xIF5GPRgURn3wjP3RTM_OAzFJqX2WN5a867Vg3ZoJFARokVy2C87_mwoBjGVuU5dFI7CR9anwKzaYk&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/patric.green.581?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTkwNjEzNTE0MDYzMl8xMDE2NTkwODgzNTE5NTYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU9WFFdjN88ceW0FU4QU5oPjox2pbxbpCKIkJcn48ajXXDDaqFnAEf62YSGTcxtY9IY6VOr_6xIF5GPRgURn3wjP3RTM_OAzFJqX2WN5a867Vg3ZoJFARokVy2C87_mwoBjGVuU5dFI7CR9anwKzaYk&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/susan.bow.54?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU9WFFdjN88ceW0FU4QU5oPjox2pbxbpCKIkJcn48ajXXDDaqFnAEf62YSGTcxtY9IY6VOr_6xIF5GPRgURn3wjP3RTM_OAzFJqX2WN5a867Vg3ZoJFARokVy2C87_mwoBjGVuU5dFI7CR9anwKzaYk&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/autismus.nicator.3?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTkwNjEzNTE0MDYzMl8xMDE2NTkzODE3NzgxNTYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU9WFFdjN88ceW0FU4QU5oPjox2pbxbpCKIkJcn48ajXXDDaqFnAEf62YSGTcxtY9IY6VOr_6xIF5GPRgURn3wjP3RTM_OAzFJqX2WN5a867Vg3ZoJFARokVy2C87_mwoBjGVuU5dFI7CR9anwKzaYk&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/videos/685168079155167/
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/endisraeliapartheid?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW2_mEcolyRVLAYau2sBQXiRLH7pYEPP3Jt8PPO6IyH46FrXb9Uh4603DHClm8DeBtjT_owa3IHr4B1J7i1L8gNnXjzlVb0hukgoPK_TMXLhwGCFkCoLyXC1XNk0Ma0fhJcJApw3PGEVM7vFoiPnbs5WQCzQfMv6DepaptIY-DMYQ&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/ChristophSeddon?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTkxNDE5NjQ1NTYzMl8xMDE2NTkyMjE5OTMzNTYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW2_mEcolyRVLAYau2sBQXiRLH7pYEPP3Jt8PPO6IyH46FrXb9Uh4603DHClm8DeBtjT_owa3IHr4B1J7i1L8gNnXjzlVb0hukgoPK_TMXLhwGCFkCoLyXC1XNk0Ma0fhJcJApw3PGEVM7vFoiPnbs5WQCzQfMv6DepaptIY-DMYQ&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007356436119&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NTkxNDE5NjQ1NTYzMl8xMDE2NTkzNTc0MTk4NTYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXJ6FegrnlX8CEQH6B4Y0mMTKTbwYb9IJfmXwFY0Pu1zJk0kmasGE6DtF5wnMPW6ZvkpZahkK0-t0l7daAegpRdq-MkDdMz7BL0HuNa8YBWJBWJ1urYBSQnxoMNeylgSKrSBIjmRl7LJy8GCHvsyA5TrU2l5udWG3YpMsRS65osdw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/posts/10166065649050632
https://www.facebook.com/chaaban.omran?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NjA2NTY0OTA1MDYzMl8xMDE2NjExNjczOTg3NTYzMg%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVIK7ADs8AcykEpDlW53QOVR9Fk0lPZbsqYQAg1P1mjJzGmwyXlcEqgpN4OI6iai-olHGnJrfz4jVpNzONpCYTW7Dbzo_z9SiO5E10DxaG4kQUNjEdslGzl6Twzx-M0XqGNYCnzveqLUJywWyp3TLIh12vCnFsjcqsciKONWALrQZ-TPyqphiU-PapO9h2OD9jbw_1rVVUVu9Rh9beEszc3ACJP7NhwaYBrFVvOvylA5DvZPeNprZszhg0CrDaGTt3SpIAPcfd8A5krvWVh8G7b1Y9PqOIWJqFhI6bT9OMshke1Zl7uttf99trEy6xSNuw&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/adam.mohamed.140?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NjA2NTY0OTA1MDYzMl82Nzc2NzA2OTY3OTcyMDM%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVIvEf0HKf-U67sMWkh8Ke3hyTHetP91Itb3l1SRmnmWqmNmfZj2W64lzeSW2XNEe3yVwBbTBOdd_JwSonl-PV2s1ZGrCxDid0rTsoqc0DSFSW4EuUQok2nPPnMTaoEzdX1j-5LzEra7Z_zxaEyUkKG5GBRyrAim09sn3yFUFwHkNP0f02SBuB7MOIztvBtn9MHcCL6Y_NhhPzVbmtMeAEtj1DJjuwgHp0mxxbFwkfn4_2OODBwiTKXYT55_s3giLF2vh9QN9vr5UFUaXhkA2KNd2WXIUIgxJsLCru__8jpX9t3iBQ5e6oAscSJ3HUTti0&__tn__=R%5d-R
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• Nick Austin Aye was thinking that, Zionists confusing criticism of the illegitimate state 

of Israel as antisemitism once again. 

 

Amnesty International Australia added an event. · May 9, 2022 ·  

Understanding Israel's apartheid: a webinar ... Amnesty International, in partnership with The 

Australia Palestine Advocacy Network (APAN) continues the conversation on Israel’s system 

of apartheid. Join us for this important conversation on Wednesday 25 May ... In February 

2022, Amnesty International released our landmark report concluding that Israel is committing 

the crime of apartheid. ... Join our webinar to better understand the system of apartheid, and 

what we can do in Australia to help dismantle the system, one step at a time.  

[NB. This webinar shows AIA is working collaboratively with APAN, the largest anti-Israel 

lobby group in Australia.] 

 

Amnesty International Australia · May 12, 2022 ·  

The killing of veteran journalist Shirin Abu Akleh ... The ICC Prosecutor must investigate her 

death as a possible war crime. #EndIsraeliApartheid 

 

• Richard Lee Our grandfathers & fathers fought, and some died, to ensure this stuff 

never happens again. Sadly, many in the West now profit from Israel's atrocities which 

have surpassed the Nazis in some respects. 

 

 

AFOPA - Australian Friends of Palestine Association 

http://www.afopa.com.au/  

The Australian Friends of Palestine Association (AFOPA) is an anti-Israel organisation based 

in South Australia. AFOPA was established in 2004. During 2022, AFOPA actively 

campaigned against adoption of the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism and 

unsuccessfully lobbied members of the South Australian state Parliament not to vote in favour 

of endorsing IHRA, falsely claiming that it outlaws criticism of Israel, and that it is designed 

to silence criticism of Israel.  

 

Although it was not antisemitic per se to oppose or criticise the IHRA Working Definition of 

Antisemitism, AFOPA’s opposition was at times expressed in a way that downplayed the 

extent and severity of contemporary antisemitism, or suggested that the concerns of the Jewish 

community about antisemitism should be dismissed or minimised. 

 

 

• AFOPA STATEMENT ON ANTI-SEMITISM – 2 May 2022 

http://www.afopa.com.au/blog/2022/5/2/afopa-statement-on-anti-semitism 

“AFOPA ... Regarding the definition of anti-Semitism, we do not endorse the International 

Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition of anti-Semitism as its effect will be to 

silence valid criticism of Israel and its supporters. We see its adoption by governments and 

other organisations as an attack on the right to free speech for all Australians. We note that 

Jewish community leaders continue to push for the IHRA definition of anti-Semitism, 

ostensibly to fight racism, while invariably defending Israel which practices racism. We believe 

existing laws protect Jews and others from violence, incitement to violence, vandalism and 

discrimination. ...  

 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008286107529&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NjA2NTY0OTA1MDYzMl80NzAwMDk4NzIwMDk2Nzcz&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVIvEf0HKf-U67sMWkh8Ke3hyTHetP91Itb3l1SRmnmWqmNmfZj2W64lzeSW2XNEe3yVwBbTBOdd_JwSonl-PV2s1ZGrCxDid0rTsoqc0DSFSW4EuUQok2nPPnMTaoEzdX1j-5LzEra7Z_zxaEyUkKG5GBRyrAim09sn3yFUFwHkNP0f02SBuB7MOIztvBtn9MHcCL6Y_NhhPzVbmtMeAEtj1DJjuwgHp0mxxbFwkfn4_2OODBwiTKXYT55_s3giLF2vh9QN9vr5UFUaXhkA2KNd2WXIUIgxJsLCru__8jpX9t3iBQ5e6oAscSJ3HUTti0&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/
https://www.facebook.com/events/308020374827468/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWCPwryfRyh9S4b0G9wgNIWGs2TPT4TjVwsDeWTBIyLf64IIy9-rCFaNRmdbZK8vKX7mzXEPAhARTJMQECLSTH2wkN7eS5N_Qqn02DlZB_EcVxGJjKdx6oaOTPqYX4sTtP_D105oy7aaKWQtQrwmoNz&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/events/308020374827468
https://www.facebook.com/events/308020374827468/?ref=newsfeed&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWCPwryfRyh9S4b0G9wgNIWGs2TPT4TjVwsDeWTBIyLf64IIy9-rCFaNRmdbZK8vKX7mzXEPAhARTJMQECLSTH2wkN7eS5N_Qqn02DlZB_EcVxGJjKdx6oaOTPqYX4sTtP_D105oy7aaKWQtQrwmoNz&__tn__=H-R
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/
https://www.facebook.com/AmnestyOz/photos/a.10150341512485632/10166182523130632
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/endisraeliapartheid?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXLj7Te8EHTqWZA_VS0m4BngsaKcD8jtjriYkoKkKIdkoHxs4rBZ-SdWJJMav9cyyr8ZaTBciz3zQ_-SXkLJXxZkM5IRzeaGyVBbnhtgXvgkhMdBprgfq0LbsR8nGnu9IWz4c_tYwBomy_E2TeXkyfETcccNeIu3gEHz2SALMe0Mg&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1089379203&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE2NjE4MjUyMzEzMDYzMl83MTMyODQyMjMyMDc2Mjg%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXLj7Te8EHTqWZA_VS0m4BngsaKcD8jtjriYkoKkKIdkoHxs4rBZ-SdWJJMav9cyyr8ZaTBciz3zQ_-SXkLJXxZkM5IRzeaGyVBbnhtgXvgkhMdBprgfq0LbsR8nGnu9IWz4c_tYwBomy_E2TeXkyfETcccNeIu3gEHz2SALMe0Mg&__tn__=R%5d-R
http://www.afopa.com.au/
http://www.afopa.com.au/blog/2022/5/2/afopa-statement-on-anti-semitism
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“We do not observe a global crisis of anti-Semitism but rather an increasing crisis of 

legitimacy for Israel as its policies and apartheid nature become more apparent. We see 

campaigns to ban pro-Palestinian politics in France, to criminalise Boycott, Divestment and 

Sanctions (BDS) activities in Britain and even to have anti-Zionism classified as terrorism in 

the United States. All of these measures deny citizens in those countries the right to criticise 

Israel, like any other state ... We believe free speech is absolutely fundamental to a free society 

and that the best remedy for those offended by the statements of others is to publicly debate 

them.” [emphasis added] 

 

 

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network 

https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork  

The Australia Palestine Advocacy Network (APAN) was formed in 2011 ostensibly as a pro-

Palestinian lobby group. APAN describes itself as: “involved in a range of activities and 

campaigns that seek to influence Australia’s public policy in regard to Palestine and Israel.” 

APAN regularly undertakes “lobbying trips to Canberra” and organises “study tours to 

Palestine.” In 2015, APAN finally declared its support as an organisation for BDS, having 

previously prevaricated on that issue. Since then, there has been an increasing tolerance of anti-

Jewish posted comments on the APAN Facebook page, even if the posts by APAN itself were 

not antisemitic.  

 

A selection of these follow. In each case, for the sake of completeness and to provide necessary 

context, we have reproduced both the APAN post and the comments it elicited. In our view, 

those comments fall within one or more of the following examples listed in the IHRA Working 

Definition of Antisemitism, including: 

  

Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.  

 

Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.  

 

Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing 

committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.  

 

Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews 

as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the 

myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, 

government or other societal institutions 

 

Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews 

worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations. 

 

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · October 14, 2021 ·  

When you listen only to pro-Israel lobby groups, and call it an 'inquiry' ;  

Bipartisan inquiry urges government to consider listing all of Hamas as terror group 

 

• Greg Meggs Ah, the Jews, working hard at making enemies whenever they can, same 

as it ever was. 

 

• Anne Rose Bought by Aipac. Or threatened. ? Need to bleach clean your soul.... 

 

https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/4309895455730270
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.smh.com.au%2Fpolitics%2Ffederal%2Fbipartisan-inquiry-urges-government-to-consider-listing-all-of-hamas-as-terror-group-20211014-p59011.html%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0ICtZanswtYTB0XBcQFXWUr7x2uxwBAjq-rrAifbe2j95KC1SrxZsGNsQ&h=AT0--9UvtnhrxLimyONS5c63EQZVbj35F8HWCC4J8CShe8-a6C07s5Gb7CFVTBbhgH3h5UIm_CLmx2Pm-xPzm5NQXjZlzUYCBQV1nY48_yOzpnuikcTi__RsUWVUub_l3U_bEEcL1J4PdA7boM_z&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c%5b0%5d=AT0Wye89By5cuHtKSLx1Qvjf7a3hL1V0r3V0PG71joLOTTpOkUS3P2VaSBrHofxUeczzv839asCCRQBaHka33QIev5PN1LUQ9fsMazLfwIzffQ_fQAeJfXwTbQzsW4wqxa1hqMG6GO9iynPfBYaA6HM7kbKiTJCsvPjtFMNR1d-6WuA
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.smh.com.au%2Fpolitics%2Ffederal%2Fbipartisan-inquiry-urges-government-to-consider-listing-all-of-hamas-as-terror-group-20211014-p59011.html%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0ICtZanswtYTB0XBcQFXWUr7x2uxwBAjq-rrAifbe2j95KC1SrxZsGNsQ&h=AT0--9UvtnhrxLimyONS5c63EQZVbj35F8HWCC4J8CShe8-a6C07s5Gb7CFVTBbhgH3h5UIm_CLmx2Pm-xPzm5NQXjZlzUYCBQV1nY48_yOzpnuikcTi__RsUWVUub_l3U_bEEcL1J4PdA7boM_z&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c%5b0%5d=AT0Wye89By5cuHtKSLx1Qvjf7a3hL1V0r3V0PG71joLOTTpOkUS3P2VaSBrHofxUeczzv839asCCRQBaHka33QIev5PN1LUQ9fsMazLfwIzffQ_fQAeJfXwTbQzsW4wqxa1hqMG6GO9iynPfBYaA6HM7kbKiTJCsvPjtFMNR1d-6WuA
https://www.facebook.com/greg.meggs.79?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MzA5ODk1NDU1NzMwMjcwXzQzMDk5NTQxMjkwNTc3MzY%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXDKhchb4vnY6wB3G4hxAjClW4V7en7OpLCPK8rHOBYvWgkT24ReiQHuEnwEYdVCuoECyiVeLWyuX2Cc9u0bVrp2heEgC9ywWtgjO5IQ02CZKa-W6STTzQO0CIm_1mSzaAma9Zrq0Ys3QjgClTfOhJE&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/mmuda.mohamed?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MzA5ODk1NDU1NzMwMjcwXzQzMTIyMzYzNjg4Mjk1MTI%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXhdZE-9HV2Z4oSYm8aJetkboudQHmwPJ8DZA6S4P00oAvlkIEh9ojzx7Nm_dCz3TybODiSm54fCFOPRJqjbnf61keE74x5gdZTsKcq87gC_eWH47PyZShLusNcnyauvWFXfwh6m690jk1E3pGgT5i9&__tn__=R%5d-R
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APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · November 4, 2021 ·  

Palestinian families facing expulsion from their homes in Sheikh Jarrah have rejected an Israeli 

court's proposal to accept settler ownership in exchange for being 'protected tenants'. 

 

• Metin Izlemek I wonder if the Israelis would accept the same conditions offered by the 

Germans in 1940s . 

 

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · November 22, 2021 ·  

"public broadcasters are not the place for political agendas" says APAN VP Nasser Mashni 

pushing back on appointment of Israeli advocate to SBS Australia Board. [re Vic Alhadeff] 

 

• Emrah Yalpur Wow.. Zionists have infiltrated everywhere farken... 

 

• Sucy Varughese #Resist2Exist#: The government's appointment of Vic Alhadeff, Israel 

lobby’s fiercest advocate, to the SBS board goes beyond electioneering to the 

Australian Jewish community, but exposes the deeply entrenched symbiotic 

relationship between Israel and Australia, lending credence to duplicitous zionist claims 

of JEWISH exceptionalism, supremacy and hegemony over Palestinians. 

 

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · December 12, 2021 ·  

... Edie Bransbury, penned this opinion piece decrying Australia's decision to abstain from a 

recent UN resolution to protect Palestinian natural resources. ... 

 

• Amina Sarfudin Sadly Australia is happy to bash China on human rights but when it 

comes to its allies Israel on Palestine and India on Kashmir they support them despite 

their human rights violations on occupied terroteries … I find their stance hypocritical 

and mind boggling bowing to the pressure of the Zionist lobby rather than reflecting 

the views of i their citizens let us call on our government to support BDS …  

 

• Kevin McCarthy https://youtu.be/0QAevQI7gNc The Palecaust Video 

 

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · December 19, 2021 ·  

Recently, Israel announced the completion of a sensor-equipped underground wall around 

Gaza ... turning the Gaza Strip into one large “concentration camp”. 

 

• Martin Barton You would think they had enough of barbed wire in their history but 

sadly the abused became the abuser... 

 

• Metin Izlemek How can any Jew with what happened to them in 1940 be happy with 

the structure and condemning the Palestinians to a ghetto. How on earth do you Jews 

live with yourselves. 

 

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · January 5, 2022 ·  

'Caging Childhood ...’ is a short documentary that tells the story of three Palestinian children 

who were detained by the Israeli military in the West Bank. 

 

• Metin Izlemek The Germans used to lock up kids as well. 

  

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · February 1, 2022 ·  

https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/4373391586047323
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100014172377689&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0MzczMzkxNTg2MDQ3MzIzXzQzNzM0NDY0MjI3MDg1MDY%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU7aKXAdC8LyDsg-4dwgXBobp1UlyvHAv756rm5jCmdoBNFS_l6vwFeGHmNatmTkr8_r-eLoQ1WF90UBVlmZ028wdgR4AhUpARODjiGwXWaAd4ah0fh1vhOUv1jXxAKS5f7SdQyC38mtS3RXgA7iEvd&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/4429873850399096
https://www.facebook.com/SBSAustralia/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUVKLqPdYxgn0XuFF_gC_m3yaRsbD2shfRv5J_98r_WOhkWd6OtrcMcvjFVb2Aa0AogWu7uf6DvFAorKgXZpecLjMl6ws9nG6HBvw3HI86eNwcDelKEGkcq5c2kS_RZuTpI15GvCQbIhJA2DkRKX2jn&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/eyalpur?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NDI5ODczODUwMzk5MDk2XzQ0MzAwNDk2OTM3MTQ4NDU%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUcYzdPDSQfvlajM5LEZT9bIyX8D0a1dWT4fsdeTl88E8IikdzHK-FOm8suAhiF5CCEPYTE4CPLLeWOL16eQN9KdvOGrUBUQA0wkTj5YUzK-O4ZbnGYV2tX_cHvZDw9hcBDxD3g2Eh2ciisZgfouIdW&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/cross.roads.104855?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NDI5ODczODUwMzk5MDk2XzQ0MzAxNjM2MjcwMzY3ODU%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUVKLqPdYxgn0XuFF_gC_m3yaRsbD2shfRv5J_98r_WOhkWd6OtrcMcvjFVb2Aa0AogWu7uf6DvFAorKgXZpecLjMl6ws9nG6HBvw3HI86eNwcDelKEGkcq5c2kS_RZuTpI15GvCQbIhJA2DkRKX2jn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/resist2exist?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUVKLqPdYxgn0XuFF_gC_m3yaRsbD2shfRv5J_98r_WOhkWd6OtrcMcvjFVb2Aa0AogWu7uf6DvFAorKgXZpecLjMl6ws9nG6HBvw3HI86eNwcDelKEGkcq5c2kS_RZuTpI15GvCQbIhJA2DkRKX2jn&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/4493598457359968
https://www.facebook.com/amina.sarfudin?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NDkzNTk4NDU3MzU5OTY4XzQ0OTM4MDMyMDczMzk0OTM%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWmvnU6EEMZ_AUGrOLxz5Pg0og5ug2jLKZbv5B1U0hQWFXYcVikxQKdkqAlvFPJFtfwbcfsl0zD325DMWialVfu-1R_WpQ-U7tLoE934ATz-5bHInNauHuIh7u-pTyuyjaHDbNLi4SkOXxDD7WHc1tt&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/kevin.mccarthy.127?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NDkzNTk4NDU3MzU5OTY4XzQ0OTM4Nzg3NzM5OTg2MDM%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWmvnU6EEMZ_AUGrOLxz5Pg0og5ug2jLKZbv5B1U0hQWFXYcVikxQKdkqAlvFPJFtfwbcfsl0zD325DMWialVfu-1R_WpQ-U7tLoE934ATz-5bHInNauHuIh7u-pTyuyjaHDbNLi4SkOXxDD7WHc1tt&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://youtu.be/0QAevQI7gNc?fbclid=IwAR1IXEbiWhfedgNmcuSdeHu4-mW5OGG80O1fACiqPfbtWLmfCERe7RJL-Dc
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/4521250337928113
https://www.facebook.com/martin.barton.71?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NTIxMjUwMzM3OTI4MTEzXzQ1MjE4Mjg5Nzc4NzAyNDk%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUQXIwMxTTfXZnzqMkmcwHGp-u_Fr_04yB0xzlqr95-TeiLuPcrVMlyoWCR3BWTEs4fJ0BeFwfVk0RnNxdZZMXEhG14tAd4HJ94oxzK1l-TbOCIWeL-yoUYDP-LWCAcUe3oUOUBFuuDrJC6CIetfBZe&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100014172377689&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NTIxMjUwMzM3OTI4MTEzXzQ1MjE1Nzk1NjQ1NjE4NTc%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUQXIwMxTTfXZnzqMkmcwHGp-u_Fr_04yB0xzlqr95-TeiLuPcrVMlyoWCR3BWTEs4fJ0BeFwfVk0RnNxdZZMXEhG14tAd4HJ94oxzK1l-TbOCIWeL-yoUYDP-LWCAcUe3oUOUBFuuDrJC6CIetfBZe&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/4586124741440672
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100014172377689&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NTg2MTI0NzQxNDQwNjcyXzQ1ODYxNzU2NzE0MzU1Nzk%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVod7eoqpKBzrzT7TFDf9FE2OFC96mK0bd5tDHm1mxD3rA93Dyk7zs7vLWtlNLrdhe263PnPjYRJnAe8vtGi5Yhl2bdNKUzw4JbG8I-eDCV03K_CC-TB1tha9QAbB-6-8x7u0zalaHIh01eS27XAfqg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/4689581541094991
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BREAKING: Amnesty International demands Israeli authorities be held accountable for 

committing the crime of Apartheid against Palestinians. In a newly released report ... this crime 

against humanity. 

 

• Lesley Agar Just today I heard it is Australian intention to have monuments to the 

holocaust in every town......but Israelis are imposing a different kind of genocide with 

its apartheid system on Palestinians. Wake up Israelis does not a Palestinian bleed when 

he is cut? Just like you. 

 

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · February 12, 2022 ·   

Israel's interior minister has publicly confirmed a proposed amendment to the citizenship law 

was designed for “demographic reasons”, and to prevent a “creeping right of return” of 

Palestinians. 

 

• John Dudley Within living memory laws of this kind were being enacted and enforced 

to prevent Jewish people from claiming their full rights as German citizens. 

 

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · March 17, 2022 · 

The reported killings of several Palestinians this past week has contributed to a horror start to 

2022, with the number of people killed by Israeli military and police forces increasing to 20. 

 

• Metin Izlemek Yet another Devilish act by the so called people god. Just like the Nazis 

did , absolutely no empathy for human life . 

 

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · May 27, 2022 ·  

“Outrageous statements of concern from right-wing Jewish community leaders in Australia… 

accusing incoming premier Albanese of having made 'extreme anti-Israel comments' and other 

new MPs of having 'crossed the line into antisemitism,' fuel a dangerous game.” 

 

• Joe Jackson the Israelobby has been involved in the ALP funding, assumptions would 

not be wrong, however I believe the people are in tune with the shenanigans of the ALP, 

what happened to the LNP, can be repeated against the ALP, no longer will we be 

played for fools. We are more than awake. 

 

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · July 16, 2022 ·  

“Of the 60 cases where Palestinians were killed in incidents involving the IDF and Border 

Police in the West Bank, 16 are currently being investigated by the Military Police.” 

 

• John Dudley When this shocking time is history, the world will see Palestinian resisters 

in the same light as it regards the resistance and liberation forces of France, 

Netherlands, and other European nations, as heroes who did what they could to defeat 

an apparently overwhelming enemy without a conscience. 

 

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · July 28, 2022 ·  

If anyone knows the influence the Israel lobby has on Australian politics, it's former Australian 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, Bob Carr. Read more about the lobby's influence on our politics   

 

• [IMAGE containing the text of: “APAN’s report confirms what was never in doubt: the 

Israel lobby is the largest foreign influence operation run in Australia. ... BOB CARR 

Former Australian Minister for Foreign Affairs, and former NSW Premier”] 

https://www.facebook.com/amnestySEAsiaPac/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV6hrh48AULV_77f0G640655ckkYsUayxQXbCX4w6p3_NTB-MqYI3T6pMrtdKn_lZc1B5LkQOyjy4hVktmR32vmn_6wQAh01U_iNwu70tbDHhuUIyUw4KiNpsJd8JtjxydljFMkyj_8cc13y1gm8GMd&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/lesley.agar.391?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0Njg5NTgxNTQxMDk0OTkxXzQ2OTI3MDQ2MjA3ODI2ODM%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV6hrh48AULV_77f0G640655ckkYsUayxQXbCX4w6p3_NTB-MqYI3T6pMrtdKn_lZc1B5LkQOyjy4hVktmR32vmn_6wQAh01U_iNwu70tbDHhuUIyUw4KiNpsJd8JtjxydljFMkyj_8cc13y1gm8GMd&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/4722301207823024
https://www.facebook.com/john.dudley.33?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0NzIyMzAxMjA3ODIzMDI0XzQ3MjIzMTgzMzExNTQ2NDU%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU4r8XEYATzC-cmZ-JLE1pj7ICHXSYkSlihv91WkEepzUQDjtK6Jpy8uuzYRooR-fwtYgNY7QHITt7sjK9KeEyMmWw7vJU3iAPxW96Kr7ImnoarYxJ1h8GaxWjR5IBOlntTMtF5mn1tA-kwwGTmEFHZ&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/4816996008353543
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100014172377689&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo0ODE2OTk2MDA4MzUzNTQzXzQ4MTcxMTU3MDUwMDgyNDA%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXaoxK3iAQ6TS_0Y40xOykn4Run0iVA1uILr19P9NakNJB3V9OAqQK0kn0_xu8MUb3tQwOvuM__a67BWQ7fSRtkFDOMNeKv5g0TJ4tYHgA1x8U4U7LhWq52wuR6pSA29gqUdaAmmu_HgrIPP23JXRhB&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/pfbid022aatBQ9mAKFYYoSyrGJTpm4d595mgxZFQxpytRNzxmSuaaJdDKYbYMoYkgK7NvTel
https://www.facebook.com/joe.jackson.77715?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MDA1NjAzOTIyODI2MDgzXzI5OTUwOTcwMTA3NTMzMTE%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUMs092ND3LTwQEFHtpFbmD4Z1In8HKxPEYuSdwjG2dT_uuG-FSzlqCBwpkNgz1HJX-2j2oIQL1ha_IyeYug2o6aw0GRA7gsFjjD28_aHdO6IqJvLl2EgjKJYBBDzcdLWzPpMETg9QBMbsQ8xjXQSOxMkdv8ok5qzBfl3mhXc-wKMFX0Vfqnc--F9c3Ycf8Zjs&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/pfbid032rE2FZe7Laeo6ZtZFooXwUW2jGQKZmSEMBugjQRz42PSkpMAMwF979MqdF8d6Y1Dl
https://www.facebook.com/john.dudley.33?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MTQ0MDUwMTI1NjQ4MTI4XzMzMjYzNjI1MjQxMTA0Mw%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU_1IgHbP20kV9e-_sxFQ42uv6ION4U82UPKbmIvyK7lTsjrRc0nJbqV7-eD_aw7agWVpU_2rS-37I4ZhmVtln8gLNXhxYFM8AnGgeg8V-UBm6ik_FhpnMStTFwdoaq7kJMSEjTx925U5LQEQXAPB9GRVXzaZj3fuP2AnGpxJBxVfrr-_6es7CRgLx1PIbWuSg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/pfbid02whKejgcATzQHNrTbBK6FsmcYPEVikj1G4rmYydBKuirPNb2NFqGvEmaLkis5FSk1l
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APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · August 29, 2022 ·  

Shocking but not surprising blatant double standards from Meta. Why is it OK to show horror 

from airstrikes if they are from #Russia but not by #Israel?  

 

• Belinda McLachlan Zio Meta controlled media, so yeah not surprising. Still very wrong 

and it’s a suppression of the facts..apartheid.  

 

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · September 6, 2022 ·  

Israel has delayed, and amended, a controversial relationship law in the occupied West Bank, 

forcing foreigners to notify military authorities ... 

  

• Melvin Bryant Evil personified by Jewish zionists infidel invaders in the Middle East. 

Fertile area for the usa & poodle britain to test out their leathal armaments industry’s 

products 

 

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · September 10, 2022 ·  

A Palestinian journalist has won an unfair dismissal case against Deutsche Welle ... after being 

suspended by the German media network over allegations of antisemitism. 

 

• Metin Izlemek The Germans are listening to their Israeli masters and now the Germans 

have to payout for unfair dismissal. One can hope the Germans have learnt their lesson. 

 

APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network · September 10, 2022 ·  

After losing an unfair dismissal case, German broadcaster Deutsche Welle has updated its code 

of conduct requiring all staff to “support the right of Israel to exist” or face consequences, such 

as dismissal. 

 

• Yvonne Yunes Zionism The cancer of the world 

 

• Viki Hannah The Zionists 

 

 

Other APAN content 

In addition, over the 12 months of this Report, APAN actively opposed adoption by Australia 

and Australian institutions of the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism. APAN falsely 

claimed that adoption of IHRA will “stifle legitimate criticism of Israel. ... the definition is used 

to police speech.” (‘Why the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism is causing 

controversy’ https://apan.org.au/factsheet-ihra/). In fact, the IHRA Working Definition states 

expressly that “criticism of Israel similar to that leveled against any other country cannot be 

regarded as antisemitic”.    

 

Although it is not antisemitic per se to oppose or criticise the IHRA Working Definition of 

Antisemitism, APAN at times expressed its opposition in a way that ignored the extent and 

severity of contemporary antisemitism and suggested that Jewish organisations which support 

the IHRA Working Definition are necessarily acting in a duplicitous manner and with 

malicious intent: 

 

• Victorian Government wrong to adopt IHRA definition of antisemitism 

https://apan.org.au/media_release/victoria-wrong-to-adopt-ihra-definition-of-antisemitism/ 

https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/pfbid02axVwNU3K2aPL9KrPrxNXhWt7htrS8R9cra2u7UZgjTNLnAj7LScFobw6tvGwyjJ1l
https://www.facebook.com/Meta/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW4K4P2G6dsNq3QhIc3-jARzg-pxSu48j2zMUGXdm4kWzG2D7dlIqZIvNTchFqMLRqtpDg3PnO5-KMd439psjxEJss9rVr2Z0S-jjR3VqZ2n-hU-WelSdgBJSNvD4nuZWIWhr8NUfXdUMnZQvWK0EZ-Lqbq97OwJUzMobnvhUk7MXHVcR28mGrc-qG-ToaAsvY&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/russia?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW4K4P2G6dsNq3QhIc3-jARzg-pxSu48j2zMUGXdm4kWzG2D7dlIqZIvNTchFqMLRqtpDg3PnO5-KMd439psjxEJss9rVr2Z0S-jjR3VqZ2n-hU-WelSdgBJSNvD4nuZWIWhr8NUfXdUMnZQvWK0EZ-Lqbq97OwJUzMobnvhUk7MXHVcR28mGrc-qG-ToaAsvY&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/israel?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW4K4P2G6dsNq3QhIc3-jARzg-pxSu48j2zMUGXdm4kWzG2D7dlIqZIvNTchFqMLRqtpDg3PnO5-KMd439psjxEJss9rVr2Z0S-jjR3VqZ2n-hU-WelSdgBJSNvD4nuZWIWhr8NUfXdUMnZQvWK0EZ-Lqbq97OwJUzMobnvhUk7MXHVcR28mGrc-qG-ToaAsvY&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/belinda.mclachlan.79?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1MjYyODEwNjEwNDM4NzQ1XzY0MTY2ODkwMDY0NjU3Ng%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW4K4P2G6dsNq3QhIc3-jARzg-pxSu48j2zMUGXdm4kWzG2D7dlIqZIvNTchFqMLRqtpDg3PnO5-KMd439psjxEJss9rVr2Z0S-jjR3VqZ2n-hU-WelSdgBJSNvD4nuZWIWhr8NUfXdUMnZQvWK0EZ-Lqbq97OwJUzMobnvhUk7MXHVcR28mGrc-qG-ToaAsvY&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/pfbid02H9hrqtpyMLyN7pympSGkwcQcNeYAHSfNP71XDgSRH16PD1m6CnkgL7r4pPHAZM5ul
https://www.facebook.com/melvin.bryant.16100?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1Mjg1MDY0NjUxNTQ2Njc0XzM2NDQxNjIzNTc3NjAxMA%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWadnOo84Cq9kYXs0ntoOj0SS-qlDSIlSpP3QQMBIeTgLFx2-wkyJU13aKAxAegdKmPNzFtRFaLqPAa5biLiIWhuuEfFm-_pfcxPsxgEgE-m07graqq-qrNw6Cp9qYNlh4Qr-BPyeNaJGMqVQWLA_h_fA47qM3lDKzKUCnYoa_yKYaw4krPM-aeCoLs2oYksSM&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/pfbid0aRxsnsbbf8GUCG93HoZYioBZP9CNyqUghEm1wv1v8hK6JPytxHLe2i3JhJdyERbl
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100014172377689&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1Mjk0OTM4NjQwNTU5Mjc1XzU2NDM3NjExNTQ0NTY0MQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUv6-vLQSwfEwjtjz_kbHJBAOZ8yE9aaq3a5iCH8aElUYQ7AV4485PHQ4wUlDE9vHg0BuAP0WK82xOgmb6u5iRGS67arrZI3TdmZD8EgWHc7hOmbnDZ1hzXVmPB3SZPJZ6mCsjn6WyEDl_2kKkQ9srgarlVvKE3_0GNA7k_YxisOpikjDJD1dWlDNAbBjo5a70&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/posts/pfbid033Gpwqx6DCEYbQZ481o6TjdAH29G7YicDHE3aavF8GTBDciuU54K3hd47qEzn5JX6l
https://www.facebook.com/yvonne.yunes.96?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1Mjk1Nzc2NTY3MTQyMTQ5Xzg1Mjk2Mjc4Mjc0Njc0MQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWVjKZOKQd_MVced1aMWdQWDGNccF45UlM7Ckxp0vMUKRd5C8h_UChdL6Brv2aiqbzxe4GSPXUIKU_Vi9hcJmBcOINyG09ooC6W8Ba9ZN5hM8vuv4I8gIkvVbfKf-V4OxyLcGk4lPkccFoFdgm0J3X-BBo3ODZ5LxZBtwfbMxYbPx3rgTHm8Rcq_azgmP9Preo&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/viki.hannah.5?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo1Mjk1Nzc2NTY3MTQyMTQ5XzUxNzU4OTQ3MTkyMDU5Nzk%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWVjKZOKQd_MVced1aMWdQWDGNccF45UlM7Ckxp0vMUKRd5C8h_UChdL6Brv2aiqbzxe4GSPXUIKU_Vi9hcJmBcOINyG09ooC6W8Ba9ZN5hM8vuv4I8gIkvVbfKf-V4OxyLcGk4lPkccFoFdgm0J3X-BBo3ODZ5LxZBtwfbMxYbPx3rgTHm8Rcq_azgmP9Preo&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://apan.org.au/factsheet-ihra/
https://apan.org.au/media_release/victoria-wrong-to-adopt-ihra-definition-of-antisemitism/
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“May 12, 2022. The Australia Palestine Advocacy Network is outraged at the Victorian 

Government’s move to endorse the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance definition 

of antisemitism. We completely reject the definition and the appended working examples, as 

they do little to address antisemitism, and only serve to suppress and punish legitimate criticism 

of Israel and its ongoing human rights abuses. The criticism of Israeli apartheid-like policies 

and actions is not antisemitic ...  

 

“There is no justification for the Victorian Government rushing through this IHRA 

endorsement,” APAN President, Bishop George Browning said. ... “The definition has been 

pushed by particular lobby groups, who use it as a political tool to censor and punish people 

raising genuine concerns about Israel’s ongoing human right abuses.” APAN Vice President, 

Nasser Mashni, says ... “The Government adopting this definition this week, which deliberately 

seeks to stop human rights advocacy, is disturbing. ...” 

 

Government listing of Hamas 

APAN also opposed the government listing of Hamas in its entirety as a terrorist organisation. 

(For example, ‘Government wrong to designate all of Hamas a terrorist organisation’, 17 

February 2022: https://apan.org.au/media_release/government-wrong-to-designate-all-of-

hamas-a-terrorist-organisation/; ‘Bipartisan inquiry urges government to consider listing all of 

Hamas as terror group’, Sydney Morning Herald, 14 October 2021:  

https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/bipartisan-inquiry-urges-government-to-consider-

listing-all-of-hamas-as-terror-group-20211014-p59011.html).  Hamas, in its charter and other 

public output, calls for the “obliteration” of Israel and killing of Jewish people. 

 

 

Australians against zio nism  

https://www.facebook.com/AusForEquality 

“About: Australians against the race supremacist, settler-colonial political ideology known as 

zionism. We support the national and human rights of those oppressed by zionist control...” 

 

Australians against zio nism · August 14, 2022 

APAN.ORG.AU Swift response needed against Israel's bombing of Gaza 

 

• Trev Law Nazis nothing more 

 

Australians against zio nism · August 18, 2022 

... the Israeli government controls, dominates and dispossesses Palestinian lives and lands. 

Jewish communities must make a choice ... 

 

• Jon Drell Smells more of Hitlerism every day 

 

Australians against zio nism · August 27, 2022 

... Israeli zionists have appropriated events in jewish history, including the holocaust, for 

propagandistic purposes to assert their ‘right’ to Palestine – a land to which they had laid their 

suspect colonial claim half a century before the genocide. 

 

• Maxim Grosky There is THE Holocaust inflicted by Nazis upon Jews. Few will deny 

that. But there is also the 75 year holocaust inflicted by Zionazis upon Palestinians. 

 

https://apan.org.au/media_release/government-wrong-to-designate-all-of-hamas-a-terrorist-organisation/
https://apan.org.au/media_release/government-wrong-to-designate-all-of-hamas-a-terrorist-organisation/
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/bipartisan-inquiry-urges-government-to-consider-listing-all-of-hamas-as-terror-group-20211014-p59011.html
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/bipartisan-inquiry-urges-government-to-consider-listing-all-of-hamas-as-terror-group-20211014-p59011.html
https://www.facebook.com/AusForEquality
https://www.facebook.com/AusForEquality/
https://www.facebook.com/AusForEquality/posts/pfbid0JQ1NeQ7qvKPGMK54Q8XsdaQpniBDARuNLkPUuLvDSB8QWLrCsnn6ZMekUEzao9dpl
https://facebook.com/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXTMbqJVOYu97nL2H2DBMvrI81ms7YsFqfRJrF94jJLIwStbBYgsmZhOmyWf4t2u5Yvdu4GTFa1qctwQ2uqW2g8KhpbobdBFV2Q36TqP9Ulyvnoe21BmwV-Broi7s-K7gs32tL1QaIFoLyKPR4aCpR9HccGzvjIF_5pczXF0ovSjpt45CmxamaM381A6I4xbxU&__tn__=%2CmH-R
https://facebook.com/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXTMbqJVOYu97nL2H2DBMvrI81ms7YsFqfRJrF94jJLIwStbBYgsmZhOmyWf4t2u5Yvdu4GTFa1qctwQ2uqW2g8KhpbobdBFV2Q36TqP9Ulyvnoe21BmwV-Broi7s-K7gs32tL1QaIFoLyKPR4aCpR9HccGzvjIF_5pczXF0ovSjpt45CmxamaM381A6I4xbxU&__tn__=%2CmH-R
https://www.facebook.com/trev.law.7549?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo4MTUwNTgwNTExNjMzNzc2Xzc1ODk0NzM2NTMwNzk4MQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXTMbqJVOYu97nL2H2DBMvrI81ms7YsFqfRJrF94jJLIwStbBYgsmZhOmyWf4t2u5Yvdu4GTFa1qctwQ2uqW2g8KhpbobdBFV2Q36TqP9Ulyvnoe21BmwV-Broi7s-K7gs32tL1QaIFoLyKPR4aCpR9HccGzvjIF_5pczXF0ovSjpt45CmxamaM381A6I4xbxU&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AusForEquality/
https://www.facebook.com/AusForEquality/posts/pfbid029WkaEX6nmGn4NWs46wHwRrVuoEx7kKMeiVGCtAYkrGdkQNekT19HFf8QntRMJ3g9l
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009279249587&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo4MTY4NjE3MDU2NDk2Nzg4Xzc0OTAxMDA0OTY5ODg4OQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVrW4DqOo9mZ97jqb-GyfMFweOflVBETIfwyKb2lBkjq_g-yaY__odcNq0jhnsFfupi-HD9gsG1f4MbtvAAkykN49DePT2Xd5li4TcKrjML1ZB-WYKBFwRqq2TaitEsruMPVUC-QgYDAbTNdmm2u2sMYM8X7ZJ4r9V7xRrNWt9zM_qwQ3J2fpqtISS1abGMv8g&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009279249587&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo4MTY4NjE3MDU2NDk2Nzg4Xzc0OTAxMDA0OTY5ODg4OQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVrW4DqOo9mZ97jqb-GyfMFweOflVBETIfwyKb2lBkjq_g-yaY__odcNq0jhnsFfupi-HD9gsG1f4MbtvAAkykN49DePT2Xd5li4TcKrjML1ZB-WYKBFwRqq2TaitEsruMPVUC-QgYDAbTNdmm2u2sMYM8X7ZJ4r9V7xRrNWt9zM_qwQ3J2fpqtISS1abGMv8g&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009279249587&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo4MTY4NjE3MDU2NDk2Nzg4Xzc0OTAxMDA0OTY5ODg4OQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVrW4DqOo9mZ97jqb-GyfMFweOflVBETIfwyKb2lBkjq_g-yaY__odcNq0jhnsFfupi-HD9gsG1f4MbtvAAkykN49DePT2Xd5li4TcKrjML1ZB-WYKBFwRqq2TaitEsruMPVUC-QgYDAbTNdmm2u2sMYM8X7ZJ4r9V7xRrNWt9zM_qwQ3J2fpqtISS1abGMv8g&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AusForEquality/
https://www.facebook.com/maxim.grosky?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo4MjEyMzYyODcyMTIyMjA2XzQ1NTMyNTkyMzE3MjkzMw%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXznmz8NhZzLIKLNn03-eDawJublLYxMVpYvPRWHamO9Dd3hWM1_a9V3zTjkt_2iNlsItOulqL7LqZVvcUDT97ofeUhB2c_S-KTZGq_0LOxb530sRP3bxaB3fYWbiCjbjsv6xUbGSbE5JSlsh9zYdx97aRxO6nXJEbiTzNPvKdVEaBCF0ofpRjYtvv0yAC12S8&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007356436119&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo4MjEyMzYyODcyMTIyMjA2XzU5NjYxMTMyNTM4MDc1Nw%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXznmz8NhZzLIKLNn03-eDawJublLYxMVpYvPRWHamO9Dd3hWM1_a9V3zTjkt_2iNlsItOulqL7LqZVvcUDT97ofeUhB2c_S-KTZGq_0LOxb530sRP3bxaB3fYWbiCjbjsv6xUbGSbE5JSlsh9zYdx97aRxO6nXJEbiTzNPvKdVEaBCF0ofpRjYtvv0yAC12S8&__tn__=R%5d-R
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• Neil Walker Yes, Gaza is the new 'Warsaw Ghetto' and needs help defending itself 

against Apartheid Israel. Help end Israels holocaust against the Palestinian people. 

Isarel must stop murering children.......Say no to Nazi Israel and its crimes against 

humanity....  

 

Australians against zio nism · September 8, 2022 

The IOF soldiers on the scene would know who fired a weapon. ... Israel’s claim that it cannot 

determine who fired the fatal shot is absurd. 

 

• Yvonne Yunes Zionism The cancer of the world 

 

• Maxim Grosky ZioNAZIS. 

 

Australians against zio nism · September 8, 2022  

In November 1975, the UN General Assembly resolved that "zionism is a form of racism and 

racial discrimination." 

 

• Yvonne Yunes Zionism The cancer of the world 

 

 

Twitter Posts 

The following is a collection of posts on Twitter during the year in review which in our view 

self-evidently crossed the line into antisemitism.  

 

“MHBN”: Muhib Nabulsi  

https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_  

During the 3-day military conflict between Israel and Palestinian Islamic Jihad in August 2022, 

Nabulsi made threats against Jews by naming and listing Jewish owned businesses in 

Melbourne, which he claimed were Israeli shops, in a set of 6 tweets, and suggesting that people 

were free to act how they saw fit with the information he provided, which could be seen as 

encouraging violence against the Jewish venues. In addition, Nabulsi’s Twitter profile includes 

violence: "the kind of conversation between the sword and the neck you mean?"  

 

  ·m_h_b_n_ · 9:06 PM · Aug 8, 2022@مهيب •

Want to show solidarity with your Palestinian friends right now? You’re in luck, coz 

zionism is a global enterprise, and there’s a node in the network near you. What you do 

with this information is up to you. Be bold comrades. 1/  

 

 ·m_h_b_n_ · 9:06 PM · Aug 8, 2022@مهيب •

"Isra*li" cafes, restaurants and falafel joints. These institutions are a crucial component 

of "isra*l's" global genocidal campaign. They attempt to erase Palestinian culture in the 

places—such as so-called Aus—that fund and help make possible isra*li settler-

colonialism 2/  

 

  ·m_h_b_n_ · 9:06 PM · Aug 8, 2022@مهيب •

Here’s a list of some of the “isra*li” owned cafes/restaurants/falafel shops in 

Naarm/Melbourne 4/ 

 

  ·m_h_b_n_ · 9:06 PM · Aug 8, 2022@مهيب •

Naarm/Melbourne:  

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007356436119&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo4MjEyMzYyODcyMTIyMjA2XzU5NjYxMTMyNTM4MDc1Nw%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXznmz8NhZzLIKLNn03-eDawJublLYxMVpYvPRWHamO9Dd3hWM1_a9V3zTjkt_2iNlsItOulqL7LqZVvcUDT97ofeUhB2c_S-KTZGq_0LOxb530sRP3bxaB3fYWbiCjbjsv6xUbGSbE5JSlsh9zYdx97aRxO6nXJEbiTzNPvKdVEaBCF0ofpRjYtvv0yAC12S8&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AusForEquality/
https://www.facebook.com/AusForEquality/posts/pfbid0g8crvZPGFdcGyJhRAtE1E9rWPMzkhzHBBuzYqQbWZ5B1wbXbknJZ6w7JowCXnrrQl
https://www.facebook.com/yvonne.yunes.96?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo4MjY4MTQ4MzA5ODc2OTk1XzExNTk5Njg3ODE1NzAxMjg%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUVuAhskZRt2W1Mi5-F5sercyQQ2AL4KguyM0mxcdwxunmtBZV3QiRUYArywoQmHVEkvqe9-BIVOpR6uR7lLvVtWup0jF57TbySb5K8qWDBn7tQtuNqBnGndebGj8CQtTXK_ts7No0SvmyDGIR9gU_IySOUol23BtutozmGiM8ft61uSp2DLY-5TIe8bCwZKqQ&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/maxim.grosky?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo4MjY4MTQ4MzA5ODc2OTk1XzMyNjY5MTI3NjAxOTY2NTk%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUVuAhskZRt2W1Mi5-F5sercyQQ2AL4KguyM0mxcdwxunmtBZV3QiRUYArywoQmHVEkvqe9-BIVOpR6uR7lLvVtWup0jF57TbySb5K8qWDBn7tQtuNqBnGndebGj8CQtTXK_ts7No0SvmyDGIR9gU_IySOUol23BtutozmGiM8ft61uSp2DLY-5TIe8bCwZKqQ&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/AusForEquality/
https://www.facebook.com/AusForEquality/posts/pfbid0aLUEekJxjGSJyRXD3ZwZEcBsLhSoDadY8t3QK7j4xy3FVsXCY3CEUr2VB3CRDeiRl
https://www.facebook.com/yvonne.yunes.96?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo4MjY4MTU1MzA2NTQyOTYyXzY2OTIwNjg5NDUzNTA4Ng%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUgu7OsyAcPYDH5jaDcTj6LEwmxocigCc_T_OcL2i_KLyJGAIIvWqFEgJKZpG-dAwchV5-v76mFM1Z3aKOVQFoupr58ZyJVtUXHiz1oCP6MaxWeZVZHnBWyA3QojB9fWOBJ7_z2qMfLdMr7g0XhyniSOREzwziNilOWTNJyLFRQkHCCxoeiByUsjZNRp8Ti504&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_/status/1556597650019217408
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
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Very good Falafel (629 Sydney Rd, Brunswick)  

Just Falafs (207 St. Georges Rd, Fitzroy North)  

Miznon (59 Hardware Lane, Melbourne)  

New Jaffa (32 Stanley St, Collingwood) Falafel Omisi (359 Hawthorn Rd, Caulfield)  

The Left-Handed Chef (108 Bank St, South Melb) 5/ 

 

  ·m_h_b_n_ · 9:06 PM · Aug 8, 2022@مهيب •

This is just the tip of the ice-berg. But I am tired. Please feel free to add other "isra*li" 

restaurants in so-called aus to this thread 6/ 

 

Previous to these Tweets, Nabulsi posted: 

 

  ·m_h_b_n_ ·  2:50 PM · Aug 7, 2022@مهيب •

by any means necessary. by any means necessary. by any means necessary. by any 

means necessary. by any means necessary. by any means necessary. by any means 

necessary. by any means necessary. by any means necessary. by any means necessary. 

by any means necessary. by any means 

 

  ·m_h_b_n_ · 3:55 PM · Aug 7, 2022@مهيب •

gotta take a walk before I tweet something that'll probly have the feds at my door 

 

Nabulsi responded in reference to his series of 6 tweets: 

 

 ·m_h_b_n_ · 10:51 AM · Aug 12, 2022@مهيب •

I've been off Twitter coz zionists from Canberra to Washington DC tried to get my 

account suspended and I was locked out, but eventually all my tweets were cleared of 

violating Twitter's "community standards." 

 

  ·m_h_b_n_ · 3:54 PM · Aug 10, 2022@مهيب •

In the last 24 hours I've been called a "scumbag," "terrorist," "parasite" and more by 

zionists. But I'm smiling now. You'll see why in a month or so  

 

The last Tweet by Nabulsi, elicited this concerned response: 

ddat @yddatg · Aug 11, 2022·  

Replying to @m_h_b_n_ Why? You planning on blowing up a Jewish cafe to own the zionists 

on the other side of the world? 

 

NB. Muhib Nabulsi was invited by Amnesty International Australia as a guest speaker for an 

event in July 2022: “Amnesty International Australia notes that: “... Our guest speaker, Muhib 

Nabulsi will lead a discussion on ‘Solidarity with Palestine from so-called Australia.’ ... July 

14, 2022 ... We have invited Muhib Nabulsi, a representative of Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions 

(BDS) movement Australia and programmer for the Palestinian Film Festival to speak.”” 

https://www.amnesty.org.au/events/film-and-guest-speaker-on-palestine/ 

 

 

Shayne Chester 

• Shayne Chester@shayne_chester · Feb 1, 2022· 

Replying to @profbensaul @jennineak and 4 others 

The power of the Zionist lobby over any media commentary about Palestine is a bit 

terrifying.  

https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
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https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
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https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
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https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_/status/1557892467584024577
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
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https://twitter.com/yddatg
https://twitter.com/yddatg
https://twitter.com/yddatg
https://twitter.com/yddatg
https://twitter.com/yddatg
https://twitter.com/yddatg
https://twitter.com/yddatg
https://twitter.com/m_h_b_n_
https://www.amnesty.org.au/events/film-and-guest-speaker-on-palestine/
https://twitter.com/shayne_chester
https://twitter.com/shayne_chester
https://twitter.com/shayne_chester/status/1488287169739321349
https://twitter.com/profbensaul
https://twitter.com/jennineak
https://twitter.com/shayne_chester/status/1488287169739321349/people
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Bazzio101  

 
 

 
Bazzio101@Bazzio101 · Jun 25, 2022 

 

 

 
Bazzio101@Bazzio101 · Jul 7, 2022 

 
 

 

 
Bazzio101@Bazzio101 · Sep 3, 2022 

 
 

 

 
Bazzio101@Bazzio101 · Sep 5, 2022 

 

 

 
Bazzio101@Bazzio101 · Jul 4, 2022 

 

 
Bazzio101@Bazzio101 · Sep 7, 2022 

 

 

https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1544956085370384385/photo/1
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1544956085370384385/photo/1
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1544956085370384385
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1565924196869296128/photo/1
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1565924196869296128/photo/1
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1565924196869296128
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1566632181216059395/photo/1
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1566632181216059395/photo/1
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1566632181216059395
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1543839337992753152/photo/1
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1543839337992753152/photo/1
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1543839337992753152
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1567395152058269696/photo/1
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1567395152058269696/photo/1
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1567395152058269696
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1544956085370384385/photo/1
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1543839337992753152/photo/1
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1567395152058269696/photo/1
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• Bazzio101@Bazzio101 · Aug 8, 2022 · 

NazIsrael Never Again? #ZioFascism #FreePalestine 

 

• Bazzio101@Bazzio101 · Sep 5, 2022 

#Israel NazIsrael #Apartheid ZioNazis 

 

• Bazzio101@Bazzio101 · Sep 7, 2022 

NazIsrael #Apartheid ZioNazis #Israel 

 

• Bazzio101@Bazzio101 · Sep 7, 2022 

#Israel NazIsrael #StopIsraeliTerrorism Defend Palestinians 

 

• Bazzio101@Bazzio101 · Sep 11, 2022 

NazIsrael #Apartheid ZioNazis #StopIsraeliTerrorism Defend Palestinians 

 

• Bazzio101@Bazzio101 · Sep 11, 2022 

#CrimesAgainstHumanity #RacialSupremacy #Apartheid ZioNazis NazIsrael 

 

 

Josh Feldman, a Jewish writer, posted the image of anti-Israel graffiti “Fuck Zionism” daubed 

at the University of Melbourne, condemning the graffiti. His post elicited anti-Jewish 

comments composed of images. 

 

Josh Feldman@joshrfeldman · May 27, 2022·  

This vile graffiti is at @UniMelb. This is what happens when you demonise the Jewish rights. 

This is what happens when you tell Jews they’re unwelcome, and their voices unwanted. This 

is what paves the way for physical attacks on Jews. Happy @UMSUunimelb? 

 

Comments and images in response: 

 

 

Diana@diana_ea23 · May 28, 2022· 

Replying to @joshrfeldman@UniMelb 

Fuck zionism 

 

 
 

 

khalid#freepalestine@khalidnotmiddl1 · 

May 28, 2022· 

Replying to @joshrfeldman@UniMelb 

So sad people hate zionism .i wonder why  

 
 

 

https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/hashtag/ZioFascism?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/FreePalestine?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1566632181216059395
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Israel?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Apartheid?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1567351549088911360
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Apartheid?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Israel?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1567395152058269696
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Israel?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/StopIsraeliTerrorism?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1568784099414003712
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Apartheid?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/StopIsraeliTerrorism?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1568835225685487616%20Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1568835225685487616%20Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101
https://twitter.com/Bazzio101/status/1568835225685487616
https://twitter.com/hashtag/CrimesAgainstHumanity?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/RacialSupremacy?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Apartheid?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/joshrfeldman
https://twitter.com/joshrfeldman
https://twitter.com/joshrfeldman
https://twitter.com/joshrfeldman
https://twitter.com/joshrfeldman
https://twitter.com/UniMelb
https://twitter.com/UMSUunimelb
https://twitter.com/diana_ea23
https://twitter.com/diana_ea23
https://twitter.com/diana_ea23
https://twitter.com/diana_ea23/status/1530523266808520705
https://twitter.com/joshrfeldman
https://twitter.com/UniMelb
https://twitter.com/diana_ea23/status/1530523266808520705/photo/1
https://twitter.com/diana_ea23/status/1530523266808520705/photo/1
https://twitter.com/khalidnotmiddl1
https://twitter.com/khalidnotmiddl1
https://twitter.com/khalidnotmiddl1
https://twitter.com/khalidnotmiddl1/status/1530467301178298368
https://twitter.com/joshrfeldman
https://twitter.com/UniMelb
https://twitter.com/khalidnotmiddl1/status/1530467301178298368/photo/1
https://twitter.com/khalidnotmiddl1/status/1530467301178298368/photo/1
https://twitter.com/diana_ea23/status/1530523266808520705/photo/1
https://twitter.com/khalidnotmiddl1/status/1530467301178298368/photo/1
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ARTICLES 

Articles by several people on a various websites were published which invoked anti-Jewish 

stereotypes about supposed Jewish power and control, often in terms of “the Lobby”, as well 

as opposition to the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism, and fabrications and false 

claims about Israel. Some were on mainstream media sites, most were on websites run by 

individuals or groups. The articles are in chronological order. 

 

 

Israel lobby’s overreach far exceeded any other diaspora community 

Bob Carr, Oct 9, 2021 

https://johnmenadue.com/bob-carr-israel-lobbys-overreach-far-exceeded-any-other-diaspora-

community/ 

“The former editor of The Sydney Morning Herald John Lyons has done democracy a service 

by publishing a small book exposing the most concerted and best funded foreign influence 

operation in Australia: the Israel lobby and in particular its dogged attempts to shape media 

coverage of the Israel-Palestine conflict.” 

 

In our view, the following example in the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism applies 

to the above passage: 

“Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of 

Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations.” 

 

 

Anti-Zionism is not antisemitism  

by Jake Lynch, 17 May 2022 

https://www.greenleft.org.au/content/anti-zionism-not-antisemitism 

https://johnmenadue.com/anti-zionism-is-not-anti-semitism/ 

“... But no inconsistency is perceived between such criticism of a specific violent incident, and 

the violence intrinsic to Zionism itself. ... Israel’s treatment of Palestinians amounts to the 

internationally recognised crime of apartheid. Again, this is integral to Zionism, not incidental. 

... The pushback from Israel and its lobby groups around the world has seen no attempt to refute 

such findings. Rather, the tactic is to block discussion by equating such thoroughgoing 

criticisms with anti-semitism. Central to this tactic is the definition of anti-semitism circulated 

by the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) ...  

 

“Crucially, the IHRA definition blurs the distinction between anti-Jewish racism and criticism 

of Israel. In accompanying examples, it is claimed to be anti-semitic to label the Jewish state 

as a “racist endeavour” even though, as recorded by Amnesty, the secondary status of non-

Jews was built into it from the outset. Declaring Israel a “settler-colonial state” also falls foul 

of this clause. ... Another IHRA example of anti-semitism is defined as denying “the Jewish 

right to self-determination” ... Secondly, the phrase, “Jewish right to self-determination” is a 

non-sequitur. ... There is no Jewish right to self-determination for the same reason that there is 

no Buddhist, Hindu, Islamic or Christian right. ...”  

 

In our view, the following examples in the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism applies 

to the above passage: 

Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the 

existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor. 

 

the targeting of the state of Israel, conceived as a Jewish collectivity. 

https://johnmenadue.com/bob-carr-israel-lobbys-overreach-far-exceeded-any-other-diaspora-community/
https://johnmenadue.com/bob-carr-israel-lobbys-overreach-far-exceeded-any-other-diaspora-community/
https://www.greenleft.org.au/content/anti-zionism-not-antisemitism
https://johnmenadue.com/anti-zionism-is-not-anti-semitism/
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UN Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Occupied Palestinian 

Territory, East Jerusalem & Israel 

By John Brennan, Jun 26, 2022 

https://johnmenadue.com/un-independent-international-commission-of-inquiry-on-the-

occupied-palestinian-territory-east-jerusalem-israel/ 

“... Historical Aspects of the Zionist Agenda. ... Since the successful Zionist creation of the 

Jewish Israeli State, afforded by the UN in 1948, the Jews, believing that God had given them 

the status as his chosen people, therefore reasoned that Palestine was exclusively theirs.”  

 

In our view, the following examples in the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism apply 

to the above passage: 

Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the 

existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor. 

 

Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about 

Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not 

exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, 

economy, government or other societal institutions.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://johnmenadue.com/un-independent-international-commission-of-inquiry-on-the-occupied-palestinian-territory-east-jerusalem-israel/
https://johnmenadue.com/un-independent-international-commission-of-inquiry-on-the-occupied-palestinian-territory-east-jerusalem-israel/
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8. RESPONSES to ANTISEMITISM  
 

 

“Fighting antisemitism is a responsibility for the society at large and must not be left to the 

Jewish community. Antisemitism needs to be fought on all levels and by all possible actors.” 

- Katharina von Schnurbein, EU Coordinator on Combating Antisemitism (10 Feb. 2016)  

 

 

Introduction  

Major counters to antisemitism are public condemnations of it by those in positions of 

leadership within society, including politicians, academics, clergy, editors and journalists, 

businesspeople, trade unionists, and other community leaders.  

 

In addition, government policies and legislation which discourage or restrict antisemitism and 

other forms of racism, and protect Jews and other targeted groups, play a major role in 

countering antisemitism. In addition to providing individuals and groups who are the targets of 

racism with the legal means to defend themselves, legislation plays an educative role by setting 

a community standard that conveys a strong message that public manifestations of racism are 

unacceptable.  

 

This section includes a summary of public counters to antisemitism that continued to operate 

and achieve prominence in Australia during the year in review, including legal and quasi-legal 

measures, government responses, political leadership, educational responses, and expressions 

of solidarity by ethnic communities.   

 

 

“It is incumbent upon a society’s leaders and legislators  

not only to condemn antisemitism  

but to ensure that effective laws are in place  

to counter hate-motivated attacks  

against any group and to  

deal with anyone who advocates violence.” 
 

Julie Nathan, ECAJ Research Director, 20 April 2022 

https://www.jwire.com.au/anti-jewish-incidents-in-australia-up-35-in-2021/ 

 

 

 

LEGAL and Quasi-LEGAL MEASURES 

 

• Anti-vilification Laws: Commonwealth and state, civil and criminal 

The following table is composed of racial vilification laws, although some of these laws also 

prohibit vilification that is based on attributes other than race. Most states have both civil and 

criminal vilification laws, while two states have only one form. Of note, under Australian law, 

Jews are categorised as a ‘race’ due to Jews having “a common ethnic origin”, as Jewish 

identity encompasses both national and religious aspects.   

 

https://www.jwire.com.au/anti-jewish-incidents-in-australia-up-35-in-2021/
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Juris- 

diction 

STATUTE 

Cth 

civil 

Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth) – Part IIA 

s.18C: Offensive behaviour because of race, colour or national or ethnic origin 

“It is unlawful...  to do an act ... if the act is reasonably likely, in all the 

circumstances, to offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate another person or a group 

of people ... because of the race, colour or national or ethnic origin of the other 

person or of some or all of the people in the group.” 

https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2004A04951 

[Note, the exemptions in s.18D] 

 

Cth 

criminal 

Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) 

80.2A   Urging violence against racial and religious groups  

80.2B   Urging violence against members of racial and religious groups  

80.2D   Advocating Genocide 

471.11   Using a postal or similar service to make a threat  

471.12   Using a postal or similar service to menace, harass or cause offence   

474.15   Using a carriage service to make a threat  

474.17   Using a carriage service to menace, harass or cause offence   

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/cca1995115/sch1.html 

 

ACT 

civil 

 

Anti-Discrimination Act 1991 (ACT)   

s.67A: Inciting hatred, revulsion, serious contempt or severe ridicule 

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/act/consol_act/da1991164/s67a.html  

 

ACT 

criminal 

 

Criminal Code 2002 (ACT)  

s.750: Public act; threat; recklessly inciting hatred, revulsion, serious contempt 

or severe ridicule 

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/act/consol_act/cc200294/s750.html  

 

NSW 

civil 

Anti-Discrimination Act 1977 (NSW) 

s. 20C Racial vilification unlawful: to incite hatred towards, serious contempt 

for, or severe ridicule of, a person or group of persons on the ground of the race 

of the person or members of the group.  

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/aa1977204/s20c.html 

 

NSW 

criminal 

 

Crimes Act 1900 (NSW) 

s.93Z: Publicly Threatening and Inciting Violence 

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/ca190082/s93z.html 

 

s.93ZA: Offence of displaying Nazi symbols 

http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/ca190082/s93za.html  

 

Qld  

civil 

 

Anti-Discrimination Act 1991 (Qld) 

s.124A: Publicly threatening or inciting hatred, serious contempt or severe 

ridicule 

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/qld/consol_act/aa1991204/s124a.html 

 

https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2004A04951
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/cca1995115/sch1.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/act/consol_act/da1991164/s67a.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/act/consol_act/cc200294/s750.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/aa1977204/s20c.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/ca190082/s93z.html
http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/ca190082/s93za.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/qld/consol_act/aa1991204/s124a.html
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QLD 

criminal 

Anti-Discrimination Act 1991 (QLD)  

s.131A: Publicly inciting hatred, serious contempt or severe ridicule by 

threatening harm or inciting others to threaten harm 

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/qld/consol_act/aa1991204/s131a.html 

 

SA 

civil 

Civil Liability Act 1936 (SA)  

s.73: Publicly inciting hatred, serious contempt or severe ridicule 

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/sa/consol_act/cla1936161/s73.html  

 

SA 

criminal 

Racial Vilification Act 1996 (SA)  

s.4: Publicly inciting hatred, serious contempt or severe ridicule by threatening 

physical harm or inciting others to threaten physical harm 

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/sa/consol_act/rva1996176/s4.html  

 

Tas 

civil 

 

Anti-Discrimination Act 1998 (Tas) 

s.19: Publicly inciting hatred or serious contempt or severe ridicule 

https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1998-046 

 

Tas  no criminal provision 

Vic  

civil 

 

Racial and Religious Tolerance Act 2001 (Vic)  

s.7: Publicly inciting hatred, serious contempt, revulsion or severe ridicule  

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/consol_act/rarta2001265/s7.html 

 

Vic  

criminal 

 

Racial and Religious Tolerance Act 2001 (Vic)  

s.24: Inciting hatred; threatening or inciting others to threaten physical harm; 

intentional conduct that is likely to incite serious contempt, revulsion or severe 

ridicule 

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/consol_act/rarta2001265/s24.html  

 

Summary Offences Act 1966 (Vic) 

s.41K: Public display of Nazi symbols [limited to Nazi swastika – see 

explanation below) 

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/num_act/soaspa202229o2022565/s3.html 

 

WA  no civil provision  

WA 

criminal 

Criminal Code Act 1913 (WA) - Amendment (Racial Vilification) Act 2004  

Section 6: 

s. 77. Conduct intended to incite racial animosity or racist harassment  

s. 78. Conduct likely to incite racial animosity or racist harassment  

s. 79. Possession of material for dissemination with intent to incite racial animosity 

or racist harassment  

s. 80. Possession of material for dissemination if material likely to incite racial 

animosity or racist harassment  

s. 80A. Conduct intended to racially harass  

s. 80B. Conduct likely to racially harass  

s. 80C. Possession of material for display with intent to racially harass  

s. 80D. Possession of material for display if material likely to racially harass  

http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi-

bin/viewdoc/au/legis/wa/num_act/ccava200480o2004396/s6.html 

 

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/qld/consol_act/aa1991204/s131a.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/sa/consol_act/cla1936161/s73.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/sa/consol_act/rva1996176/s4.html
https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1998-046
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/consol_act/rarta2001265/s7.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/consol_act/rarta2001265/s24.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/num_act/soaspa202229o2022565/s3.html
http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/legis/wa/num_act/ccava200480o2004396/s6.html
http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/legis/wa/num_act/ccava200480o2004396/s6.html
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HUMAN RIGHTS and ANTI-RACISM BODIES  

There are Federal and State bodies that deal with anti-racism and human rights in each state. 

Federally and in NSW and Victoria, the two most populous states, these include:  

 

• Australian Human Rights Commission (AHRC)  

https://humanrights.gov.au/  

 

• NSW Anti-Discrimination Board  

http://www.antidiscrimination.justice.nsw.gov.au/   

 

• Multicultural NSW  

https://multicultural.nsw.gov.au/   

 

• Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission  

https://www.humanrightscommission.vic.gov.au/   

 

• Victorian Multicultural Commission  

https://www.multicultural.vic.gov.au/  

 

 

 

• Australian Human Rights Commission: Definition of Racial Vilification 

 

What is racial hatred or racial vilification?  

 

Racial hatred (sometimes referred to as vilification) is doing something in public based on 

the race, colour, national or ethnic origin of a person or group of people which is likely to 

offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate. Examples of racial hatred may include:  

 

• racially offensive material on the internet, including eforums, blogs, social 

networking sites and video sharing sites  

 

• racially offensive comments or images in a newspaper, magazine or other 

publication such as a leaflet or flyer  

 

• racially offensive speeches at a public rally  

 

• racially abusive comments in a public place, such as a shop, workplace, park, on 

public transport or at school  

 

• racially abusive comments at sporting events by players, spectators, coaches or 

officials.  

 

Source: https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/race-discrimination/publications/know-

your-rights-racial-discrimination-and-vilification  

 

 

 

 

https://humanrights.gov.au/
http://www.antidiscrimination.justice.nsw.gov.au/
https://multicultural.nsw.gov.au/
https://www.humanrightscommission.vic.gov.au/
https://www.multicultural.vic.gov.au/
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/race-discrimination/publications/know-your-rights-racial-discrimination-and-vilification
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/race-discrimination/publications/know-your-rights-racial-discrimination-and-vilification
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GOVERNMENTAL RESPONSES 

 

• Victorian Parliament: Inquiry into Extremism in Victoria  

The Legal and Social Issues Committee of the Victorian Legislative Assembly held an Inquiry 

into Extremism in Victoria. This opened on 7 February 2022 and closed on 30 August 2022. 

The Terms of Reference focused only on “the rise of the far-right extremist movements in 

Victoria”. It did not include other forms of extremism.  

https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/lsic-lc/inquiry/1033 

 

The Jewish Community Council of Victoria (JCCV), Australia/Israel & Jewish Affairs Council 

(AIJAC) and Online Hate Prevention Institute (OHPI) lodged submissions to the Inquiry. On 

14 and 15 June 2022, people from three Jewish organisations – ECAJ (Julie Nathan), JCCV 

(Naomi Levin, Daniel Aghion), AIJAC (Dr Colin Rubenstein, Jeremy Jones) – and from OHPI 

(Dr Andre Oboler, Dr Nasya Bahfen) addressed the Inquiry hearings. 

https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/lsic-lc/article/4892  

 

 

• Queensland Parliament: Inquiry into serious vilification and hate crimes 

The Legal Affairs and Safety Committee of the Queensland Parliament, in 2021, held an 

‘Inquiry into serious vilification and hate crimes.’ The Committee’s report to the Legislative 

Assembly (ie Parliament) was tabled on 31 January 2022, and is available at:  

https://documents.parliament.qld.gov.au/tableoffice/tabledpapers/2022/5722T26.pdf 

The Queensland government’s response to the report was to accept all 17 Recommendations, 

and is available at: 

https://documents.parliament.qld.gov.au/tableoffice/tabledpapers/2022/5722T717-4755.pdf 

 

 

• South Australian Parliament: Inquiry into Neo-Nazi Symbols 

“The Malinauskas Labor Government will move to establish a Parliamentary committee 

inquiry into the use of Neo-Nazi symbols. This inquiry comes after the National Socialist 

Network was photographed giving a fascist salute in front of the Adelaide Holocaust Museum, 

and other recent vandalism involving antisemitic stickers. Issues to be looked at include: 

The symbols used to identify and promote Neo-Nazi groups, and options to prohibit their 

display; The activities of Neo-Nazi and other ideologically-motivated extremist groups in 

South Australia; Discrimination faced by Jewish South Australians and other targeted groups 

within the community; Prohibitions on such symbols in other jurisdictions.” 

https://www.zoebettison.com.au/government_to_support_parliamentary_inquiry_into_neo_n

azi_symbols 2 September 2022 

 

 

• Victorian Government: ban of Nazi swastika 

Victorian Premier Daniel Andrews stated on 21 June 2022: “Victoria has become the first 

Australian state or territory to ban the public display of the Nazi symbol in recognition of its 

role in inciting antisemitism and hate. The Summary Offences Amendment (Nazi Symbol 

Prohibition) Bill 2022 was passed today which makes it a criminal offence for a person to 

intentionally display the Nazi symbol (the Hakenkreuz, often referred to as the Nazi swastika) 

in public. Anyone who intentionally displays the Nazi symbol in public will face penalties of 

up to almost $22,000, 12 months imprisonment or both. This landmark passing sends a clear 

message that the dissemination of Nazi and Neo-nazi ideology through the public display of 

the Nazi symbol has no place in Victoria...” The law comes into effect in December 2022. 

https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/lsic-lc/inquiry/1033
https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/lsic-lc/article/4892
https://documents.parliament.qld.gov.au/tableoffice/tabledpapers/2022/5722T26.pdf
https://documents.parliament.qld.gov.au/tableoffice/tabledpapers/2022/5722T717-4755.pdf
https://www.zoebettison.com.au/government_to_support_parliamentary_inquiry_into_neo_nazi_symbols
https://www.zoebettison.com.au/government_to_support_parliamentary_inquiry_into_neo_nazi_symbols
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https://www.premier.vic.gov.au/nazi-hate-symbols-now-banned-victoria  

 

It is to be noted that the legislation only refers to the Nazi swastika, and not to other Nazi 

symbols. Under ‘Definitions’ in the legislation: 

• “Nazi symbol means— (a) a Hakenkreuz, being a symbol of a cross with the arms bent 

at right angles in a clockwise direction; or (b) a symbol that so nearly resembles the 

symbol referred to in paragraph (a) that it is likely to be confused with or mistaken for 

that symbol; Example A cross with the arms bent at right angles in a counter clockwise 

direction.” 

https://content.legislation.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2022-06/22-029aa%20authorised.pdf 

 

Jaclyn Symes, Victorian state Attorney-General, 11 May 2022: 

“Victoria will become the first Australian state or territory to ban the public display of the Nazi 

symbol in recognition of its role in inciting antisemitism and hate.” 

 

Ros Spence, Victorian Minister for Multicultural Affairs, 21 June 2022: 

“These laws are part of our unwavering commitment to challenge antisemitism, hatred and 

racism wherever and whenever they occur." 

 

 

• NSW Government: ban of Nazi symbols 

The NSW parliament passed the following law on 11 August 2022.  

https://www.nsw.gov.au/media-releases/public-display-of-nazi-symbols-banned-nsw 

 

• “Crimes Act 1900 - SECT 93ZA Offence of displaying Nazi symbols  

(1) A person who knowingly displays, by public act and without reasonable excuse, a 

Nazi symbol commits an offence. Maximum penalty— (a) for an individual—100 

penalty units or imprisonment for 12 months, or both, or (b) for a corporation—500 

penalty units.  

(2) For subsection (1), the display of a swastika in connection with Buddhism, 

Hinduism or Jainism does not constitute the display of a Nazi symbol.  

(3) Also, without limiting subsection (1), a reasonable excuse includes the display of a 

Nazi symbol done reasonably and in good faith— (a) for an academic, artistic or 

educational purpose, or (b) for another purpose in the public interest.  

(4) In this section— public act has the same meaning as in section 93Z.” 

http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/ca190082/s93za.html 

 

“The bill deliberately takes the approach of not defining the term ‘Nazi symbol’ to ensure that 

the offence is broad enough to capture all relevant traditional, well-known symbols associated 

with the Nazi regime, and not just the Nazi Hakenkreuz.” 

https://www.australianjewishnews.com/game-changing-bill-bans-nazi-symbols/ 

 

 

• Queensland Government: intention to ban hate symbols 

Annastacia Palaszczuk MP [Premier of Queensland] · May 26, 2022  

“BREAKING: Queensland will ban the public display of hate symbols. We do not do this 

lightly or without good reason. Late last year, police seized a Nazi flag flown near a Brisbane 

synagogue. Only a few months earlier, a train carriage in the suburbs was graffitied with Nazi 

slogans. Today I’m announcing our intention to introduce legislation to parliament that will 

make it a criminal offence to display symbols promoting hatred and causing fear. These crimes 

https://www.premier.vic.gov.au/nazi-hate-symbols-now-banned-victoria
https://content.legislation.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2022-06/22-029aa%20authorised.pdf
https://www.nsw.gov.au/media-releases/public-display-of-nazi-symbols-banned-nsw
http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/ca190082/s93za.html
https://www.australianjewishnews.com/game-changing-bill-bans-nazi-symbols/
https://www.facebook.com/annastaciamp/posts/pfbid04dwqXcP5hvD8bHtCEC6mVQppNdwkhyfNLdzWgP5H8yL8E5v66kGEU19zRvhvLoSpl
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are not harmless. Nor are their ideologies. They are to be called out, confronted and 

condemned.” 

 

 

• Tasmanian Government: intention to ban Nazi symbols 

On 5 June 2022, Elise Archer, Tasmanian Attorney-General, announced that the “Tasmanian 

Liberal Government will introduce legislation to criminalise the display of Nazi symbols, 

including the swastika, when used for hate and fear.” 

https://www.premier.tas.gov.au/site_resources_2015/additional_releases/criminalising_nazi_s

ymbols_displayed_to_cause_hate_or_fear 

 

 

• Adoption of IHRA working definition of Antisemitism  

The International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) Working Definition of 

Antisemitism has been adopted in Australia by the following federal, state, and local 

government bodies: Australian federal government (Oct. 2021) with bipartisan support; NSW 

state government (Dec. 2021); NSW state parliament’s Legislative Council (March 2022); 

Victorian state government and parliament (May 2022); South Australian state parliament’s 

Legislative Council (July 2022); Waverley Council, in Sydney (Nov. 2021); Glen Eira City 

Council, in Melbourne (April 2022). 

 

 

POLITICAL LEADERSHIP 

Australia held a federal election on 22 May 2022, resulting in a change of government, and 

some MPs losing their parliamentary positions and/or seats. Some of the following statements 

are in response to state parliamentary debates on banning Nazi symbols and many on adopting 

the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism. All statements were made during the year in 

review.  

 

• Scott Morrison, Prime Minister (until 22 May 2022), Liberal, 27 Jan. 2022: 

“The virus of anti-Semitism still lives in our world. We know its symptoms … the de--

platforming, the cancelling and silencing of the Jewish people. ... The boycotting of Jewish 

businesses and Jewish artists hidden under the guise of geopolitical lobbying. The threats to 

Jewish leaders. The attacks on Jewish places of worship. The blaming of Jewish people for 

every ill in the world. And the willingness of humanity to see differences in others as threats 

and not shared expressions of the kaleidoscope of our humanity.” 

 

• Scott Morrison, Prime Minister (until 22 May 2022), Liberal, 24 Feb. 2022: 

“This is why the [Safer Communities Fund] program exists. My most enduring memory of 

these issues was as a young boy driving past Temple Emanuel and I asked Dad, why are all 

these people standing outside? And he explained it to me. That has always stuck with me, and 

it’s a great shame that we need this in this country. It’s a great shame that Josh Frydenberg as 

Treasurer has to have a close personal protection detail. I was treasurer for three years, I didn’t 

need it at all. He doesn’t have it because he’s the treasurer. He has it because he’s Jewish. And 

I think that’s just appalling that that is necessary. But this is a fact. And it’s a real fact that 

people of Jewish faith deal with every single day. And that always breaks my heart that’s the 

case. So we will always be stepping up doing everything we can, so that young Jewish boys 

and girls can go to school, they can go to temple, they can come together as community, they 

can do all those things and enjoy that in the same way that all other Australians can and to be 

fair, I want people of all religious faiths to be able to do that.” 

https://www.premier.tas.gov.au/site_resources_2015/additional_releases/criminalising_nazi_symbols_displayed_to_cause_hate_or_fear
https://www.premier.tas.gov.au/site_resources_2015/additional_releases/criminalising_nazi_symbols_displayed_to_cause_hate_or_fear
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Statement in response to the question: “The Jewish community were beneficiaries recently 

under the safer communities fund. I just wanted a comment on the importance of continuing to 

keep Jewish communities and institutions secure?” 

 

• Dave Sharma, federal Member for Wentworth in Sydney (until 22 May 2022), Liberal, 

1 Feb. 2022: 

“Unfortunately, the Jewish community in Wentworth has been the target of a number of attacks 

in recent years. There is a demonstrated need for strengthened security measures to ensure the 

community can practise their faith in freedom and without fear. I am pleased that I have been 

able to help secure such funding from the government. Examples of antisemitism are still far 

too prevalent in Australia. It is important we do all we can to protect vulnerable communities 

from this and other forms of intolerance and bigotry. I will continue to speak up for and protect 

the Australian Jewish community.” 

 

• Bill Shorten, Labor MP, Leader of Federal Opposition (2013-2019), 16 Feb. 2022: 

“That weeping sore on the history of the 20th century — anti-Semitism — is unfortunately not 

a thing of the history books” 

 

• Tim Wilson, Liberal MP for Goldstein (until 22 May 2022), 5 May 2022:  

“Sitting at the heart of the BDS movement is a deep antisemitism and a selective focus targeting 

Israel on a standard that would never be applied to any other country. It’s not just disgusting 

and despicable, it’s antisemitism that needs to be called out.” 

 

• James Paterson, Senator for Victoria, Liberal, 14 Aug. 2022: 

“All racism is evil, but there’s a particularly deep and old sickness in humanity of antisemitism, 

and those who have the opportunity in public life to keep it at bay … must uphold that 

opportunity.” 

 

• Hollie Hughes, Senator for NSW, Liberal, 6 Sep. 2022: 

“Last week ... we did was a visit to Ramallah. Whilst in Ramallah, we met with the Palestinian 

prime minister and were given a tour through what is referred to as a refugee camp but is a 

settlement; these are permanent buildings. Perhaps one of the most disturbing things I have 

ever seen was pointed out by our Palestinian guide; to quote her, this monument we were 

looking at was to commemorate 'the suicide bombers who had killed Jewish civilians'. These 

people were being immortalised in monuments in this centre in Ramallah. I spoke to the Prime 

Minister of Palestine from the PA in his office about this and asked how, by immortalising 

these people, by not even adhering to the basic principles of the rule of war, by actively killing 

civilians, they could ever expect a conversation. But the fact is that the Palestinians have a 

policy that is colloquially known—in fact, I think it's even a bit more formal than that—as 'pay 

for slay'. If you kill a Jewish civilian and get sent to jail, you receive circa 12,000 shekels per 

month. That is three to four times what the average teacher gets paid. If you happen to be killed, 

your family receives this money. This money comes from the international community. It is a 

disgrace. And this is backed by the ABC, hence the removal of Fouad AbuGhosh's Twitter 

account.” 

 

• Peter Malinauskas, Premier of South Australia, Labor, 11 Aug. 2022: 

“antisemitism is to be abhorred, and my Government will not tolerate antisemitic behaviours 

in our community.” (in a private letter) 
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• Dominic Perrottet, Premier of NSW, Liberal, 16 Dec. 2021: 

“Antisemitism is one of the oldest forms of racism. Sadly, no place in the world is immune 

from its scourge. Yet there is no place for it anywhere in the world, and especially not in NSW. 

It goes against everything our proud, strong, multicultural state stands for. The hate must stop 

here. Today I’m proud to announce that the NSW Government will join our federal colleagues 

in embracing the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance working definition of 

antisemitism. To fight something, you need to be able to identify it. To be able to describe it. 

To name it. A definition is an essential and important tool. It’s a tool which empowers all those 

who fight this fight. ... We hear the Jewish community, and today we stand with them in the 

fight against antisemitism. This definition will make a difference. It will help people call out 

antisemitism wherever it hides. On social media. On educational campuses. On the streets of 

NSW. Embracing this definition is an important step to ensure our peaceful, vibrant, 

multicultural society remains just that.”  

 

• Mark Speakman, NSW Attorney-General, Liberal, Nov. 2021: 

“Antisemitism has no place in our society. Hate speech of any kind is abhorrent and stands 

contrary to the fundamental values of tolerance and equality that underpin our vibrant 

multicultural community.” 

 

• Anthony Roberts, NSW Minister for Counter Terrorism, Liberal, 5 Nov. 2021: 

“Symbols of hatred and antisemitism are unacceptable anywhere in our community. This 

government is committed to addressing racially motivated hate crime, racial discrimination, 

and racial vilification in NSW. And this includes public threats and incitement to violence on 

the basis of race or religion.” 

 

• Walt Secord, NSW MLC, Labor, speech to parliament on CRIMES AMENDMENT 

(DISPLAY OF NAZI SYMBOLS) BILL 2021, 13 Oct. 2021: 

“This is a bill which, after the Shoah—which saw the murder of six million Jews, including 

1.5 million children—I find distressing to see the need for. Unfortunately, due to the conspiracy 

theories and the rise of Neo-Nazi activity spurred on by social media, especially during 

COVID, we are seeing once again the display of Nazi symbols on the streets of our capital 

cities. ... between June 2018 and April 2020, there were at least 31 separate incidents reported 

to New South Wales police where Nazi flags and symbols were displayed in public places, 

aimed at intimidating and vilifying Jews. ... Nazism is a specific, fully formed and fully 

documented political ideology. ... For this reason, the display of Nazi symbols goes well 

beyond the realm of political debate or ordinary free speech. These are not symbols of ideas 

but acts of intimidation. They telegraph hate for individuals and hate for our society at large. 

A Nazi symbol is an offensive symbol in any context. Daubing a racist slogan on a temple, 

church, synagogue or mosque or carrying a Nazi flag is not an expression, it is an outright 

incitement to hatred and violence. It has no place in our society after so many Australians 

sacrificed their lives to rid the world of this scourge.” 

 

• Matthew Guy, Victorian Leader of the Liberal Party, 18 Nov. 2021:  

“The Victorian Liberal Party will always stand against intolerance and all forms of hate. This 

[IHRA definition] is a vital step to tackle anti-Semitism in our schools, communities and online 

so that everyone in our multicultural community can live free of hate. ... By adopting a uniform 

definition of antisemitism, law enforcement, community groups and social media operators are 

better informed to recognise and take action against instances of antisemitism. Every Victorian 

deserves to go about their daily lives free from fear of intolerance, abuse or violence based on 

who they are. With instances of anti-Semitic abuse, violence and property damage increasingly 
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common in our local communities, further action is need to combat the rise of hate and 

intolerance. This important commitment complements the Victorian Liberal Nationals’ policy 

commitment and campaign to ban the Nazi swastika announced in February 2020.” 

 

• David Southwick, Victorian Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party, 18 Nov. 2021:  

“Tragically, instances of antisemitism continue to rise across our community and no one should 

tolerate abuse based on who they are. The best way to stop hate is to educate and the adoption 

of this [IHRA] definition is an important step to take action against antisemitism.” 

 

• Dr Matt Bach, Victorian Shadow Attorney-General, Liberal, 18 Nov. 2021:  

“Abuse, violence and threats based on who a person is have no place in Victoria. This clear 

and uniform [IHRA] definition of antisemitism will help Victorians better understand, 

recognise and act against intolerance.” 

 

• Shayne Mallard, NSW MLC, Liberal, 23 March 2022:  

“There is no doubt that there is no place for antisemitism, hate speech or discrimination 

anywhere in the world, particularly in New South Wales. ... By adopting this [IHRA] 

definition—and I encourage members to read the definition in full—we are now able to clearly 

identify and call out antisemitism wherever it hides on the street and on social media.” 

 

• Scott Farlow, NSW MLC, Liberal, 23 March 2022:   

“This should not be controversial but some members seek to make it controversial. We need to 

stamp out antisemitism. We need to ensure that the Jewish people are protected wherever they 

may be around the world. The IHRA definition gives us an opportunity to define antisemitism 

to ensure that we stamp it out. Defining antisemitism does not in any way, shape or form limit 

people from criticising the actions of Israel or the democratic government in Israel, whichever 

hue it may be. In Israel, we know those hues are often rainbow coalitions.” 

 

• Natalie Ward, NSW MLC, Minister for Women's Safety, Liberal, 23 March 2022:  

“I support the motion [on IHRA] ... Antisemitism is on the rise and there is a report into 

antisemitism every year which ensures that we have a way of addressing this issue and 

identifying it and recording it. I wish we did not have such a report, but nonetheless we do. 

That is why the motion is important. ... Discrimination and public threats of violence have no 

place in New South Wales. The motion is seeking to endorse that in relation to antisemitism, 

which we know is on the rise, is a threat and must be addressed. ... Having such a definition 

ensures that we have an opportunity to focus on what antisemitism is and what it is not, and 

that is very clear and specific from the definition in the motion. In my experience, the Jewish 

community is not concerned about criticism; it embraces criticism. Israel is a highly democratic 

country and its Knesset demonstrates that. I support the motion.” 

 

• Dennis Hood, South Australian MLC, Liberal, 15 June 2022: 

“Although we do not hear about the antisemitic acts as defined by IHRA that are committed in 

our local communities very often now, we cannot deny that they are in fact occurring and 

perhaps at a higher rate than many of us are aware. Indeed, it is unfortunate that the Jewish 

community is one of the only groups within Australia whose places of worship, their schools, 

their communal organisations and community centres are required to operate under the 

protection of high fences in many cases, armed guards in some cases, metal detectors, CCTV 

cameras and the like, for security purposes. Our nation's law enforcement agencies have long 

recognised the necessity for these measures due to the higher incidence of physical attacks 

against Jews and their communal property in recent decades, and the threats that can continue 
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unabated. It is extraordinary to think that this is the case in our modern world, given the 

coverage of such incidents does not seem commonplace and appears to be disproportionate 

when we consider the level of attention similar acts of discrimination tend to receive when 

other ethnicities or religions are targeted. It is of great concern to me. Unfortunately, there is 

evidence to suggest that antisemitic incidents are actually occurring in our nation and, indeed, 

across the world and may in fact be on the rise. ... I believe that now more than ever our 

parliament has a responsibility to the South Australian Jewish community to do whatever it can 

to support local and global efforts to counter this phenomenon.” 

 

• Waverley Council: adoption of IHRA definition of antisemitism 

Waverley Council, in the eastern suburbs of Sydney, adopted the International Holocaust 

Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition of antisemitism, on 2 Nov 2021. It is understood to 

be the first local government council to do so. The vote was 9-1. All Liberal and Labor 

councillors, and one Greens councillor voted in favour, while another Greens councillor 

Dominic Wy Kanak voted against the motion. The motion was introduced by Cr Tony Kay. 

 

• Tony Kay, Councillor at Waverley Council, 3 Nov. 2021:  

Waverley Council is “leading the way at the local government level in Australia and making it 

clear that antisemitism has no place in our community. By adopting this definition and its 

contemporary examples, we commence our journey towards better dialogue, better 

understanding, and better actions on identifying and dealing with antisemitism in all its forms. 

While there are obvious acts of antisemitism, such as the swastikas scrawled across Bondi 

Beach walls, other behaviours which too often fall below the radar need to be called out too. 

The definition … will be an excellent guide to new conversations and actions around 

antisemitism to create a safer and more welcoming Waverley.” 

 

 

EDUCATIONAL and other RESPONSES 

 

• La Trobe Student Union: adoption of IHRA definition of antisemitism    

In contrast to some other university student unions, La Trobe Student Union (LTSU) passed a 

motion on 15 June 2022 adopting the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) 

Working Definition of Antisemitism. The motion also said that LTSU “recognises that 

marginalised groups have the right to define what determines discrimination, and affirms that 

it is against the boycotting of institutions or individuals simply because of their nationality, 

race, religion, or any other personal characteristic.” 

 

LTSU president Joel Blanch, said that the motion “adopts a clear definition of antisemitism, 

because that way we can follow it as a union and have some sort of clear understanding of what 

is and isn’t antisemitism.” There was significant opposition to this motion from the Socialist 

Alternative group at La Trobe. Blanch stated that “There’s been a really insidious effort from 

certain groups, including Socialist Alternative, to conflate support of Palestine with being 

antisemitic … I think they use the issue of the horrible treatment of Palestinians, and the serious 

conflict that is going on with allowing themselves to be both supporting Palestine and 

antisemitic.” 

https://www.australianjewishnews.com/a-breath-of-fresh-air/ 

 

 

 

 

https://www.australianjewishnews.com/a-breath-of-fresh-air/
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• Hate Crime website 

https://hatecrime.com.au/ 

The ‘Hate Crime’ website was launched on 15 February 2022. “About this project: The 

University of Sydney in collaboration with the Australian Hate Crime Network has created 

this website and its resources to help raise awareness about the problems of hate crime and hate 

incidents in NSW. We hope that the website will provide a ‘one stop shop’ for information 

about when hate is a crime, where to find support and how to take action. Our vision is to build 

awareness, promote support and guide action and advocacy.” 

 

• His Eminence Archbishop Makarios, Primate of the Greek Orthodox Church in 

Australia, Greek Orthodox Archbishop of Australia, 27 Jan. 2022: 

“There is no place in our faith for hatred towards our fellow human beings. There is no place 

for discrimination on the grounds of religion or ancestry. There is no place for sinister and 

stereotypical perceptions that foster antisemitism. ... It is our duty to keep alive our historical 

memory and not leave any gap open that would allow humanity, ever again, to experience 

horrors similar to those of the Holocaust.” 

https://neoskosmos.com/en/2022/01/27/news/archbishop-of-australia-there-is-no-place-for-

hatred-discrimination-and-anti-semitism-in-our-faith/ 

 

 

ETHNIC COMMUNITY RESPONSES 

At a Hizb ut’Tahrir street protest, held in Lakemba in Sydney in May 2021, speakers called to 

“Destroy the Jews” and “Give us the necks of the Jews” and similar other calls, with cheers 

from the crowd. After this became public knowledge in October 2021, several ethnic 

organisations publicly condemned the antisemitism and showed support for the Jewish 

community. 

 

• Armenian National Committee of Australia 

“Armenian National Committee of Australia Condemns Anti-Jewish Hate Speech, 26 October 

2021. The Armenian National Committee of Australia condemns the recent provocation of hate 

speech and racism against the Jewish-Australian community, where a group of protestors were 

recorded chanting offensive statements including “Destroy the Jews” and “Give us the necks 

of the Jews”. Words which intend to demean, dehumanise or incite violence against a particular 

group, whether based on race, sex or religion, are absolutely unacceptable and undermine the 

harmonious co-existence of our multicultural society and Australian democracy as well as 

being against the core values of humanity. 

 

Calling out and condemning such hate speech and incitement is the vital first step to protecting 

the nation's multicultural fabric to mitigate the threats posed by prejudice and intolerance. 

Australia has a proud tradition of free political expression, discourse and dissent which should 

never be allowed to be replaced with hate speech and incitement. As fellow descendants of 

genocide survivors the ultimate act of racial and religious intolerance, Armenian-Australians 

stand with Jewish-Australians in declaring that words matter today, as they did in the Ottoman 

Empire during WWI and in Europe during WWII, when the normalisation of such hate speech 

and incitement created the atmosphere and facilitated two of the gravest crimes against 

humanity in modern history.” 

http://www.anc.org.au/news/Media-Releases/Statement--Armenian-National-Committee-of-

Australia-Condemns-Anti-Jewish-Hate-Speech 

 

 

https://hatecrime.com.au/
https://neoskosmos.com/en/2022/01/27/news/archbishop-of-australia-there-is-no-place-for-hatred-discrimination-and-anti-semitism-in-our-faith/
https://neoskosmos.com/en/2022/01/27/news/archbishop-of-australia-there-is-no-place-for-hatred-discrimination-and-anti-semitism-in-our-faith/
http://www.anc.org.au/news/Media-Releases/Statement--Armenian-National-Committee-of-Australia-Condemns-Anti-Jewish-Hate-Speech
http://www.anc.org.au/news/Media-Releases/Statement--Armenian-National-Committee-of-Australia-Condemns-Anti-Jewish-Hate-Speech
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• Assyrian National Council of Australia 

“Assyrian National Council of Australia Stand in solidarity in Condemning Anti-Jewish Hate 

Speech, October 29, 2021. Assyrian National Council of Australia joins the Armenian National 

Committee in condemning the recent provocation of hate speech and racism against the 

Australian Jewish community, in which a group of protesters were recorded chanting offensive 

statements including “destroy the Jews” and “give us the necks of the Jews.” 

 

Anti-Semitism, the world's oldest disease, has no place in our way of life in Australia. All 

human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights and have the capacity to contribute 

constructively to the development and well-being of their societies. Any policy of racial 

superiority is scientifically wrong, morally condemnable, socially unjust, and dangerous, and 

must be rejected. Although Australia remains an open and tolerant society, unfortunately there 

are a small number of individuals and organizations that actively denigrate Jews and other 

ethnic minorities, and they are widely condemned. Most Australians consider anti-Semitism 

unacceptable. We are truly blessed and fortunate to live in such a harmonious country with 

many different cultures we can learn from. We should all stand together to protect our 

communities against all forms of violent extremism.” 

https://www.ancau.org/post/assyrian-national-committee-of-australia-stand-in-solidarity-in-

condemning-anti-jewish-hate-speech 

 

 

• Hindu Council of Australia 

“Hindu Council of Australia: Statement Against Hate Speech, 26/10/2021. Hindu Council of 

Australia stands with the Jewish community and condemn the hate speech hurled towards the 

Jewish community during a protest in the month of May 2021. The Hindu community believes 

in peaceful coexistence of people of various faiths and ethnicity anywhere in the world and 

treat the whole world as ‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam’ (The world is one family).” 

https://www.facebook.com/NSWJBD/photos/a.305240909608685/2401314413334647/ 

 

 

• Greek-Australian Society 

“Statement: 1 November 2021. The Greek-Australian Society expresses its deep concern at the 

recent recording of anti-Jewish hate speech at a protest rally in Sydney, where people were 

recorded allegedly calling for “the necks of the Jews”. GAS denounces the incitement of hatred 

and violence in all forms, including on the basis of ethnicity and religion. This sort of language 

undermines our multicultural society and has no place in our town centres and suburban roads. 

This recent Sydney incident has been referred to NSW Police. As a Partner to the Keep NSW 

Safe coalition, GAS is proud to stand alongside our fellow citizens in New South Wales to 

nurture and protect a peaceful community with friendship and goodwill.”  

https://www.facebook.com/greekaustraliansociety/posts/359367552636389 

 

 

             

https://www.ancau.org/post/assyrian-national-committee-of-australia-stand-in-solidarity-in-condemning-anti-jewish-hate-speech
https://www.ancau.org/post/assyrian-national-committee-of-australia-stand-in-solidarity-in-condemning-anti-jewish-hate-speech
https://www.facebook.com/NSWJBD/photos/a.305240909608685/2401314413334647/
https://www.facebook.com/greekaustraliansociety/photos/pcb.359367552636389/359367519303059/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXOmWzl6DSYdUCg54Cplzx91kmpWZt5pX-mR5HAjStz0K92wa5osHGNUICgTKEN3sRhkmgKYzhUvBoqZlzfxSaQNQDgNogHG8rYFbup9rEzZpi2wu991xsDi4qagkj1FHIA8rX-v2KSRsuAprOvnWn9&__tn__=*bH-R
https://www.facebook.com/greekaustraliansociety/photos/pcb.359367552636389/359367519303059/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXOmWzl6DSYdUCg54Cplzx91kmpWZt5pX-mR5HAjStz0K92wa5osHGNUICgTKEN3sRhkmgKYzhUvBoqZlzfxSaQNQDgNogHG8rYFbup9rEzZpi2wu991xsDi4qagkj1FHIA8rX-v2KSRsuAprOvnWn9&__tn__=*bH-R
https://www.facebook.com/greekaustraliansociety/posts/359367552636389
https://www.facebook.com/greekaustraliansociety/photos/pcb.359367552636389/359367475969730/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXOmWzl6DSYdUCg54Cplzx91kmpWZt5pX-mR5HAjStz0K92wa5osHGNUICgTKEN3sRhkmgKYzhUvBoqZlzfxSaQNQDgNogHG8rYFbup9rEzZpi2wu991xsDi4qagkj1FHIA8rX-v2KSRsuAprOvnWn9&__tn__=*bH-R
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INTERNATIONAL RESPONSES 

 

 

UN: Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) 

https://www.ohchr.org/en/special-procedures/sr-religion-or-belief/antisemitism 

 

Antisemitism, Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, 26 May 2022 

 

• “In his 2019 report to the UN General Assembly A/74/358, the Special Rapporteur on 

freedom of religion or belief, Ahmed Shaheed,  identified violence, discrimination and 

expressions of hostility motivated by antisemitism as a serious obstacle to the 

enjoyment of the right to freedom of religion or belief. A subsequent review undertaken 

by the Special Rapporteur of trends in antisemitism since 2019 revealed many positive 

developments in combating antisemitism but also enduring challenges. Therefore, the 

Special Rapporteur developed a Follow-up Action Plan outlining key eight 

recommendations intended to enable key stakeholders to make further progress in 

implementing the recommendations set out in the 2019 report on antisemitism and to 

address the serious challenges identified. In formulating them, the Special Rapporteur 

engaged with a number of national, regional and international actors, including 

governmental actors, international human rights experts and civil society actors, 

committed to combating ‘hate speech’ generally and antisemitism specifically. See the 

Action Plan” 

 

 

Action Plan: Summary of the eight actions recommended by Ahmed Shaheed are as follows: 

https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/2022-05/ActionPlanChanges-May2022.pdf 

 

1. Adopt and communicate a zero-tolerance approach to antisemitic statements and 

incidents. 

 

2. Establish national structures to ensure consistent attention to understanding and 

combating antisemitism. 

 

3. Ensure all of society can recognize antisemitism and know the facts of the Holocaust. 

 

4. Improve national efforts to monitor, record, and publish data on antisemitic hate crimes 

and incidents and support victims of antisemitism. 

 

5. Ensure Jewish communities’ physical safety and ability to practice their religion. 

 

6. Curb the spread of harmful antisemitic narratives online while appropriately 

safeguarding freedom of expression. 

 

7. Express solidarity with Jewish communities and strengthen intercommunal and 

interfaith cooperation. 

 

8. Ensure international organizations devote appropriate attention to combating 

antisemitism as a human rights concern. 

 

 

https://www.ohchr.org/en/special-procedures/sr-religion-or-belief/antisemitism
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.ohchr.org%2fEN%2fIssues%2fFreedomReligion%2fPages%2fReportSRtotheGeneralAssembly.aspx&c=E,1,xQ_MrF2tMYQaHiFzq34vJpsprBC8iFXq62T_vpErXraOdBtmHi16DqMMwrKLneDekxjwSIu5Drdzsj1YipVT3yopVuQM78oJiHhuW-F7d_Xmy5oiBpusEg,,&typo=1
https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/2022-05/ActionPlanChanges-May2022.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/2022-05/ActionPlanChanges-May2022.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/2022-05/ActionPlanChanges-May2022.pdf
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UN General Assembly Resolution on Holocaust Denial, adopted on 20 Jan. 2022: 

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/LTD/N22/230/12/PDF/N2223012.pdf 

 

“Bearing in mind that Holocaust denial in its various forms is an expression of 

antisemitism, 

 

Noting that distortion and/or denial of the Holocaust refers, inter alia, to: 

 

• Intentional efforts to excuse or minimise the impact of The Holocaust or its principal 

elements, including collaborators and allies of Nazi Germany 

 

• Gross minimisation of the number of the victims of The Holocaust in contradiction to 

reliable sources 

 

• Attempts to blame the Jews for causing their own genocide 

 

• Statements that cast The Holocaust as a positive historical event 

 

• Attempts to blur the responsibility for the establishment of concentration and death 

camps devised and operated by Nazi Germany by putting blame on other nations or 

ethnic groups” 

 

[NB. This UN definition is the same wording adopted by the IHRA working definition of 

Holocaust denial and distortion in 2013, see further below.] 

 

 

US Government policies to combat antisemitism 

https://www.jns.org/opinion/is-anti-semitism-a-jewish-problem/ 

 

Ellie Cohanim, senior fellow at the Center for Security Policy and former U.S. Deputy Special 

Envoy to Monitor and Combat anti-Semitism, 14 Oct. 2021: “The Trump administration, for 

which I was proud to serve as deputy envoy to combat anti-Semitism, crafted the following 

policies to fight the phenomenon wherever it reared its ugly head: 

 

• We in the administration understood the basic truth that Israel is the safe haven for Jews 

around the world, and when there is escalating anti-Semitism in places like France and 

England, to the point that Jews in those countries find their living conditions unbearable 

and need to find refuge, they move to Israel. 

 

• We also understood this basic truth: that the Jewish state did not come about because 

of the Holocaust, as some haters of Israel claim. The opposite is the case, the Holocaust 

took place because there was no Israel. There was no Jewish country to escape to; no 

Jewish army to defend Jews; and thus the forces of evil were able to rise. 

 

• We understood, as well, that today the hatred of the Jew among nations—that is, the 

hatred of the Jewish state of Israel—is developing into a new form of anti-Semitism 

worldwide, and that the best way to counter it is by bolstering and supporting Israel. 

Foremost among this support was the recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s eternal capital 

and the move of the U.S. embassy there from Tel Aviv.” 

 

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/LTD/N22/230/12/PDF/N2223012.pdf
https://www.jns.org/opinion/is-anti-semitism-a-jewish-problem/
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• IHRA working definition of Holocaust denial and distortion 

 

The IHRA’s Member Countries adopted the working definition of Holocaust denial and 

distortion by consensus at the IHRA’s Plenary meeting in Toronto on 10 October 2013. ... 

IHRA hereby adopts the following legally non-binding working definition as its working 

tool. 

 

Holocaust denial is discourse and propaganda that deny the historical reality and the extent 

of the extermination of the Jews by the Nazis and their accomplices during World War II, 

known as the Holocaust or the Shoah. Holocaust denial refers specifically to any attempt to 

claim that the Holocaust/Shoah did not take place. 

 

Holocaust denial may include publicly denying or calling into doubt the use of principal 

mechanisms of destruction (such as gas chambers, mass shooting, starvation and torture) or 

the intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish people. 

 

Holocaust denial in its various forms is an expression of antisemitism. The attempt to deny 

the genocide of the Jews is an effort to exonerate National Socialism and antisemitism from 

guilt or responsibility in the genocide of the Jewish people. Forms of Holocaust denial also 

include blaming the Jews for either exaggerating or creating the Shoah for political or 

financial gain as if the Shoah itself was the result of a conspiracy plotted by the Jews. In this, 

the goal is to make the Jews culpable and antisemitism once again legitimate. 

 

The goals of Holocaust denial often are the rehabilitation of an explicit antisemitism and the 

promotion of political ideologies and conditions suitable for the advent of the very type of 

event it denies. 

 

Distortion of the Holocaust refers, inter alia, to: 

 

1. Intentional efforts to excuse or minimize the impact of the Holocaust or its principal 

elements, including collaborators and allies of Nazi Germany; 

 

2. Gross minimization of the number of the victims of the Holocaust in contradiction to 

reliable sources; 

 

3. Attempts to blame the Jews for causing their own genocide; 

 

4. Statements that cast the Holocaust as a positive historical event. Those statements are 

not Holocaust denial but are closely connected to it as a radical form of 

antisemitism.  They may suggest that the Holocaust did not go far enough in 

accomplishing its goal of “the Final Solution of the Jewish Question”; 

 

5. Attempts to blur the responsibility for the establishment of concentration and death 

camps devised and operated by Nazi Germany by putting blame on other nations or 

ethnic groups. 

 

Source: https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/resources/working-definitions-

charters/working-definition-holocaust-denial-and-distortion 

 

  

https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/resources/working-definitions-charters/working-definition-holocaust-denial-and-distortion
https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/resources/working-definitions-charters/working-definition-holocaust-denial-and-distortion
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9. ARTICLES on ANTISEMITISM  
 

 

The ECAJ has been active in exposing antisemitism. It has produced articles which have been 

published in the Australian and international media during the period in review. Some of the 

articles by the ECAJ, and by others, are reproduced here. 

 

 

Comprehensive study of hate incidents in Australia    

 

by Julie Nathan 28 July 2022 

https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/comprehensive-study-of-hate-incidents-in-australia/ 

 

A comprehensive study has revealed a clearer picture of the state of reported hate incidents in 

Australia from 2014 to 2021.  

 

The study was based on the reports of three targeted communities - Jewish, Muslim and Asian 

– the only communities who have a reporting and documentation system, and which produce 

reports on hate incidents against their community.  

 

The three reports used in this assessment are: the Executive Council of Australian Jewry’s 

‘Report on Antisemitism in Australia’ (produced annually since 1990); the Islamophobia 

Register Australia’s ‘Islamophobia in Australia’ (three reports produced, in 2017, 2019 and 

2022); and the Asian Australian Alliance’s ‘COVID-19 Coronavirus Racism Incident Report’ 

(two reports produced, in 2020 and in 2021). 

 

It is important to note that the reports by each of these organisations vary in four distinct ways: 

1. different or unknown criteria for inclusion/exclusion as a hate incident, 2. different data 

categories of hate incidents (notably, two reports include online discourse as incidents while 

one report excludes online), 3. different transparency levels of incidents (eg one report lists all 

incidents, two reports provide some examples of incidents), and 4. different time frames of 

reporting periods. This means that making accurate comparisons between the incident data in 

the different reports is complicated, yet attainable. 

 

Despite these differences, by looking at the reports produced by each organisation a clearer and 

more comprehensive picture of hate incidents in Australia emerges from the data, at least within 

these three targeted communities. 

 

Summary of incidents 

 

The study found that there were 3,522 reported hate incidents in the seven-year period 

between 17 September 2014 and 30 September 2021. That amounts to an average of over one 

incident a day. There are two periods, corresponding to different reporting periods of the 

communities. 

 

In the first period, in the five years between late 2014 and 2019, there were 2,203 reported hate 

incidents. These were composed of 1,364 anti-Jewish incidents (in the 60 months from 1 

October 2014 to 30 September 2019) and 839 anti-Muslim incidents (in the 64 months from 

17 September 2014 to 31 December 2019).  

https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/comprehensive-study-of-hate-incidents-in-australia/
https://www.ecaj.org.au/state-of-hate-incidents-in-australia/
https://www.ecaj.org.au/
https://www.islamophobia.com.au/
https://www.islamophobia.com.au/
https://asianaustralianalliance.net/
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In the second period, in the two years of 2020 and 2021, there were 1,319 reported hate 

incidents. These were composed of 778 anti-Jewish incidents (in the 24 months from 1 

October 2019 to 30 September 2021) and 541 anti-Asian incidents (in the 15 months from 2 

April 2020 to 28 June 2021). 

 

To provide some context, the Australian population is composed of 25 million people. The 

intensity of hate incidents on communities can be understood through proportionality. 

According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics in 2016, in Australia there were just under 

100,000 Jews, 604,000 Muslims, and 2.4 million people of east and southeast Asian ancestry. 

This means that proportionally, for every 100,000 people in each community, there 

were 306 anti-Jewish incidents, 24 anti-Muslim incidents, and 18 anti-east/southeast Asian 

incidents, on average annually. 

 

The three communities face similar types of hate incidents, but in varying proportions. Using 

data from the latest reports by ECAJ, IRA and AAA, the top two categories with the highest 

percentage of incidents for each community are: verbal abuse (33%) and graffiti (24%) against 

the Jewish community; online content (44%) and hate speech (25%) against the Muslim 

community; and, direct racial slur/name calling (35%) and online harassment (25%) against 

the Asian community. 

 

Anti-Jewish incidents 

 

The Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ) has produced an annual Report on 

Antisemitism each year since 1990, spurred on by a spate of arson attacks on synagogues in 

1990 and 1991. The ECAJ, formed in 1944, is the peak national body representing the 

Australian Jewish community. Each Antisemitism Report covers the 12-month period to 30 

September each year. 

 

There was a total of 2,142 anti-Jewish incidents reported for the seven years from 1 October 

2014 to 30 September 2021; averaging 306 incidents annually. The annual number of anti-

Jewish incidents ranged from 190 incidents in 2015 to 447 incidents in 2021.  

 

Anti-Jewish incidents, documented in the 2021 ECAJ report, as a percentage of the total 

number of incidents, in descending order, comprised: verbal abuse (33%); graffiti (24%); 

email, postal, phone (23%); placards, posters, stickers (16%); physical assault (2%); and 

vandalism (2%).  

 

Of note, the ECAJ, unlike other organisations, does not include in its tally of incidents general 

expressions of hate against Jews that appear online, as these are too numerous and ubiquitous 

to measure from year to year in any meaningful way. 

 

Anti-Muslim incidents 

 

The Islamophobia Register Australia (IRA) was established “in response to increasing 

harassment and attacks” against Muslims after police raids in Sydney and Brisbane in 

September 2014.  

 

There was a total of 839 anti-Muslim incidents reported between 17 September 2014 and 31 

December 2019, a 64-month period, of which 388 (47%) were online posts/comments. The 

https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/2071.0main+features302016
https://www.ecaj.org.au/
https://www.ecaj.org.au/antisemitism-report/
https://www.ecaj.org.au/antisemitism-report/
https://www.ecaj.org.au/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/ECAJ-Antisemitism-Report-2021.pdf
https://www.jwire.com.au/anti-jewish-incidents-in-australia-up-35-in-2021/
https://www.islamophobia.com.au/
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average number of anti-Muslim incidents annually for the five years between 2015 and 2019 

was 147.  

 

The three reports by IRA documented 243 incidents in 2014 and 2015 (16 months), 349 in 

2016 and 2017 (24 months), and 247 in 2018 and 2019 (24 months). Of these incidents, 55%, 

42% and 44%, respectively, were online content. 

 

IRA’s 2018-2019 report noted that the 138 offline incidents, which account for 56% of all 

incidents, in descending order, comprised: hate speech (46%); discrimination (14%); 

discrimination by authorities (14%); graffiti/vandalism (13%); physical assault (8%); damage 

to individuals (3%); and property damage (2%). Of the 109 online incidents, these occurred on 

Facebook (86%); email (6%); online media (6%); and Twitter (2%). These percentages were 

similar to those in the second report. 

 

Combining all 247 incidents, ie offline and online, in 2018-2019, the percentages, in 

descending order, comprised: online content (44%); hate speech (25%); discrimination (8%); 

discrimination by authorities (8%); graffiti/vandalism (7%); physical assault (4%); damage to 

individuals (2%); and property damage (1%). 

 

Anti-Asian incidents 

 

The Asian Australian Alliance (AAA) report was motivated by the racism against Asians in 

Australia arising from the COVID-19 pandemic. The first report covered the 2-month period 

from 2 April 2020 to 2 June 2020 and recorded 377 incidents. The second report covered the 

13-month period from 3 June 2020 to 28 June 2021, and recorded 164 incidents. This is a total 

of 541 anti-Asian incidents over a 15-month period, and an average of 432 incidents for a 12-

month period. 

 

In the second AAA report, incidents, in descending order, comprised: direct racial slur/name 

calling (35%); online harassment (25%); making it out as a joke (13%); verbal threats (8%); 

getting spat/sneezed/coughed on (7%); physical intimidation/harassment (7%); shunning (6%); 

workplace discrimination (2%); and other categories of discrimination under 2%. 

 

Countering hate incidents 

 

These 3,522 hate incidents comprise only a proportion of hate incidents occurring in Australia. 

Many other anti-Jewish, anti-Muslim and anti-Asian incidents are unreported. In addition, 

incidents against other targeted communities - on the basis of race, ethnic/national origin, 

religion, gender, sexuality, disability, and other attributes - go unreported due to the lack of an 

organisation which takes reports for these communities. 

 

Hate incidents detrimentally affect individuals, communities and the society as a whole. It is 

therefore crucial to counter and reduce the number of hate incidents, and the prevailing 

prejudices that drive them. This requires information and resolve.  

 

The hate incident data by these three targeted communities can be used by governments, human 

rights bodies, police, and others, to formulate policies and practices towards countering hate 

incidents. This data is an invaluable resource providing evidence for the state of hate incidents 

in Australia within these three communities. 

 

https://www.islamophobia.com.au/Islamophobia-in-Australia-ISRA-Academic-Report.pdf
http://www.islamophobia.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Islamophobia-Report-2019-2.pdf
https://researchoutput.csu.edu.au/ws/portalfiles/portal/208330970/Islamophobia_Report_3_2022_LR_Spreads_RA.pdf
https://asianaustralianalliance.net/
https://asianaustralianalliance.net/covid-19-coronavirus-racism-incident-report/
https://asianaustralianalliance.net/covid-19-racism-incident-report-survey-comprehensive-report-2021/
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Julie Nathan is the Research Director at the Executive Council of Australian Jewry, and since 

2013 has been the author of the ECAJ Report on Antisemitism 
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Contemporary Antisemitism and Ways to Counter It 

 

Julie Nathan  31 Jan. 2022 

https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/contemporary-antisemitism-and-ways-to-counter-it/  

https://www.jwire.com.au/contemporary-antisemitism-and-ways-to-counter-it/ 

 

Around the world, we see Jews increasingly under attack - synagogues vandalised, Jewish 

students ostracised, Jews beaten up in the streets or murdered in their homes, calls for Israel to 

be destroyed. It has become so pervasive and overwhelming.  

 

What can we do, where to begin? It is good to have a panoramic view of what is occurring 

across the world. However, to counter antisemitism, we need to break it up into its various 

components, and develop specific strategies with which to tackle each component.  

 

Every person who so desires can play their role. Everyone has areas of interest, skills and 

knowledge they can utilise in this campaign. People just need to find where they are best suited 

and then use their own abilities and skills in that area.  

 

Firstly, let’s look at the three main components of the antisemitism machine. 

 

Sources: The Engine 

Today’s antisemitism derives from four main sources, each ideologically driven: extremist 

elements within the political right and political left, and amongst Muslims and Christians. Each 

of these four sources is composed of various strands of belief, activity and influence.  

 

Left-wing antisemitism tends to dress itself in a cloak of social justice, under an anti-racism 

mantra; whereas right-wing antisemitism tends to lay itself bare, without any cloak to hide its 

inherent racism. Within both the Muslim and Christian worlds there are individuals and 

organisations seeking to harm Jews and/or Israel, often from a supersessionist and supremacist 

base. For them, at the very least, Jews must be ‘put back in their place’.  

 

Methods Used: The Wheels 

The delivery methods used to express antisemitism can be quite diverse, but are roughly 

divided between discourse and incidents, ie what is said and what is done.  

 

Discourse covers bias and misinformation in mainstream society, and vilification and 

incitement on the extreme margins of society. It is found in politics, the media, universities, 

social clubs and elsewhere. It proliferates on the internet and social media – communication 

channels used by governments and corporations, media and academics, groups and individuals. 

With the tap of fingers on a keyboard, hate is spread instantaneously across the globe. 

 

Much more serious are antisemitic incidents - Jews being verbally abused and physically 

assaulted, vandalism of Jewish community property, and threats of mass murder. To thwart 

physical attacks, Jewish organisations in many countries have security measures in place 

around Jewish sites, without which there would be many more casualties.  

 

Attacks against Jews do not come out of nowhere. They are built upon foundations of hate, 

often centuries in the making, and inspired by antisemitic discourse; from libels and teachings 

of contempt, creating an atmosphere that poisons how Jews are perceived, through to overt 

propaganda that demonises Jews. This leads to attacks on Jews, ranging from verbal abuse on 

https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/contemporary-antisemitism-and-ways-to-counter-it/
https://www.jwire.com.au/contemporary-antisemitism-and-ways-to-counter-it/
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the streets to mass shootings. The methods used to attack Jews, whether through discourse or 

incidents, are as much a legal and police issue as a political or social issue. 

 

Power Structures: The Fuel 

In any given society or nation, the power structures and those with influence have the ability 

to increase or decrease the levels and intensity of antisemitism. There are also international 

power structures such as the United Nations, the European Union, the Organisation of Islamic 

Cooperation, that act as a major source of anti-Zionism, by targeting Israel for unfair and 

discriminatory treatment, with a hugely unbalanced focus on the Jewish state. In addition, 

dozens of NGOs such as the BDS movement, operate internationally; their anti-Zionism 

intensifies the demonisation of Jews.  

 

It is these institutions, through the authority they hold, that draw the line between what is 

acceptable or unacceptable behaviour towards the Jewish people and the Jewish state.  

 

How Can We Counter Antisemitism?  

The following are some ideas where you may like to focus your attention: 

 

• Joining a political party or engaging in interfaith dialogue and working from within.  

 

• Monitoring social media, to report the haters and to campaign for more accountability 

from platform providers, and to initiate and engage in social media campaigns to 

counteract the haters.  

 

• Holding mainstream media to standards of honesty, accuracy and balanced reporting.  

 

• Campaigning for law reform to outlaw vilification and incitement to violence.  

 

• Ensuring that universities are places of robust learning but not discrimination against 

Jewish students.  

 

If we each choose one particular area and focus on countering antisemitism there, then it all 

contributes to the campaign.  

 

Wherever you are, in your country and in your life, and whatever your particular interests and 

expertise (eg law, media, social media, your local environmental or women’s group), choose 

where you are most suited and feel most comfortable, and work from there. Seek comrades and 

allies, and do what you can, whenever you can. 

 

We are not alone. We are not incapable. There are many people who provide excellent role 

models in countering antisemitism. There is plenty of scope to find where one can contribute 

to countering antisemitism, and defending Jews against hatred.  

 

In summary – get involved, educate others, demand accountability, expose hate, report 

incidents, and let’s fight this plague together! 

 

 

Julie Nathan … is also Chair of the Antisemitism and Racism Committee of the International 

Council of Jewish Women (ICJW). 
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Music as a Medium of Antisemitism 

 

Julie Nathan  9 Feb. 2022 

https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/music-as-a-medium-of-antisemitism/ 

https://www.jwire.com.au/music-as-a-medium-for-antisemitism/  

 

Exposing and countering racist hate on the internet is predominantly focussed on social media 

sites, both mainstream and extremist, which post racist text and images. However, one area has 

not received much attention – racist music. Today, with the internet, the racist music scene is 

changing. There is a proliferation of racist, and especially antisemitic, music being promoted 

and shared online.  

 

This takes four main forms: German Nazi music, movie segments, replacing the lyrics of 

known songs, and creating new music and lyrics, often rap-style. These are posted as videos 

on video channels such as YouTube, Bitchute, Odysee, and on social media platforms such as 

Gab and Telegram. To illustrate the problem, examples of music posted by Australian right-

wing extremists are provided. 

 

1. Music from Nazi Germany 

 

One of the most popular songs today with neo-Nazis, from the period of Nazi Germany, is 

‘Erika’. Videos of the song are produced and played with various backgrounds, most 

commonly showing film footage of Hitler, Nazi flags, soldiers and military parades.  

 

The lyrics of ‘Erika’ are not political or racist, referring to both a type of flower (heather) and 

a girl’s name. The lyrics describe that: “On the heath, there blooms a little flower and it's called 

Erika. ... Back at home, there lives a little maiden and she's called Erika.” However, the lyrics 

and melody were written about 1930 as a marching song, and it was popularised during the 

Nazi period as a marching song for German soldiers in the Nazi military machine.  

 

‘Erika’, with various background versions of Nazi graphics, has been posted by known right-

wing extremists in Australia such as Thomas Sewell (on 7 April 2021 and 17 April 2021) and 

Ryan Fletcher (on 26 October 2021). Videos of ‘Erika’ posted by Sewell, the leader of the neo-

Nazi group, National Socialist Network, included extensive viewing of Hitler and Nazi soldiers 

marching. The video posted by Fletcher is of a cartoon of a Jew hiding in bed while lights are 

flashing outside to the sounds of ‘Erika’ and marching jackboots.  

 

Videos of Nazi-era music, such as ‘Erika’, seek to normalise and promote Nazism as an 

ideology and to stir up hatred of Jews. Posting Nazi-era propaganda music with Nazi-themed 

visuals in the background is advocating antisemitism, militarism, totalitarianism and violence. 

 

2. Movie segments 

 

Segments of racist music from movies are also posted online. One example is from the movie 

‘American History X’, about two brothers involved in the neo-Nazi movement. A segment 

from this movie was posted online by Australian neo-Nazi Jarrad Searby (on 25 November 

2021) on Gab; namely, the scene with the character of ‘Seth’ driving an orange Dodge van, 

where Seth is vehemently singing:   

 

 

https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/music-as-a-medium-of-antisemitism/
https://www.jwire.com.au/music-as-a-medium-for-antisemitism/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erika_(song)
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0120586/
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“My eyes have seen the glory of the trampling at the zoo,  

We washed ourselves in niggers’ blood and all the mongrels too.  

We’re taking down the ZOG machine, Jew by Jew by Jew.  

The white man marches on.” 

 

The original melody is from the American civil war era song, ‘The Battle Hymn of the 

Republic’. The lyrics are: “Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord. He is 

trampling out the vintage where the grapes of wrath are stored. He hath loosed the fateful 

lightening of His terrible swift sword. His truth is marching on.”  

 

While movies such as ‘American History X’ (1998), ‘Romper Stomper’ (1992 and 2018) and 

others are not aimed at promoting or legitimising racism, but rather at exposing racists, and 

racist inspired violence, segments are misused in the cause of racism. The ‘Seth’ segment is 

short, concise, and intense. The music in the segment is overtly expressing anti-black, anti-

mixed race, and anti-Jewish racism, glorifying violence, and is upbeat enough to catch on as a 

tune, with its racist lyrics - all captured in under 20 seconds.  

 

3. Replacing lyrics 

 

This method uses existing songs, usually well-known ones, by keeping the melody but 

replacing the lyrics. (It is similar to the ‘Seth’ example above, but without having been created 

for a movie). The danger is that, as these original songs are already quite well known, it makes 

it much easier for people to pick up the melody and repeat the new lyrics. Two examples follow. 

 

‘The Rising of the Moon’ is an Irish ballad about the Irish rebellion against the British in 1789. 

It shares a similar melody with another Irish ballad, ‘The Wearing of the Green’, on the same 

theme; both were written in the mid-1800s. Lyrics include: “At the rising of the moon, at the 

rising of the moon. For the pikes must be together at the rising of the moon ... By the rising of 

the moon, by the rising of the moon. And a thousand pikes were flashing by the rising of the 

moon.”  

 

However, an American musician, Paddy Tarleton, known for white supremacist and other racist 

music and for appropriating traditional Anglo-Celtic melodies, wrote new lyrics. Thus, ‘The 

Rising of the Moon’ became ‘The Naming of the Jew’. Using the traditional well-known 

melody, the lyrics now include: 

 

“we strive against the shysters, crooks and shylocks, ...  

And you won’t see the sun rise now until you name the Jew.  

Oh the naming of the Jew, Oh the naming of the Jew ...  

In 1290, our dear Longshanks had tossed them in the bin,  

‘til that roundhead scoundrel Oliver [Cromwell] had let the kikes back in ...  

For years these shameless bastards have gone by many names,  

From the oligarchs to upper one percent, it’s all the same ...  

So stand, be heard and say the word, it’s J E W ...  

We’ll keep up the pressure in the west until we bleed the beast ...  

And you won’t see the sun rise now until you name the Jew.” 

 

‘The Sound of Silence’, the 1964 hit by Simon and Garfunkel, is another song that has been 

hijacked and abused by racists. This song, with its gentle undulating melody and philosophical 

lyrics, has been turned upside down and recast into a call for genocide. Much of the original 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jy6AOGRsR80
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jy6AOGRsR80
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65DclJTIjIk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NAEppFUWLfc
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lyrics remain, but with select words and phrases replaced eg the first line of ‘Hello darkness, 

my old friend’. The reworded song is named ‘The Ovens of Auschwitz’, and is sung by ‘White 

Hot Takes’. Its lyrics include: 

 

“Hello merchant, you old fiend ...  

Looting our nations while we’re sleeping   

And know cattle cars lie empty on the line,  

we’ll bide our time heating the ovens of Auschwitz ...  

then lit the ovens of Auschwitz.  

And in the fire’s light I saw six million Hebrews, maybe more ...  

send the trains to Auschwitz.  

"Fools" said I, "You do not know, Jewry like a cancer grows” ...  

And the man said, "The lies of the rabbis can only be stopped by force  

And gas of course and in the ovens of Auschwitz”.”  

 

Both these songs, ‘The Naming of the Jew’ and ‘The Ovens of Auschwitz’ were posted on Gab 

by an Australian antisemite, “DanTheOracle” (on 24 November, and on 17 and 25 December 

2021), and on his Odysee video channel (on 5 April and 17 December 2021).  

 

The danger with these songs is that the melodies are well-known, the original songs were 

popular, and the new race-hate words are as catchy as the original lyrics. These ‘new’ songs, 

with familiar tunes, become an easy way to demonise Jews, and to incite violence against Jews.   

 

4. New creations – hip-hop/rap music 

 

Another form of racist music is that of newly created music, both lyrics and melody. Often this 

is in hip-hop or rap style where the person does not sing, but instead speaks rhythmically to an 

accompanying beat. Often these people use their music to express not only racism but also 

other forms of bigotry. Examples of such music by two people follow.  

 

Raymond Foster has posted several videos of his music, which he recites rap-style while 

showing the lyrics on the screen. Foster’s hate videos have been posted on his Facebook pages 

(since removed) and on his YouTube channel, with links also posted on Gab. His lyrics 

generally express violent and murderous acts. 

 

In Foster’s ‘DON'T NEED THAT SUFFERING’ (16 June 2019), the lyrics vilify Jews 

(“kikes”, “heebs”), blacks, Muslims, homosexuals (“fags”), and women (“THOTS” = “that ho 

over there”). The lyrics include: 

 

“just trying to keep these dirty lying kikes away …  

begin stepping in this oven, kike get in  

Get in this oven, Kike get in … Sieg heil 88 …  

blacks stinking out ma home and moaning Kebabs …  

now I’m gonna bag every fucking fag and drag em naked  

behind a horse on jagged gravel until they’re (sic) limbs  

are fucking dangling off and feed em to crocs ...  

crusade every Muslim on the face of earth  

convert em by blade or make em drop ...  

what I got in store for the THOTS, Your gonna bleed a lot ...  

And heebs you’ll leaving as ash, get in the oven.” 

https://www.ecaj.org.au/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/ECAJ-Antisemitism-Report-2021.pdf
https://www.ecaj.org.au/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ECAJ-Antisemitism-Report-2019.pdf
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In a second video by Foster, ‘88 MUTHA FUCKAS’ (20 June 2019), he again glorifies and 

incites violence against Jews: 

 

“I’ll be dragging bodies down an alley to stab em  

don’t panic only kike maggots get damaged...  

we’re wild Aryans we overtake ...  

happily put a knife to ya throat ...  

break through this Jewish cage ...  

fuck ya optics I’ve lost it maybe I’ll Holocaust it ...   

I think I got time to drop every last dogshit kike ...  

always keep the kikes in the eye of your sight ...  

so I’m like the forth (sic) Reich.” 

 

In a third video by Foster, ‘HONOUR ME’ (21 June 2019), lyrics include: “1488 Race War 

Gas all the fucking kikes”. A fourth video by Foster, ‘WHO OWNS HOLLYWOOD?’ (12 July 

2019), includes the lyrics of:  

 

“... fuck ya optics ...  then I mention Jews ...   

Who owns all the banks Who owns all the oil  

Who owns big pharma Who owns all the media  

They’re trying to harm ya Who owns Hollywood  

They’re trying to harm ya  

I’m naming the Jew everyday are ya?  

If not you better start brah start another Shoah ...   

ride with da Reich ... that’s what’s like with these kikes...” 

 

Jarrad (Jaz) Searby is another rapper; he has become involved in the neo-Nazi group, National 

Socialist Network. He posts his videos on Gab and Telegram. Many of his songs include 

content denigrating or threatening Jews. The lyrics to Searby’s music video, ‘THE 

AWAKENING’ (27 June 2021), include: 

 

“... we know the Jews have always hated us  

They fuck us up the arse these cunts  

are smiling while their raping us ...  

now we’re coming with a vengeance and  

they don't know what to do  

We will be catching them real soon then  

we'll throw them in a room  

you smell that gas? Yeah I do too  

And that's the end of you know who!  

I can't help it I drop J pills every time I'm in the room ...  

And now all across the world people are screaming FUCK THE JEWS  

Now we're ready for the white Boy Summer 2022  

And now these kikes will start to run every time we enter rooms ...  

I will see Valhalla soon...” 

 

These examples of rap-style music are newly created works, with original lyrics and using a 

rhythmic beat. Rap is a popular style of music that does not require a musical voice or even 

music. The lyrics of rap-style are often not as audibly clear as other forms of music. Yet despite 

https://www.ecaj.org.au/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/ECAJ-Antisemitism-Report-2021.pdf
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this, as can be seen through the lyrics, this form of music is glorifying hate and advocating 

violence.   

 

Conclusion 

The internet allows the easy dispersion and proliferation of hate propaganda. Mostly, online 

hate is composed of articles on websites and posts/comments and images on social media sites, 

as well as videos uploaded onto most platforms. The genre of music adds a medium of hate 

that is much more easily transmissible and retainable in the memory. Regardless of whether 

the production of such music is for the enjoyment of racists or for propaganda and recruitment 

purposes, it remains a source of hate that is likely to grow, and thus is of great concern. 

 

Music has an effect on the human psyche. The saying that music soothes the savage beast is 

certainly true. It can relax and soothe. Music speaks to the soul. Equally true is that music can 

also stimulate the emotions, raising excitement levels and aggressive tendencies.  

 

Herein lies the danger – racist lyrics, emotive melodies and vivid visuals, can inspire and incite 

racist acts. Hate music can be just as inciting, or more so, than even the most riveting hate 

speeches by demagogues. One hears such music, and if it connects, it is absorbed. And the 

propaganda seeds have been planted. 

 

Julie Nathan is the Research Director at the Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ) 

and author of the annual ECAJ Report on Antisemitism in Australia.   

 

 

 

Erasing Antisemitism from the Narrative 

 

Julie Nathan   21 Feb. 2022 

https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/erasing-antisemitism-from-the-narrative/ 

https://www.jwire.com.au/erasing-antisemitism-from-the-narrative/  

 

Data by police agencies, Jewish community organisations, and others throughout the western 

world show that antisemitism is on the rise, and is thriving. It takes many forms, including 

verbal abuse and physical assault on the streets, attacks upon synagogues, the promotion of 

genocidal anti-Jewish ideologies, hostage taking and murder. 

 

Yet, there are those who are in denial about the persistence and impact of antisemitism, 

effectively erasing or minimising its existence. Their narrative is usually along the lines that if 

ever antisemitism did exist, it ended in 1945 with the defeat of Nazi Germany. 

 

The erasure of antisemitism occurs, consciously or unconsciously, in parts of the mainstream 

media, party politics, universities, and the discourse of certain public figures. This is not a 

fringe phenomenon perpetrated by extremists of the Nazi jackboot variety, the kind who 

happily acknowledge and publicise their antisemitism. Airbrushing antisemitism out of the 

picture occurs in more subtle ways. 

 

Six examples from media, politics, university, and elsewhere, all in Australia, will suffice as 

illustrations. 

 

 

https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/erasing-antisemitism-from-the-narrative/
https://www.jwire.com.au/erasing-antisemitism-from-the-narrative/
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1. Mainstream Media: Erasure of Nazi antisemitism 

 

A Channel 9 News segment in Queensland focused on the neo-Nazi group, National Socialist 

Network (NSN). The program was advertised on 23 March 2021, and aired the next night. In 

advertising the program, on both dates, the promotions on Twitter stated that NSN “Want to 

see the downfall of women, immigration, Islam, and the LGBTQ+ community” and that NSN 

are “anti-women, anti-immigration, anti-gay and anti-Islam”. 

 

There was no mention of Jews or antisemitism. As if by magic, the Channel 9 blurb erased 

Jews as the most fundamental target of Nazism. Any basic reading of the history and ideology 

of National Socialism (Nazism), and of neo-Nazi groups, such as NSN, shows that Jews are 

the main object of Nazi hatred. At the core of Nazi ideology is the belief in an eternal race 

struggle between ‘the Aryan’ and ‘the Jew’, and that the Jews must be exterminated so the 

Aryans can take their ‘rightful place’ in the world. In enacting this ideology, Nazi Germany 

hunted down, rounded up, and killed 6 million European Jews including 1.5 million Jewish 

children. The Nazis also persecuted and incarcerated homosexuals and Roma; whereas there 

was no persecution of women or Muslims – in fact, the Nazis allied themselves with certain 

Muslims, including the notorious Palestinian Arab leader, Haj Amin al-Husseini. 

 

National Socialist Network seeks to replicate the basics of Nazi Germany in Australia, 

including the elimination of all Jews. By omitting, and erasing, any mention of NSN’s hatred 

of Jews, Channel 9 effectively treated NSN’s gross antisemitism as inconsequential, and thus 

became complicit in it. 

 

2. Mainstream Media: Erasure of Jews from the attack in Mumbai 

 

Another example was a piece by the ABC in 2015 which listed the names of the targets of the 

terrorist attack in Mumbai in 2008. ABC correspondent Stephanie March said that the attack 

occurred “… when militants from Pakistan crossed the border and attacked hotels, a café, and 

a railway station in Mumbai in 2008, killing 164 people.” 

 

One venue that was omitted from that list of targets was the Jewish centre in Mumbai, Nariman 

House, which was taken over by the terrorists and endured a three-day siege. Seven Jews were 

mutilated and murdered by the Pakistani “militants”, simply because they were Jews, including 

the rabbi and his pregnant wife. These horrors did not rate a mention by the ABC presenter. 

The fact that Jews were targeted and murdered was erased from the story. 

 

3. At University: Erasure of antisemitism from anti-Nazi motion 

 

At the National Union of Students (NUS) National Conference held in December 2017, two 

Socialist Alternative members moved and seconded a motion titled “ETHNO 11.7: We stand 

against the Antipodean Resistance” condemning the neo-Nazi group Antipodean Resistance. 

The lengthy motion named the targets of Antipodean Resistance as being LGBTI, Muslim, and 

Chinese. It stated that Antipodean Resistance had engaged in: “demonising LGBTI people 

throughout the equal marriage postal vote”, “put up posters demonising Muslims”, “plastered 

posters which told Chinese international students that they would be deported” and “put up 

posters linking homosexuality to pedophilia”. 

 

However, the motion made no mention of Jews as targets of Antipodean Resistance, indeed 

one of their principal targets, along with homosexuals. Antipodean Resistance posters have 

https://twitter.com/9NewsQueensland/status/1374289415577595908
https://twitter.com/9NewsQueensland/status/1374650168801394690
http://www.abc.net.au/pm/content/2015/s4165355.htm
https://anuobserver.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/NUS-National-Conference-2017-Conference-Volume3745.pdf
https://www.abc.net.au/religion/antipodean-resistance-the-rise-and-goals-of-australias-new-nazis/10094794
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called to “Legalise the execution of Jews”, accused Jews of poisoning Australian society, and 

of being the hidden hand behind non-white immigration into Australia. These posters have 

been produced since December 2016 and were often placed at universities. Antipodean 

Resistance propaganda primarily and overwhelmingly targeted Jews and LGBT people; some 

posters also targeted people of east Asian (Chinese) and Indigenous background, but not 

Muslims. 

 

The motion pledged to oppose racism, the far right and Antipodean Resistance. Yet, if Socialist 

Alternative cannot or will not name Jews as targets of neo-Nazis, then any Socialist Alternative 

claim to oppose racism is hollow, and shows Socialist Alternative’s own racist bias against 

Jews. By erasing antisemitism, they are not only being dishonest and biased, but also betraying 

the same mindset as Nazis – that Jews can never be worthy of sympathy or solidarity. 

 

4. In Politics: Erasure of all forms of antisemitism, except one 

 

A variant of the erasure of Jews and antisemitism is the attempt to redefine them both in a way 

that is subservient to a preconceived political or ideological agenda, but bears no relationship 

to reality. This occurs most commonly when those who wish to attack right-wing extremists 

do so by naming and condemning right-wing antisemitism, while omitting all reference to 

antisemitism from other sources, such as left-wing, anti-Zionist, or Muslim extremists. 

 

A case in point is the “Greens Statement on Fighting Antisemitism” published in November 

2021. According to the Greens there is only one source of antisemitism, that of “far-right 

extremist politics and neo-Nazi activity”. All other sources of antisemitism are erased from 

their statement, as antisemitism from these other sources does not fit, and indeed falsifies, the 

Greens simplistic ‘goodies and baddies’ worldview. 

 

Despite its title, ‘Fighting Antisemitism’ does not suggest a plan of action tailored to combat 

antisemitism as a phenomenon in its own right. Instead, it is grouped together with “all forms 

of racism”, a subtle way of minimising and downplaying its significance. 

 

Worse still, the Greens’ Statement attacks one of the most effective tools against antisemitism 

that has been developed in recent years, namely the International Holocaust Remembrance 

Alliance’s (IHRA) Working Definition of Antisemitism. This definition has been 

overwhelmingly accepted and promoted by Jewish community organisations around the world, 

including those engaged in countering antisemitism, and has been adopted by the UN, 

governments, universities and many others. 

 

In summary, the Greens’ Statement undermines the fight against antisemitism in three ways: 

by naming only one form of antisemitism and erasing the other forms, by opposing the IHRA 

working definition of antisemitism, and by subsuming the problem of antisemitism into a 

general anti-racism package. 

 

If the Greens had not erased all forms of antisemitism, except the far-right variant, in their 

‘Statement on Fighting Antisemitism’, they would have been able to acknowledge the immense 

value of the IHRA working definition, and embrace the reality that antisemitism, while a form 

of racism, is also a unique hatred with a long, intense, and genocidal history. 

 

 

 

https://greens.org.au/antisemitism
https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/resources/working-definitions-charters/working-definition-antisemitism
https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/resources/working-definitions-charters/working-definition-antisemitism
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5. By prominent people: Erasure of antisemitism by replacing it with something else 

 

Others have erased antisemitism by claiming, falsely, that it has been superseded by other, 

worse forms of bigotry, thus implying that antisemitism no longer matters. 

 

A case in point are comments made by Julian Burnside, QC, a former Greens election 

candidate. In 2014 and 2015, Burnside repeatedly stated that: “Islamophobia is the new 

antisemitism”. At that time, Jews were subject to a much higher rate of attack than were 

Muslims; for example, in the USA, a Jew is six times more likely to be attacked than a Muslim, 

and in Britain, four times more likely. 

 

More recently, in an interview on The Big Smoke, published on 29 August 2021, in reference 

to Australian government policy on human rights and asylum seekers (many of whom are 

Muslim) over the last 20 years, Burnside stated: 

 

• “Consider how the public at large have been induced to fear and hate Muslims. Consider 

the parallels with antisemitism in Germany in the 1920s to the 1940s.” 

 

Burnside’s analogy is fallacious. While Muslims have undoubtedly faced discrimination and 

hostility since the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks in the US, they have not been stripped 

collectively of their rights as citizens, their jobs and their businesses. Nor have they been forced 

to wear humiliating identifying insignia, imprisoned in ghettoes, subjected to mass shootings, 

or transported in packed cattle cars to purpose-built extermination camps. 

 

In addition, Burnside’s analogy erases contemporary antisemitism. If he sought only to 

highlight anti-Muslim sentiment, he had no need to mention antisemitism a century ago. 

Burnside’s erroneous claims do justice to neither antisemitism nor to Islamophobia. There are 

many ways to protest against anti-Muslim prejudice without making spurious comparisons 

with Nazi antisemitism, which in effect minimise the Holocaust and antisemitism in general. 

 

6. By political activists: Erasure of antisemitism by false analogy 

 

Antisemitism has also been erased through the use of false analogies. One example is found in 

the writings of Jeff Sparrow, a political activist, and founder of Socialist Alternative. In his 

book, Fascists Among Us: Online Hate and the Christchurch Massacre, published in 2019, 

Sparrow, in seeking to describe the seriousness of anti-Muslim bigotry does so by erroneously 

comparing it to antisemitism. Sparrow writes (on pages 31-32): 

 

• “Prior to 9/11, Islamophobia remained a relatively minor current in the West. The War 

on Terror changed that, normalising a discourse that replicated, almost exactly, the key 

tropes of pre-war anti-Semitism. Islamophobic bigots linked all Muslims to jihad, 

precisely as anti-Semites had held all Jews accountable for Bolshevism. … Almost 

every aspect of early-twentieth-century anti-Semitism repeated itself in twenty-first-

century Islamophobia, often with substantial institutional support.” 

 

This claim is demonstrably false, and erases the realities of early twentieth century 

antisemitism. During the first two decades of the 20th century, in Europe and other western 

countries, Jews were still often denied civil rights, were legally discriminated against, and at 

times murdered with impunity. In pogroms in Russia and Ukraine between 50,000 and 200,000 

Jews were massacred. In contrast, Muslims in the first two decades of the 21st century, in 

https://twitter.com/julianburnside/status/505697177889280001
https://twitter.com/julianburnside/status/513605446066634752
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/feb/26/the-islamophobia-stirred-up-by-abbott-and-bolt-is-a-bigger-threat-to-us-than-terrorism
http://www.4bc.com.au/news/pm-stirring-up-islamophobia-says-human-rights-lawyer-20150223-13mqrl.html
https://www.abc.net.au/religion/islamophobia-isnt-the-new-antisemitism-and-the-statistics-prove-/10096692
https://www.thebigsmoke.com.au/2021/08/29/julian-burnside-every-immigration-minister-since-2002-is-guilty-of-human-rights-abuses/
https://www.bookdepository.com/Fascists-Among-Us-Jeff-Sparrow/9781912854691
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Europe and other western countries, retained civil rights and have not been massacred, except 

for one horrific incident in Christchurch perpetrated by a single individual who has been 

imprisoned for life without parole. 

 

In addition, the claim that anti-Muslim bigotry today is comparable to anti-Jewish bigotry a 

century ago has the unstated implication that anti-Jewish bigotry no longer exists in the 21st 

century, but has been superseded by anti-Muslim bigotry. Again, if one wishes to focus on anti-

Muslim bigotry, one does not need to belittle or erase contemporary or past antisemitism, as a 

polemical tool. 

 

Sparrow’s analogy also lacks historical context. While he acknowledges that Islamophobia was 

“a relatively minor current” prior to 9/11, he provides no background to early twentieth century 

antisemitism, treating it as though it came out of nowhere. It ignores the fact that Jews had 

been discriminated against, demonised, ostracised, segregated, persecuted and massacred over 

the previous 1800 years, with hatred of Jews becoming ingrained into western culture. There 

is no parallel with regard to Muslims. 

 

Conclusion 

 

When antisemitism is erased from the narrative in the mainstream media, in party politics, in 

universities, and elsewhere, and by public figures and commentators, the net effect is the 

desensitisation of society to antisemitism. 

 

This leads to a fantasy understanding of our society and world through which laws, social 

conventions and information can cease to be grounded in reality. These are the conditions in 

which Jews can be persecuted and attacked with impunity. The same is true for any other group 

similarly erased from the public narrative. This undermines our democratic way of life, our 

rights and responsibilities as citizens, our social cohesiveness as a nation, and our fight against 

all hatreds and bigotries. 

 

Antisemitism did not end in 1945, instead, it went underground, only to re-emerge when the 

opportunities arose and the political and ideological atmosphere was conducive. Its continuing 

spread is aided and abetted by those who refuse to condemn it or to act against it, and also by 

those who erase antisemitism from their narrative or minimise or relativise it. As history has 

shown time and again, societies in which antisemitism is not acknowledged, and not opposed, 

set themselves on a path to devastation. 

 

 

 

Singling out Jewish businesses in the name of Palestine  

 

by Bren Carlill 25 August 2022 

https://www.jwire.com.au/singling-out-jewish-businesses-in-the-name-of-palestine/ 

 

In 1930s Germany, lists of Jewish businesses were made, and ‘good Germans’ were 

encouraged to boycott them. The Jews were accused of participating in a global conspiracy 

against Germany and of aiding socialism. Threats of violence – and then actual violence – 

against these shops and their owners soon followed. 

 

https://www.jwire.com.au/singling-out-jewish-businesses-in-the-name-of-palestine/
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The murder of six million Jews in the Holocaust is widely known. However, few people outside 

Jewish communities seem aware that the Holocaust wasn’t an aberration. Rather, it was the 

culmination of centuries of hate and the acquiescence of the majority to the radical few who 

singled out Jews and encouraged violence against them, whether for reasons of religion, racial 

purity or protection from global conspiracies. 

 

My point? Jewish businesses are once again being listed, and people are being encouraged to 

take action against them. Starting with Boston, such lists have popped up in a few places 

internationally in recent months. This month, it was Australia’s turn, in the form of Jewish-

owned Melbourne restaurants selling Israeli food. 

 

‘What you do with this information is up to you. Be bold comrades’, is the instruction on the 

list. The list first appeared on the Twitter account of local wannabe cultural critic Muhib 

Nabulsi, but it was eagerly retweeted – and added to – by the Palestine activist echo chamber. 

 

Nabulsi prefaced his list by explaining how Zionism is a global conspiracy, with nodes 

everywhere, and that the businesses on his list were a ‘crucial component of Israel’s global 

genocide campaign’. 

 

Nabulsi is a fan of the BDS Movement. BDS activists like to claim that BDS is a non-violent 

movement supporting Palestinian peace. But its leaders have made clear that their objective is 

not Palestine alongside Israel, but Palestine instead of Israel, an objective shared by outlawed 

terrorist groups like Hamas and Islamic Jihad. 

 

Targeting Jewish businesses outside of Israel was always going to be the logical next step of 

the BDS movement. Listing these businesses, along with implied encouragement for violence 

against them, is a reversion to the dangerous antisemitism of previous centuries. 

 

Indeed, Nabulsi wants us to believe that what should concern us is not the lack of Palestinian 

statehood but that Israel threatens everyone with ‘global genocide’. His logic is clear; local 

Jews are a threat to us all, so local Jews need to cop it. This script has played out hundreds of 

times throughout history. And it always ends badly for the Jews. 

 

At its heart, BDS has always been an antisemitic movement. With this list, Nabulsi has exposed 

BDS for what it is. 

 

The irony is, BDS helps prove the need for Israel’s existence. The Jewish people and religion 

come from the land of Israel. They were ethnically cleansed and dispersed to the four corners 

of the world but never forgot their homeland. It was only in the 19th century – as international 

travel became easier and the concept of national self-determination began developing, that the 

modern movement, which came to be called Zionism was born. 

 

It was the yearning for a homeland, not antisemitism, that created Zionism. But the increasing 

violence against Jews in the 19th and early 20th centuries certainly made it more popular. 

 

Modern antisemitism – these days wrapped in the language of ‘anti-Zionism’ – is much the 

same as its previous iterations; Jews are rhetorically and physically threatened because of 

events they have nothing to do with (and which are usually made up). 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20220808134209/https:/twitter.com/m_h_b_n_/status/1556597644616925186
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While the security situation for Jewish populations in most Western countries is the best it has 

ever been, it’s also true that violent antisemitism is rapidly increasing throughout the Western 

world. The constant – and they are constant – threats against Jews make return to homeland a 

valid option for many. 

 

It is ironic that while BDS activists want to ethnically cleanse Zion of its Jews by targeting 

Melbourne felafel shops, they are making an increase of the Jewish population in Israel more 

likely. 

 

Twitter removed some of the more egregious of Nabulsi’s claims (which, given the extremist 

filth it usually allows on its platform, is really saying something), but it left his list of Jewish 

businesses and his implied encouragement of violence. 

 

We don’t need to get too far ahead of ourselves, of course. An ignorant supporter of an 

antisemitic movement posting a list of Jewish-owned businesses for people to vandalise doesn’t 

make Melbourne 1930s Berlin. It’s not the existence of the list that should worry us – after all, 

racists exist everywhere. The real problem is the acquiescence of the majority, who respond to 

such expressions of racism with silence. 

 

This acquiescence has real-world ramifications. Consider this: with a handful of exceptions, it 

is only Jews that are pushing back against things like the listing of Jewish businesses. It is 

mostly only Jews that are pushing back against the increasingly hard-line and blatantly false 

anti-Israel rhetoric from sectors in civil society – such that Zionism is racist, that Israel practices 

apartheid, that Jews don’t have cultural links to the land. 

 

Because of the lack of wider public disquiet, Palestine activists and their fellow travellers are 

ever more encouraged to further ramp up their rhetoric. In doing so, they purposefully preclude 

nuanced conversation about the best way to resolve the Israeli–Palestinian dispute. Further, 

they are also increasingly intolerant of people remotely sympathetic to Israel – which, of 

course, is most Jews. 

 

On campus, student unions are passing motions that position Zionists (that is, anyone who 

thinks Israel should continue existing) as morally beyond the pale. Given these student unions 

represent the entire student body, and almost every Jew in Australia is sympathetic to Israel’s 

existence, Jewish students are feeling the squeeze. 

 

Listing Jewish businesses might have been the logical next step for the BDS movement, but 

it’s not the logical endpoint; violence against Jews is. (Hence the catch cry among Palestine 

activists to ‘globalise the intifada!’) 

 

Encouraging violence against businesses owned by an ethnic minority because of events on the 

other side of the planet over which they have no control is racism, pure and simple. But if the 

wider community tolerates this racism with silence, the thugs will interpret acquiescence as 

acceptance, and take the next step into violence. It is up to us all to stop this. 

  

Dr Bren Carlill is the director of public affairs at the Zionist Federation of Australia 

https://www.abc.net.au/religion/make-universities-safe-places-for-jewish-students/14026174

